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PREFACE
This report presents the results of a study of a 1972 Venus Flyby/Entry
Probe Mission, primarily aimed at improving man's knowledge of Venus and
its atmosphere. Atmospheric measurements are obtained from complementary
entry probe and flyby probe experiments, trapped radiation and magnetic
field experiments, and multiple wavelength radiometric measurements of the
planet are part of the flyby mission. The entry probe mission terminates
at impact.
The study was initially oriented to selection of a preferred mission and
defining the system and subsystem functional requirements. As the study
progressed, the study objectives were modified to examine several alternate
missions to compare their cost, effectiveness, and development requirements.
Alternative missions which favored the flyby probe experiments, particularly
the RF occultation experiments, and which favored the entry probe, particu-
larly low entry velocities to reduce the heating rates, were evolved. Vari-
ous combinations of science payloads and flyby and entry probe configurations
were studied and their impact on cost mud effectiveness defined.
The final report consists of four documents:
I. Technical Report
2. Mission Definition Supplement
3. Entry Probe Synthesis Supplement
4. Flyby Probe Synthesis Supplement
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The Technical Report is divided into Books I and II. Book I contains
the Introduction, Mission Definition and Entry Probe Synthesis; Book II
contains the Entry Probe Aeroshell Technology Study Addendum, Flyby
Probe Synhhesis and Program Schedule, Cost, Effectiveness and Risk Summary.
The Supplements contain detailed supporting information evolved during
the course of the study and only partially summarized in the Technical
Report. Copies of the three Supplements may be obtained by request
from the Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, California.
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Three candidate Mariner Venus 1972 Missions have been evolved, using an Atlas
SLV-3C/Centaur launch vehicle, a modified Mariner Mars 1969 spacecraft and
an entry probe capable of entry from the approach trajectory. The first
mission, optimizes the Venus encounter geometry favoring the requirements
_ +I_ +_ _T_T
..... e _j_j experlments and _+_I,1_I_T +h_ _ the RF occultation experi-
ment; hence this mission is designated the Best RF Occultation Probe Mission:
both direct link and relay link configurations have been considered. The
second mission, the Minimum Flyby/Entry Probe Mission, minimizes the cost
and program development requirements by reducing the science payload, and
mechanization complexity and selecting launch and arrival dates that result
in the lowest entry velocity commensurate with launch energy requirements.
The third mission favors the entry probe, employing an enhanced science pay-
load on the entry probe and the same low entry velocity launch period as for
the Minimum Flyby/Entry Probe Mission; this mission is designated the Best
Entry Probe Mission.
The system requirements for each mission are defined including: the entry
probe ballistic parameter required to deploy instruments above the cloud
tops, the stowed configuration requirements for launch, the flyby probe maneu-
ver requirements necessary to separate the entry probe, the flyby and entry
probe communication link requirements, the aerothermal environments due to
Venus entry, and the science experiment operation requirements. There are
eight baseline experiments for the entry probe; composition (mass spectro-
meter), temperature, pressure, density, scale height (accelerometers),
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scattering (photometry), impact, and speed of sound measurements. There
are seven baseline experiments for the flyby probe; magnetic field, trapped
radiation, UV, IR, microwave and RF occulation measurements. A key struc-
tural interface exists between the flyby and entry probe due to the Centaur
shroud constraints on the launch configuration. The Minimum Flyby/Entry Probe
Mission considered a sufficiently small entry probe, 43 inches in diameter,
that the existing adapter could be used and no articulation of the flyby
probe elements are required. The Best Entry Probe Mission, with a larger
payload (including a radar altimeter) has a 48 inch diameter entry probe,
requiring small modification to the launch adapter. The Best RF Occulation
Mission, with a 54 inch entry probe, requires a significantly larger adapter
and articulation of the low gain antenna on the flyby probe. A number of
system requirements stem from the mission peculiar constraints, including:
a nose mounted rocket for the entry probe for the Best RF Occulation Mission
as opposed to a tall mounted rocket for the other missions, a second articu-
lated low gain antenna on the flyby for the Best RF Occulation Mission versus
a single body fixed low gain antenna for the other missions, and high entry
velocities for the Best RF Occulation Mission, 38,670 fps versus 35,800 fps
for the alternate missions.
Communication link performance and mechanization analyses for the entry probe
indicate that a direct link is favored due to the high surface pressures of
the Venus atmosphere which causes a long descent time. Long descent time
favors a direct link, but aggravates the relay link mechanization require-
ments as the llne of sight essentially goes from horizon to horizon. The
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relay link can be improved at the cost of complexity or design compromise;
examples include a large deployable antenna on the flyby and/or an entry
probe with a large ballistic parameter. A direct link was selected although
such a selection constrains the entry probe targeting to the vicinity of the
subearth point, since evaluation of the science benefits derived from target-
ing indicated no particularly strong targeting requirements.
Entry probe configurations were studied parametrically, considering a f_mily
of spherically blunted or sharp cones quantized with 30, 45 or 60 degree
cone (semi apex) angles. The study results show that the 30 degree con_
is unfavorable due to its (I) higher ballistic parameter, (2) smaller ratio
of roll to transverse momentsof inertia, and (3) sensitivity to spin up due
to asymmetries during entry. The 60 degree cone packagedin an optimal man-
ner and has the lowest M/CDA, but the critical nature of its dynamic stability
requires partial despin prior to entry. At the high entry speeds for the
Best RFOcculation Probe Mission, the 60 degree cone was found to have large
radiation heating rates on the cone, whereas for the lower speedMinimum
Mission, the 60 degree cone has low convective and radiative heating rates,
admitting the use of a low density ablator such as Avcoat 5026-39 HC/Gthat
is being used on Apollo; hence the 60 degree cone was selected for the Minimum
Flyby/Entry Mission to capitalize on existing technology. The 45 degree
cone, with a nose radius, 25%of the base radius was selected for the Best
RF Occulation Probe Mission and Best Entry Probe Mission, as it favorably
compromisedthe competing requirements of ballistic parameters, stability,
radiative heating, ratio of roll to transverse momentof inertia, packaging,
and response to winds and gusts.
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Flyby probe configuration studies resulted in a high gain antenna location
on one of the solar panels due to the competing view angle requirements of
the large 3 cmwavelength microwave spectrometer_nagerantenna and the high
gain antenna for the Best RF Occulation Probe Mission. The subsystemmodi-
fications required to adopt the Mariner Mars 1969 spacecraft are presented.
A second articulated low gain antenna is required for the Best RF Occulation
Probe Mission in order to maintain communications during the course of the
entry probe release maneuver. The RF subsystemis shownto have adequate
margin for all communicationsmodesduring the entire mission using the
85 ft DSIF antenna with one exception, that during the course of the entry
probe release maneuver, the 210 ft DSIF antenna must be specified to insure
link integrity with the low gain antenna. From the flyby probe point of
view, key developmentareas are the combinedmulti-frequency Microwave/Spec-
trometer/Imager and a non-cryogenically cooled IR Spectrometer. Additional
flyby simplification could result if flight qualified digital recorders were
developed with a higher bit packing density.
Results of Mission effectiveness and cost analyses are presented which in-
dicate that the Best RF Probe Occulation Mission is the most effective and
costly mission, and as expected the MinimumFlyby/EntryProbe Mission is
the least costly and effective mission. The major result of the cost ef-
fectiveness study is that cost reduction by reducing the complexity and size
of the flyby science payload is preferable to entry probe payload reduction
as the effectiveness is most dependent on the entry probe experiments.
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Glossary of Symbols*
(Units given where invariant.)
c3 -
Cf-
Cp -
CPV, -
DLA-
EPV-
F-
GP-
H
H -
v
M-
M/C -
N-
P-
qc,qs -
qR-
Qc, Qs, Qr -
ra -
r c -
Rex-
RN m
rp -
r O -
i
Canopus - probe (spacecraft) - near limb of Venus angle employed
to define Venus centered Canopus occultation zones
Local skin friction coefficient
Specific heat, Btu/ib-°F
T_ice the total energy per unit mass and defined by C3 = V_L
The declination of the outgoing asymptote of the escape hyperbola
Earth - probe (spacecraft) - near limb of Venus angle
Normalized injection rate; F =
The angle between the incoming arrival hyperbolic - excess
velocity vector VHp , and its projection onto the target planet's
orbital plane
Total enthalpy, Btu/lb
Effective heat of vaporization, Btu/lb
Mass, Mach number, molecular weight
Probe ballistic parameter
Number density, particles/cc
Pressure; spin rate
Local and stagnation point convective heat rate, Btu/ft2-sec
Radiative heating rate, Btu/ft2-sec
Integrated heating (same notation as heat rates), Btu/ft 2
Aim point of the incoming approach hyperbolic - excess velocity
J-vector defined by ra = rp i + 2_V
rpV 2
Communication distance
Probe entry radius defined as 6500 km
Reynolds number based on boundary edge conditions and streamline
distance from the stagnation point
Nose radius
Spacecraft periapsis radius
Spacecraft/probe range from Venus at time of probe separation
* local usage can supercede this glossary when so noted
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(Glossary of Symbolscontinued)
SGI -
SG2-
SPV-
tSEP -
u _
VHL-
VKp, V
W -P
x -
X _
The semi-major axis of the error ellipse formed by projecting
the three-dimensional error ellipsoid onto the T-R plane
The semi-minor axis of the error ellipse
Sun-probe (spacecraft) - near limb of Venus angle employed to
establish the Venus centered Sun occultation region
Flight time from launch to encounter
Probe lead time defined as the spacecraft time from periapsis
at probe entry into the atmosphere
Spacecraft time from periapsis passage at probe release
Local streamline velocity
The launch hyperbolic excess speed
The hyperbolic excess speed at Venus
The total spacecraft/entry probe weight
Streamline distance from stagnation point
Axial coordinate from nose
ZAE --
EAR -
_E -
@op -
#4 v _
_E-
tE -
the Earth - probe (spacecraft) - Venus angle several days prior
to encounter
the Sun - probe (spacecraft) - Venus angle several days prior
to encounter
probe entry angle defined as the angle between the entry velocity
vector and the local horizon where entry angles greater than -90 °
indicate the probe and spacecraft are flying by opposite sides of
the planet
the thrust application angle defined as the angle between the
approach asymptote and the probe deflection velocity vector
gravitational parameter of Venus taken as 324583.4 kmB/sec 2
range angle traversed by the probe from separation to entry
uncertainty in entry time produced by perturbations in the
separation parameters
magnitude of the probe deflection velocity
uncertainty in the entry angle produced by perturbations in
the separation parameters
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@FC -
@D -
@W-
@E -
o
A-
4-
(Glossary of Symbols continued)
spectral absorption coefficient, cm-l
wave lengt h
microns; also absorption coefficient
density, slugs/ft 3
communication angle between axis of entry probe antenna and
line of sight from entry probe to receiver
9FC : @D + @W + _+ @E (for direct link)
contribution to @FC due to entry angle dispersion
contribution to @FC due to winds
plane-to-centric range angle between impact point and sub-
Earth point
uncertainty in the range angle produced by perturbations in
the separation parameters
elevation angle below which communications is considered
impo ssib le
angle of attack envelope value
boundary layer thickness
boundary layer mass - defect thickness
effective displacement thickness
shock stand off distance
transpiration factor
semi-apex cone angle; also communication angle
effective cone angle
mean standard deviation; also absorption cross section
stand off distance normal to body normalized by nose radius
-liii-
Subscripts
C -
E-
e -
W -
0 -
S -
i -
coolant, cone or convective heating
conditions at entry (entry radius defined as 6500 km)
conditions at edge of boundary layer
conditions at wall
zero injection conditions
stagnation point
refers to i th specie
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I. INTRODUCTION
I. INTRODUCTION
I.I Study Obiectives
The Avco Space Systems Division, Lowell, Massachusetts, under the Jet Pro-
pulsion Laboratory Contract 951 964, has conducted a six month definition
study of a flyby/entry probe system for the 1972 Venus Launch opportunity.
As a subcontractor to Avco, the Northrop Systems Laboratory has assessed
the applicability of the Mariner 69 spacecraft to the 1972 Venus mission.
The objective of the study was to define the mission, flyby and entry probe
system and subsystems and to evaluate the program and technology requirements.
Since at the start of the study, considerable detail was already known about
the flyby probe (a modified Mariner 69), emphasis was placed on the entry
probe definition down to the functional subsystem level. Emphasis on the
entry probe was necessary to evolve preferred missions and systems that sat-
isfy the study objectives as the severity of the heating and loads for Venus
and the extreme temperatures and pressures estimated for its atmosphere pro-
vide a technological challenge.
1.1.1 Mission and Systems Definition For 1972 Launch
Although two Venus launch opportunities occur prior to 1972, 1972 is the
first practical launch opportunity due to scheduling requirements. Evalua-
tion of the potential application of the 1972 system to a 1973 launch is
also an objective, as it serves as a fallback position in the event of un-
foreseen technical or funding contingencies. The mission definition speci-
fies the launch and arrival dates satisfying all the mission and system de-
Dn
*A complete copy of the 1972 Venus Flyby/Entry Probe Statement Of Work is
provided in Appendix I.
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pendent constraints, while simultaneously optimizing the choice of the en-
counter trajectories for maximumeffectiveness of the scientific experiments.
Alternate mission and corresponding system mechanizations were investigated
to assess their relative engineering complexity, and program cost and thereby
develop a rationale for the selection of a preferred mission and system.
1.1.2 Synthesis Of An Entry Probe Design
Synthesis of an entry probe design was based on the required capability to
accomplish the baseline experiment I objectives. Alternative configurations,
and science experiment complements were investigated to develop the rationale
for selection of a preferred configuration.
1.1.3 Synthesis Of A Flyby Probe Design
Synthesis of a flyby probe design was based on the required capability to
accomplish the baseline experiment 2 objectives. A prime requirement for
the flyby probe is that it be based on the Mariner Mars 1969 concepts and
designs, whereas for the entry probe alternative configurations were examined.
1.1.4 Evaluation Of Alternate Science Payloads
Baseline and alternative flyby and entry probe science payloads were evaluated
to :
(1) compare their mission effectiveness
(2) compare their complexity and cost
(3) compare the competing requirements of the
flyby and entry probe systems.
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1.1.5 Define Technology And Program Requirements
A major entry probe technology problem exists for the aeroshell development
due to the high entry velocities and the nature of the Venus atmosphere. In-
tensive study of this particular problem was performed to evolve a recommended
development program compatible with the 1972 mission requirements.
Overall program scheduling and cost studies were performed to verify that
a 1972 launch is reasonable and to provide a chronology of expenditure require-
ments.
1.2.0 Study Guidelines
1.2.1 Baseline Science Payloads
The specification for the baseline entry probe and flyby probe science pay-
loads is given in study documents JPL TM 33-2821 and 161-012. The baseline
payloads are:
Entry Probe
Thermometers
Pressure Transducers
Density Detector
Speed of Sound Detector
Visual/UVPhotometer
Impactometer
Accelerometers
Mass Spectrometer
Interplanetary measurements are of low priority; atmospheric data is of
greatest importance.
Flyby Probe
Microwave Imager/Spectrometer
UV Spectrometer
IR Spectrometer
R.F. Occulation
IRRadiometer
Magnetometer
Trapped Radiation Detector
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1.2.2 Mariner Mars 1969 Concepts And Design
The Mariner Mars 1969 Functional Requirements were provided to the study
team and used to assess the modifications required of the 1969 spacecraft
to adapt it to the 1972 Venus mission. The 1969 Mariner Mars Project Plan
and requirements furnished to the study team served as a conceptual guide
towards definition of the 1972 mission.
1.2.3 Launch Vehicle Performance
The Atlas SLV-3C/Centaur launch vehicle performance 3 was specified. Separa-
ted payload capability is given as a function of C3 launch energy, for a
114° launch azimuth and 20 minute coast time. In addition, the Surveyor
dynamic shroud envelope was specified, and played a key role in the flyby
and entry probe launch configurations. The 20minute coast time capability
was adhered to throughout the mission analysis.
1.2._ Sterilization Specification
The environmental specifications for dry heat sterilizatio# and for ethylene
oxide decontamination 5 were rigidly adhered to throughout the study. In
addition, the concepts of the Voyager project planetary quarantine plan 6,
were adhered to.
1.2.5 Trajectory Calculations
Tabulated results of Interplanetary trajectory calculations for the 1972
and 1973 launch opportunities were supplied by JPL.
1.2.6 Venus Atmosphere Data
The atmospheric composition and temperature profiles given in NASA SP-30167
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were used in the study. The surface pressure range was extended to cover
4_to 50 bars. Additional cloud and wind data were needed for the study and
literature surveys were conducted. During November, atmosphere data became
available from the Mariner V and Venera % probe experiments. Because of
the unknown planet radius, a planeto-centric encounter radius of 6500KM
was used to specify the entry probe entry conditions.
1.2.7 Deep Space Net Capability
The system capabilities of the DSN8 were supplied by JPL.
1.2.8 Reliability
Failure mode and criticality analyses were performed in consonance with the
objectives and intent of NASA Reliability Program Provisions 9.
1.2.9 Entry Probe Impact Survival Requirements
Since there was not any requirement placed on the entry probe to survive
impact, impact and direct surface experiment studies were not considered.
Detection of the surface and operation up to the impact point were considered
essential to a complete entry probe mission success.
1.2.10 Mission Risk
Reliability goals for the 1972 Venus opportunity were established based on
a mission risk of 10% and a criteria of at least one out of two mission
successes.
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I .3 Study Plan
1.3.1 Study Plan Approach
This mission study plan consisted of five key study areas (or phases) shown
in the study plan flow diagram, Figure I.1. The study plan was aimed at
achieving the specified objectives, namely (I) an optimized mission pro-
file for launch, transit and encounter, (2) a design definition of the fly-
by probe system, (3) a design definition of the entry probe system, (%) a
mission effectiveness analysis with definition of performance and cost al-
ternatives, (5) identification of technology developments required for the
entry probe.
1.3.1.1 Alternate Missions
At the outset of the study emphasis was placed on a baseline mission, with
baseline flyby and entry probe science payloads. As the study progressed,
it became apparent that the demands of the RF occulation experiment on the
flyby probe resulted in encounter geometries that were unfavorable for the
entry probe, e.g., high entry velocities. However, the Best RF Occulation
Probe Mission study served as a baseline for the mission selection process
shown in Figure 1.1 as a closed loop exists between objectives, requirements,
cost and effectiveness.
Following the interim oral presentation midway through the study, where the
Best RF Occulation Probe Mission (augmented with a radar altimeter on the
entry probe) was recommended by the study team for further subsystem defi-
nition, redirection was received from JPL to pursue an alternate minimum
mission aimed at easing the program development technology and cost.
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During the latter half of the study, word was received of the success of
the Venera 4 and Mariner V which combined with the results of the cost and
mission effectiveness analyses, lowered the Minimum Mission effectiveness.
In light of the above misgivings about the Minimum Mission and the diffi-
culty of the Best RF Occulation Probe Mission an alternate Best Entry Probe
Mission was also defined, using to a large extent the available, parametric
study information for a rapid evaluation of the mission.
The applicability of the 1972 system to a 1973/74 mission was also evaluated
as specified by the statement of work.
I.3. I.2 Alternative Systems Definition
The alternative systems must fulfill all the mission objectives, satisfy
all the mission and system constraints and optimally mechanize the flyby/
entry probe configuration. Markedly different trajectory requirements arise
from the differences in mission objectives primarily due to the demands of
the experiments on the flyby competing with the entry probe for an optimum
encounter geometry.
Flyby/entry probe mechanical, electrical, and thermal interfaces studied
include (I) entry probe location, (2) size and configuration of entry probe,
(3) number of entry probes per spacecraft, (4) launch configuration within
the Surveyor shroud, (5) and selection of a direct or relay link communica-
tion system for the entry probe.
As shown in Figure 1.1, system trade studies are necessary to arrive at a
rationale for system definition. A key system trade study was the relay/
direct link alternative for the entry probe.
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1.3.1.3 Subsystem Definition
Definition of the flyby and entry probe subsystems down to the functional
level involves mechanization trades of alternate approaches, considering
availability, cost, reliability, sterilization and in the case of the flyby,
the Mariner 69 Functional Requirements. In particular, weight, volume, power
and functional interfacedescriptions are required, which together with the
system definition effectively result in flyby and entry probe designs.
1.3.1.4 Mission Effectiveness
Evaluation of the alternative missions requires a formulation of an effec-
tiveness model based on a value assessment of the science experiments and
their contribution to the fulfillment of the mission objectives. With a
measure for the mission effectiveness, comparative cost effectiveness analyses
are meaningful and can be used as a tool to select a preferred mission.
1.3.1.5 Entry Probe Technology Addendum
The relationship of the results of the entry probe technology study addendum
to the mission study is shown in Figure 1.1. The technolog_ studycontributed
to the entry probe configuration selection, limits on entry velocity, the
aeroshell subsystem definition, and relative mission cost analyses.
1.3.2 Task Breakdown And Documentation
Five major study areas were set forth and coded to facilitate organization
and documentation,
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Cod._._.__e
01.00. O0
02.00. O0
03.00. O0
04. O0.O0
05•00.O0
Study Area
Mission Definition
Reliability
Entry Probe Synthesis
Flyby Probe Synthesis
Program Requirements
The major tasks were broken into detailed study subtasks, each with
scheduled end item document requirements. Approximately 300 end item
documents resulted from the study, and the key results are given in
this final report. Much supporting work too detailed for inclusion
in its entirety into the final report is provided in supporting docu-
mentation. The end item study documents not comprehensively covered
in the final report are contained in the Mission Definition Supplement,
the Entry Probe Synthesis Supplement, and the Flyby Probe Supplement.
1.3.3 Study Schedule
The study schedule, depicting key milestones, is shown in Figure 1.2.
The initial three months of the study were alotted to parametric mission,
systems and key subsystems analyses in order to narrow the study to a
selected baseline configuration for the last three months of the study.
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Mission Analysis:
Parametrics
Selection
System Analysis:
Parametrics
Selection
Interim 0ral
Redirection:
Alt. Mission
Alt. Systems
Addendum
Heat Shield
Program Reqts.
Final 0ral
Final Report
0 1 2
Months
7 8
Figure 1.2 Study Schedule
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II. MISSION DEFINITION
2. MISSION DEFINITION
2.1 Mission Objectives
The mission objectives are to conduct a flyby/entry probe mission to Venus
in 1972 to perform direct and/or indirect near planet, atmospheric, and sur-
face measurements. Several alternate mission concepts were investigated
which fulfilled the basic mission objectives but with significantly varied
science payloads and system complexity.
The definition of the mission evolves from a comprehensive analysis of the
pertinent departure - and approach - trajectory parameters in order to se-
lect the optimum launch period, within a given launch opportunity, based upon
the mission objectives of both the flyby and entry probes. The parameters
that can be used to vary the arrival date and approach geometry may be cate-
gorized as being either mission dependent or mission independent. Examples
of mission independent parameters include booster (capability), ascent, launch
constraints, planetary quarantine, tracking, and the Sun/Canopus occultation
view requirements of the flyby probe attitude control system. On the other
hand, mission dependent constraints arise directly from the mission objectives,
and in particular include those due to the science experiments to be performed,
the severity of the entry environment, the availability of suitable technology
(state-of-art) and the anticipated mission funding levels.
The technique of optimizing the launch period is presented in the Mission
Analysis Diagram, Figure 2.1. Inevitably, the mission analysis touches upon
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detailed system and subsystem constraints and/or limitations also as depicted
in Figure 2.1, in particular the entry probe communications link geometry and
the attitude control requirements of the flyby probe.
2.1.1 Best RF Occultation Probe Mission
As the adopted title suggests, this mission is characterized by an optimized
encounter trajectory most favorable for the RF occultation experiment. The
severity of the mission peculiar constraints for the occultation experiment
were suspected at the outset Of the study and in fact a guideline given in
Reference I states, "its mechanization is conditioned upon trade off with
other important factors." The baseline entry and flyby probe science experi-
ments are embodied in this mission, and from the view of maximizing the
science return, this mission ranks first of the alternative missions studied.
The RF occultation experiment requires a low periapsis altitude, with periapsis
located near the anti-sub-earth point, and the encounter orbit plane to be
coplanar with the earth's orbit during occultation. The encounter geometry
requirements for the occultation experiment constrain the launch and arrival
period and, the side of Venus with respect to the earth that the flyby probe
passes. There is no guarantee that all the RF occultation requirements can
be met, and parametric studies are necessary to explore all launch and arrival
date possibilities.
The RF occultation requirements automatically result in a flyby geometry com-
patible with a direct link co_nunications system for the entry probe, as the
sub-earth point lies near the plane of the flyby orbit.
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Besides the RFoccultation experiment, the microwave/imager 3 cm. antenna
poses a flyby probe configuration problem due to its size, 36" x 36',, and
mounting on a scan platform, competing with the flyby high gain antenna view
angle requirements.
Should the parametric study and system tradeoff results show (as they did)
unfavorable system complexities and arrival dates with high entry velocities
for the entry probe, alternate missions can be sought by altering the mission
objectives.
2.1.2 Minimum Flyby/Entry Probe Mission
A timely factor influencing the choice of the mission is the level of anti-
cipated funding for the 1972 mission. The system and technology problems
associated with the Best RF Occultation Probe Mission would be considerably
eased by a Minimum Flyby/Entry Probe Mission which allows (1) reduction
of mission costs by selectively reducing the flyby and entry probe payloads,
(2) selection of more favorable launch and arrival dates to reduce the entry
velocity, and (3) optimization of the encounter trajectory to ease the system
requirements. Following definition of the system requirements for a Best RF
Occultation Probe Mission, a review of the pros and cons of the mission and
associated program requirements led to the alternate concept of studying a
minimum mlssion in detail to provide comparative cost and effectiveness trade-
offs and thereby the rationale for mission selection. A two pronged attack
on the aerothermodynamics and heat shield technology problem was taken,where-
by the entry velocity would be restricted to values no larger than 36,000
ft/sec and the entry probe M/CDA (ballistic coefficient) should be depressed
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to a low, but achievable value. Both the reduction in entry velocity and
M/CDAhave a strong effect on the radiative and convective heating environ-
ment. Studies have shownthat with the proper selection of the entry probe
configuration, the heat shield environment can closely resemble that for the
existing Apollo heat shield. This is fortunate since muchof the Apollo
technology is directly applicable. In order to reduce the entry velocity,
the resultant launch and arrival dates resulted in encounter trajectories
unfavorable for the RF occultation experiment,and the priority of this ex-
periment was reduced. To obtain the low M/CDA, with a entry probe diameter
commensuratewith using the ex_ing spacecraft-booster adapter, a reduced
entry probe science payload wasmandatory.
The entry probe science payload was reduced from 27 ibs for the Best RF
Occultation Probe Mission to 6 lbs. for the MinimumFlyby/Entry Probe Mission.
0nly the accelerometer, pressure and temperature experiments were retained.
An entry probe with an M/CDAof 0.22 slugs/ft 2 was designed, which because
of its low M/CDAhas the favorable mission attribute of decelerating at higher
altitudes (Mach I at P = 20 mb). The reduced entry probe science complement
eased the weight, power and thermal control requirements of supporting sub-
systems.
The flyby science complementwas reduced, deleting the occultation, trapped
particle and magnetometerexperiments; and the remaining experiments were
body mounted, i.e., the microwavespectrometer, the UV spectrometer, infrared
spectrometer, and infrared radiometer. The system mechanization of the flyby
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was eased by fixing the high gain antenna and using body fixed science. A
second alternative for the flyby considers a television experiment only.
2.1.3 Best Entry Probe Mission
Mission effectiveness and cost studies disclosed a marked loss in scientific
return for the minimum mission and a disappointingly small difference in to-
tal mission costs between the best occultation and minimum missions. In view
of the above results, and the timely events of the Venera % and Mariner V
successes, a thirdmission appeared attractive, a Best Entry Probe Mission,
which in effect compromises the two missions studied by favoring the same
launch and arrival dates as for the Minimum Mission, but using an enhanced
baseline science payload for the entry probe.
The launch weight capability of 12%5 ibs (C3 = 31.9 Km2/sec 2) for the Minimum
mission allows sufficient margin (for a single probe mission) to launch a
considerably heavier entry probe. Review of the baseline payload, and the
available results of the Venera % and Mariner V experiments disclosed that
as a result of the improved knowledge of the atmosphere, the design of the
entry probe could be improved. Furthermore, detailed gust studies and failure
mode considerations led to the inclusion of a radar altimeter as an added en-
try probe subsystem.
The Best Entry Probe Mission is aimed at answering the still unsolved key
questions:
(I) What are the atmospheric constituents other than C027 Is nitrogen or
perhaps neon the second most abundant gas? (Mass Spectrometer Experi-
ment.)
(2) What are the clouds like? (MassSpectrometer and Photometer Experi-
ments, I.R. Radiometer, Altimeter.)
(3) Where is the surface and what is the surface like? (Microwave Imager/
Spectrometer.)
Further enhancementof the flyby and entry probe science payloads can be ex-
pected to evolve as a result of the Venera %and Mariner V missions. To
allow for the contingency of increased entry probe weight, the selected con-
figuration and heat shield should not be limited by mode_increases in the
M/CDA or entry velocity. These consideratlonsled to an alternate entry probe
and heat shield concept for the Best Entry Probe Mission.
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2.1.4 Mission Summary
The varying scientific experiments and the total science equipment weights
for the alternate missions are summarized in Table 2.1. The Minimum Flyby/
Entry Probe Mission is a choice of two flyby probe alternates plus the minimum
probe. The Best Entry Probe Mission involves any of the three flyby probe
configurations plus the best entry probe configuration.
TABLE 2.I
SUMMARY OF SCI_CE
INSTRUMENT WEIGHT FOR ALTERNATE MISSIONS
Entry Probe
Mass Spectrometer
Thermometer
Pressure
3-Axis Accelerometer
Photometer
Radar Altimeter
Beta Densitometer
Sonic Speed
Impact Indicator
Best Best
0cculation Minimum Entry Probe
9
I
2
3
2
2
3
1
2
3
9
1
2
3
2
12
Weight, ibs 27 6 29
Microwave Spectro-
meter/Imager
RF Occultation
Infrared Spectrometer
TV
UV Spectrometer
Trapped Radiation De-
tector
Infrared Radiometer
Magnetometer
Total Wt., ibs.
Best
Occulation
36
0
31
mm
3O
2.15
5
6.25
11o.4
Min 
Aft. 1 Aft. 2
36 ----
0 0
31 --
-- 17
30 --
5 ----
102.0 17
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2.2 SCI_CE OBJECTIVES
2.2.1 Be@t RF Occultation prsb@ Missign
Seven flyby probe science experiments and eight entry probe experiments were
specified as a baseline instrument payload to implement the basic mission ob-
jectives. The instruments for each probe are given in Section 1.2.1. The
objectives of the experiments are described below.
2.2.1.1 Microwave Spectrometer/Imager
(a) To obtain a thermal emissivity image of the solid portion of the planet,
looking for features as mountain ranges and continental structures. It
would yield estimates of gross surface composition and structures.
(b) To obtain atmospheric radiometric measurements which can be used in
modeling the thermal structure and circulation of the Venus atmosphere.
2.2.1.2 RF Occultation
(a) To obtain measurements leading to an improved determination of the
scale height variation of the atmosphere,
(b) To obtain measurements which will improve estimates of the electron
concentration in the ionosphere,
(c) To obtain measurements of the radius of Venus.
2.2.1.3 Infrared Spectrometer
(a) To obtain measurements on the presence of polyatomic molecules, H20 ,
CO2 and organic compounds, which will provide information on the cloud
structure and the atmosphere thermal balance,
(b) To obtain measurements which provide information on the atmosphere
variation relative to the locale of the solar terminator.
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2.2.1._ Ultraviolet Spectrometer
(a) To detect the presence of hydrogen, carbon, oxygen, and nitrogen atoms,
ions and molecules in the upper atmosphere of Venus, and measure the
scale height of these constituents,
(b) To obtain measurements on the day and night glow and hydrogen corona,
(c) To obtain measurements leading to the ultraviolet reflectivity of the
surface and absorptivity of the atmosphere.
2.2.1.5 Trapped Radiation Detector
(a) To obtain measurements on the density and energy levels of energetic
particles in the vicinity of Venus.
2.2.1.6 Infrared Radiometer
(a) To measure the infrared radiation emitted from Venus, and provide a
thermal map correlated with microwave imager/spectrometer measurements.
(b) To obtain measurements of the variation in the infrared radiation with
locale relative to the solar terminator, leading to an improved model-
ing of the atmospheric thermal structure and circulation.
2.2.1.7 Magnetometer
(a) To obtain direct measurements of the small Venus dipole moment as evi-
denced by the solar wlnd interaction with Venus,
(b) To measure the variation in the magnetic field near Venus as a result
of the solar wind interaction.
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2.2.1.8 Mass Spectrometer
(a) To obtain precise measurements of the composition of the Venus atmos-
phere and clouds, leading to improved models of the atmosphere heat
balance, geological history and atmospheric chemistry.
(b) To correlate results with the microwave, IR and UV spectrometers.
2.2.1.9 Thermometers
(a) To measure the static temperature of the Venus atmosphere and clouds,
correlate these with altitude, and thereby provide supporting infor-
mation on atmospheric mixing, the geological history and the atmos-
phere heat balance.
(b) To correlate measurements of the microwave, IR radiometers.
2.2.1.10 Pressure Transducers
(a) To obtain improved static pressure measurements of the atmosphere,
correlate these with altitude, and thereby derive the vertical hydro-
static structure.
(b) To correlate measurements of the RF occultation experiment.
2.2.1.11 _-Axls Accelerometers
(a) To measure the response of the entry probe to the aerodynamic forces
during the high speed, high altitude phase of entry, from which the
vertical profile of the atmosphere can be reconstructed.
(b) To correlate the RF occultation scale height results.
2.2.1.12 Visual Photometer
(a) To measure the lighting levels in the visual range,
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(b) To identify the onset and thickness of the cloud layer by meansof
light scattering,
(c) To correlate the microwave and IR radiometric measurements.
2.2.1.13 Density Detector
(a) To measure the density of the atmosphere by means of a beta source and
detector and construct a density-altitude profile, and
(b) To correlate the static pressure and temperature measurements.
2.2.1.1% Acoustic Detector
(a) To measure the acoustical properties of the atmosphere, and
(b) To correlate the measurements of the mass spectrometer.
2.2.1.15 Impact Detector
(a) To provide a unique telemetered signal due to impact, and thereby un-
ambiguously establish the location of the surface and mark zero altitude,
(b) To correlate the measurements of the RF occultation experiment regard-
ing planet radius.
2.2.1.16 The Entry Probe As An Experiment
Apart from specific instrumentation on board the entry probe, the entry probe
itself has much intrinsic scientific value. The instrument sampling regimes
shown in Figure 2.2 show that a Iow M/CDA for the entry probe is highly de-
sirable to facilitate instrument deployment at high altitudes, preferably
above the cloud tops.
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The entry probe must have predictable aerodynamic characteristics as they are
essential to the accelerometer experiment and to the altitude determination
at low (susonic) speed.
2.2.2 Minimum Flyby/EntryProbe Mission
The science objectives for the selected experiments are similar to those for
the Best Occultation Probe Mission. The rationale for reducing the size and
complexity of the science payload is presented below.
2.2.2.1 Flyby Probe
A mission, less ambitious than the Best Occultation Probe Mission was postu-
lated on:
(a) Primary emphasis on the atmosphere measurements, and those experiments
for which the flyby and entry probe have a strong commonality should be
retained. Partly on this basis, as well as being repetitious of the
Mariner V experiments, the magnetometer and trapped radiation detector
experiments were dropped.
(b) As the magnetometers on Mariners II and V showed an extremely weak mag-
netic field 2, the potential scientific returns from this experiment are
likely to be small, whereas the flyby probe magnetic cleanliness pro-
gram would be eased by removal of this experiment.
(c) To simplify the mechanization of the remaining instruments and decrease
the flyby probe weight, the scan platform was removed and the instru-
ments body fixed. Body fixing the instrumentation significantly reduces
the planet coverage and the ability to compensate for trajectory errors,
lowering the effectivity of the instruments.
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(d) The less favorable encounter orbit, from the flyby point of view, de-
creases the effectiveness of the RF occultation. The reduced value of
this experiment is deemedacceptable as this experiment is (I) repetitious
of the Mariner V mission2, (2) redundant to the accelerometer experiment
on the entry probe, and (3) is Competingwith the
entry probe heat shield technology requirements since the encounter ge-
ometry for an optimum occultation results in high entry velocity.
A second alternative minimumflyby probe science payload considered a tele-
vision cameraonly. Visual imaging of Venuswould provide positive informa-
tion on the cloud structure. Whether or not holes exist in the clouds would
be crucial to the nature of the lighting conditions at the surface, and if
they do, then surface imaging maybe possible. The highly refractive nature
of the atmosphere, and high density maydefer visual imaging of the surface
even if no clouds were present, and further analysis of these problems are
required prior to a specification of a visual television camera.
2.2.2.2 Entry Probe
The minimum entry probe science objectives were based on the following consi-
derations:
(a) As this could well be the first (this decision made before Venera %)
probe, a successful simple probe would be a major scientific achieve-
ment, as the surface temperature, pressure and a rough estimate of the
atmosphere composition would resolve many questions which have arisen
from earth based measurements.
(b)
(c)
Complex instrumentation requiring an ingested sample should be dropped
to ease the mechanization problem.
The selected minimum payload should consist of light and relatively
simple devices, namely: Thermometers (2)
Pressure Transducers (2)
3-Axis Accelerometer
2.2.3 Best Entry Probe Mission
Following the success of the Venera 4, the concept of a minimum first entry
probe mission was re-examined and an alternate entry probe science payload
defined embodying the objectives of the baseline (Best RF Occultation Probe
Mission).
2.2.3.1 Flyby Probe
The flyby probe science objectives for this mission are identical to those
for the mlnimummission.
2.2.3.2 Entry Probe
Review of baseline science payload indicated a serious failure mode defect,
that if communications terminated prior to impact as a result of loss of power,
overheating, failure of the transmitter, or a violent gust which flips the
entry probe over, then there would be no altitude mark to which the data
taken to that point could be correlated. Furthermore, limited gust studies
indicated that the oscillations induced into the entry probe during terminal
descent would cause inaccuracies in the altitude reconstruction based on the
aerodynamics of the probe alone. Partly for the two reasons cited above, and
partly for its inherent usefulness, a radar altimeter was selected for inclu-
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slon into the entry probe as part of the science (science dependent) payload.
T_o experiments are omitted from the science payload, the density and acou-
stic detectors. As these two experiments are currently defined, they are
redundant to other experiments and depend on auxiliary measurementsfor in-
terpretation.
The best entry probe science payload, with objectives paralleling those for
the baseline (best occultation) mission includes:
Mass Spectrometer
Thermometers(2)
Radar Altimeter
Photometer
3-Axis Accelerometer
Pressure Transducers (2)
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2.3 ENGINEERINGOBJECTIVES
2.3.1 Flyby Probe
The engineering objectives of the Mariner Venus 1972 mission are to be sat-
isfied by the subsystems of the flyby probe and the ground based equipment
which support mission operations. The principal engineering objectives for
the Mariner 1972 flyby probe are as follows:
(a) Demonstrate accurate flight path control to deliver the atmospheric
entry probe in the appropriate position for deployment (+ 300 Km, 3_)
and to achieve a 7200 Km periapsis radius (+ 460 Km, 3c) for maximally
effective flyby science operation. Accuracy of flight path control is
also to be obtained for assuring that the flyby does not violate the
Venus quarantine criteria.
(b) Demonstrate accurate attitude control of the flyby probe with the ability
to effect precision turns (from the stellar references) to a command
orientation for accomplishing midcourse trajectory correction maneuvers
and deployment of the atmospheric entry probe. Additionally, demonstrate
that the attitude of the flyby can be held to within one (I) degree (3_)
for entry probe deployment. Demonstation of this capability is required
for future entry probe missions from both flyby and orbiting spacecraft.
(c) Demonstrate that the two-degree-of-freedom scan platform can be used to
accommodate the view field and pointing accuracy requirements of the
baseline science experiments. Future spacecraft orbiting the planets
will use this technique for acquiring science data. (Best Occultation
Mission only. )
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(d) Demonstrate that the high gain antenna can be accurately repositioned
during the encounter phase to accommodatethe radio frequency occulta-
tion experiment. The successful repositioning of a high gain antenna
is a significant requirement for future planetary orbiting missions of
long duration where continuous earth-to-spacecraft communications are
maintained. (Best Occultation Mission only. )
(e) Demonstrate that a second low gain antenna can be successfully articu-
lated into position. Further, demonstrate that the switch can be made
to communicateon the secondlow gain antenna whenflyby probe attitude
changemaneuversplace the primary antenna in a null. Use of a second
low gain antenna and automatic (AGCsensed) switching removes existing
restrictions on the acceptable range of flyby probe attitude changes.
(Best RF Occultation Probe Mission only. )
(f) Demonstrate compatibility and effects of flyby/entry probe interface
and operations.
2.3.2 Entry Probe
The engineering objectives of the entry probe are not only dependent on the
performance of individual subsystems but on the demonstration of the entry
probe as a useful approach to further planetary exploration. The principal
engineering objectives for the entry probe are as follows:
(a) Demonstrate that a complete entry probe can be dry heat sterilized
with short recycle times, on the order of SO days, to provide ade-
quate availability for on time launch. Development of this capability
is valuable for future more complex probes and landers.
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(b) Demonstrate that the entry probe is sufficiently stable to deal with the
effects of entry heating, mass loss, winds and gusts. Evolution of a
configuration with good stability from entry to impact is vital for
future probe and lander missions.
(c) Demonstrate that the entry probe can be separated from the flyby probe
and deflected to impact Venus without jeopardizing the flyby probe mis-
sion. Developmentof a reliable separation technique is valuable for
future combinative probe missions.
(d) Demonstrate the adequacy of aeroshell design techniques for entry into
the Venus atmosphere at entry velocities close to 36,000 fps for the
MinimumFlyby/Entry Probe Mission and Best Entry Probe Mission and
39,000 for the Best RF Occultation Probe Mission and entry angles close
to -60 degrees. The development of a heat shield for Venus 1972 will
be an advance in the field of entry technology from which valuable be-
nefits will accrue for Earth and other planet missions.
(e) Demonstrate the performance of a direct telecommunications link from the
entry probe to earth. The high density of the Venus atmosphere near the
surface makesthis modeof communication attractive for future entry
probes and landers.
(f) Demonstrate the availability and performance of sterilized silver zinc
batteries. The weight advantage of silver zinc will make them attrac-
tive for future probes and landers, but their reliability and perfor-
mancefollowing sterilization must be proven.
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2.4 Value Assignments
2_4.1 Value Criteria
2.4.1.1 Numerical Weighting Procedure
The numerical weighting procedure consists of:
.... assigning weights to gross objectives
.... establishing detailed objectives
.... assigning effectiveness coefficients to experiments for
each detailed objective
.... multiply and sum coefficients and weights
.... add commonality coefficients
2.4.1.2 Weights For Gross Objectives
The assignment of specific weighting factors is a subjective procedure; how-
ever, this process insures that the large number of possibilities are all
considered. Should it be deemed necessary, it is possible to determine the
sensitivity of the final conclusions to the original weighting factors. The
weighting factors chosen for the gross objectives are:
0bj ectives
Atmosphere, aI
*Biology
Planetology, a 2
Planetary Particles and Fields, a3
Interplanetary Measurements, a4
Weighting
Factors
5
4
3
2
1
The flyby or entry probes will not carry biological experiments per se;
however, they will carry experiments which define the environment and
this is of great biological importance. Biology is not considered a gross
objective of the 1972mission.
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In accordance with the mission guidelines, interplanetary measurementsare to
receive a low priority; hence, the lowest value, one. Since Mariner II has
returned somedata regarding the planetary particles and fields of Venus and
since Mariner V was primarily devoted to such measurements, the planetary par-
ticles and fields measurementsfor this mission are given a weight of two.
Since so little is known about the solid portion of the planet, the planetol-
ogy data is given a weight of three. Clearly, atmospheric data is of great-
est importance at this time. This data is needed for the engineering design
of future landers and to define the environment for potential life forms.
The atmospheric data is given a weight of five. For clarity, designate these
weighting factors ai where the four i's refer to the four gross objectives.
2.4.1.3 Detailed Objectives
It is necessary to break the gross objectives into detailed objectives against
which each potential experiment can be compared. The evaluation technique
utilizes each of these detailed objectives with the weighting factor of the
respective gross objective. For the atmospheric objectives (aI = 5), the de-
tailed objectives are given in Tables 2.2 and 2.3 along with the weighting
values estimated for the flyby and entry probe experiments. The detailed
planetology objectives (a2 = 3) are shown in Tables 2.4 and 2.5 along with
the value weighting estimates for the flyby and entry probe experiments. The
detailed particles and fields and interplanetary objectives (a3 = 2 and a4 =
I) are given in Table 2.6 for the flyby; they do not apply to the entry probe.
The values presented in Tables 2.2 to 2.6 are based on definitions appearing
in Section 2.4.1.4.
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TABLE 2.2
VALUE COEFFICIENTS - FLYBY PROBE ATMDSPHERIC OBJECTIVES
Atmospheric Objectives
aI =5
Water Content
CO2 Content
Other Constituents
Temperature Profile
Pressure Profile
Density Profile
Wind Profile
Height and Thickness
of Clouds
Particle Size Distribu-
tion in Clouds
Charge Density of
Clouds
Ion Constituents of
Ionosphere
Electron Densities
of Ionosphere
Experiments & Coefficients
,0
+_ +_ +_
-_ _ 0
+_ • O • •
2 0 - 1 0 2 1 0
1 0 0 1 1 2 0 0
1 0 0 1 2 2 0 0
2 0 0 2 1 1 1 0
1 0 0 2 1 1 0 0
1 0 0 2 1 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2
I 0 0 1 0 1 I 3
1 0 0 1 11 1 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 2 1 0 0
1 1 1. 1 0 0 0 0
Total 11 1 2 12 9 12 4 5
.........i 5 x Total 55 5 10 60 45 60 20 25
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TABLE2.3
VALUECOEFFICIENTS- _NTRYPROBEATMOSPHERICOBJECTIVES
Atmospheric 0bjectives
aI =5
Nater Content
CO2 Content
Other Constituents
Temperature Profile
Pressure Profile
Density Profile
Wind Profile
Height and Thickness
of Clouds
Particle Size Distri-
bution in Clouds
ChargeDensity of
Clouds
Ion Constituents of
Ionosphere
Electron Densities
of Ionosphere
Experiments and Coefficients
0 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 0
1 1 1 2 3 0 0 1 1
1 1 1 2 3 0 0 1 1
2 1 1 1 1 0 0 2 2
1 2 1 0 2 0 0 2 2
1 1 2 0 1 0 0 2 2
1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
1 1 0 0 0 2 0 1 1
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
__0_0 0 0 0 0 0 0
8
0
10Total 8 6 5 13 3 0 9
5 x Total 40 40 30 25 65 15 0 45 50
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TABLE2.4
VALUECOEFFICIENTS- FLYBYPROBEPLANETOLOGYOBJECTIVES
Planetology Objectives
a2= 3
Surface Characteristics
Chemical Composition
Topography and Roughness
Temperature Distribution
Bearing Strength
Electrical Properties
Planetary Structure
Figure of Planet
Planetary Moments of
Experiments and Coefficients
0
•_ 0 _
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
.3 0 0 1 0 0 0 3
3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Inertia
Magnetic Field
Internal Thermal
Conditions
Rotation Rate
Total
3 x Total
2 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 3 2 0 1 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
o o o o o
11 3 2 2 1 0 0
0
3
33 9 6 6 3 0 0 9
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TABLE 2.5
.VALUE COEFFICIENTS - ENTRY PROBE PLANETOLOGY OBJECTIVES
Planetology Objectives
a2=3
Surface Characteristics
Chemical Composition
Topography& Roughness
Temperature Distribution
Bearing Strength
Electrical Properties
Planetary Structure
Figure of Planet
Planetary Moments of
Inertia
Magnetic Field
Internal Thermal
Conditions
Rotation Rats
Totals
3 x Total
o
.Experiments and Coefficients
S 1 0 0
0 0 0 0
I 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0
0 0
o o
o
o o _ ¢) ¢)
0 "_o _ *_ _
0 _ _ _I •
g o
1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 1
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 I 0 0
0 0 0 0 1
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0
9 3 0 0 3 0 6 0 6
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i TABLE 2.6
VALUE COEFFICIENTS - FLYBY PROBE
PARTICLES/ FIELDS/INTERPLANETARY OBJECTIVES
Particles and Fields
Objectives
a3 = 2
Particles
Geometric Distribution
Energy Spectrum
Composition
.Magnetic Field Distri-
bution and Intensity
Total
2 x Total
Interplanetary
Objectives
a4 = 1
Dust
Solar Magnetic Fields
Solar Wind
Total
Experiments and Coefficients
o
• H f_
40 _ (D (D
• H .H (D (D G)
"o o .,-I
0 G) O_ o
1 1 3 0 1 0
0 0 3 0 0 0
0 0 3 0 1 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
1 .3 2 0 1 0 0 0
2 4 11 0 3 0 0 0
4 8 22 0 6 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0
._00 2 1 1 0 0 0 0
0 5 1 1 0 0 0 0
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2.4.1.4 Effectiveness Coefficients
The effectiveness coefficients, bikJ, relate the effectiveness of the jth
experiment to achieving the detailed objectives, ik. The effectiveness
coefficients take on the following values:
bik j = 3 very effective, experiment gives data adequate to
achieve the objectives to the degree of complete-
ness and accuracy desired.
bik j = 2 effective equipment, gives directly related infor-
mation of non-definitive nature due to possible
ambiguity, etc.
bik j = I slightly effective, data is ambiguous or not directly
related to the objective.
bik j = 0 not effective, experiment gives no information re-
lative to desired objective.
2.4.1.5 Intrinsic Value
The intrinsic value xj of the jth experiment is obtained by summing the ef-
fectiveness coefficients for the detailed objectives (subscript k) of one
gross objective (subscript i) and then multiplying the sum by the weighting
factor for the gross objective. This procedure is repeated for each gross
objective. This intrinsic value xj is then:
i}
This intrinsic experiment values are summarized in Table 2.7.
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TABLE2.7
INTRINSICVALUESUMMARY
_TRY PROBE
Intrinsic Value
®
+_
0 +_ 0 +_ • •
• O_ R 0
• H _
0 ._ _ _ _
Atmospheric 40 40 30 25 65 15 0 45 50
Planetology 9 3 - - 3 - 6 - 6
Particles and Fields 0 - 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Interplanetary 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Total 49 43 30 25 68 15 6 45 56
FLYBY PROBE
Intrinsic Value
_, o -_ o e
._ o_ _ g _ _o O) _D
°
o _ _
Atmosphere 55 5 10 60 45 60 20 25
Planetology 33 9 6 6 3 0 0 9
Particles and Fields 4 8 22 0 6 0 0 0
Interplanetary 0 5 I 1 0 0 0 0
Total 92 27 39 67 54 60 20 34
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2.4.1.6 Commonality Coefficients
The total value, vj, of the jth experiment is the intrinsic value, xj, plus
a factor due to the influence on the value of the other experiments included
in the same payload package. This influence, or commonality, arises since
the results of one experiment may enhance the interpretation of the data
from another experiment. Define a commonality matrix cji which relates the
jth and ith experiments (j _ _ ). The c's take on the following values:
c = 3 high degree of commonality
c = 2 substantial commonality
c - S slight commonality
c - 0 no commonality.
The total value, vj, of the jth experiment of a set of N experiments can then
be represented as:
vj = xj + _x i cii
V (N-I)
The commonality coefficients are given in Table 2.8, where the jth experiment
is presented in the column and ith supporting experiment is presented in the
row.
2.4.1.7 Candidate Experiments
The next step in selecting an experiment complement is to pick a finite group
of experiments from which to make a selection. In order to meet flight sched-
ules, this group of experiments must all operate on proven principles and
preferably all be in some state of flight development. Such experiments in-
clude those flown on previously scheduled Mariners and those developed for
various earth orbital flights. In addition, more potential experiments are
listed in Reference 3.
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2.4.1.8 Operational Constraints
Each selected experiment must be studied and its operational constraints de-
termined. In most cases these operational constraints are specified as per-
formance factors which range from zero to unity. If the proposed operating
conditions satisfy 100 percent of the experiments requirements, the perfor-
mance factor is unity; if the proposed operating conditions are such that
only one-half of the objectives are met, the performance factor is 0.5.
These performance factors are multiplied together and by the total value of
the experiment to determine the value in a specific operating condition.
Performance factors are related to the trajectory, pointing requirements,
pointing accuracy, susceptibility to contaminants emitted by the probe and/or
other experiments, and electromagnetic interference. These performance fac-
tors are themselves subjective, but they provide a straightforward means for
picking a set of experiments and the operational mode to be used.
2.4.1.9 Scientifically Compatible Experiment Packages
The next step in experiment selection is to pick groups of compatible experi-
ments which are scientifically compatible and which have high total value.
This grouping is to be meaningful scientifically; it is not yet constrained
by the flyby probe.
2.4.1.10 Trial Integration
The next stBp in experiment selection is to try to integrate each of the com-
patible groups into the probe. This integration includes considering:
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.... Physical constraints
size, weight, view
.... Subsystemconstraints
power, data, thermal control
.... Operational constraints
viewing direction, trajectory, time of operation.
2.4.1.11 Maximum Value Scientific Packag_
For those groups which can be integrated into the flyby probe, a total sci-
entific value is computed by summing, for all experiments, the product of
the individual experiment value by the various performance factors. That
package with the highest value is then the recommended payload. Obviously
discretion must be used if several packages have similar total scientific
values.
The procedure described here presents a consistent, logical method for eval-
uating many experiments each with complex requirements. The method prevents
important factors being forgotten and provides a detailed, documented proce-
dure for making the evaluation.
2.4.2 Evaluation of Alternate Mipsiqns
2.4.2.1 Best RF Occultation Probe Mission
The intrinsic values of the baseline flyby and entry probe experiments were
computed using the method described above. The results of intrinsic value
and the total value computations are shown in Table 2.9. The title of Table
2.9 refers to maximum values, as it is inferred in this table that data vol-
ume for each experiment satisfies the goals.
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The mass spectrometer experiment ranks first in value, commensuratewith the
objectives of defining in detail the atmospheric composition.
The temperature measurementsof the atmosphere is second in value. High
temperature of the Venus atmosphere is not clear, and further confirmation
of the temperatures is important for science and engineering reasons.
On the flyby probe, the microwave spectrometer/imager ranks third overall,
and is the most valuable flyby experiment as it can potentially define large
scale surface features as well as provide detailed atmosphere structure in-
formation.
TABLE2.9
MAXIMUMEXP_IMENTVALUE- BESTRF OCCULTATIONPROBEMISSION*
.Experiment Intrinsic Value.
Mass Spectrometer
Temperature
Microwave Spectrometer/Imager
RF Occultation
Pressure
IR Spectrometer
Speed of Sound
UV Spectrometer
Density
Accelerometers
Visual Photometer
Trapped Radiation
IR Radiometer
Magnetometer
Impactometer
Total Value
68 154.4
49 142.2
92 131.9
67 128.0
43 117.8
60 115.0
25 108.7
54 108.7
30 101.6
45 88.5
15 75.8
39 53.4
20 43.3
27 35.4
6 12.6
Max. Flyby Total 615.7
Max. Entry Probe Total 801.4
Max. Total 1417.1
*No degradation was taken due to operational constraints (see Section
2.4.18)
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2.4.2.2 Minimum Flyby/Entry Probe Mission
Esaluation of the Minimum Flyby/Entry Probe Mission experiments must consider
the effect of body fixing all the flyby instruments and the effect of the
less favorable flyby geometry. The loss in effectiveness of each flyby ex-
periment is summarized below.
Microwave Spectrometer/Imager
Operation in a body-fixed mode means that planetary coverage will be reduced
from 3/4 of the planet to one-half, the operating time is reduced by a fac-
tor of two, and the experiment value is reduced about 30 percent.
RF Occultation
An RF occultation experiment can be performed when the flyby probe enters
and exits occultation if the geometry is as favorable as for the Best RF Oc-
cultation Probe Mission. Exiting from occultation on a near side flyby, how-
ever, will occur when the flyby probe is well away from the planet; this
geometry is less desirable due to atmospheric refraction. It is felt
that this type of encounter orbit reduces the experiment effectiveness about
40 percent.
Infrared Spectrometer
Body-fixed operation of this experiment means either operation towards the
nadir at periapsis, which will give good data regarding the near hemisphere,
or far encounter operation. The latter operation will give poor data and,
consequently, the former alternative is chosen.
The effectiveness of the experiment is reduced due to the operating time.
The total effectivity is reduced about 25 percent.
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Ultraviolet Spectrometer
BOdy-fixed operation of this experiment will cause degradation because tra-
jectory errors cause alignment errors which cannot be compensated by alert-
ing look directions and operating times. It is assumed that this problem
can be minimized by giving the experimenter aposteriori data regarding the
slit orientation.
The operating time is essentially the same, even with slit misalignment the
experiment is still highly effective and loss in value is only about 10 per-
cent.
Infrared Radiometer
BOdy-fixed operation can either give small scale detailed data or long range
data on both the light and dark portions of the planet. The preferable op-
eratlon would be to look along the nadir at periapsis. The value is reduced
about 25 percent.
Entry Probe
The 3-axis accelerometer, pressure and temperature experiments on the entry
probe are unchanged operationally, however, due to the lower entry weight
and subsequent lower M/CDA of the entry probe the pressure and temperature
measurements start at higher altitudes and hence these experiments are slight-
ly enhanced. The value of each of the entry probe experiments retained for
this mission are assumed unchanged for the comparative value study.
The results of the numerical value analysis are given in Table 2.10. Compar-
ing the Best RF Occultation Probe Mission and Minimum Flyby/Entry Probe
Missions, a loss of 33 percent in mission value is estimated for the latter
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mission due primarily to the reduced entry probe science payload.
With a TVonly on the flyby, the mission value analysis yields a flyby total
of 102, and a mission total of 479.
TABLE2.10
MAXIMUMEXPERIMENTVALUE- MINIMUMMISSION
Experiment
Temperature
Pressure
3-Axis Accelerometer
UV Spectrometer
IRSpectrometer
Microwave Imager/Spectrometer
RF Occultation
IRRadiometer
Max. Flyby Total 472
Max. Entry Probe Total 474
Total 946
Total Value
200
159
115
115
112
107
88
50
2.4.2.3 Best Entry ProbeMission
Incorporation of a radar altimeter into the payload provides a time wise
altitude history during the long period of terminal descent, and loss of
communications prior to impact results in a much less severe degradation
of the mission. With altimeter data in the troposphere the pressure and
temperature can be extrapolated to the surface within relatively narrow
bounds.
The altitude data itself is useful as when combined with the pressure mea-
suraments. Use of the hydrostatic equation with altitude data yields the
ambient density.
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With a mass spectrometer and a radar altimeter on board, the ambient density
can be found several ways: (I) ideal gas equation and (2) hydrostatic equa-
tion. A separate density sensor as a beta source and detector which ingests
an atmospheric sample, requires subsidiary temperature measurementand hence
is deleted since the radar altimeter, mass spectrometer, pressure and temper-
ature provide redundant density data.
As the mass spectrometer and temperature measurementswill provide sufficient
data to calculate the speed of sound, and as the speed of sound sensor re-
quires an ingested (and cooled) sample with added temperature measurements,
the acoustic sensor is deleted.
The impact detector can also be removedas a result of the inclusion of the
radar altimeter.
The flyby experiments are assumedbody fixed, the sameas for the Minimum
Flyby/Entry Probe Mission, placing emphasis on the entry probe. The results
of the numerical science payload evaluation analysis are given in Table 2.11.
The total value of the Best Entry Probe Mission compares closely with that
of the Best RFOccultation Probe Mission, although the system mechanization
is considerably eased and the encounter conditions are more favorable to th2
entry probe. The high ratings of the entry probe experiments were achieved
by selecting the most effective instruments with strong commonality between
them.
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Enhancement of the entry probe experiments can be achieved by expanding the
optical measurements. The present photometer is simply a solid state detec-
tor covering the visual band. Even though the entry probe is targeted for
the subearth point, which lies about 20° behind the morning terminator, the
light levels due to refraction and scattering would be defined by this ex-
periment. Further expansion of optical photometer measurements is recommended
to :
I. measure the UV extinction properties of the atmosphere
(2OO _ - 2800 A)
2. measure the IR radiance of the surface, and the clouds.
These added measurements would provide knowledge of the atmospheric compos-
tion, heat balance, and surface temperature. Forward looking as well as rear-
ward looking photometers would provide for optical surface and cloud measure-
ments and permit comparison of the incident and scattered skylight with the
reflected and surface emitted radiation light levels. The present photo-
meter concept is a single rearward (up) looking device with quartz optics,
responsive to the visual wavelengths.
2.4.3 Discussion of Mission Values
The question arises, in the wake of the Mariner V P_ssion4 successes as to
what additional value is contained in the three mission candidates. Compari-
son of the three mission alternatives with the Mariner V and Venera % Missions
will be attempted in order to assess their impact on mission value.
As best can be determined %, 5, the Venera 4 had the following instruments
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1. two resistance thermometers
2. aneroid pressure sensors
3. densitometer
4. eleven gas analyzer units.
Evidently a singlemarking radar altitude measurement was made at 26 km al-
titude. The altitude was then found during descent by either:
1. using the measured density and known aerodynamics of the
parachute, and
2. using the hydrostatic equation and the measurements of
pressure and density (or composition, temperature and
pressure).
Unfortunately, the low accuracy levels of the gas analyzers left about 10
percent of the atmosphere undefined.
The Venera _ effectiveness was estimated using a total value for the gas
analyzers of 75 percent of the value of the mass spectrometer and one-half
the value for the altitude marking radar compared to the radar altimeter.
The lower effectiveness of the Venera 4 in spite of its science compliment
is primarily a data rate limitation, as the composition was only grossly de-
fined and the altitude profile is computed indirectly.
The occultation experiment performed by the Mariner V flyby provided an es-
timate of the scale height in the altitude regime where peak entry loads
and heating are experienced 2.
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Also on board the Mariner V were a UV spectrometer, magnetometerand trapped
radiation detector experiments. Although interplanetary experiments, celes-
tial mechanicsand supporting Earth based experiments were simultaneously
performed, only the analogous flyby experiments will be considered as a basis
for comparison. The results of the numerical value calculation is shownin
Table 2.12. Summarynumerical mission values are given in Table 2.13.
TABLE2.13
SUMMARYOFMISSIONVALUES
Mission
Best RF Occultation Probe
Minimum Flyby/Entry Probe
Best Entry Probe
Mariner V and Venera 4
Flyby Probe Entry Probe Total
616 801 I/+I7
/+72 /+7/+ 9/+6
/+21 869 1290
341 544 855
The comparative value results shown in Table 2.13 show the impact of the
Mariner V and Venera 4 missions. The minimum mission shows little more total
value than the two missions already completed, and only those missions with
larger entry probe science payloads show significant value gains.
Other Considerations
M/CDA: The Low M/CDA of the minimum payload enhances the effectiveness as
instrumentation deployment (M = I) can occur at 20 mb. The modified baseline
payload is in a vehicle with an M/CDA about 2.5 times the minimum, resulting
in science deployment at 50 rob. The Venera 4 probe had a very large M/CDA
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and science deployment did not occur until the chute was deployed, corres-
ponding to a pressure close to one atmosphere. The importance of the M/CDA
on the entry probe sampling regime is depicted in Figure 2.2. The sampling
regime shownin Figure 2.2 depicts the overlap of the Mariner V and Venera 4
data. The lightweight probes being considered here, as opposed to the
Venera &, provide the capability of decelerating above water clouds although
ice clouds could be encountered earlier. The low M/CDAvalues also provide
the longer descent time (close to 2000 sec shown) and thereby circumvents,
in part at least, the need for a parachute to further increase the descent
time to meetengineering and science requirements.
Data Rate: The accuracy requirements and sampling rates play an important
engineering and scientific role in evaluating comparative science effective-
ness. The low data rate of the Venera 4 and concurrent low accuracy levels
reduced the mission value; assessing comparative mission values, this factor
as well as other operational factors should be considered (see Section
2.4.1.8).
2.5 Mission Reliabilit E Requirements
2.5.1 Launch Period Durations
An evaluation was made of the feasibility of having a successful launch-on-
time for Mariner Venus '72. Factors considered in this evaluation were (a)
the duration of the launch opportunity, (b) the abort-recycle (turnaround)
times of the elements comprising the launch configuration, (c) the availability
of backup (spare) units for the flyby probe and/or entry probe, and (d) the
existence of an additional launch pad.
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The launch configuration for Mariner Venus '72 consists of three major ele-
ments which can contribute to a hold in the launch countdown, namely (1)
the launch vehicle, (2) the flyby probe, and (3) the entry probe. In the
event of an abort, the turnaround or recycle time becomesan extremely im-
portant consideration. Based on data contained in Reference6, and a review
of expected entry probe removal, repair, resterilization, checkout, and re-
placement operations in case of problems experienced during countdown, re-
cycle times were estimated for each of the elements as presented in Table
2.14.
TABLE 2.14
LAUNCH CONFIGURATION ELEMENTS
ESTIMATED RECYCLE TIMES
Element Recycle Time (in hours)
Launch Vehicle (LV)
Flyby Probe (FP)
Entry Probe (EP)
24
72
240
If backup or spare units are available for the flyby probe and/or entry probe,
then it is estimated that the overall launch configuration can be returned
to a ready-state in 24 hours. However, the repair, resterilization (for the
entry probe), and checkout for the flyby probe and entry probe would still
be in the order of 24 hours and 240 hours, respectively. Thus, if a failure
occurred to the backup unit(s), another launch attempt could not be made un-
til the primary unit(s) had undergone the necessary repair, resterilization
(if applicable), and checkout. The existence of another launch pad was as-
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sumedto have an identical launch configuration, but no additional backup
units.
The following approach was taken in performing the evaluation:
1. determine the numberof days within a given launch opportunity that
the elements comprising the launch configuration would be in a ready-
state;
2. determine the probability that each of the elements would proceed
successfully through a launch countdownwithin a given launch op-
portunity duration; and
3. determine the probability that the overall launch configuration would
proceed successfully through a launch countdownwithin a given launch
opportunity duration.
Considering the recycle times given earlier, the numberof days during which
the launch configuration elementswould be in a ready-state (available to
launch) was determined for a launch opportunity, ranging rom 12 to 20 days.
The results are presented in Table 2.15 for the following cases: (a) no
spare flyby probe or entry probe, (b) spare flyby probe and entry probe is
available as backup, and (c) spare entry probe (but no flyby probe) is avail-
able as backup.
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TABLE2.15
NUMBEROFRECYCLESDURINGLAUNCHOPPORTUNITY
(a) No Spare Flyby Probe or Entry Probe
Element
LV
FP
EP
Duration Of Munch Opportunlty (In Days)
12. 13 14 15 16 1__.7 1--8 19 2__0
12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20
4 5 5 5 6 6 6 7 7
2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 3
(b) Spare Flyby Probe and Entry Probe
Element Duration Of Launch Opportunity (In Days
12. 13 14 15 I-6 17 1-8 19 2O
LV 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20
FP 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20
'_ 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 5
(c) Spare Entry Probe Only
Element
LV
FP
EP
Duration Of Launch Opportunity (In Days)
12. 13 14 15 16 17 18 -19 20
12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20
4 5 5 5 6 6 6 7 7
4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 5
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Probability values were determined considering that each of the elements
wouldproceed successfully through at least one launch countdown out of
the total number for which the elements would be available to launch with-
in a given launch opportunity duration. For these calculations, the summed
binominal expression shown below was used.
Pid x_ n n x (I )n- x= C Pi - Pi
x = I x
where
Pid = probability that the it_hhelement will proceed success-
fully through at least one launch countdown within a
launch opportunity duration of d days
n = total number of countdowns for which the ith element
would be available to launch (from Table 2.15)
Pi = probability that the itCh element will proceed success-
fully through a single launch countdown
Since Pi values were not readily available, a set of values was assumed.
These values were taken as follows: LV = 0.2, FP = 0.6, and EP = 0.8.
Probabi!ity values were then determined that the overall launch configura-
tion would proceed successfully through at least one launch countdown with-
in a given launch opportunity duration. These values were computed using
the relationship,
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Pld =
9
--_ Pid = . .
i = 1 PLVd PFPd PEPd
where
PI
d
= probability that the launch configuration will proceed
successfully through at least one launch countdown with-
in a launch opportunity duration of d days.
NOTE:
where
The P1d values associated with existence of two launch pads were
determined as
P1d(2) = I - [I-Pld(1)] 2
Pld(2)
P1d(1)
= probability value associated with two launch pads
= probability value associated with one launch pad
and no spares.
The results are presented graphically in Figure 2.3 for the set of Pi values
described above.
From this evaluation, it may be concluded:
I. That a launch opportunity duration approaching 20 days is desirable be-
cause of the long abort-recycle times on the entry probe,
2. That the availability of a spare entry probe is not only necessary, but
nearly as attractive as having a spare flyby probe and entry probe, and
3. That the existence of two launch pads yields the best chance of having
a successful launch within a given launch opportunity duration.
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2.5 •2 Launch Configurations
reliability evaluation was performed of alternate launch configurations
considered for Mariner Venus '72. Factors included in this evaluation were:
(a) the type of communications link to be employed in the mission, (b) the
number of launches to be attempted, and (c) the criteria for mission success.
The approach taken in this evaluation was as follows: First, mission success
diagrams were established for each configuration. Next, reliability math-
ematical models were developed from these diagrams. Mission success pro-
babilities were then determined for each of the configurations using relia-
bility values estimated for the various elements comprising these configura-
tions.
Table 2.S6presents the mission success diagrams and reliability mathematical
models related to each configuration under consideration. Table 2.17 gives
the element reliability values used to quantify the mathematical models.
Figure 2._ presents the resultingmission success probabilities.
From this evaluation, it is concluded that:
1. A multiple entry probe mission, with one launch attempt, employing
relay link communications isthe least reliable because of the cri-
teria for complete mission success, and
2. A multiple entry probe mission, with two launch attempts, employing
relay link communications is the most reliable because of the cri-
teria for partial mission success.
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TABLE 2.17
LAUNCH CONFIGURATION ELEM_T RELIABILITY VALUES
Launch Configuration Element
I. Launch Vehicle (LV)
2. Flyby Probe (FP)
a. With Relay Link Communications
b. With Direct Link Communications
c. With Two Entry Probes (Relay Link)
3. Entry Probe (EP)
a. With Relay Link Communications
b. With Direct Link Communications
Reliabiliby Values
0.9OO
0.860
0.903
0.817
0.885
0.841
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It should be noted, however, that launch configurations having multiple
probes would probably degrade the ability to launch-on-tlme. Also, the
scientific value received from multiple entry probe missions is greater
than for single entry probe missions.
2.5.3 Mission Phase Goals
The approach used in developing the reliability goals for the major mission
phases involved (a) the establishment of the program success criteria, (b)
the estimation of the reliability of the booster, and (c) the establishment
of reliability goals for the flyby probe and entry probe. The latter goals
were then apportioned to the various phases of the overall mission.
Presumably in 1972 there would be two launch attempts, each cons_ing of iden-
tics/ flyby probe/entry probe configurations. Consequently, it was decided
that a reasonable success criteria would be to require at least one out of
two mission successes.
The reliability of the Atlas-Centaur booster was estimated to be 0.90 on the
basis of data available on the Atlas and Centaur launch vehicles 7. The ob-
served flight reliability of the Atlas and Centaur vehicles was 0.97 (based
on 106 launchings) and 0.86 (based on 7 launchings), respectively. Consider-
ing reliability growth of the Centaur vehicle, it was felt that a reliability
level of 0.90 for the Atlas-Centaur booster would be attainable in 1972.
The reliability goal for the flyby probe was derived by estimating an initial
reliability level and factoring in reliability growth. The initial probabil-
ity of mission success was estimated to be 0.75 for the flyby probe (includ-
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ing interplanetary transit and encounter phases), based on previous studies 8'9
and spacecraft operational experience. Reliability growth was factored in
by assuming that (a) 3 yearsw0uld be available for reliability improvement,
using the results of the 1967 Venusmission and prior spacecraft studies as
the basis for improvements, (b) a 10 percent reliability program effort would
be implemented; i.e., 10 percent of the total Mariner-Venus !972 Program
funds would be allocated for reliability efforts, and (c) a two (2) percent
reduction in mission failure contribution could be realized for each one (1)
percent of reliability effort, or 20 percent reduction for the assumed10
percent reliability effort. The reliability goal for the flyby probe was
then determined as
where
RF =
r
n
RF = exp [(- _i) (1 - r) n]
flyby probe reliability goal
initial mission failure contribution associated with
the flyby probe is 0.288 for n = o, RF = 0.75
= fraction of mission failure contribution reduced
per year
= number of years available for reliability improvement
Thus, the flyby probe reliability goal was eslablished as 0.86.
With the basic inputs available, a series of calculations were performed to
determine the reliability goal for the entry probe. The mathematical models
used for these calculations are given in Table 2.18. The results are sum-
TABLE2.18
MATHEMATICALMDDELSFORRELIABILITYGOALS
= 1 - (1 - _),2
_=RB • RS
Rs = R_ . R_
Where,
R_ = probability of at least 1 out of 2 mission successes
RM = probability of a single mission success
RB = reliability of booster
RS = reliability of overall flyby/entry probe
RFP = reliability of flyby spacecraft (excludes entry probe
functions, but includes transit and encounter phases)
REp = Reliability of entry probe
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marized in Table 2.19, together with pertinent comments.
reliability goal (REp) of 0.715, shown in Table 2.19
to be the most feasible based on previous Avco studies.
An entry probe
appeared
In addition, there
was a reasonable chance (RN = 0.80) of having at least one out of two mis-
sion successes. However, the desired lower risk level (1 - RN) of 10 per-
cent required that set of conditions for which RN = 0.90 and REP = 0.885.
The Venus mission was next divided into major phases and the overall space-
craft (Rs) , flyby probe (RFp), and entry (R_p) reliability goals apportioned
to the related phases. This apportionment was accomplished by a subjective
evaluation of the difficulty and importance related to the various mission
phases. The difficulty of performing each phase included consideration of
operational results and in-house reliability predictions. The importance
of performing each phase included consideration of the uniqueness of the
phase and the consequences ofunsuccessful performance.
As the study progressed, the initial set of reliability goals, and assumptions
made to derive them, were reevaluated. A failure mode analysis and reliabil-
ity prediction revealed that the entry probe reliability goal would be dif-
ficult to achieve. On the other hand, the booster reliability estimate and
flyby spacecraft reliability goal were felt to be somewhat pessimistic. Con-
sequently, on the basis of this reevaluation, the goals were revised and re-
lated to the following conditions.
(a) Two launch attempts of a flyby probe/entry probe configuration em-
ploying direct link commnnications,
2-57
TABLE2.19
SUMMARYOFRESULTS
RN RM RS REp Comments
0.99 0.900 - -
0.95 0.776 0.863 -
0.90 0.684 0.760 0.885
Booster limitations
Flyby limitations
Probe limitations
0.80 0.553 0.615 0.715 Most fes _ible
0.75 0.500 0.556 0.647
0.50 0.293 0.326 0.379
Probe pessimistic
Excessive risks
Assumptions: RB = 0.90
RFp = 0.86
At least 1 out of 2 mission successes in 1972.
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(b) Probability of at least one out of two mission successes = 0.90,
(c) Launch vehicle success probability = 0.95,
(d) Flyby spacecraft success probability = 0.90, and
(e) Entry probe success probability = 0.80.
The associated mission phase reliability goals are shown in Table 2.20.
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2.6 Mission Constraints
2.6.1 Launch Vehicle
Performance
Figure 2.5 illustrates the assumed Atlas/Centaur payload capability as a
function of C3 injection energy. The performance shown assumes a Surveyor
mission utilizing 11% ° launch azimuth, and a 90 n.m. parking orbit with 20
minute coast period 10. The capability shown allows for the 133 lb of pay-
load support equipment (payload adapter, range safety destruct, miscellaneous
cabling, etc.) required for Surveyor missions. Any reduction in spacecraft
support weight required would, of course, result in additional payload ca-
pability on a 1:1 basis.
Trajectories
The Atlas/Centaur launch vehicle is designed to include the capability of
supporting trajectories requiring parking orbits of 2 to approximately 20
minutes duration.
Payload Envelope
The available payload envelope in the Centaur nose fairing presently (1966)
used for surveyor was used for this study and is shown in the flyby config-
uration study in Section 3.2.
2.6.2 Ascent Constraints
The launch azimuth is constrained to lie between 90° and 11%° for the Venus
launch opportunities in 1972 and 1973-7%. This corresponds to a DLA con-
straint of + 33°.
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To facilitate the problem of trajectory redetermination after the application
of amid-course maneuver, the DLA is constrained to be larger than 3°, and
the inclination of the transfer trajectory relative to the ecliptic plane
is constrained to be larger than 0.1°.
Transfer trajectories will be selected such that the daily launch window is
greater than 3Ominutes.
2.6.3 Canopus/Sun Occultation
The Canopus-flyby probe-near limb of Venus angle must be greater than 36°
to avoid Canopus occultation and the Sun-flyby probe-near limb of Venus
angle must be greater than 5° to avoid Sun occultation.
2.6.4 Planet Quarantine
2.6.4.1 Introduction
The planet quarantine policy is that there be less than 10-3 probability of
contaminating Venus with a survivable organism.
The complete equation for planetary contamination probability can be written
as follows 11 where each variable is identified by a brief title:
Pc = n sPNPRPG + U _ (PTPRPG)i
/ _ bblt f
I I I _r° a i i y ° gr°wth and spreading
! _ _robability of release on planet
I 'probability of transfer to planet
!
I aumber of unsterilized flyby probes
_probabillty of growth and spreading
)robability of release from probe
_robability of one organism in probe
inumber of entry probes
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where,
Pc = _10-3
nL = 70
nU = 30
The entry and flyby probe burden allocations are shownin Table 2.21.
2.6.4.2 Contamination Modes
The entry probe satisfies the quarantine requirements as it fulfills the
NASA specifications on heat and ET0 sterilization.
modes include:
(i)
(2)
(3)
Other contamination
attitude control gases ejecta,
micrometeoroid ejecta,
contaminated elements of the flyby or sterilization canister lid
carrying a viable organism to Venus.
The operational constraints imposed by these modes are depicted in Figure
2.6 showing a corridor of acceptable flyby periapsis altitudes that insure
(1) no contaminated elements are captured,
(2) the altitude range (hlghest-lowest) is compatible with the flyby
experiment objectives,
(3) the critical altitude for the ejecta, set by the burden content of
the control gases and flyby does not compromise the mission objec-
tives,
(4) the dispersion about the biased aim point does not result in
contaminating the planet.
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Studies on Mars Missions 12 show that the critical mode is the attitude con-
trol gas ejecta, however as the growth probability PG for Venus is two orders
of magnitude smaller than for Mars, due to the hot atmosphere effects,normal
manufacture appears adequate for the flyby if the minimumaltitude, based
on the flyby experiment operational requirements, is not less than 1000km.
2.7 Encounter Geometry Requirements
2.7.1 Entry Probe Tar_etin_
2.7.1.1 Earth-Venus-Sun Geometry
The time period of interest, where the launch energy requirements are consis-
tent with the mission objectives, yields a range of arrival dates of fifty
days for Type I trajectories from 24 June to 13 August, 1972. During
this period, the angle subtended at Venus between the Venus Earth line and
the Venus Sun line changes by 66 degrees, decreasing from 166 degrees on 24
June to 100 degrees on 13 August. As Venus has a slight retrograde rotation,
with period 243.16 days, the subearth point on Venus will lie behind the
morning terminator 10 to 76 degrees.
The Best RF Occultation Probe Mission arrival dates are 16 July to 23 July
whereas the MinimumFlyby/EntryProbe Mission and Best Entry ProbeMission
arrive 3 August 1972.
are-
Best RF Occultation
Probe Mission
Minimum Flyby/Entry
Probe Mission and
Best Entry Probe Mission
For these arrival dates, the subearth point locations
Arrival Date
16 July
23 July
3 August
Angle Beyond
Morning Terminator
40 degrees
28 degrees
18 degrees
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2.7.1.2 Entry Angle Requirements
In order to discuss the targeting sites available, it is convenient to de-
fine a reference latitude and longitude for Venus.
The Venus equatorial coordinate system used to study entry probe targeting
is shown in Figure 2.7 as defined by Carpenter 13, where the longitude re-
ference point (0° longitude) is 40 degrees east of the projection of the
Venus-Earth line onto the Venus equator at the Earth-Venus inferior conjunc-
tion occurring 20 June 1964. The period of revolution of Venus of 243.16
days, with retrograde motion results in the same face of Venus presented to
Earth at each inferior conjunction. The Venus equatorial plane is close to
the Earth's ecliptic plane; the declination of the North Pole (referenced
to the Earth's equatorial plane) is 71 degrees.
The possibility of landing at or slightly in front of the morning terminator
is shown in Figure 2.8 where a 30 degree target circle about the subearth
point is seen to cross the morning terminator. Impact contour maps were
studied parametrically, butthe late arrival case shown in Figure 2.8 is
particularly interesting as the subearth point is close to the terminator.
The sub solar point cannot be achieved, but with shallow entry angles,
on the order of 30 degrees, a light side impact at high southerly lattitudes
can be performed. The anti-solar point is achievable with an entry angle
of -45 degrees.
The atmospheric entry angles associated with subearth point targeting are
shown in Figure 2.9. The mission launch dates are:
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Launch Dates 7E Range
Best RF Occultation
Probe Mission
MinimumFlyby/EntryProbe
Mission and Best Entry
Probe Mission
23 March - 12 April
12 April - 24 April
-55 ° to - 58°
-56° to -65°
The entry angles are slightly larger for the Best Entry Probe Mission and
Minimum Flyby/Entry Probe Mission than for the Best RF Occultation Probe
Mission, and in general are close to -60 degrees.
2.7.1.3 Mission Requirements
At the time the targeting selection was made, prior to Venera 4 which landed
behind the morning terminator, no strong targeting requirement existed, and
the subearth point was chosen for a direct link targeting. The dependence
of the photometer on target area arises from the use of solar illumination
as its light source. This condition obviously requires a tartet on the light
side of the planet for the experiment to function. Target sites well into
the light side would be preferred for obtaining data on the vertical struc-
ture of clouds in addition to simply denoting the cloud top since light at-
tenuation along a vertical path would be expected to be at a maximum near
the terminator and decrease toward the sub-solar point. Under these condi-
tions the minimum signal level detectable by the photometer would be encoun-
tered at a lower level near the sub-solar point than near the terminator.
The difficulty of targeting an entry probe for the light side of the planet
suggests a re-examination of the visual photometer experiment to determine
whether darkslde operation is feasible. Such an experiment has been sug-
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gested by Hane114. The experiment includes an on-board light source and a
detector to monitor light scattered from the clou_ particles. The power
requirement estimated is less than three watts.
Consideration of the relative desirability of science data from various tar-
get sites involves factors such as correlation of entry probe data with
earth-based data variations of atmospheric parameters with position on the
planet and possibly a typical surface or circulation features. These fac-
tors are discussed below.
The Earth-based data on Venus has been obtained almost entirely from passive
observations in the optical and infrared regions of the electromagnetic spec-
trum and from both passive and active experiments in the microwave region.
The optical and someof the IR observations depend on reflected solar radia-
tion and thus are most directly related to conditions on the light side. The
microwave and someIR observations do not depend on solar radiation and thus
can refer to either the light or dark sides. The difficulty of performing
such experiments at times far removedfrom inferior conjunction, however,
has resulted in a preferential weighting of experimental results toward dark
side conditions.
It is apparent from the above that there is no single entry probe target site
which would correlate with the full range of Earth-based data. Detailed in-
terpretation of someexperimental results has resulted in identification of
anomalous areas which might be of interest as target sites.
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Other interesting features, such as a small (a few kilometers across) hole
in the clouds at the anti-solar point have been suggested from theoretical
considerations. However, confidence in the actual existence of such as yet
unobserved phenomenais felt to be too low for them to be included as fac-
tors in mission planning.
For a single entry probe the possibility of observing variations in para-
meters with location on Venus does not exist since measurementswould be
obtained only at a single location. For this reason it is felt that there
is no strong reason for selecting a target site for the first probe to Venus
on the basis of data from one location being of greater value than that from
another. The value of a single first entry probe mission to Venus lies in
making the first direct, in situmeasurements of the planetary environment.
For the case of the two entry probe mission, the attempt to observe varia-
tions in the environment by targeting the entry probes for different impact
sites is clearly worthwhile in terms of the value of the scientific data to
be obtained. The value of a set of measurements from two fairly widely
separated points would be substantially greater than that of two sets of
measurements at the same point. In terms of specific target sites, if out-
of-plane maneuvers are considered, then sites near the anti-solar point and
in a polar region would be very attractive. If both light and dark side
sites can be reached, sending one entry probe well into each side would be
desirable although non-identical entry probes would be required due to the
visual photometer experiment. If only dark side sites are available, then
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a site near the anti-solar point in longitude and one toward the terminator
should be considered. The two entry probe missions cited are not possible
with a direct link communications system; to fully capitalize On a two entry
probe mission, at least one entry probe should have a relay communications
system.
2.7.2 Flyby Science Encounter Requirements
2.7.2.1 RF Occultation Experiment
Three trajectory constraints are imposed upon the mission by the RF occulta-
tion experiment 15-.
(I) The occultation must be as nearly diametrical (passing behind the cen-
ter of the planet as seen from Earth) as possible because of the com-
plexity of the data reduction for off axis occultation.
(2) The distance from the flyby probe to the occulting portion of the at-
mosphere should be a minimum since the atmosphere acts as a spherical
lens and reduces the amplitude of the signal received at Earth; this
effect is proportional to the flyby probe-atmosphere distance.
(3) The plane including the refractive bending should be coincident with
the plane of the Earth's movement during the time preceding and im-
mediately following Venus arrival. This requirement is a result of
maximizing the reliability of the high gain radio link prior to and
after encounter. The antenna pattern is fan shaped. To minimize the
number of high gain antenna positions, the plane of the fan must in-
clude the Earth's velocity vector. During occultation, the antenna
beam is refracted in the plane of the trajectory. The occultation ex-
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periment can penetrate further into the atmosphere if this bending is
in the antenna fan plane.
The locations of the approach asymptotes in the Venus equatorial coordinate
system for _ype I fixed arrival dates betweenJune 24 and August 3 are shown
in Figure 2.10. The approach asymptotes lie in the southern hemisphere and
the latitudes vary between -15 to -60 degrees, these values corresponding
to the minimumflyby orbit inclinations that are achievable.
The first RF occultation experiment requirement implies that the encounter
trajectory must be designed such that the flyby probe flies over the anti-
earth point (or the sub-earth point, although depending upon the location
of the approach asymptote relative to the sub-earth point, it maynot be pos-
sible to fly over both the anti-earth point and sub-earth point since the
encounter trajectory is not a bound orbit) which specifies the inclination
of the encounter trajectory for each launch date/arrlval date combination.
These inclinations, for Type I transfer trajectories to Venus in 1972 which
initially pass over the sub-earth point, are presented in Figure 2.11 as a
function of launch date for specific arrival dates, where the convention
for measuring inclination is the sameas for Earth orbits, i.e., 0° is due
east and 180° is due west. Inclinations between 105 degrees and 150 degrees
are required to satisfy this constraint. (For trajectories which initially
pass over the anti sub-earth point, the required inclination is the supple-
ment of the angle presented in Figure 2.11.) For a given arrival date, the
large variation in inclination with launch date is due to the latitude ex-
cursion of the approach asymptote. The large negative latitudes associated
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with the early launch dates produce requirements for near polar orbits, as
opposed to the later launch dates which with approach asymptotes of -20
degrees produce requirements for low inclination orbits.
The resultant flyby orbit inclinations to achieve a diametrical occultation,
result in inclinations that are too large to meet the third requirement of
coincident motion with the Earth during occultation.
In order to conduct a diametric earth occultation experiment, the required
inclination of the encounter trajectory is specified by the launch and arri-
val dates, but this experiment by itself, does not place any restriction on
the allowable launch and arrival dates. However, this experiment, when con-
ducted with the requirement that the encounter trajectory does not violate
the Sun and Canopus occultation region may impose serious limitations. In
this study, Sun occultation is defined to occur at any point where the Sun-
flyby probe-near limb of Venus angle, SPV, is less than 5 degrees, and
Canopus occultation is defined to occur when the Canopus-flyby probe-near
limb of Venus angle, GPV, is less than 36 degrees. The increased angle re-
quirement with respect to Canopus arises since Canopus is a much fainter
source than the Sun and attitude errors will be experienced if reflected
light from Venus enters the star tracker. This 36 degree angle constraint
is not rigid and can be reduced to as much as 26 degrees without adding a
roll error of more than 1°.
A detailed analysis of the allowable launch date/arrival date matrix satis-
fying the requirements for a diametric earth occultation experiment without
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violating the Sun and Canopusoccultation zones was performed. Since the
scientific return from this experiment is enhancedif the experiment is per-
formed at low altitudes (requirement number two), this indicates a farside
flyby of Venus with respect to Earth where the flyby probe flies over the
Earth occultation region without first passing over the sub-Earth point.
For a farside flyby within this launch opportunity, the geometry between
the Venus-Earth line and Type I approach asymptotes places periapsis passage
within the Earth occultation region. With a near side flyby, the flyby
probe would initially pass over the sub-Earth point and not enter the Earth
occultation region until considerably beyond periapsis and at high altitudes.
The Sun, Earth, and Canopus occultation contours are presented on a latitude-
longitude grid in Figure 2.12 for a typical arrival date of 24 July 1972,
as a function of the radial distance from the center of Venus. These con-
tours are minor circles about the anti-Earth, anti-Sun, and anti-Canopus
points and indicate the regions where occultation will occur if the radial
distance of the flyby probe from the center of Venus is less than the radial
distance of the particular contour. As the radial distance is increased,
the effective occultation zone is diminished. The occultation zone of both
the Sun, SPV = 5° , and the Earth, EPV = 0° are closed contours on this pro-
jection since both the Earth and Sun are near the equatorial plane of Venus
as opposed to the Canopus occultation zone, CPV = 36°, which is centered
about a point at a latitude of 72 degrees. The significance of the target-
flyby probe-near limb of Venus angle constraint can be seen by comparing
the size of the Sun and Canopus occultation zones with the Earth occultation
2-80
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zone. The radius of the minor circle of the occultation contour for a par-
ticular altitude is increased by this angle and hence, the larger the angle,
the larger the occultation region.
The trajectory ground tracks for the 24 July arrival date are presented in
Figure 2.13 for selected launch dates between S0 March and 24 April with
radial distance contours corresponding to the contours on the occultation
map. Examination of these two figures (2.12 and 2.13) showsthat the Canopus
occultation constraint is violated at radial distances greater than SO,O00km
along the departure trajectory with a flyby probe periapsis radius of 7000 km
for a launch date prior to 24 April, In view of the Canopusoccultation con-
straint, the significance of the larger negative latitudes of the approach
asymptote associated with the early launch dates can be appreciated in that
the encounter trajectories satisfying the diametric Earth occultation require-
ment associated with those early arrival dates produce significant periods
(up to several days duration) of Canopusoccultation beginning shortly after
periapsis passage.
Analysis of these figures shows three possible trade-offs that could be em-
ployed to obtain earlier launch dates for the 24 July arrival date without
violating the Canopusoccultation constraint. First, the periapsis radius
of the flyby probe could be raised thus permitting large inclinations asso-
ciated with earlier launch dates to be employed. Second, the Canopusoccul-
tation angle constraint of 36 degrees can be reduced, thereby moving the
occultation contours closer to the anti-Canopus point, and hence again per-
mitting larger latitude excursions and earlier launch dates. Third, the
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diametric Earth occultation constraint itself might be relaxed, whereby a
significant period of Earth occultation could still be realized by employ-
ing minimum inclination flyby trajectories, which would in effect reduce
the latitude excursion, and hence permit earlier launch dates. For the
24 July arrival date, analysis indicates that launch dates approximately
I0 days earlier can be obtained for each 2000 km increase in the flyby probe
periapsis radius, and also approximately 10 days earlier for a 10 degree
decrease in the Canopus occultation angle constraint. Increase in the fly-
by probe perlapsis radius will degrade the resolution of the flyby probe
experiments, while decreasing the occultation angle constraint from 36° to
26° means that stray light entering the Canopus tracker may produce a roll
error as large as I degree. The trade-off associated with removing the di-
ametric Earth occultation requirement was not evaluated at this time, due
to the lack of knowledge in the degradation of the experiment and is only
mentioned as a last alternative for providing a launch period of sufficient
duratlon.
2.7.2.2 Microwave Imager/Spectrometer
The microwave imager primarily forms thermal emissivity image of the solid
portion of the planet. However, it may also provide useful atmospheric
data when looking tangentially through the atmosphere. Therefore, the ex-
periment should: (I) view a portion of the atmosphere tangentially; (2)
view as much of the solid portion as possible; (3) obtain as detailed a
view of the surface as possible; and (4) obtain maximum resolution near
the terminator to determine if significant temperature changes occur.
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The microwave imager should point along the nadir at periapsis and view the
planet for as long as is practical. A favorable encounter geometry is one
where periapsis occurs close to the evening terminator and the approach
velocity is low.
2.7.2.3 Ultraviolet Spectrometer
The primarymeasurements are made when the instrument is looking tangentially
through the atmosphere. At this time, the image of the spectrometer slit
should be parallel to the planetary surface. In addition, the point of tan-
gency of the look direction and the atmosphere should be within 30° of the
subsolar point as measured along a great circle.
2.7.2._ Trapped Radiation Detector
To achieve the experimental objectives of investigating radiation belts, the
trajectory should go as close to the planet as possible. Biological contam-
ination constraints combinewith trajectory error uncertainties to limit
this minimum to around 1,000 km.
Theeffectivity of the experiment falls off with increasing distance since
the magnetic field, which is known to be small and which traps the radiation,
falls off as I/R3.
The instrument should penetrate the region where the Sun-Venus Probe angle
is greater than I%0° so that the magnetic "tail" of the planet and its as-
sociated perturbation of the radiation fields will be investigated.
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2.7.2.5 Infrared _diometer
The infrared radiometer requires a limb-to-limb scan, normal to the trajec-
tory plane of the planet and a simultaneous view of space (without a view
of Venus or the Sun) in a direction orthogonal to the look direction. This
viewing requirement is for the instrument calibration.
Periapsis should occur near the terminator at a minimum radius so that the
instrument can make detailed observations of both the light and dark portions
of the planet.
2.7.2.6 Magnetometer •
The magnetometer has the same trajectory constraints as the trapped radiation
detector.
2.7.3 Comparative Encounter Geometries
Comparative encounter geometries for the alternative missions are shown in
Figure 2.14. The typical encounter hyperbola for the Best RF Occultation
Probe Mission is shown in Figure 2.1%a for a time period of 30minutes be-
fore periapslsuntil 20minutes after periapsis. Periapsis radius is 7000
km, the approach velocity VHp at Venus is 6.25 km/sec and the aim point
radius is 13,O00 km.
The crossing of the evening terminator occurs as approximately 4minutes or
25 degrees true anomaly before perlapsis. Earth occultation begins approxi-
mately 6 minutes before periapsls at a radius from center of the planet of
8,600km and ends 13 minutes after periapsis at a 11,200 km radius. The
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angle between the approach and departure asymptotes is 114 degrees which
corresponds to the turning angle, f_ of 123 °.
The typical encounter hyperbola for the Minimum Flyby/Entry Probe Mission
and Best Entry Probe Mission is shown in Figure 2.14b for a time period of
30 minutes for periapsis until 20 minutes after periapsis. Periapsis radius
is 7,185 kin, the asymptotic approach velocity is VHp is 4.14 km/sec and the
aim point radius is 18,000 km.
The crossing of the morning terminator occurs at approximately 5Ominutes
or 100 degrees true anomaly before periapsis. The angle between the approach
and departure asymptotes is 90 degrees which corresponds to the turning
angle, f_ of 1350 .
2.7.4 Entry Probe Separation Requirements
2.7.4.1 Separation and Encounter Geometry
The separation and encounter geometry is shown in Figure 2.15, where the
typical thrust vector directions to impart the incremental velocity (=V)
to the entry probe are shown for near and far side flybys. The angle %p
defines the thrust direction relative to the flight vector.
As the entry probe is mountedon the roll axis of the flyby, and on the side
facing the sun. The entry probe must be jettisoned along the (+Z) roll axis
of the flyby as depicted schematically in Figure 2.15. The entry probe an-
tenna is mounted on the roll axis of the probe and for a direct link the
separation geometry is dependent on the encounter geometry as shown in Figure
@
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2.15. In the case of a near side flyby, it can be seen that the flyby roll
axis (+Z) lies in an opposite direction to the Venus-Earth vector, so that
with a tail mounted rocket the entry probe antenna is aligned towards Earth
following separation. Also note that for the near side flyby the altitude
of the flyby at separation can be such that partial solar power is possible,
and that the low gain antenna on the flyby is favorably oriented with res-
pect to Earth.
For the far side flyby, the direct link constraints are shown to result in
mose mounted rocket on the entry probe a large Uop on the order of 135 degrees
and an unfavorable attitude of the flyby as the solar panels are in darkness and
mask the low gain flyby antenna prohibiting maintenance of the up link during
this maneuver.
2.7.4.2 Entry Probe Separation Requirements for Best
RF0ccultation Probe Mission Oriented Launch
Period
For the Best RF Probe Occultation Mission oriented launch periods, an analysis
has been performed to determine the magnitude and direction of the entry probe
separation impulse as a function of separation range. The geometry of this
farside flyby maneuver is depicted in Figure 2.15. Since the flyby trajec-
tory is designed to fly over the anti-subearth point to satisfy the RF occul-
tation experiment, separation of the probe with impact in the vicinity of
the subearth point corresponds essentially to an in plane separation maneuer.
With a direct llnk telecommunication system, not only is the entry angle
constrained by the requirement to land in the vicinity of the subearth
point, but also the direction of the separation impulse is limited in that
2-90
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this direction must be selected such that with a spin stabilized entry probe,
the antenna axis is essentially parallel to the Venus-Earth line to permit
post separation/pre-entry communications.
For the 20 day flyby oriented launch period defined by the Canopus occulta-
tion angle constraint of 36°, the entry angle required for probe entry at
the subearth point is approximately -124 ° (-56o) where entry angles greater
than -90 degrees indicate the entry probe and flyby are going by opposite
sides of the planet. During this launch period, the angle between the ap-
proach asymptote and the Venus-Earth line is about 135 degrees. Therefore,
with a spin stabilized probe, where the antenna is mounted on the afterbody
of the probe, a thrust application angle of approximately 135 degrees is re-
quired for the antenna axis to be parallel to the Venus-Earth line. In this
case, the farside flyby requirement dictates that the probe separation rocket
be mounted on the nose of the probe. For this separation geometry, the re-
lationship between the magnitude of the probe separation velocity and the
time from separation to periapsis is presented in Figure 2.16 for the first,
middle, and last day in the launch period. The separation velocity varies
between 280 fps for a separation time % days prior to encounter, correspond-
ing to a range of 2 million kilometers, and 70 fps for a separation time in
the vicinity of 16 days at a range of 8 million kilometers. The variation
in time to periapsis for a fixed separation range is due to the varying
hyperbolic approach velocity over this launch period. Based upon these re-
sults, a nominal separation velocity of 100 fps was selected corresponding
to a separation time, 11 to 12.5 days before encounter.
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Figure 2.16 ENTRY PROBE SEPARATION VEL0_ITY REQUIREMENTS FOR THE BEST
RF OCCULTATION PROBE MISSION
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This linear variation in the separation time over the 20 day launch period
for a fixed separation velocity, implies that if the encounter time is se-
lected such that Goldstone can view the critical events occurring near en-
counter, then Goldstone which can only view Venus for 8-10hours per day
could observe the separation maneuverfor 7 out of the possible 20 launch
dates.
Initially in the design of this separation maneuver, only one parameter, the
entry angle, was firmly fixed and that by the desire to land at the sub-
Earth point. It is highly desirable to also fix the magnitude of the separa-
tion impulse to simplify the design of the separation rocket and the separa-
tion time to permit Goldstone the opportunity of viewing the separation
maneuver, in addition to the encounter phase of the mission. In constrain-
ing these latter two parameters, entry angle control can only be maintained
by varying the direction of the thrust application angle, which in itself
is somewhatconstrained by the requirement for pre-entry communications.
The relationship between the thrust application angle and the entry angle
was examined for a fixed separation velocity of 100 fps, and a fixed separa-
time time of 12 days, and it was found that the desired entry angle could
be achieved over a range of periapsis radii varying between 7000 km and
8000km for variations in the thrust application angle of less than 6 degrees
from the desired value. These thrust application angles are presented in
Figure 2.17 as a function of launch date. The variations in the thrust ap-
plication angle from the desired value will add at most 6 degrees to the
half angle beamwidth requirement of the antenna, which must already be at
2-93
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least i0 degrees to accommodatethe off-axls variation in the Earth line
produced by the relative motion of Earth, with respect to Venus during the
time from separation to entry and also to accommodatevehicle oscillations
during atmospheric descent.
A similar analysis was performed for the 20 day flyby probe oriented launch
period defined by the Canopusoccultation angle constraint of 26 degrees.
The results of this analysis are quite similar with the exception that the
maximnmvariation in lhe thrust application angle between the desired and
required values is approximately I 0 degrees , and due to the lower approach
velocities, the time from separation to periapsis was selected as 13 days
for a separation velocity of 100 fps. For both CPVangles studied, separa-
tion range is presented in Figure 2.18 as a function of launch date for al-
ternate CPVlimits. The monotonic decrease in this separation range over
these launch periods results from the decrease in the hyperbolic approach
velocity over the launch period.
2.7.4.3 Relationship BetweenThrust Application Angle, Pre-
Entry Communication and Separation Rocket Location
The analysis in the previous section was concerned with the design of a probe
separation maneuver where the probe antenna axis was essentially parallel to
the Venus-Earth line. For a far side flyby probe, this presents the require-
ment for jettisoning the separation rocket, which is not required when the
rocket is mounted, as is the conventional case, at the rear. Supports, load
paths, and connectors must come through the heat shield, in addition to the
fact that an ejection system has to be incorporated into the design to remove
2-95
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the amply rocket case upon completion of the separation maneuver. In this
launch period where the angle between the approach asymptote and the Venus-
Earth line is approximately 135 degrees, the influence of the thrust appli-
cation angle on the rocket location and pre-entry communication angle is
shown in Table 2.22.
TABLE 2.22
INFLUENCE OF ENTRY PROBE THRUST APPLICATION ANGLE
ON PRE-ENTRY COMMUNICATIONS
(FARSIDE FLYBY)
Probe Thrust Pre-entry Communication Angle
Application Angle _ Nose Mounted Rocket Tail Mounted Rocket
(Degrees) (Degrees) (.Degrees)
0 135 45
15 120 60
30 105 75
45 9O 9O
90 45 135
135 0 180
With the relationship that exists between the approach geometry, and the
Venus-Earth line during this launch opportunity, a pre-entry communication
angle of approximately 90 degrees results in a thrust application angle of
45 degrees, regardless of whether the rocket is nose or tail mounted. As
the thrust application angle is decreased, the tail mounted configuration
becomes more attractive; however, even with a thrust application angle of
15 degrees, the pre-entry communication angle is s_ill 60 degrees. As the
2-97
thrust application angle is increased above 45 degrees, pre-entry communica-
tions dictates the use of a nose mounted rocket.
in order to analyze the trade-offs between the probe separation requirement,
entry dispersion, pre-entry communication angle and rocket motor location,
a separation analysis was performed for thrust application angles of 15, 30,
90, and 135 degrees for a nominal periapsls radius of 7500 km. The results
of this analysis presented in Table 2.23 indicats the magnitude of the sep-
aration velocity and the entry dispersions are increased by a factor of 3
as the thrust application angle is reduced from approximately 135 degrees
to 15 degrees. Therefore, even if the probe antenna could be designed to
accommodate an off-axis angular requirement of 60 degrees for a tail mounted
configuration, the separation velocity requirements and entry angle disper-
sions are unacceptable. As the thrust application angle is increased to 30
degrees, corresponding to a communication angle of 75 degrees, the separation
velocity and entry dispersions are reduced by a factor of 2 or are still 50
percent larger than the values associated with the thrust application angle
of 135 degrees. The minimum separation velocity requirements and associated
entry dispersions are minimized for a thrust application angle of 90 degrees,
corresponding to a communication angle of 45 degrees and these values are
approximately 33 percent lower than the values associated with a thrust ap-
plication angle of 135 degrees. Therefore, for an entry probe with direct
llnk communications targeted for the sub-earth point, with a farslde flyby
probe trajectory, separation velocity, entry dispersion, and pre-entry com-
munication angle considerations require that a nose mounted rocket be con-
sidered.
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2.7._.4 Entry Probe Separation Requirements For
Minimum Flyby/Entry Probe Mission and
Best Entry Probe Mission
For the late launch period corresponding to the Minimum Flyby/Entry Probe
Mission and Best Entry Probe Mission, the angle between the approach asymp-
tote and the Venus-Earth line is approximately 135 degrees. This requires
a tail mounted rocket configuration and a probe thrust application angle of
approximately _5 degrees, to produce a pre-entry communication angle of zero.
The separation analysis was performed for the first, middle, and last days
in the 12 day launch period for periapsis radii between 7000 km and SS,O0
km. The relationship between the probe separation velocity requirements
for entry at the sub-Earth point with the probe antenna axis parallel to
the Venus-Earth line at entry, is presented in Figure 2.19 for the middle
launch date. These results indicate that for a separation velocity of 100
fps, the time from separation to periapsis increases from 5 days for a per-
apsis radius of 7000 km to 7.8 days for a periapsis radius of 11,000 km.
Based upon the results of this analysis, the times from separation to peri-
apsis was selected as 5 days, 6 days, and 8days for periapsis radii of 7000
km, 9000 kin, and 11,000 km, respectively. For these fixed separation times
and with a constant separation velocity of 100 fps, the required thrust ap-
plication angle to provide entry at the sub-Earth point are presented in
Figure 2.20 as a function of launch date. The results of this analysis in-
dicates that for a periapsis altitude of 11,000 km, the maximum difference
between the required and desired thrust application angles is about 10 degrees.
For a periapsis altitude of 7000 km, this maximum difference increases to
13 degrees, and for a periapsis radius of 9000 kin, increases to 18 degrees.
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The magnitude of the difference is basically due to the difference in the
initial separation times for the fixed separation velocity that must be ac-
commodatedby variations in the thrust application angles. The range at
separation is presented in Figure 2.21 as a function of the launch date for
each periapsis radius and the essential independence in the range with launch
date is indicative of the fact that for a fixed arrival date launch period,
the approach velocity is essentially constant.
A summaryof the separation parameters and entry dispersionsispresented
in Table 2.2%. These resultsindicate that the dispersions are reduced by
about 20 percent over the 12 days launch period, basically due to the increase
in the thrust application angle requirements. This increase in the thrust
application angle is also evident in the angle-of-attack, which increases
by about 15 degrees over the launch period. The dispersions increase by ap-
proximately 50 percent as the periapsis radius is raised from 7000 km to
11,000 km, indicating that probe oriented missions would favor low values
of the periapsis radius.
The influence of near and farside flyby encounter trajectories on the probe
separation and entry parameters can be obtained by comparing results in
Tables 2.23 and 2.2%. The basic differences in the results all favor the
near side or probe oriented encounter trajectory, in that for the near side
flyby mission, a conventional tail mounted rocket configuration can be em-
ployed, the separation time is reduced by over 50 percent for the samesep-
aration velocity, and the entry dispersions are reduced by about 60 percent.
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Thenear side fly discussion has assumed that an inplane separation maneuver
is possible; that is the plane of the entry probe trajectory contains the
Earth at encounter. The late launch and arrival dates that yield the low
approach velocities are less favorable from theview of satisfying the Canopus
occultation constraint as the approach asymptote moves further into the south-
ern hemisphere (refer to Figure 2.10). The flyby orbit inclinations required
to pass over the sub-Earth point shown earlier in Figure 2.11, indicate an
inclination of approximately 70 degrees is required. This large inclination
results in Canopus occultation for flyby periapsis altitudes compatible with
the flyby science. Two alternatives present themselves; either perform an
out of plane maneuver for the entry probe separation or violate the Canopus
constraint using gyro stabilization of the flyby probe during this time.
Examination of the aim point boundaries on the Canopus occultation (discussed
in Section 2.9.2 and 2.10.2) disclosed that the out of plane maneuver is close
to 90 degrees and that this maneuver is therefore incompatible with the pre-
entry communications requirements for a direct link. The alternative of vio-
lating the Canopus constraint, thereby retaining the in-plane entry probe
separatlonmaneuver wasselected as the analysis on the mechanization of the
gyro reference requirements (Section 5.3.3) indicated this to be a relative
minor complication. The choice of a nearslde flyby with in-plane separation
maneuver is also consistent with the entry probe mission objectives.
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2.8 Transfer Trajectories To Venus During The 1972 Launch Opportunity
2.8.1 Launch And Arrival Date Parameters
The pertinent departure and approach trajectory parameters associated with
Type I transfer tranj ectories to Venus during the 1972 launch opportunity
are presentsd in Figures 2.22a to 2.22d as a function of launch and arrival
date. The absolute minimum departure velocity for a Type I trajectory in
this launch opportunity is 3.502 km/sec, for a launch date of 27 March and
an arrival date of 17 July. For departure velocities up to 4.5 km/sec, the
launch dates extend from the latter part of February to the latter part of
April, for arrival dates from late June to early August. Class I trajectories
are represented with a solid line, whereas, Class II trajectories are repre-
sented with dashed lines, where the separation between these two classes is
the loci of the daily minimum departure velocity. Over this departure ve-
locity range from 3.5 km/sec to 4.5 km/sec, the time of flight varies from
approximately 80 days to 135 days. The maximum DLA constraint of -33 degrees
(maximum allowable launch azimuth of 114 ° due to range safety considerations)
does not impose any restrictions on possible launch date/arrival date com-
binations until the departure velocity approaches 6.0 km/sec. However, the
minimum DLA constraint of 3° imposed by orbit determination accuracy require-
ments eliminates from further consideration a significant swath of desirable
low departure velocity Class I trajectories.
Contours of constant approach velocity, VHp , are presented on Figure 2.22b
for approach velocities between _ km/sec and 9 km/sec. These contours, like
the departure velocity contours, are double valued for a particular launch
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date. However, over most of the launch date/arrival date matrix mapped out
by departure velocities up to 4.5 km/sec, the approach velocity is essentially
independent of launch date and only dependent upon the arrival date and de-
creases for later arrival dates. This phenomenon of minimum approach ve-
locities being associated with Class II Type I trajectories is a character-
istic that is generally noted for all Venus launch opportunities. The sig-
nificance of the minimum DLA constraint on a flyby/entry probe configured
mission can now be fully appreciated in that the low energy Class I trajec-
tories eliminated by this constraint had exceedingly high approach velocities,
a factor which would have eliminated most of this swath regardless of the
magnitude of DLA. The ZAP angle, the angle between the approach asymptote
and the Venus-Sun line, is also essentially independent of launch date and
increases for later arrival dates ranging from 15° (flyby probe approaching
Venus from the dark side essentially along the sunline) for an early July
arrival date to a value of 75 ° (flyby probe approaching the trailing edge
of Venus essentially along the morning terminator) for an early August ar-
rival date. The desirability of employing constant arrival date launch
periods can be seen from the fact that over significant launch periods, the
approach geometry remains relatively fixed where selection of the specific
arrival date is governed by the specific mission requirements.
The communication range at encounter is only dependent upon the arrival
date and increases from_7 million kilometers for an arrival in early August.
For Type I trajectories, the telecommunication link and the approach velocity
present conflicting requirements on the arrival date selection in that com-
2-IL3
munications favor an early arrival date_ However, the approach velocity
which influences the flyby probe dwell time in the vicinity of the
planet, probe entry velocity, and probe entry dispersion (both entry angle
and entry position) favors later arrival dates.
The influence of parking orbit coast time and daily launch window con-
straints on the allowable launch date/arrival date combinations is pre-
sented in Figure 2.22c. Basically, these constraints eliminate only
the high energy transfer trajectories. The minimum DLAconstraint has
also been added to show a complete picture with respect to the launch
date/arrival date combinations thathave been eliminated by the mission
independent constraints.
The dispersion in the aim point is a function of uncertainties in the
orbit determination at the time of mid-course maneuvers, uncertainties
in the application of the mid-course maneuver and the sensitivity of
the transfer trajectory to these error sources. The semi-major axis,
SGI, and the semi-minor axis SG2, ofthe encounter dispersion ellipse
projected onto a plane normalto the approach asymptote is presented
in Figure 2.22d for a spherically distributed error of O.l meters/sec
in the application of mid-course correction maneuver applied several
days after injection. These results indicate that the semi-major axis
of the dispersion ellipse is reduced by as much as a factor of 3.5 for
late launch/early arrival date combinations as opposed to either early
launch/early arrival or late launch/late arrival combinations. The
magnitude of the sem_minor axis of the encounter dispersion ellipse
is essentially independent of launch date and increases for later arrival
dates. Although these numbers pertain to the dispersion associated with
2-114
the first mid-course correction, they are also applicable to a second
mid-course maneuverperformed early enough so that the influence
coefficients haven't significantly changed if the dispersions are
scaled downto correspond to velocity uncertainties compatible with
a second mid-course maneuver. The primary purpose of a secondmid-
course maneuver is to remove errors that remain following the applica-
tion of the first mid-course correction and to re_^_ improved ^ _'_
determination due to longer tracking times. The magnitude of the
second mid-course correction velocity maybe one-tenth the magnitude
of the first correction velocity, so the uncertainty in the applica-
tion of this velocity will be approximately O.Ol meters/sec and hence,
the values of SGI and SG2reflecting a second correction maneuverwill
be an order of magnitude lower.
2-i15
2.8.2 Flyby/Entry Probe-Earth/Sun Geometry
During the interplanetary transfer and encounter phases of the
mission, the flyby/entry probe-Earth geometry is a factor that enters into the
flyby/entry probe design in many ways. The flyby/entry probe-Earth distance
must be considered in the design of the telecommunication system with respect
to power requirements, and bit rates while the flyby/entry probe-Sun distance
influences the sizing of the solar panels and thermal protection coatings and
techniques that are employed. The angular relationship also enters into the
design in the areas of antenna locations and beam width requirements, orienta-
tion of the Canopus tracker, flyby/entry probe experiments and angular rate
requirements of the planetary scan platform.
The relationship of the flyby/entry probe with respect to Earth, Venus, and the
Sun is depicted in Figure 2.23 as a function of time from launch to encounter
for a launch date of 28 July 1972. This launch/arrival date combination can
be considered as representative of all late arrival date transfer trajectories
for both flyby and entry probe oriented launch periods. From this figure, it
can be seen that inferior conjunction of Venus occurs approximately 80 days after
launch, at which time the flyby/entry probe, Earth, and Venus have essentially
the same heliocentric longitude. The actual flyby/entry probe distances rela-
tive to Earth, Venus, and the Sun are presented in Figure 2.2%. At encounter,
the flyby/entry probe is approximately 60 million kilometers from Earth, whereas
the Sun-flyby/entry probe distance has de_reased from 150 million kilometers at
encounter.
The angular relationships between the flyby/entry probe and the planets are defined
in a flyby/entry probe oriented coordinate system. One axis of this coordinate
system is defined by the flyby/entry probe Sun line. A second axis is normal to
the flyby/entry probe Sun line in a plane defined by the flyby/entry probe, Sun,
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and Canopus. In this coordinate system, the location of the target is defined
by two angles: a cone angle which is the angle measured at the flyby/entry probe
between the flyby/entry probe Sun line, and the flyby/entry probe target line, and
a clock angle, which is the angle measured in a plane normal to the flyby/entry
probe Sun line from the coordinate axis pointing in the vicinity of Canopus to
the projection of the flyby/entry probe target line onto this plane. This vehicle
centered coordinate system with the cone and clock angles is defined in Figure
2=25..
The variation in the Earth cone and clock angles and the Canopus cone angle
(by definition, the Canopus clock angle is 0°) during the interplanetary transfer
phase of this mission are presented in Figure 2.26. The Earth cone angle
increases from I00 degrees launch to a peak value of approximately 160 degrees
near inferior conjunction, and then decreases to about 125 degrees. The Earth
clock angle decreases from 228 degrees at launch to 105 degrees at encounter,
where angles greater than 180 degrees indicate the flyby/entry probe lagging
behind the Earth. Clock angles between 90 and 270 degrees indicate that the
flyby/entry probe is on the segment of the transfer plane that is below the
ecliptic plane. The Earth and cone and clock angles are employed to orient the
low and high gain communication antenna and also to determine their beamwidth
requirements. With a entry probe configuration targeted for the sub-Earth point
with a direct link telecommunication system, the Earth cone and clock angles
also define the flyby probe m_ueuver requirements at probe separation. If the
entry probe is mounted on the sunlit side of the flyby probe with the longitudinal
axis at a 0° cone angle, the Earth cone and clock angle specify the thrust
direction and hence dictate the spacecraft minimum requirements. The Canopus
cone angle decreases from 92 degrees to 79 during the interplanetary transfer.
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2.8.3 Mid-Course Maneuver Requirements
Reference 16 indicates that for the 1969 Mariner Mars Mission,
injection accuracy shall be such that both miss and time of flight errors can
be corrected with a velocity increment that does not exceed 18 m/sec (30").
Reference 17 indicates that 3_ injection velocity errors for miss only (which
is the main contributor) are in the range of 7 to 16 m/sec. A value of 9 m/sec
(3er) is assumed for a velocity increment which corrects both miss and time of
flight errors. As the quarantine requirement for the flyby probe is 4.5 _" and
at worst the first mid-course correction maneuver must be double the injection
maneuver error, the first mid-course maneuver requirements are estimated to be
27 m/sec. Since the second mid-course maneuver is small and due to the conserva-
tism of the above approach, an estimated total mid-course maneuver velocity
increment of 27 m/sec is deemed acceptable. The dispersion ellipse coefficients
for the missions of interest are for 0.I m/sec (see Figure 2.22d).
Best RF
Occultation Probe Mission
Minimum Flyby/Entry Probe Mission
and
Best Entry Probe Mission
SGI 1800 km 1200 km
SG2 450 • 500
For a minimum periapsis of 7000 km, the nominal aim point vector is 13,000 km
for the Best RF Occultation Probe Mission and 18,000 km for the Minimum Flyby/
Entry Probe Mission and Best Entry _Probe Mission. As the flyby science effec-
tiveness is critically dependent on the periapsis altitude, and as the error
coefficients are large, the tailoff error in velocity increment on the first
mid-course maneuver could yield unacceptable limits on the periapsis altitude.
If close to the full 27 m/sec velocity increment is used, the velocity error
could be as high as 0.6 m/sec 18 (3_-). The planetary quarantine constraint
requires 4.5 _ above a critical lower periapsis estimated also as 7000 kin,
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corresponding to a 0.9 m/sec possibility. Examination of the influence coeffi-
cients indicates the potential of an enormousflyby periapsis altitute that is
totally unacceptable for the flyby probe mission; hence provision must be made
for a secondmid-course maneuver. At the time of the secondmid-course maneuver,
a maximum &V of 0.9 m/sec can lead to 0.035 m/sec18 (3 _ ) cutoff error, or
0.052 m/sec (4.5 _ ). The secondmid-course maneuverwould result in (as a
worst case) maximumaim points of 13,900 km and 18,400 km for the Best RF Occul-
tation Probe Mission, MinimumFlyby/Entry Probe Mission, and Best Entry Probe
Mission. These aimpoints correspond to a maximumperiapsis of 7400 km for the
Best RF Occultation Probe Mission and 7800km for the MinimumFlyby/Entry Probe
Mission and Best Entry Probe Mission.
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2.9 Best REOccultation Probe Mission Transfer Trajectory
2.9.1 Optimization Analysis
Encounter analyses was performed over the entire range of arrival
dates to evaluate the optimumlaunch period for a best REoccultation experi-
ment; the results are summarizedin Figure 2.27. These results indicate that
the diameteric earth occultation experiment whenperformed with the Sun and
Canopusoccultation constraints imposes serious restrictions on the arrival
date, especially for early launch dates. There is a narrow band of acceptable
launch date/arrival date combinations above the minimumDLAconstraint and in
the region below the minimumDLAconstraint. This latter region can be elimi-
nated from further consideration for flyby/entry probe configured missions due
to the extremely high approach and entry velocities associated with these early
arrival dates.
This constrained region of launch date/arrival date combination has been obtained
by basically only considering flyby probe oriented objectives. However, since
someflexibility still exists for selecting the specific launch period, entry
probe oriented constraints can be filtered into the ultimate launch period
selection. The primary trade-offs that can be considered are between the total
payload injected onto the transfer trajectory, probe entry velocity, flyby probe
periapsis radius and the Canopus-flyby probe-near limb of Venus angle constraint.
The payload-entry velocity relationship has been analyzed for constant periapsis
radius. (The probe entry velocity is essentially independent on the magnitude
of the hyperbolic approach velocity for reasonable separation velocities.) The
results of this analysis presented in Figure 2.28 for periapsis radii of 7000 km
and 9000 kin, respectively, indicate that with a Canopusoccultation constraint
angle of 36° , there is no significant change in the injected payload as the
flyby probe periapsis radius is raised from 7000 km to 9000 kin, however,
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the probe entry velocity is reduced by between 400 and 600 fps. Another
advantage to be gained by raising the periapsis radius is that later launch
date/arrival date combinations can be employedwithout violating the minimum
DLAconstraint, thereby permitting further reductions in the entry velocity
if the associated degradation in payload can be tolerated. For a 20-day
launch period that terminates at the minimumDLA constraint, the maximumentry
velocity and minimumpayload vary from _ r _r_38,o00 fps and opu pounds to 37,380 fps
and 1380 pounds as the periapsis radius is raised from 7000 km to 9000 km;
a decrease of approximately 1200 fps in entry velocity at a payload cost of 270
pounds. The launch dates for these two launch periods are from 23 March to
12 April and i April to 21 April.
As the Canopusoccultation constraint angle is reduced from 36° to 26° for a
fixed periapsis radius of 7000 km, it can be seen that the injected payload
is essentially independent of the magnitude of the occultation constraint angle,
whereas the probe entry velocity is lowered by approximately 600 fps. As in
the case of raising the periapsis radius, a decrease in the Canopusoccultation
angle constraint also permits later launch date/arrival date combinations to
be employed without violating the minimumDLAconstraint which provides the
capability to realize even further reductions in the probe entry velocity.
The results of this analysis indicate comparable results are obtained when the
periapsis radius is increased by 2000 km, or the Canopusoccultation angle
constraint is reduced by lO degrees. However, since the remaining flyby probe
experiments are less dependent on the occultation angle constraint than the
periapsis radius, only trade-offs associated with this angle will be considered
further.
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Two specific launch periods were selected for alternate Canopus occultation
constraints of 26 and 36 degrees. Both launch periods satisfy the mission
objectives with a nominal periapsis radius of 7500 kin. The first launch period
with a Canopus occultation angle constraint of 36 degrees essentially maximizes
the injected payload, whereas, in the second launch period with a Canopus
occultation angle constraint of 26 degrees, the probe entry velocity is minimized
with all flyby probe objectives and constraints satisfied. The pertinent trajec-
tory parameters associated with these two launch periods are presented in
Table 2.25. The 1460 fps reduction in the probe entry velocity that is achiev-
able with later arrival dates corresponding to the lower occultation angle
constraint is obtained at the expense of a 275 pound reduction in the total
injected payload and approximately a i0 percent increase in the communication
distance at encounter.
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2.9.2 Aim Point
For a typical launch date/arrival date combination that is repre-
sentative of the encounter geometry an aimpoint diagram is presented in Figure
2.29. This plot indicates that diametric Earth occultation is possible with a
farside flyby trajectory with a e of 42 degrees without violating either the
Sun or Canopus occultation constraints for a value of B, the aimpoint greater
than 15,000 km. This corresponds to a periapsis radius of 7800 km. On this
date, there is no restriction on the minimum periapsis radius. If the C_J angle
constraint is relaxed from 36° to 26° with a far side flyby encounter trajectory
satisfying the diametric earth occultation requirement, the aimpoint is B =
13,000 km and @ = 40°. This data also indicates that if the Canopus occultation
constraint angle is maintained at a value of 36 degrees, a nominal periapsis
altitude of 7500 km could still be employed without violating the Canopus occul-
tation constraint if the diametric earth occultation constraint requirement was
relaxed and a @ of approximately 30 degrees employed.
Diametric earth occultation is also possible with a near side flyby trajectory
with a @ of 242 degrees, however, due to the relationship between the approach
asymptote and the Venus-Earth line occultation would occur at high altitudes after
periapsis passage and be accompanied by a significant period of Canopus occultation.
Aimpoint, B, is the magnitude Of the vector from the center of Venus that is
normal to the approach velocity vector.
@ is the angle measured in the R-T plane; See Figure 2.3&, from the +T axis
in a clockwise direction.
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2.9.3 Venus Coneand Clock Angles
The encounter cone and clock angles for a representative date in
the Best RF Occultation Probe Mission oriented launch period are presented in
Figure 2.30.
The Venus cone angle for the Best RF Occultation Probe Mission oriented launch
period is approximately 30 degrees, while the flyby probe is along the approach
asymptote, reaches a peak of approximately 145 degrees in the vicinity of
periapsis and then decreases to about 120 degrees along the departure asymptote.
The Venus clock angle decreases from a value of 210 degrees along the approach
asymptote to -30° (330°) along the departure asymptote. This geometry illustrates
that the flyby probe approaches the trailing edge of Venus from the dark side,
passes around the far side of Venus going from south to north, and then departs
along the sunlit side of the trailing edge.
Comparingthe Earth cone-clock angles, Figure 2.26 with the Venus cone-clock
angles, Figure 2.30, it can be seen that at and subsequent to periapsis the
Earth and Venus cone angles are nearly the same. This phenomenonleads to a
difficult mechanization of the large microwave imager/spectrometer antenna
(36" x 36") and the hlghgain communication link antenna, on the flyby probe.
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2.10 Minimum Flyby/Entry Probe Mission and Best Entry Probe Mission Transfer
Trajectory Selection
2.10.1 Optimization Analysis
The previous launch period analysis selection was primarily flyby
probe oriented and principally designed to accommodate an RF occultation experi-
ment, although it satisfied the trajectory requirements for the other flyby
experiments as well. In this alternate launch period analysis, the RF occulta-
tion experiment is considered of secondary importance and attention is focused
on an entry probe oriented mission, where the overall objective is to minimize
the entry probe entry velocity. Overall program uncertainties due to the heat
shield development problem can be significantly reduced if entry velocities
can be maintained at or below the present Apollo design level (36,800 fps)
since present test data can be at least partially employed and present materials
can be used with a higher degree of confidence. This launch period selection
can further be identified with a minimum cost mission in that only a 12 day
launch period is considered.
In this analysis, the launch period selection must still satisfy the previously
described launch, coast and injection constraints and also satisfy the mission
dependent constraints, such as the Sun and Canopus occultation constraints, if
possible. However, the inclination of the encounter trajectory is now a variable
in that the flyby probe is not constrained to fly over either the sub-Earth point
or the anti-sub Earth point. The launch date/arrival date combinations satisfying
the Sun and Canopus occultation constraints are presented in Figure 2.31 as a
function of periapsis radius and for Canopus occultation angle constraints of
36 and 26 degrees. It can be seen that late launch-late arrival cases, where
the entry velocity is low will result in a high periapsis radius, 9000 km for
CFV of 36 degrees, but a CPV of 26 degrees improves the achievable periapsis by
about 2000 kin. As the decision was made to drop the Canopus constraint entirely
2-134
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to optimize the entry probe (see Section 2.7.4.4 and 2.10.2), separation and
entry conditions, the present optimization was carried out on the basis of
entry velocity, launch weight and launch period.
Since the basic goal in the selection of a entry probe oriented launch period
is to minimize the entry velocity subject to the total flyby/entry probe
injected payload requirements, the relationship between payload (equivalent
to inJection energy) and entry velocity (equivalent to hyperbolic approach
velocity) was obtained as a function of launch and arrival dates. This data
is presented in Figure 2.32 along with those segments of the launch date/
arrival date matrix that are eliminated by the parking orbit coast time and/or
daily launch window limitations and the minimum DLA constraint. The injected
payload/entry probe velocity relationship was then investigated for I) fixed
entry velocity launch periods, 2) variable entry velocity launch periods where
the velocity was constrained to be less than or equal to the velocity associated
with the fixed entry velocity launch period, and 3) fixed arrival date launch
periods. There were no significant differences in payload/entry probe velocity
relationship for these three types of launch periods with the exception that
this relationship could not be achieved without violating the minimum DLA constraint
for the fixed entry velocity launch period. The results of this analysis for the
variable entry velocity launch period, presented in Figure 2.33, indicates that
with a 12-day launch period, a reduction in the injected payload of 50 percent,
from 1800 pounds to 900 pounds, is required to realize a reduction in the entry
velocity of 3200 fps, from 38,500 fps to 35,300. This corresponds to a 35 percent
reduction in the hyperbolic approach velocity from 20,150 fps to 13,125 fps
and illustrates that the gravitational attraction of Venus and not the magnitude
of the hyperbolic approach velocity is the primary factor influencing the magnitude
of the entry velocity. The differences are even greater if a 20-day launch period
2-136
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is considered. An injected payload of 1390 pounds corresponding to an entry
velocity of 36,000 fps with a 12-day launch period is reduced to 1030 pounds
as the duration of the launch period is extended to 20 days.
Based upon a low cost probe oriented mission, a 12-day fixed arrival date launch
period was selected with a 3 August arrival date and launch dates between 12 April
and 24 April. The pertinent trajectory parameters associated with this launch
period are presented in Table 2.26. The maximum entry velocity to be encountered
during this launch period is 35,780 fps which corresponds to an injected payload
capability of 1245 pounds.
2.10.2 Aim Point
The aim point plot for a typical launch date in the probe oriented
launch period is presented in Figure 2.34. These results indicate that values of
@ in the vicinity of 150 degrees would be required to realize a minimum periapsis
radius without violation of the Canopus occultation constraint. On this date,
a minimum periapsis altitude of 7500 km could be employed with a CPV of 26°,
whereas the value must be raised to 9000 km if the CPV is maintained at 36 degrees.
Aim points associated with a value of @ of 150 degrees could present serious design
problems with regard to the telecommunication system since with a direct link
system the probe must be targeted for a @ of approximately 240 degrees. These
aim point locations would produce approximately a 90 degree angle between entry
probe and flyby probe trajectory planes and hence could result in pre-entry
communication angles on the order of 70 to 90 degrees. As this mission is being
tailored to a simpler entry probe design and as switching to a gyro reference
on the flyby appears reasonable (Sect. 5.3.3.3). The selected aim point is for
a @ of approximately 240 degrees and accepting a brief period of Canopus occulta-
tion near periapsis when gyro reference will be required for stabilization.
(See discussion in Section 2.7.4.4.)
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2.10.3 Venus Cone and Clock Angles
The encounter cone and clock angles for a representative date in
the entry probe oriented launch period are presented in Figure 2.35. The flyby
probe approaches Venus from the dark side trailing edge, with cone and clock
angles of 60 and 255 degrees, respectively. As the flyby passes the near side
of Venus, with respect to Earth, moving from south to north, the cone angle
reaches a peak of 122 degrees in the vicinity of periapsis and as the flyby
moves out along the departure asymptote, the clock angle increases to 140 degrees
and the cone angle decreases to 90 degrees.
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2.11 Alternate Mission During the 1973/74 Launch Opportunity
2.11.1 Launch and Arrival Date Parameters
In order to determine the applicability of the flyby/entry probe
configuration, that is being designed for the 1972 launch opportunity, for
later Venus launch opportunities, a preliminary mission analysis study was conducted
for the 1973/74 launch opportunity. The departure and approach characteristics of
Type I transfer trajectories during this launch opportunity are summarizedin
Figures 2.36a and 2.36b. The absolute minimumdeparture velocity of 3.656 km/sec
obtained with a launch date of 9 November1973 and an arrival date of 25 February
1974 is approximately 4.4% larger than the corresponding minimumdeparture velocity
in the 1972 launch opportunity. However, even though the absolute minimum
departure velocity is slightly higher, a two month launch period still exists,
from early October to early December,where the departure velocities are under
4.5 km/sec. This launch period duration/departure velocity relationship is
essentially identical to that for the 1972 launch opportunity.
The magnitude of the approach velocity is presented in Figure 2.36b as a function
of launch and arrival dates and illustrates that, in general, the approach
velocities are somewhatlower in the 1973/74 launch opportunity than the 1972
launch opportunity. The launch dates are between 7 Novemberand 7 Decemberand
arrival dates are between 5 March and i0 April. Approach velocities for these
dates are less than 4.0 km/sec (probe entry velocity less than 35,340 fps).
Therefore, even though the available payload is the sameor, at best, slightly
reduced, the lower approach velocities will produce a payload/entry probe
velocity relationship during the 1973/74 launch opportunity that is more favorable
than that which exists for the 1972 launch opportunity.
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2.11.2 Mission Constraints
For nearly all of the Type I transfer trajectories to Venus during
the 1973/74 launch opportunity, the values of the DLA are positive. The maximum
DLA constraint of +33 degrees eliminates a small segment of late arrival date
trajectories with departure velocities greater than 4.5 km/sec and the minimum
DLA constraint imposed by orbit determination considerations eliminates a small
segment of early arrival date trajectories and another small segment of late
launch date trajectories. However, the major implication of the positive values
of the DLA arises from the long parking orbit coast times that are required before
injection onto the departure hyperbola. Those segments of the launch date/arrival
date matrix that are eliminated from further consideration by launch, injection
and orbit determination constraints summarized in Figure 2.37 indicate that all
of the Type I Class II trajectories violate the parking orbit and/or launch window
duration constraints. Therefore, although the basic injected payload entry probe
velocity relationship is more favorable in the 1973/74 launch opportunity, this
advantage cannot be fully utilized when developing reasonable duration launch
periods unless the presently employed constraints are relaxed. Relaxing of the
parking orbit coast time constraint from 20 minutes to 1 hour is entirely reason-
able for missions to Venus during the 1973/74 launch opportunity since presently
the ATS-4 mission to be launched on an Atlas/Centaur in 1971 has the requirement
for at least a parking orbit coast time of 45 minutes.
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2.12 Type II Interplanetary Trajectories
2.12.1 Launch and Arrival Date Parameters
The pertinent interplanetary trajectory parameters including
departure velocity, approach velocity, time of flight, ZAP angle and communica-
tion distance are given in Figures 2.38a and 2.38b.
2.12.2 Mission Constraints
The effect of the DLA, parking orbit coast time and launch window
constraints on the available launch period is shown in Figure 2.39. The param-
eters vary in such a fashion that only large changes in the launch window duration
or range safety constraints will significantly affect the restrictions to the
opportunities whereas a relatively small increase (about 50%) in the parking
orbit coast time may result (where the parking orbit coast time is the primary
constraint) in a large addition to available launch and arrival dates.
The results show that abiding by the existing mission constraints results in entry
velocities greater than 38,000 fps, communication ranges of 155 million kilometers
and ZAP angles of 155 degrees. All three of these conditions are adverse, result-
ing in a difficult entry environment for the entry probe, increased power required
for the flyby probe and entry probe direct link communications systems (about 6 rib)
over the Type I, and the large ZAP angle will pose a sun occultation problem in
the encounter geometry. As a result _of the deficiencies of the Type II trajec-
tories as compared to Type I, they were not given serious consideration as mission
alternatives.
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III. ENTRY PROBE SYNTHESIS
3.0 ENTRYPROBESYNTHESIS
3.1 Objectives and Approach
The entry probe system must be capable of fulfilling the stated mission
objectives (Section 2.1), while adhering to the constraints and the
general study guidelines outlined in Section 1.0.
The approach to the entry probe synthesis problem is shown in Figure 3.1
in the form of a logic flow diagram. The approach trajectory, separation
range, probe thrust application angle and probe velocity increment have
already been defined for the alternative missions, in Sections 2.6
through 2.10. The lead time requirement is crucial for the relay link
only. Besides the ballistic parameter (M/CDA) and diameter, the entry
probe configuration studies included three discrete cone angles (30, 45
and 60 degrees) and two nose radius geometries, sharp and 25 percent of
the base radius. Supporting the entry probe synthesis, the entry probe
technology studies reported in Section 4.0 provided improved estimates
on the heating and heat shield technology limitations which aided the
selection of the configurations.
3.1.1 Ballistic Parameter_ M/CDA _ Tradeoffs
General competing factors in defining the M/CDA are shown in Table 3.1.
Each of these factors was considered in the entry probe configurations
and subsystem definition.
The relay link approach to the RF subsystem favors a very high M/CDA
during the terminal descent phase of entry, which is not compatible
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with the hypersonic configuration requirements for low heating rates.
Hence, the concept of a staged entry vehicle was pursued, whereby a
portion or all of the aeroshell is jettisoned after the entry probe
has slowed to subsonic speed, so that a low M/CDA resulted hyper-
sonically and a high (order of magnitude higher) M/CDA resulted
subsonically. As the study progressed and it became apparent that a
direct link was well suited to the selected missions, the staging
concept was dropped, as the low M/CDA in terminal descent was found to
be favorable for the direct link.
The effect of M/CDA on the available altitude levels for atmosphere
sampling during terminal descent is discussed in Section 2.2, and an
entry profile is shown in Figure 2.2. The range of M/CDA'S investi-
gated was 0.15 to 2.5 slugs/ft 2. As the ambient pressure (Pa) is
linearly dependent on the M/CDA _ at Mach one, and approximately given
by ( = -60°)
Pa : (95)M/CDA, rob,
it was desired to restrict M/CDA to values less than i slugs/ft 2 and
preferably as low as 0.5 slugs/ft 2 to achieve Mach one instrument
deployment by the time the atmosphere pressure has increased to 50 mb,
and thereby enhance the chances of gathering cloud data.
3.1.2 Entry Velocity Tradeoffs
The pros and cons of low vs. high entry velocity are summarized in
Table 3.2. The tradeoffs noted are coincidentally related to the
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TABLE 3.1
M/c  E-OFF
TowM/Cl
Higher deceleration altitudes
Lower heating rates
Lower data rate required
Eases heat shield development
More favorable moment of
inertia ratio
HighM/Cl
Eases flyby/probe integration
Fewer adapter and flyby
modifications
Lighter weight
Reduced terminal descent
heat load
Better aerodynamic damping
Eases relay link geometry
(reduced descent time)
TABLE 3.2
GENERAL ENTRY (APPROACH) VELOCITY TRADE-OFF PARAMETERS
Low Entry (Approach Velocity)
Lower heating rates
Eases heat shield development
Lower entry loads
Eases relay link geometry
Compatible with blunter low
M/CDA configurations
Lighter weight
High Entry (Approach) Velocity
Maximizes launch weight
More mission flexibility
Shorter communication dis-
tances possible
TABLE 3.3
GENERAL ENTRY ANGLE TRADE-OFF PARAMETERS
Low Entry Ansle
Lower heating rates
Lower loads
Eases heat shield development
Permits targeting to either
side of morning terminator
Steep Entry An_le
Required for direct link
Eases relay link
Lighter weight
Reduced thermal descent heat
load
Improves accelerometer experi-
ment performaace
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transfer trajectory parameters given in Section 2.8 and the encounter
geometry requirements given in Section 2.7. The effect of entry
velocity on heating and heat shield weight are presented in Sections
3.5 and 3.6.
3.1.3 Entry Angle Tradeoffs
The entry angle tradeof_s are summarized in Table 3.3. As shown in
Section 2.7, a direct link with subearth point targeting requires
entry angles close to -60 degrees for the selected missions. At first
glance, it would appear that the relay link can provide the desired
entry angle flexibility_ but as will be seen in Section 3.10, the
lower entry angles present a more complex mechanization problem for
the relay link. The effects of entry angle on heating and heat shield
weight are presented in Sections 3.5 and 3.6.
3.1.4 Entry Probe Configuration Considerations
Besides the M/CDA tradeoffs noted above, the entry probe configuration
selection considered,
(a) cone angle and bluntness to ease heating and heat
shield development,
(b) favorable ratio of roll to pitch moment of inertia
for attitude stabilization during coast prior to
atmosphere entry,
(c) adequate stability to provide low angles of attack
at peak heating and during terminal descent,
(d) adequate stability to quickly damp out gust effects.
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The effects of configuration on heating, stability and heat shield
weight are presented in Sections 3.5 and 3.6.
3.2 Entry Probe System Constraints and Requirements
3.2.1 Venus Atmospheric Models
In accordance with the statement of work (see Appendix I), the
atmospheric models of Ref. i were extended to cover the surface
pressure range 4 to 50 atmospheres. The atmospheric models were
simplified in terms of a troposphere with linearly decreasing tempera-
ture with increasing altitude, a stratosphere with constant temperature,
and a thermosphere with linearly increasing temperature. The atmospheric
parameters summarized in Table 3.4, combined with the hydrostatic,
perfect gas and inverse square gravitational equations are sufficient
to define the vertical structure of the atmosphere. Though the radius
of the planet varied for alternate models, a constant planet centered
radius of 6500 km was selected for initiating all atmospheric entry
trajectories.
Subsequent to the Venera 4 and Mariner V mission, additional atmospheric
data became available (Refs. 2, 3) and two new extreme models were
formulated using this data. The more recent models are compared with
those specified at the outset of the study, in Table 3.5. The results
given in Table 3.5 show that the hypersonic deceleration loads and
heating are in close agreement for the AV-4 and new AV-15 and AV-25
models, and that the AV-4 and AV-50 bracket the descent times for the
new models. Hence, the aeroshell design calculations performed with
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Table 3.4
Reference Atmospheric Parameters
Quantity
Planet Radius
Actual, ft.
Visible, ft.
Acceleration (gravity)
Actual surface, ft/sec 2
Visible surface, ft/sec 2
Composition, % Volume
Carbon dioxide CO2
Nitrogen N 2
Oxygen 02
Argon A
Molecular Weight
Surface temperature, OK
Surface pressure, ib/ft 2
Surface density, slugs/ft j
Troposphere Lapse Rate,
°K/ft
Troposphere Lapse Rate as
a fraction of
Adiabatic Lapse Rate
Tropopause height, ft.
Stratosphere Temperature, oK
Stratosphere pressure
(@ tropopause),
ib/ft _
Stratosphere density
(@ tropoDause)
slugs/ft _
Thermosphere height, ft.
Thermosphere pressure, ib/ft _
Thermosphere density,
slugs/ft 3
Thermosphere Lapse Rate,
°K/ft
Scale height, c, ft.
Symbol*
For
Digital
Computer
RSL
GSL
XC
XN
XA
TSL
RH_SL
XLI
ZST
TST
ZTH
PTH
XL2
AV-50
20456037
20669291
27.29659
26.73885
i0
9o
0
0
29.6
75o
104400
4.60622xi0 -2
-2.386xi0 -3
o.9382
232940
194.2
674.4
1.149xlO -3
413386
v._yv_
3. 383xi0 -7
5.91312xi0 -4
21,500
AV-IO
19832677
20013123
29.06824
28.54331
25
75
0
0
32.0
700
21160
1.o8o91xlO -2
-2.584xi0 -3
0.9013
183727
225.2
232.3
3.689xi0 -4
377297
0.03922
6.228x10 -8
6.79704xi0 -4
21,600
AV-4
19537402
19685039
29.98688
29. 52756
75
25
0
0
40.0
6oo
8356
6.22463xi0 -3
-3.015xi0 -3
0.8717
121391
234.0
131.0
2.501xi0 -4
272310
0.02738
5.230xi0 -8
8.80872xi0 -4
17,500
*As defined in Reference 19.
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TABLE 3.5
MODEL ATMOSPHERE COMPARISON
Atmosphere
Scale Height, Ft
AV-4 AV-50 AV-15
17,900 21,600 17,100
(75,25) (10,90) (95,-)
335 278 351
Composition (C02, N2) % Volume
,
Deceleration Loads , Earth g's.
Stagnation
Point
Heating
IRadiatlve Rate,
BTU/Ft%-Sec 3650
Convective Rate 3200
BTU/f_2-sec
Radiative Integrated 8530
BTU/Ft %
Convective 8850
Integrated BTU/ft 2
SUBSONIC DESC_NT (M/CoA = 0.683 SLUG/FT 2)
Atmosphere AV-4 AV-50 AV-15
Sea Level Pressure, Bar 4 50 15
Sea Level Temperature, Deg K
Descent Time, Sec
Impact Velocity, Ft/Sec*
600 750 550
754 4050 1680
83 28 38
AV-25
18,400
(80, =)
326
3240
3071
7660
8584
AV=25
25
700
2310
34
*VE = 38,250FPS, I_E = -60 deg, M/CDA = 0.475 slugs/ft 2, 45° cone,
Diameter 54 inches, nose radius 6.75 inches.
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the original models are adequate. The reduced descent time in the
AV-25 model over the AV-50 model eases the relay link geometry problem
(see Section 3.10) and the thermal control and battery requirements.
On the other hand, the longer descent time of the AV-15 model as
opposed to the AV-4 model allows a reduction in data rate and trans-
mitter power. Hence, the new atmospheric data would allow a number of
design improvements. As these new data became available at the end
of October 1967, sufficient time was available to incorporate them
into the Best Entry Probe Mission.
3.2.2 Venus Cloud Tops
The question of the cloud top altitude (if a discrete one exists) was
explored, but only limited information exists (Refs. i, 4). Ref. i
suggests a Cloud top level of 30 to 65 km, and a I0 to 15 km cloud
layer thickness. A criteria suggested by Sagan 4 is a temperature of
234°/{ at the cloud top and/or a pressure of 90 mb. The above estimates
are covered by a 90 mb requirement, however deceleration to subsonic
speeds at pressures below 90 mb is highly desirable to enhance the
scientific mission. As discussed in Section 3.1.1, a low M/CDA is
desirable to decelerate above the cloud tops, and for a direct link
case, where the entry angle is close to -60 ° , the M/CDA must be less
than i slug/ft 2.
3.2.3 Winds and Gusts
Recent UV photographs of Venus (Ref. 5) have disclosed a 4-day periodic
variation in the appearance of Venus. If the rotation rate is 243.16
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days, as used and recently confirmed by the Arecibo i000 ft. diameter
reflector (Ref. 6), then the 4-day period could be due to winds having
a speed of i00 n_ters/sec.
Data on the Earth's wind variation indicate that at peak wind speeds,
the following maximum shear rates exist 7 (U.S.A. jet stream),
Vmax (dV/dZ)max
fps sec -I
3o0 -.o45
24o -.o33
15o -.o15
77 -.003
Small scale wind structures (gustiness) for short time gusts on earth
show a trend of decreasing gust factor (ratio of peak to mean wind)
towards unity as the wind speed increases. Gust factors for hurricane
winds are7
Vma x Gust Factorma x Gust VelocitYma x
fps Gma x fps
5o 2.2 6o
85 1.75 72
lo0 1.45 45
3.2.4 Atlas/Centaur Payload Capability
For this Venus mission study, the booster was the Atlas/Centaur
(AC 15 Configuration using SLV-3C Atlas). This booster payload
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capability constraint was provided by JPL and is presented in Figure
2.5. Table 3.6 summarizesthe value of C3 over the launch periods
selected (Re: Sections 2.9 and 2.10).
Table 3.6
injection Energy .........ne_r_m_s for _nvo v_.,,_ Mi _ n_
Mission
Best RF Occultation Probe
(cpv = 36°)
Launch Launch
Launch Period C3 * Weight
Date__ (days) (km/sec 2) (ib)
Mar 23 2O 14.8 1660
Apr 12
Best RF Occultation Probe
(cPv = 26°)
Apr i 20 19.5 1390
Apr 21
Best Entry Probe and
Minimum Flyby/Entry Probe
Apr 12 12 21.8 1245
Apt 24
Maximum C 3 over the launch period.
The Best RF Occultation Probe Mission is based on two launches over a
20-day period and are characterized by high entry probe velocity, e.g.,
38,250 ft/sec. Two Canopus occultation constraints were considered,
i.e., CPV of 26 ° and 36° . This constraint requires that the axis of
the Canopus tracker should not come any closer than 26 ° or 36 ° to the
near limb of Venus. The 36° value is based on current Mariner design
requirements. If the angle is reduced to 26 ° , an earlier launch period
3-11.
is allowable with a resultant decrease in probe entry velocity. The
Best Entry Probe Mission is based on the single launch utilizing a
twelve day launch period and is characterized by low entry probe
velocities, e.g., 35,600 ft/sec. The launch weights that are shown
in Table 3.6 that result from a targeting consideration must be com-
patible with the design weights of the entry probe and flyby probe.
3.2.5 Shroud Limitations
The Centaur nose fairing shown (Section 1.2, Study Guidelines) in
Figure 3.2 provides the envelope for the design of the flyby/entry probe.
If the flyby/entry probe packaging within the shroud is difficult, the
nose fairing can be made longer by the lengthening of the cylindrical
barrel section. This modification woul_ permit a longer flyby/entry
probe and allow for a simpler flyby probe design. For example,
Figure 3.3 shows the maximum allowable envelope for an entry probe.
To accommodate this large size entry probe configuration it will be
necessary to articulate the low gain mast for stowage, lower the solar
panel hinge point to the bottom of the flyby probe octagon structure,
retain part of the adapter following injection, and provide a heavier
adapter.
3.2.6 DSIF Performance
The DSIF performance is based on reference 8, Planned Capabilities of
the DSN for Voyager 1973. Entry probe separation from the flyby probe,
and flyby probe periapsis passage have been selected to occur in the
view of Goldstone. Therefore , the parameters used in the telecommunica-
tions design chart have considered the use of a 210 ft. dish, with a
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gain of 61 db, a polarization loss of 0 db, and a receiver circuit
loss of O.l db, and a receiver noise temperature of 29°K _ 10°K.
Predetection recording performance has been based on reference 9.
3.2.7 Flyby Probe Interfaces
3.2.7.1 Structural Attachment
A study of the alternate entry probe location on the Sun side (+Z axis)
or on the shade side (-Z axis), discussed in Section 5.2, revealed that
the sun side is superior due to the flyby probe - Earth/Sun geometry
and the flyby high gain antenna field of view requirements. During
launch, the (+Z) axis is towards the Centaur, in which case the entry
probe is located below the octagon. The launch loads of the flyby and
entry probe are carried through the Centaur adapter connecting the
octagon of the flyby probe to the Centaur.
Figure 3.4 depicts the entry probe diameter restrictions imposed by the
existing adapter. An entry probe diameter of 43 inches with a steril-
ization canister of 46 inches diameter can be accepted by the present
adapter without modification in dimensions or separation system.
A larger entry probe, 48 inches in diameter with a 53 inch sterilization
canister is allowable within the existing adapter dimensions if the
jettison mechanisms are relocated as shown in Figure 3.2. Larger dia-
meter entry probes require an entirely new adapter with added adapter
weight. Besides the added adapter weight, increasing the diameter
over 48 inches requires that a portion of the adapter remain with the
flyby.
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The available axial length within the existing adapter is 22 inches.
Increasing the axial length can result in the need for articulating
the low gain antenna, and moving the solar panel hinge point to the
lower part of the octagon. These configurational interactions are
shown in Section 5.2, Figures 5.3 and 5.4. An advantage of the 60-
degree cone is its small length which eases the launch interfaces.
As a low M/CDA , and hence a large diameter, is desirable, as discussed
above, the 30 degrees cone is the least favorable of the three con -
figurations studied.
It should be noted that all single entry probe packaging studies re-
quired that the roll axis of the entry probe was coincident of the
roll (Z) axis of the flyby probe, to obviate the ACS, midcourse
maneuver and probe separation maneuver problems introduced with an
asymmetric mass distribution.
Two entry probe configurations were also investigated, as discussed in
Section 5.2; however, the emphasis in the study was placed on a single
entry probe mission, consistent with the choice of the direct link
communications approach and targeting objectives (see Section 2.7) for
an initial entry probe mission.
The entry probe is attached to the flyby probe by means of a 33-inch
diameter ring connected to the flyby octagon structure through eight
spider attachments (see Section 5.2 for details). Part of the entry
probe with a diameter of less than 33 inches can protrude into the
center of the flyby probe octagon structure.
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3.2.7.2 Power Requirements
Power will be required of the flyby probe by the entry probe for
(i) heating by electrical dissipation during midcourse maneuver,
(2) trickle charge of battery to maintain energy capacity, (3) recharge
of battery after checkout sequence, and (4) initiation of sterilization
canister pressure relief, release of sterilization canister cover,
release of electrical umbilical, and separation of the entry probe
structural attachments.
During the interplanetary cruise, the entry probe faces the Sun.
The sterilization canister thermal control coatings have been selected
such that the infrared emissivity is high to prevent overheating in the
vicinity of Venus. Since the midcourse correction maneuver altitude is
unknown a priori, it could be necessary for the flyby probe to maneuver
through a cone angle larger than 90 degrees, causing the loss of incident
solar energy to the entry probe. With the loss of incident solar energy,
the high emissivity coatings on the entry probe will cause it to cool
rapidly. This cooling can be retarded by providing an insulation
blanket on the top of the canister and by providing heaters. The energy
for these heaters will be supplied by the flyby probe battery, when
the sterilization canister is shaded, the solar panels are also shaded,
and flyby probe power is provided by battery. The addition of a thermal
blanket can limit heat leakage from the canister to iO W. Midcourse
maneuver time is about one hour; therefore a total of IOWHR capacity
must be provided by the flyby probe battery to prevent the entry probe
temperature from dropping below the allowable limits.
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The entry probe battery will be trickle charged throughout the inter-
planetary transfer. The power requirements for the charging will be
on the order of a few milliwatts. Control of this function will be
accomplished by the entry probe regulator which is onboard the flyby
probe (i.e., not contained within the sterilization canister). Entry
probe checkout will be accomplished several times during interplanetary
transfer. During checkout the entry probe will consumefrom 43 to 83 W
depending on the mission. Recharge can be accomplished at about one-
fifth of the discharge rate, or energy depleted from the entry probe in
one minute of operation can be replaced in five minutes of recharge.
Since the checkout will occur whenthe flyby probe is in the Sun-Canopus
orientation, the power for recharge can be supplied directly from the
solar panels. Since recharge time is not critical, if the 9 to 17 W
recharge rate is too great, a one-tenth recharge rate can be used which
will increase the recharge time to ten minutes and reduce the power
requirements by one-half.
The flyby probe sequencing, safing and initiation system will be used
to (a) vent the sterilization canister, (b) separate the electrical
umbilical, and (c) release the tie downbolts that secure the entry
probe to the flyby probe. The use of the flyby probe sequencer for
these functions reduces the thermal feed throughs to the entry probe
payload module.
3.2.7.3 Commands
The flyby probe central computer and sequencer must have the capacity
to accept two direct commands. One command will be for initiation of
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probe checkout and the other commandfor initiation of the probe
separation sequence. Earlier in the stud_ consideration was given
to the addition of two quantitative commandsto provide flexibility
to the separation maneuver. One set of quantitative commandswould be
for updating or alteration of the clock and cone angle; and the other
commandwould be for updating of the timer onboard the entry probe.
It was determined that the midcourse maneuveradjusts both the peri-
apsis passageand trajectory flight time so that the time from entry
probe separation to the top of the Venus atmospherewill be known to
within a few minutes. Therefore combination of separation range (time
to entry) and clock and cone angle provides the proper pre-entry and
terminal descent orientation for the entry probe.
3.2.7.4 TelemetrF
The flyby probe telecommunications subsystem is used to transmit the
entry probe status. The housekeeping data is sent through a hardline
into a memory unit onboard the flyby probe. To determine the status
of the entry probe, the systems are turned on and the housekeeping
data is interleaved with the sensor output. The entry probe data rate
for the Best RF Occultation Probe Mission-Direct Link is 45 bits/sec
and for the Minimtnn Flyby/Entry Probe Mission, 17 bits/sec. Therefore,
if the system is turned on for one minute, the total bits generated
will range from 1020 to 2700 bits. In addition to the status informa-
tion that will be transmitted through the coax, four separate wires
will be carried through the payload module interface to monitor the
battery voltage, the battery temperature, and internal temperatures.
3-20
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3.2.7.5 Thermal Interface
The thermal interface between the entry probe and the flyby probe is
nearly adiabatic using a blanket of multilayers of aluminized mylar
to thermally isolate the two probes so as not to upset the thermal
balance of the flyby probe after entry probe separation.
3.2.7.6 Sterilization Interface
The sterilization canister provides the sterile barrier between the fly-
by probe and entry probe. The sterilization canister is pressurized
and is vented following ascent and prior to Centaur separation. The
sterilization canister lid is jettisoned while the flyby is sun
oriented, just prior to execution of the entry probe separation maneuver.
A portion of the canister is retained on the flyby probe.
3.2.8 Reliability Requirements
Establishment of reliability goals at both the subsystem and assembly
levels consisted of two phases: i) qualitative evaluation of factors
influencing the reliability of the probe element under consideration was
used to develop numerical goals for the elements, and 2) review of
these goals was made to determine the difficulty of achieving such
levels of reliability, and modifications of the goals were made as
required.
3.2.8.1 Reliabilit_ Allocation Goals
The reliability factors included in the qualitative evaluation of
probe elements foll_:
.3-21
i. Importance of the element to success of the mission
(Refer to Section 2.5)
2. Relative complexity of the element;
3. Current state-of-the-art of the element;
4. Effect of the environmental hazard on the element; and
5. Mission time of the element.
For each of the elements, value judgements were made of the above
factors using the criteria shown in Table 3.7. The assigned values
were then employed in the following model to allocate the goal to
the lower levels of the design.
R s =-
5
Fij
• =
n 5 (1 - Ri) j
_, _-_Fij
i=l i
j = 1
(1)
where RG =
R.
1
Fil =
Fi2 =
Fi3 =
Fi4 =
Fi5 =
the reliability goal for the probe or subsystem
(depending upon the level at which the allocation
is being made)
the reliability goal for the i t__helement
importance value for the i t__hhelement
complexity value for the i t__hhelement
state-of-the-art value for the i th element
environmental hazard value for the i th element
mission time value for the i th element
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Reliability Factors
i. Importance
2. Complexity
Table 3.7
Value Judgement Criteria
for Reliability Allocation
Category
a. Abort
b. Major degradation
c. Minor degradation
d. No effect (on mission success)
a. Intricate
b. Multifunctional
c. Simple
d. One element
Value
9-10
6-8
3-5
1-2
9-10
6-8
3-5
1-2
3. State-of-the-art
4. Environmental
Hazard
a. Undeveloped
b. In development
c. Present technology
d. Off-the-shelf
a. Extremely hostile
b. Severe
c. Nominal
d. Little effect
9-10
6-8
3-5
1-2
9-10
6-8
3-5
1-2
5. Mission Time a. Continuous or frequently cycled
b. Occasional
c. Infrequent
• _ _ur=_±on or one bilUb
9-10
6-8
3-5
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The resulting calculations yielded order of magnitude reliability
levels deemednecessary to achieve the overall goal. These subgoals
were then reviewed to ascertain the difficulty of fulfilling such
levels of reliability. This review included a survey of operational
experience and reliability predictions on similar elements to deter-
mine whether or not the allocated subgoals were, in fact, practical.
Wherenecessary, the subgoals were modified to more feasible levels.
The results of this two-pronged approach are presented in Table 3.8.
3.2.8.2 Reliability Evaluations
The approach taken in the evaluation of system and subsystem functional
reliability requirements was (a) to use the failure modes, effects, and
criticality analysis in a qualitative manner to discover critical
failure areas (both event and equipment areas) in the mission flight
sequence, and (b) to use the reliability prediction in a quantitative
manner to determine the feasibility of fulfilling the mission phase and
subsystem reliability goals. Both aspects of this evaluation were used
to identify potential reliability weak links. The results of this
assessment are described below for the entry probe.
3.2.8.2.1 Failure Modes_ Effects_ and Criticality Analysis
The failure modes, effects, and criticality analysis of the probe
mission flight sequence involved the following steps:
(a) All major events in the probe mission flight sequence, from
liftoff through impact, were reviewed.
3-2%
Table 3.8
Probe Subsystem and Assembly
Reliability Goals
Subsystem AssemblM
i. Propulsion
2. Power
a. Power Conditioning
b. Battery
3. Engineering Mechanics
a. Spin Assembly
b. Heat Shield
c. Separation Devices
d. Miscellaneous Elements
4. Science
5. Communications
a. Transmitter
b. Data Handling and Storage
c. Sequencer
d. Antenna
6. Overall Entry Probe
Reliability Goals
0.995
o.935
0.940
0.995
0.985
0.999
0.990
0.997
0.999
0. 970
o.9oo
0.980
0.995
O.925
0.999
o.8o
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(b) Themajor probe element which was most likely to fail during
execution of each event was determined. In most cases these
elements were identified to the subsystemand assembly levels
only.
(c) The gross failure modewas identified for the likely failed
element, consistent with the level of design detail available
for the element concerned.
(d) The effect of such failure on accomplishment of the mission
event was ascertained.
(e) The event criticality was classified as "critical", "major",
or "minor". An event was classified as "critical" if a
failure rendered the probe mission unsuccessful (i.e., the
mission objectives are not met). An event was classified
as "major" if partial mission success could be achieved
even though failure occurred. An event was classified as
"minor" if the failure had no significant effect on mission
success (e.g., failure to monitor a subsystem for diagnostic
purposes would not degrade the mission if other meanswere
available for status checks).
(f) The relative frequency of occurrence of the failure was
estimated qualitatively, drawing on previous operational
experience, design experience, and recorded failure date.
A "very low" rating was used if the probe element could fail,
but there was little evidence of previous experience. A "low"
rating was used if failures have been known to occur, but
3-26
rather infrequently. A "high" rating was used if the failure
history of the element indicated frequent failures, or the
difficulty and/or uncertainty of the event implied a high
probability of failure.
(g) Wherepossible, mission and/or design considerations are
noted for circumventing the failure to enable successful
execution of the mission event.
The detailed failure modes, effects, and criticality analysis of the
probe mission flight sequenceis presented in Table 3.9. Several
interesting observations may be madefrom this table:
(a) The probe programmeris the element which appears most likely
to fail in manyof the events reviewed.
(b) The majority of events, particularly those occurring late in
the mission, are classified as "critical".
(c) With the exception of those failures occurring late in the
mission, most failures have a "low" or "very low" estimated
frequency of occurrence.
The various events were also reviewed from the point of view of the
major mission phases for which reliability goals were earlier
established. A summaryof potential weak links in fulfilling these
mission pli_i_, and _,_11_......uc the to_1__ _ _-_,_7_ __o given in
Table 3. i0.
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3.2_.2.2 Feasibility Prediction
The feasibility prediction for the probe considered the possible
effects of the major environments on mission success. Environmental
"k" factors were developed for the sterilization, boost, transit,
cruise, and entry environments, after reviewing available data and
estimating the effect of the environments on equipment reliability.
These "k" factors were used to modify the basic failure rates avail-
able on equipment similar to that to be employed in the entry probe.
The prediction model shown in Table 3.11 was used to estimate the prob-
ability of mission success for the entry probe. The results of the
feasibility prediction are given in Table 3.12 at the subsystem and
major assembly level.
3.2.8.2.3 Reliability Enhancement
Table 3.13 presents a comparison of the probe subsystem predictions
and allocations. The estimated reliabilities of the power, science,
and communications subsystems meet the goals established.
Table 3.14 shows the mission reliability profile for the entry probe;
comparisons are given for the cumulative reliability predicted for
each major mission phase and the cumulative reliability goal allocated
to the various phases. The predicted reliabilities of all phases
meet the corresponding estg0iished goals.
The failure modes, effects, and criticality analysis presented earlier
together with these predictions form a basis for developing reliability
improvements. A summary of reliability enhancement techniques is
given in Table 3.15.
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Table 3.ii
P°
1
P.
J
Pp
= exp (
= Pi
i
Entry Probe Reliability Prediction Model
_i ) = exp I-_i (ks ts + kL tL + kT tT+kc tc + kE tE)I
where Pp =
Pj =
Pi =
k S =
tS =
k L =
tL =
entry probe probability of mission success
subsystem (or assembly) reliability estimate
element reliability estimate
element failure contribution
basic failure rate
sterilization adjustment factor (0 to lO)
sterilization exposure (24 hours)
launch adjustment factor (0 to lO0)
boost phase (lO0 seconds)
k T = transit adjustment factor (0 to 0.002)
tT =
k C =
tC =
kE =
t =
E
interplanetary transit time (ii0 days)
cruise adjustment factor (0 to 0.003)
cruise time (5 days)
entry adjustment factor (1 to 800)
entry phase (20 minutes)
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Table 3.12
Entry Probe Reliability Feasibility Prediction
Subsystem
i. Propulsion
2. Power
3. Engineering
Mechanics
4. Science
5. Communications
Overall Probe
Assembly
a. Battery
b. Power Conditioning
Reliability Estimate
O. 996
0.936
o.9988
0.9637
a. Spin Assembly
b. Probe-Spacecraft
Separation Devices
c. Sterilization Canister
and Spring
d. Pressure Assembly
e. Heat Shield
f. Heat Shield Separation
Devices
g. Propulsion Assembly Ejector
h. Miscellaneous Elements
a. Transmitter
b. Data Handling
c. Data Storage
d. Sequencer
e. Antenna
0.989
0.973
O.9O8
0.9997
_l.0
0.9999
_i.o
0.990
_i.o
_i.o
0.9999
o.9832
0.9971
0.9992
o.9251
_I.0
o.818
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_3.2.9 Entr_Probe Science and Engineering Instrumentation Requirements
A summary of requirements of the baseline experiments is shown in
Table 3.16.
3.2.9.1 Temperature Experiment
The temperature range of interest is 150 to 900 degrees K; this range
covers the postulated ambient temperature range plus the temperature
contribution due to entry probe velocity. The preliminary specifica-
tion for this experiment includes two extended probes, each containing
a platinum wire resistance thermometer capable of performing over the
entire temperature range.
The two independent platinum wire resistance thermometer temperature
sensors are turned on at entry, but not deployed until the entry
probe decelerates to Mach 1.0. Upon separation of the heat shield,
the temperature probes which are spring loaded extend one inch beyond
the aeroshell external envelope. It has been estimated that the
boundary layer in the vicinity of the stagnation point is only 0.i
inches. The probes are shielded so as to measure only the local
static temperature and to minimize the influence of recovery of en@rgy
and radiation from the heat shield that has been elevated in tempera-
ture due to entry heating. The instrument characteristics are given
in Table 3.16.
3.2.9.2 Pressure Experiment
After the probe has been decelerated to Mach 1.0 (which can be
established by a time or G correlation), the aeroshell in the vicinity
3-4_
of the pressure probe is separated. Two completely redundant pressure
transducer instruments are provided. The output of each instrument
is transmitted. Redundancy was used to enhance the probability of
receipt of data. Each pressure transducer is comprised of two sensing
systems to cover the dynamic range from iO mb to 50 bar. A vibrating
diaphra_o_ transducer is used over the low pressure range from IO mb
to i bar; and a semiconductor strain gage is used over the high
pressure range from I to 50 bar. The physical characteristics of the
instrument are given in Table 3.16.
The temperatures expected in the lower portions of the Venus atmosphere
exceed the operating temperature limits of pressure transducers which
are presently available_ the maximum upper limit being about 300 degrees F.
Two possible solutions to this problem have been considered. The first
is to separate the sensor portion of the instrument from the electronics
and place the electronics inside the entry probe payload module. The
sensor would then be redesigned to be operable over the expected range
of temperatures. The second approach is to cool the atmospheric sample
before it reaches the pressure sensor.
Of these approaches, the second is considered the best. Very diffi-
cult problems would be encountered in the areas of materials, and
calibration stability for a sensor required to operate over such _u
extreme range of temperatures. Development of a cooling system should
be less difficult, particularly since flow past the sensor is not
required. Pressure will be transmitted from a port, through the
3-43
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cooling mechanism and then to the sensor. The response time of the
system must Ne rapid enough to avoid introducing errors in the data.
3.2.9.3 Density Experiment
The density range of interest is 2.5 x 10 -5 to 3 x 10 -2 gm/cm 3.
This range covers the subsonic descent regime for the AV-4 and AV-50
atmospheric models. An examination of design factors for a beta
transmission (or absorption) experiment indicates that a single source
cannot provide acceptable accuracy over the range of interest. At
least two sources will be required. An atmospheric sample is required,
and its temperature must be controlled within the range of 0 to 50
degrees C. Thus the density reading must be corrected in proportion
to the ambient temperature.
The beta densitometer is turned on five minutes prior to entry, but
an atmospheric sample is not admitted until the entry probe has
decelerated to Mach 0.5. This instrument uses the same sample port
as the mass spectrometer. The atmospheric sample is ingested into a
tube. At one end of the tube is a beta (high energy electron) source
and at the other end a detector. This instrument has been calibrated
prior to launch so that a count rate is a known function of sample
density. Since the gas is brought on board, it is cooled, and the
density is measured at a temperature that is different than ambient.
During admittance there is also a pressure drop, but the magnitude
of this drop should be known from calibration studies. It is required
therefore that not only the count rate be transmitted, but also the
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temperature of the gas. Density should be obtainable from the
temperature, "pressure, and mass spectrometer experiments. Therefore,
measurement of density provides a validity check.
The gamma back-scattering experiment is an alternate which could
provide some advantages. With this experiment the source, detector,
and other components could be mounted inside the payload module and
sample a volume external to the capsule, eliminating the need for
sample acquisition and (sample) thermal control for this experiment.
In addition it may be possible to design the experiment so that a
single source could cover the entire range of densities to be
encountered.
The requirements shown in Table 3.16 are applicable to the beta
transmission experiment.
With two sources an error of less than 3 percent of the ambient value
can be achieved over the range from 3 x 10 -2 to about 1.5 x 10 -4
_n/cm 3, with the error increasing to i0 percent at 2.5 x 10 -5 gm/cm 3.
Addition of a third source would improve the 3 percent figure to
2 percent without affecting the accuracy at the lowest densities.
The optimum detector from the point of view of temperature and time
stability and general state of development is the Geiger-Mueller tube.
However, it would be extremely difficult, if not impossible, to build
a GM tube to survive the maximum g-loads associated with Venus entry.
An alternate detector is a photo,multiplier tube with Nal crystal
which is somewhat less desirable from an operational standpoint
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but which can be expected to survive a 600 g-load. An RCAPMtube
has been tested in a centrifuge to 200 G's and subjected to a 1,700 G
shock of a millisecond duration with no effect on post-test operating
characteristics.
The beta transmission experiment requires that the sample temperature
be maintained at less than ............. _^ ^_-_^appro_±nlab_j degrees C. r_ _un
in sample pressure will be required. The measured density will have
to be corrected to the ambient value using ambient temperature data.
The gamma ray scattering experiment which has been specified as a
possible alternate to beta experiment, offers the significant advantage
of eliminating the requirement for ingestion of an atmospheric sample
into the payload module. With this experiment the sampled volume
would be external to the entry probe with the source, detector, and
other components located within the payload module.
3.2.9.4 Speed of Sound Experiment
It appears likely that components capable of operating satisfactorily
at the higher end of the ambient temperature range will not exist.
Ceramic piezoelectric elements clearly cannot be used as the ambient
temperatures will exceed their Curie points. Natural crystals such
as quartz might be utilized, but low sensitivity is a problem.
If it is the case that suitable high-temperature components cannot
be found, the experiment would have to be conducted on temperature-
controlled samples within the instrumentation capsule. From this
point it is a short step conceptually to the Hanel l0 acoustic experi-
ment which measures speed of sound and acoustic impedance (@C product).
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An atmospheric sample is admitted into a tube (that has been wound
up into a spiral to provide a compact envelope). A sonic transducer
at mid-length along the spiral generates a sound wave of constant
amplitu@e and knownfrequency. Microphones downstream of the trans-
ducer by phase comparison can determine the speed of sound (c) and by
measurementof the sound pressure, can determine the acoustic impedance
c). With the knowledge of the speed of sound and acoustic impedance
the density of the sample can be determined. As in the case of the
beta densitometer, the temperature of the atmospheric gas sample has been
lowered, and the temperature of this injected gas must be determined so
as to allow for correction to obtain the ambient condition. HanelI0
has shownthat someinteresting data processing can be performed to
determine the fraction of atmospheric constituents. If three con-
stituent atmosphericgases are assumed, then from measurementof the
speed of soundof this acoustic densitometer instrument, and mean
molecular weight from the perfect gas and terminal descent equation,
the mole fractions of the assumedconstituent gases can be determined.
This instrument is turned on five minutes prior to entry, but an
atmospheric sample is not admitted until the entry probe decelerates
to Mach0.5 when the atmospheric sampling port is uncovered.
Investigations to date into the capabilities of sonic transducers
indicate that there are none available or likely to be available
with the capability of operating at temperatures up to 600 degrees K.
For this reason the speed of sound experiment will be conducted on a
temperature-controlled sample within the payload module. The physical
characteristics of this instrument are given in Table 3.16.
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3.2.9.5 Mass Spectrometer
Miniaturized mass spectrometers applicable to a Venus probe mission
are being developed by Reber of Goddard and Giffen of JPL. The basic
differmnce between the two instruments is in the technique used to
gchieve mass separation. The Reber instrument utilizes a quadrupole
mass f_Iter in which four parallel b_s, arranged at the corners
of a square, are excited by a combined DC and AC field. Ions enter-
ing the quadrupo_unit follow a convoluted path under the influence
of the fields. At a given frequency only particles with a particular
m/e ratio follow a stable trajectory and reach the detector, the
remainder being scattered. In the Giffen instrument the mass separa-
tion is accomplished by a 60-degree magnetic sector and a 90-degree
electrostatic sector which sequentially focus the ion beam.
The double focusing magnetic sector type mass spectrometer is turned
on five minutes prior to entry. Sampling is initiated while the port
to the atmosphere is closed. Following deceleration to the Mach 0.5,
the nose cap in the vicinity of the nominal stagnation point is
ejected. After a delay to insure separation of the nose cap from the
entry probe, the atmospheric sampling port is opened. The mass
spectrometer samples at a rate that permits the processing and transmission
of not less than ten atmospheric samples during entry into the thinnest
model atmosphere (AV-4). Composition and molecular weight can be
obtained directly from the output of this instrument which is designed
to cover the molecular weight range from lO to 90. It is possible
to obtain m_an molecular weight from the outputs of the temperature
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sensor, pressure, transducers, and knowledge of the time increment
betweenmeasurements,but not composition.
A summaryof the areas of performance and requirements in which the
two instruments differ follows:
Characteristic
Power
m/_ range
Bit requirement
Resolution
Dynamic range
Quadrupole (Reber)
15-17 watts
Io-50
i000 bits/measurement
i unit at m/e of 50
io
Double-Focusin_ (Giffen)
i0 watts
12-90
830 bits measurement
i unit at m/e of 90
5 x lO4
On the basis of the above factors the double-focusing mass spectro-
meter provides somewhat better performance and was used as the
reference design. Magnetic cleanliness problems might be expected to
arise as the double-focusing instrument incorporates a high-strength
permanent magnet. Some magnetic shielding is included in the design,
and the external field is 30 gammas at one meter. Since the separation
between the mass spectrometer and the flyby probe magentometer is
likely to be about 3 meters and the spectrometer magnetic field can
be approximated by a dipole field, the field strength at the magneto-
meter will be about one gamma. A one-gamma DC contribution is not
expected to cause major problems; however, additional shielding
could be used if necessary.
The information in Table 3.16 applies to the double-focusing mass
spectrometer.
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The instrument is presently designed to survive acceleration loads
up to 300 g's. It has not been tested in this respect. The preferred
orientation for g-load resistance is with the acceleration vector
parallel to the largest side since the likelihood of the focusing
m_gnet shifting is minimized in that orientation.
The mass spectrometer poses a difficult sampling problem. For this
experiment the pressure at the inlet peak must be restricted to values
belbw approximately 0.5 bars.
3.2.9.6 Visual Photometer
The primary purpose of the experiment is to determine the height,
thickness, and structure of the Venus cloud cover if possible and at
the least to determine cloud-top heights. For this purpose the most
appropriate type of experiment appears to be a relatively simple one
which involves monitoring the level of visible light as the probe
descends through the atmosphere. Both solid state devices and photo-
multiplier tubes are available as detectors in the visible region of
the spectrum.
It appears that no significant advantage results from including a
narrow band photometer type sensor looking in the UV region of the
spectrum. If measurements of UV radiation were to be made, it would
be more useful to fly a UV spectrometer and attempt to measure the
solar spectrum of air glow above the cloud level in order to establish
the existence of molecular and ionic species of nitrogen and oxygen.
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The visual photometer provides information on the scattering properties
of the atmosphere, particularly the cloud layer. It is turned on at
entry, but is notldeployed until Mach 0.5, whenthe cover is removed
allowing light to be carried to the sensor. Deployment of the instru-
ment earlier than Mach0.5 should be considered, to allow for scatter-
ing measurementsto be conducted prior to Msch 0.5 since this instrument
is not sensitive to the local velocity like the temperature and pressure
instruments. The instrument is covered during the heat pulse to pre-
vent the deposition of products of ablation or outgassing during heat
sterilizstion. If investigation indicates that this is not a problem,
then the cover can be left off entirely, or removed at entry probe
system turn on at the top of the atmosphere.
Provision has been madein the capacity of the solid state core memory
for the storage of visual photometer output during hypersonic flight,
and the bit rate has been adjusted to play out this information.
3.2.9.7 Accelerometer Experiment
A triad of accelerometers are used to provide data during hypersonic
descent for determination of the density profile. These accelerometers
are sampled once every second during this flight regime. Sampling at
the rate of once every second is initiated at turn on of the entry
probe system at the top of the atmosphere. When 0.i g rising is sensed
by the accelerometer, the solid state core memory is zeroed and for
the next 50 seconds, the accelerometer outputs are stored until
Mach 0.5 has been achieved (g correlation) and the input accelerometer
bits into the duty storage unit ceases. At turn on of the system the
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subsonic commutator is also sampling the outputs of the accelerometers
and this output is put into telemetry format and transmitted real time.
High accelerometer sampling rates are required during the hypersonic
flight regime, since the accelerometer output is integrated twice to
obtain a density profile. This integration only provides the density
as a _.... _ of _^ _
__ w_ respect ...... 0 1 g turn on point.
To convert this output to an absolute atmospheric profile an altitude
mark must be obtained. Subsonic sampling provides temperature, pressure,
and composition from which density can be obtained. The impact of the
entry probe with the surface or the output of the impact detecting
radar provides an altitude mark. With this mark, it is possible to
integrate the barometric equation up to the region of validity of the
accelerometer atmospheric reconstruction• Thus it is possible to work
back and obtain the altitude density profiles to 0.i g.
3.2.9.7.1 Special Requirements
The accelerometers must be mounted at or as near as possible to the
center of gravity and should be accurately aligned with the probe axis.
The useful dynamic range of most accelerometers is limited by accuracy
considerations in that the errors tend to be independent of the
measured value of acceleration, and are best expressed as a percentage
of full scale value. In order to provide acceptable accuracy over
both the hypersonic and subsonic descent phases at least two scale
ranges will be required, and a third scale may be necessary as well.
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Presently existing highly accurate accelerometers are limited to about
200 g's full scale value. The capability exists to extend this range
to 600 g's but somedevelopment work will be required.
Accuracy on the order of 0.i percent full scale should be achievable,
controlling the accelerometer temperature within _ 5 degrees C.
3.2.9.8 Data Rate Requirements
The data rate requirements depend on the total number of bits per
sample and the number of samples pe2 second. The bits per sample
will depend on the total payload complement and the bit accuracy
requirement of each instrument. Entry probe sampling rate is dependent
on'the degree of confidence that is required for the atmospheric
reconstruction. A qualitative approach has been taken to this problem
with the idea of providing sufficient data without overwhelming the
entry probe data handling and telemetry systems.
Table 3.17 presents the bit accuracy for the payload complement that
has been considered. The bit accuracy for the science instruments
are in general 0.i percent and this is probably greater than realistic-
ally achievable reduced data accuracy. For example, the reduced data
accuracy is comprised of (i) knowledge of local sources of error in the
measurement such as, for example, heat transfer to the temperature
sensor from the entry probe, body rates sensed by off axis accelerometers,
etc., (2) instrumental accuracy, (3) response time, and (4) influence
of link bit error probability. It is felt that the values of bit
accuracy are conservatively high. Also shown in Table 3.17 are the
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engineering measurementsand their bit accuracy. In the selection
of engineering measurementscare was taken in the selection so as not
to allow the total numberof engineering measurementsfrom becoming
large relative to the total numberof science measurements, and so
dominate the data transmission. In general the bit accuracy for these
measurementshas been held to about 3 percent, and the sampling is less
frequent than in the case of the science measurements.
It can be argued that precise data is of not great value because the
entry probe will provide a single atmospheric profile at one physical
latitude and longitude, at one time during the Venus day, and at one
time during the Venus season (if the Venus axis of rotation is inclined
to the Venusheliocentric plane) and we do not know the magnitude of
the variations with location, time of day, and season. What is desired
is a reduction in the range of the current estimates of the atmospheric
models. The approach taken matches the error resulting from selection
of a sampling interval to the instrument bit accuracy. Brereton ll
suggested 500 meters (1640 ft.) as a sampling altitude interval but
as a single (constant) data rate was sought to retain a simple tele-
metry system mechanization, the sampling altitude of 500 m could only
be matched once during atmospheric descent. During descent as the
terminal velocity diminishes, the sampling altitude interval decreases.
The 500 m criteria was adopted to coincide with terminal descent
velocity in the AV-4 atmosphere at the top of the cloud layer, presumed
to be located at 98,400 ft. (30 km.). In the AV-4 atmosphere, the
sampling rate as determined by the approach above, is 0.18 samples
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per second at the cloud tops sad .072 samples per second near impact.
At impact, the sampling altitude interval is 146 meters.
Table 3.18 showsa comparison of the error in surface pressure and
surface temperature caused by the sample rate and hence sampling
altitude interval and the precision of the measurement.
TABLE3.18
COMPARISONFACCURACYOFMEA_ WITHERROR
CAUSED BY SAMPLING INTERVAL
AV-4 Atmosphere
Accuracy Sampling
Instrument Of Measurement Interval Error
Pressure .78% (7 bit) 1.27%
Temperature .097% (i0 bit) .27%
AV-50 Atmosphere
Pressure .78% .575%
Temperature .097% .153%
Note that the sampling interval error is caused by the fact that there
is an uncertainty in knowledge of the altitude of the last measure-
ment equal to the sampling interval. Table 3.18 shows that the
accuracy of the measurement and the sampling interval error are nearly
equal. If the temperature bit accuracy is reduced from i0 bits to
9 bits, then the resulting 0.19% error would more closely match the
sampling interval error.
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3.2.10 Sterilization Requirements
The entry probe is required to meet the heat and ETO sterilization
specifications of Section 1.2.0; requiring three 36-hour cycles at
145°C. The sterilization canister is required to provide a sterile
barrier for up to 270 days storage prior to launch and a sterile
barrier between the flyby and entry probe during interplanetary flight.
A positive outwards pressure differential across the canister is re-
quired at all times during earth storage and ascent until outside the
earth's atmosphere.
Auxiliary heaters, internal to the highly insulated payload module
shall be provided to minimize the heat-up time and to insure a uniform
kill temperature.
The sterilization canister must be vented in a controlled manner,
prior to separation of the Centaur, to ensure that resultant depres-
surization torques and/or forces do not tumble the flyby/entry probe.
3.2.11 Entry Probe Stability Requirements
3.2.11.1 Post Separation Coast
Spin stabilization of the entry probe provides attitude control during
the thrusting deflection maneuver, during the coast flight when the
antenna axis rmlst be aligned towards earth to allow pre-entry com-
munications, and to ensure that the angle of attack is sufficiently
low that an aerodynamic trim point, about zero angle of attack, is
insured.
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The major requirement for the spin system is that the ratio of roll to
transverse momentof inertia is larger than unity, to prevent attitude
drift over the long coast period (10-12 days, see Sectlon 2.7.4 for
details) caused by hysteresis dampinglosses in the structure.
Best RF Occultation Probe Mission
MinimumFlyby/Entry Probe Mission
Best Entry Probe Mission
3.2.11.2 Afterbody Requirements
The geometric encounter constraints due to thrust vector and antenna
alignment, plus location of the entry probe deflection rocket results
in the following nominal spin stabilized angles of attack (see Section
2.7.4 for details).
Angle of Attack at Entry,
(ae_.)
32 - 34
26 - 44
26 - 44
The nutation of the entry probe is damped out during the coast period
due to structural damping. As the entry angles of attack are relatively
low, and stabilized by spin, there is no afterbody requirement for
stability at entry.
At transonic and subsonic speeds, either very small, short or no after-
body is desirable to assure maximum damping.
3.2.11.3 Despin Requirements
The entry probe is to be partially despun to I radian/sec in order to
reduce the angle of attack at peak heating, peak loads and to improve
the stability during terminal descent. (See Section 3.5 for details.)
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3.2.11.4 Ablation Asymmetries
The entry probe shall have adequate stability and a ratio of roll to
transverse movement of inertia larger than unity to minimize the spin-up
sensitivity to ablation asymmetries. (See Section 3.5 for details.)
The heat shield material selected shall have small mass loss (see
Section 4.5) to minimize the ablation asymmetries.
3.2.11.5 Wind and Gust Effects
The entry probe shall have adequate static stability and damping to
ensure pointing of the antenna axis towards the earth within the allow-
able beamwidth tolerances. Periodic loss of data (several seconds) is
allowed due to strong sharp edge gusts. In order to minimize the data
loss due to gusts it is required that the probe not tumble and quickly
re-establish the antenna alignment to earth.
3.2.12 Heat Shield Develo_nent Requirements
The Minimum Flyby/Entry Probe Mission and the Best Entry Probe Mission
are oriented towards easing the aerodynamic heating by virtue of the
lower entry velocities as defined in Sections 2.9 and 2.10. The entry
configurations and aeroshell design concepts are constrained by the
ground test plasma arc simulation capabilities. Whereas complete
simulation is not possible, the design must be such that the heat shield
can be confidently developed by means of ground testing. Limiting
facility test capabilities are: (see Section 4.6 for details)
Combined testing: NASA Ames/1968 - 1800 Btu/f_ sec radiative/
4300 Btu/ft2sec convective
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Convective heating:
Radiative heating:
Avco IOMW - 6000 Btu/ft2sec
Avco PASTA - 6400 Btu/ft2sec
3.2.13 Payload Module Requirements
The payload module shown in Figure 3.11 contains the scientific instru-
ments, data handling, telemetry, power supply, and sequencing subsystems.
It provides protection of the payload from the high temperature and high
pressure atmosphere.
The external module structure must withstand a differential pressure of
50 atm in the worst case atmosphere. The inner structure that supports
the payload boxes is also a pressure vessel with a I atm differential.
The payload is isolated from the external environment by a layer of
insulation between the inner and outer structures and all of the dis-
sipated energy mast be passively absorbed internally. The inner struc-
ture is a pressure vessel as the volume between the two spheres is
evacuated, and filled with multilayer insulation to obtain thermal
isolation of the payload from the external environment. The payload
volume is filled with one atmosphere of sulfur hexafluoride, a dielectric
gas, in order to inhibit voltage breakdown, and also to distribute the
dissipated energy and prevent local hot spots.
The structural interfaces which must be observed include: the mass
spectrometer port_ the temperature sensor leads, and the atmospheric
pressure ports, the feed through for the transmission of light for the
visual photometer experiment. The electrica± interface area carries all
of the entry probe to flyby probe leads, entry probe pyrotechnic leads
and the coaxial cable for the S-band antenna.
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3.2.14 Communications Link Constraints and Requirements
3.2.14.1 General Requirements
The RF communications link will be established upon separation of the
entry probe from the f±yby, and be maintained intermittently until
entry. Upon exit from communications blackout, the link shall be re-
established and maintained until impact, except for short intermittent
(on the order of 3 seconds) interruptions in the event severe sharp-
edged gusts are encountered.
3.2.14.2 Direct Link Requirements
The direct link requires entry probe targeting to the vicinity of the
sub-earth point. The associated entry angles, entry angle dispersions
and communications ranges are given in Table 3.19.
•ABLE 3.19
DIRECT COMMUNICATIONS LINK PARAMETERS
FOR ALTERNATE MISSIONS
Launch Arrival
Mission Date Date _ _'_ Range
Best RF Probe
Occultation
Minimum Flyby/
Entry Probe and
Best Entry Probe
4/12
3/12
4/24
4/12
7/23
7/16
8/3
8/3
-58.0°
-55.0
2.4 °
2.5
1.0
1.2
66 l
61 x 106 KM
77.9 x 106 KM
77.9 x 106 KM
The DSIF constraints (Section 3.26) are to be observed. The separation
and entry events are to occur at zenith of Goldstone. The predicted
effects of entry angle dispersion, wind drift, and wind shear are to be
within the link performance tolerances.
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3.2.14.3 Relay Link Requirements
If a relay link is considered, then it is necessary to add a receiver,
data storage unit, and an antenna on the flyby probe. Integration of
the receiver and data storage should not present any special problem
since these units can be stored in the Mariner bays. The antenna must
be mounted externally and oriented in a prescribed direction and is
preferably in a fixed deployed condition.
Configuration studies indicated that 6 db is the characteristic gain for
a relay antenna mounted in a fixed condition whereas 12 db is the
characteristic gain of a deployed antenna.
3.3 Entry Probe Configurations
3.3.1 Entry Probe Configuration Selection Factors
The configuration selection factors resulted from the system require-
ments discussed in Section 3.2. The candidate aerodynamic configurations
were 30, 45 and 60 degree sharp (initial nose tip radius 0.25 inch), or
spherically blunted cones. The configuration factors are summarized in
Table 3.20. Inspection of Table 3.20 reveals competing requirements;
however, the moment of inertia requirement, Ix/ly _ i, was taken as
inviolate and the heat shield development problems were given emphasis.
The 30 degree half angle cone configuration was dropped from contention
because of (i) its low drag coefficient results in large values of
M/CDA exceeding the I slug/ft 2 limit required to decelerate to Mach 1.0
above the top of the cloud layer, (2) the heating levels at the stag-
nation point are the most severe of the configurations considered, and
for the misslons selected are far greater than the facility simulation
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Table 3.20
Configuration Selection Factors
l,
Requirement
Decelerate above cloud top
2. Shroud packaging constraints
, Spin stabilization prior
to entry
4. Spin sensitivity to asy_netries
,
,
,
,
Small antenna misalignments
due to winds and gusts
Heat rate limits for heat
shield development
Aerodynamic shear limits for
heat shield development
Aerodynamic pressure gradient
limits for heat shield
development
Configuration Factor
1. M/CDA<I slug/ft 2 (high CD)
2. Small axial length (large
cone angle)
3. Ix/ly_l (large cone angle)
4. Ix/ly_l (large cone angle)
5. Low CD favored
6. Low M/CDA , small cone angle
favored
7. Blunt nose favored
8. Very low M/CDA , highly
blunt nose favored
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upper bound test limits, (3) the spin to the transverse momentof
inertia is close to unity, and (4) sensitivity to unsymmetrical
ablation is the most marked of the configurations considered.
The 60 degree half angle cone results in a desirable configuration for
packaging with the flyby probe, by virtue of its small overall length
(shortest of the three conical configurations) required to package the
baseline payload. The momentof inertia ratio approaches the upper
bound limiting value of 2 (a disc of infinitesimal thickness). A low
ballistic parameter (M/CDA)is possible as the 60 degree cone has the
highest drag coefficient of the configurations studied. Factors
opposing the selection of the 60 degree half angle cone are: (i) the
large cone angle results in high radiant heating at the maximumdiameter
station for the high speed entry (Best RF Occultation Probe Mission) case,
larger than any of the other configurations studied, (2) greater sensi-
tivity to wind gusts due to low dynamic stability during terminal descent,
and (3) despin is mandatory to avoid a divergent angle of attack envelope
during terminal descent. Special overriding requirements as low shear
and small pressure gradients to ease heat shield development favored the
60 degree cone for the MinimumFlyby/Entry Probe Mission.
The 45 degree half angle cone entry probe configuration offers a com-
promise for satisfying the system requirements of: (i) deceleration
above the top of the cloud layer, (2) the momentof inertia ratio
greater than one, (3) motion that is not too sensitive to unsymmetrical
ablation, (4) rapid decay of response to wind gusts, and (5) heat rates
that can be simulated in a ground test facility.
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Selection of a blunt cone rather than a sharp cone wasmadequite
early in the tradeoff study. The main advantage of a sharpened cone
is the reduction in the radiative heating at the maximumdiameter
station. However, a sharp nose markedly raises the level of the con-
vective heat transfer and shear, aggravating the heat shield develop-
ment requirements.
3.3.2 Entry Probe Configuration for Best RF Occultation Mission-Direct Link
3.3.2.1 Design Characteristics
Table 3.21 presents the distinguishing design characteristics of the base-
line entry probe for the Best RF Occultation Mission. The design is based
on the use of the AV-4, AV-IO and AV-50 model atmospheres.
The baseline entry probe configuration utilizes sub-earth point target-
ing for the Best RF Occultation Probe Mission. To conduct an optimum RF
occultation mission, the flyby probe must have a far side flyby to satisfy
the occultation experiment constraints (Section 2.7.2). The inboard pro-
file shown in Figure 3.5 reflects system and mission constraints and is
characterized by a nose mounted rocket and a nose forward mounting to
the flyby probe (see Section 2.7.4 for detail requirements).
The sterilization canister lid separation plane is at the maximum dia-
meter and the entry probe separation plane is mid-way along the conical
aeroshell. Due to the forward mounting, the launch loads are taken
through bolts penetrating the heat shield, distributing the loads into
a structural support ring.
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TABLE 3.21
ENTRY PROBE CHARACTERISTICS FOR BEST
RF OCCULTATION MISSION - DIRECT LINK
Entry probe to flyby probe
mounting
Rocket motor position
Entry velocity (nominal)
Entry angle
Hypersonic ballistic
parameter
Diameter
Bluntness ratio
Cone angle
Maximum loads
Stagnation point
Heating (maximum)
End of cone heating
Radiation
Convection
Radiation
Convection
Instrumentation Complement
Subsonic Ballistic Parameter
Communication Link
Data Rate
Subsonic descent time (minimum)
Subsonic descent time (maximum)
Entry probe on sunny side with
forebody facing flyby probe
Nose mounted
38,250 ft/sec
Subearth point targeting
.48 slug/ft 2
54 inch
0.25
45 degrees
403 G
Rate(Maximum) Integrated
3650 Btu/ft%-sec 8530 Btu/ft %
3200 8850
1370 3700
1600 4220
Baseline
•69 slug/ft 2
Direct
45 Bit/sec
750 sec
4030
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The propulsion and spin units are shown mounted on a spider and
jettisoned prior to entry. The electrical umbilical to the probe is
shown looping around the base of the entry probe to avoid carrying
the umbilical through the heat shield; during the separation sequence,
the umbilical springs to a non-interference position.
No afterbody is shown, and a low density, high temperature Min-K
insulator protects the structure and partial enclosure from base heating.
The aeroshell is a steel honeycomb and stiffened monocoque shell with a
carbon phenolic heat shield. The nose cap of the aeroshell is jettisoned
at Mach i, uncovering the temperature sensors and inlet port to the
pressure transducers and mass spectrometer.
The 20 inch diameter spherical payload module is a beryllium monocoque
pressure vessel, providing isolation of the internal payload from the
ambient environment. A multilayered aluminum foil and quartz cloth
spacer insulation is sandwiched between the two concentric spheres
forming the module structure.
Location of the propulsion on the nose of the probe allows the use of
a high gain helix on axis S-band antenna.
@
3.3.2.2 Entry Probe Power and Weight Summary-Best RF Occultation
Probe Mission-Direct Link
Table 3.22 summarizes the entry probe subsystem power requirements and
weights. A 20% contingency factor is used in arriving at entry probe
weight and the resulting ballistic parameter. Experience has shown that
reasonable weight contingencies as applied to various stages of vehicle
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TABLE 3.22
ENTRY PROBE WEIGHT AND POWER SUMMARY FOR
BEST RF OCCULTATION PROBE MISSION-DIRECT LINK
Aeroshell
Heat Shield (Carbon Phenolic).
Structural Shell
(Steel Honeycomb and Monocoque)
51
70
Payload Container
Pressure Vessel (Beryllium)
Insulation (super Insulation)
Internal Structural (Beryllium)
19
7
15
Rear Cover
Heat Shield (Min-K).
Structure (Beryllium)
4
3
Science
Accelerometers
Temperature
Pressure
Visual Photometer
Mass Spectrometer
Beta Densitometer
Acoustic Densitometer
Impact Indicator
3
1
• 2
2
9
2
3
5
Telecommunications
Transmitter
Data Handling
Sequencing and Junction Box
Inverter
Battery
Cabling
Antenna and Cabling
3
7
5
4
8
6
3
Contingency (20%)
Total Entry Probe Weight
Sterilization Canister
Propulsion Module
Timer and Battery
Structure
AV Rocket
Spin Rockets and Umbilicals
3
3
8
3
Entry Probe Installed Weight
Total Power
Power Power
Weight Consumed Dissipated
(W) (W)
121
41
7
27
36
46
278
56
17
351
10
1
3
3
10
1
2
0.25
32
5
2•
m
m
7O
10
3
3
10
2
2
0.25
29
5
2
14
17
98 @
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development are as follows:
Phase of Program
Conceptual Design
Preliminary Design
DesignReleased to Manufacturing
Percent Contin6ency
2O
i0
3
It is felt that the design resulting from using this contingency can
accommodate reasonable system growth without invalidating the subsystem
selections. The power and weight allocations shown in Table 3.22
correspond to the system characteristics presented in Table 3.21 and
the configuration shown in Figure 3.5.
When the system is turned on the power profile is essentially constant,
save for peaks that are caused by initiation of pyrotechnic elements.
The dissipated power is the summation of the power consumed, the power
conditioning loss, and the thermal energy generated within the battery
under electrical load lessthe energy radiated by the RF transmitter
and impact detecting radar.
The power consumed is defined as the summation of the power requirements
of all of the subsystems. A power conditioning loss of 20 percent and
a 20 percent battery dissipation loss have been assumed. After the
total energy requirements and losses have been determined, the battery
capacity is increased by 50 percent to provide additional margin of
safety.
Table 3.23 shows the mass properties for the entry probe configuration.
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Table 3.23
Entry Probe Mass Properties for the
Best RF Occultation Probe Mission-Direct Link
Diameter
ConeAngle
Entry weight
Ballistic parameter
Spin momentof inertia -
at entry
Transverse momentof inertia -
at entry
Spin momentof inertia -
during_V maneuver
Transverse momentof inertia -
during AVmaneuver
54 in.
45 degrees
274 ibs.
0.48 slug/ft 2
11.9 slug-ft 2
7.8 slug-ft 2
12.1 slug-ft 2
8.3 slug-ft 2
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3.3.3 EntrY Probe Configuration-Minimum Flyby/Entry Probe Mission
3.3.3.1 Design Characteristics
Table 3.24 summarizesthe entry probe characteristics for the Minimum
Flyby/EntrY Probe Mission configuration that is shown in Figure 3.6.
Since the encounter for this mission is on the near side of Venus
(relative to Earth),the propulsion system is tail mounted and the
base of the entry probe faces the flyby probe.
The bluntness ratio has been increased to 1.0 to limit the pressure
gradients around the probe and thereby minimize the mechanical
erosion forces on the low density heat shield ablator. As a result
of the low M/CDA , low entry velocity, and high bluntness, the entry
environment is compatible with existing heat shield technology for
an Apollo type mission, and the Apollo material, Avcoat 5026-39/HC-G
is used, thereby easing additional heat shield development requirements.
The payload module is a 14.5 inch diameter sphere similarly constructed
as for the Best RF Occultation Probe Mission. As no experiment
requirements exists for a clean atmospheric sample, the temperature
and pressure sensors are uncovered by two pop-out circular sections
in the heat shield.
The aeroshell structure is stiffened monocoque steel, and an afterbody
closure protects the cabling, deployable sensors and structure.
The propulsion and spin systems are not jettisoned after firing, and
the direct link S-band antenna is a cirran slot configuration integral
with the rocket motor casing.
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Table 3.24
Entry Probe Characteristics for
MinimumFlyby/Entry Probe Mission
Entry probe to flyby probe
mounting
Rocket motor position
Entry velocity (nominal)
Entry angle
Hypersonic ballistic
parameter
Diameter
Bluntness ratio
Cone angle
Maximumloads
Stagnation point
heating
Radiation
Convection
End of cone Radiation
heating Convection
Instrumentation complement
Communicationlink
Subsonic ballistic parameter
Data rate
Subsonic descent time (min)
Subsonic descent time (max)
Entry probe on sunny side
with afterbody facing
flyby probe
Tail mounted
35,600 ft/sec
Sub-earth point
0.23 slug/ft 2
43 inches
1.0
60 degrees
352 G
Rate
1280 Btu/ft 2- sec
85o
128o
73o
Integrated
3160 Btu/ft 2
2521
316o
1925
Accelerometers, temperature and
pressure
Direct
_36 slug/ft 2
17 bit/sec
1070 see
5740
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3.3.3.2 Entry ProbePower and Weight Summary-
Minimum Flyby/Entry Probe Mission
Table 3.25 summarizes the weight and power requirements for the entry
probe subsystems. A 20% weight contingency is allowed. The mass
properties of the probe are given in Table 3.26.
3.3.4 Entry Probe Configuration - Best Entry Probe Mission
3.3.4.1 Design Characteristics
The best entry probe concept is based on the recent atmosphere measure-
ments of Venera 4 and Mariner V (see Section 3.2). The benefits of
the smaller range of atmospheric uncertainty are factored into the
design.
The design characteristics for the Best Entry Probe Mission are given
in Table 3.27. The inboard profile, Figure 3.7, depicts the tail
mounted rocket, and added radar altimeter and its antenna.
The aeroshell is a honeycomb and stiffened monocoque steel structure
with a carbon phenolic heat shield. A full aft enclosure is shown.
The rocket and roll jets are not jettisoned after they are spent, and
the S-band main slot antenna is integral with the tail mounted rocket
casing.
The nosecap is jettisoned at Mach i to expose the temperature probe
and inlet port for the pressure transducers and mass spectrometer.
The payload module is of beryllium construction and of similar design
as the entry probe for the Best RF Occultation Mission Probe Mission.
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Table 3.25
Entry Probe Weight and Power Summaryfor Minimum
Flyby/Entry Probe Mission
Power Power
Weight Consumed Dissipated
Lb W W
Aeroshell 41
Heat Shield (Apollo-Molded) 12
Structural (Steel Monocoque) 29
Payload Container
Pressure Vessel (Beryllium) 6
Insulation (Super Insulation) 3
Internal Structure (Beryllium) 8
Rear Cover (Beryllium)
Science
17
4
6
Accelerometers 3 i0 i0
Temperature i i i
Pressure 2 3 3
Telecommunications 25
Transmitter
Data Handling
Sequencer and Junction Box
Power Conditioning Loss
Battery
Cabling
Antenna and Cabling
Contingency (20_)
6
5
2
7
3
2
19
AV Rocket
Spin Rocket and Umbilicals
Total Entry Probe Wei6ht
Sterilization Canister
3
118
3o
Entry Probe Installed Weight 148 Lb.
Total Power
22
5
2
43 W
17
5
2
9
i0
57 w
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Table 3.26
Entry Probe Mass Properties for
Minimum Flyby/Entry Probe Mission
Diameter
Cone Angle
Entry Weight
Ballistic Parameter
Spin Moment of Inertia
Transverse Moment of Inertia
43 inches
60 degrees
117 ibs
0.23 slug/ft 2
3.5 slug -ft2
2.2
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Table 3.27
Entry Probe Characteristics for
Best Entry Probe Mission
Entry probe to flyby probe
mounting
Rocket motor position
Entry velocity (Nominal)
Entry angle
Hypersonic ballistic parameter
Diameter
Bluntness ratio
Coneangle
Maximumloads
Stagnation point
heating
Radiation
Convection
End of cone Radiation
heating Convection
Instrumentation complement
Subsonic ballistic parameter
Communicationlink
Data rate
Subsonic descent time (min)
Subsonic descent time (max)
Entry probe on sunny side
with afterbody facing
flyby probe
Tail mounted
35,600 ft/sec
Sub-earth point targeting
_55 slug/ft 2
48 inches
o.25
45 degrees
367 G
Rate (Maximum) Integrated
2200 Btu/sec 5100 Btu/ft 2
3ooo 855o
1090 Btu/sec 2420 Btu/ft 2
1200 3400
Baseline less beta densitometer
and acoustic densitometer plus
altitude mark radar
0.79 slug/ft 2
Direct
20 bit/sec
1570 sec
2160 sec
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3.3.4.2 Entry Probe Power and Weight Summary -
Best Entry Probe Mission
Table 3.28 summarizes the weight and power requirements of the entry
probe subsystems. The mass properties of the probe are given in
Table 3.29
3.3.5 Entry Probe Configuration for Best iKF Occultation
Probe Mission - Relay Link
3.3.5.1 Design Characteristics
The relay link design concept is based on recent atmosphere estimates
stemming from the Venera 4 and Mariner V missions, and as such considers
a smaller band of atmospheric uncertainties, thereby enhancing the
relay concept.
The entry probe characteristics shown in Table 3.30 for the relay
link stipulate a steep entry angle comparable to that for a direct
link, to ease the RF power requirements. The entry conditions are
essentially identical to those for the direct link, except the probe
enters on the flyby side of the planet, making a tail mounted rocket
configuration, shown in Figure 3.8 allowable for a farside flyby.
The larger V-HF antenna characterizes the relay link configuration.
A radar altimeter is included in the payload, with the antenna located
at the periphery of the aeroshell.
The rocket and spin rocket spent castings are not jettisoned. The
jettisonable nose cap shown in Figure 3.8 uncovers the temperature
sensors and the inlet to the pressure transducers and mass spectrometer.
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Table 3.28
Entry Probe Weight and Power Summaryfor Best
Entry Probe Mission
Aeroshell
Heat Shield (Carbon Phenolic)
Structural Shell
(Steel Monocoque and Honeycomb)
Payload Container
Pressure Vessel (Beryllium)
Insulation (Super Insulation)
Internal Structure (Beryllium)
Rear Cover (Beryllium)
Science
Accelerometers
Temperature
Pressure
Visual Photometer
Mass Spectrometer
Ranging Radar
Telecommunications
Transmitter
Data Handling
Sequencer and Junction Box
Inverter
Battery
Cabling
Antenna and Cabling
Contin6ency (20%)
AV Rocket
Spin Rockets and. Umbilical
Total Entr_ Probe Weight
Sterilization Canister
Entry Probe Installed Wei6ht
Total Power
41
59
lO
6
15
3
i
2
2
9
12
6
7
5
4
5
6
2
Weight
Lb
100
31
7
29
35
4o
7
3
252
4O
292 Lb
Power Power
Consumed Dissipated
W W
i0 lO
1 1
3 3
3 3
i0 i0
20 i0
29 22
5 5
2 2
-- 17
-- 20
83 w lO3 w
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Table 3.29
Entry Probe MassProperties for
Best Entry Probe Mission
Diameter 48 inches
ConeAngle 45 degrees
Entry Weight 25 ibs
Ballistic Parameter 0.55 slug/ft 2
Spin Momentof Inertia 8.7 slug/ft 2
Transverse Momentof Inertia 6.3 slug/ft 2
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Table 3.30
Entry Probe Characteristics for
Best RF Occultation Probe Mission-Relay Link
Entry probe to flyby
probe mounting
Rocket motor position
Entry velocity (Nominal)
Entry angle
Hypersonic ballistic
parameter
Diameter
Bluntness ratio
Coneangle
Maximumloads
Stagnation point
heating
End of cone
heating
Radiation
Convection
Radiation
Convection
Instrument complement
Subsonic ballistic parameter
Communicationlink
Data rate
Subsonic descent time (min)
Subsonic descent time (max)
Entry probe on sunny side
with afterbody facing
flyby probe
Tail mounted
38,250 ft/sec
-60 degrees
•49 slug/ft 2
54 inches
O.25
45 degrees
403 G
Rate (Maximum) Inte6rated
3650 Btu/ft2-sec 8530 Btu/ft 2
3200 855O
137o 37o0
1600 4220
Baseline plus altitude mark
radar
•71 slug/ft 2
Relay
19 bits/sec
1610 sec
2220 see
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The aeroshell is honeycomb and stiffened monocoque steel with a
carbon phenolic heat shield. A full aft enclosure is shown.
3.3.5.2 Entry Probe Power and Weight Summary
The power and weight summary is shown in Table 3.31. The mass properties
are given in Table 3.32. The weight of the relay and direct link probes
are comparable. A fixed antenna, with 6 db gain, was assumed on the
flyby probe.
3.3.6 Configuration Summary
Tables 3.33 through 3.35 summarize the weight and characteristics of the
alternate flyby and entry probe configurations. The total launch weight
is given in Table 3.34 for various combinations of flyby and entry probe
configurations. The overall installed entry probe dimensions are shown
in Table 3.35.
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Table 3.31
Entry Probe Weight and Power Summaryfor
Best RF Occultation Probe Mission-Relay Link
Aeroshell
Heat Shield (Carbon Phenolic) 51
St_uctu_al SLeel t.....
_eei _onocoquej 70
Payload Container
Pressure Vessel (Beryllium) 19
Insulation (Super Insulation) 7
Internal Structure (Beryllium) 15
Rear Cover
Heat Shield (Min-K) 4
Structure (Beryllium) 3
Science
Accelerometers 3
Temperature i
Pressure 2
Visual Photometer 2
Mass Spectrometer 9
Beta Densitometer 2
Acoustic Densitometer 3
Ranging Radar 12
Telecommunications
Transmitter 3
Data Handling 7
Sequencer and Junction Box 5
Inverter 4
Battery 9
Cabling 6
Antenna and Cabling 2
Contingency (209)
V Rocket
Spin Rockets and Umbilical
Total Entry Probe Weight
Sterilization Canister
Entry Probe Installed WeiGht
Total Power
Weight
Lb
121
41
T
34
36
46
8
3
286
49
335 Lb
Power Power
Consumed Dissipated
W W
i0 i0
i i
3 3
3 3
i0 i0
2 2
2 2
5o 35
4o 28
5 5
2 2
-- 27
-- 31
128 w 159 w
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Table 3.32
Entry Probe Mass Properties for
Best RF Occultation Probe Mission-Relay Link
Diameter 54 inches
Cone Angle 45 degrees
Entry Weight 282 lb
Ballistic Parameter
Spin Moment of Inertia
0.49 slug/ft 2
11.0 slug/ft 2
Transverse Moment of Inertia 7.7 slug/ft 2
Installed weight (including
sterilization canister and
spin-thrust system) 335 ib
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3.4 Flight Sequence
3.4.1 Entry Probe Separation and Entry Sequence
Figure 3.9 shows the sequence of events during separation for the
Best RF Occultation Probe Mission. Separation is assumed to ts_ke
place 12 days prior to encounter (or at a range of 6 x i06 KM).
At this range the deflection motor velocity increment can be limited
to i00 ft/sec.
With the flyby probe in the Sun-Canopus orientation, the probe systems
are checked out. If there are malfunctions, the decision can be made
to cease the separation maneuver, and carry the entry probe through
periapsis and post encounter. The canister cover separation, elec-
trical separation, and entry probe separation are initiated from the
flyby probe. The sterilization canister cover is removed prior to the
initiation of the flyby probe attitude. The attitude maneuver results
in the entry probe antenna axis orientation along the Venus-Earth line
to permit pre-entry communications. Immediately prior to separation,
the timer within the entry probe and the timer on the payload module
are initiated. The electrical umbilicals from the flyby probe to
entry probe are separated. After umbilical disconnect, the struc-
tural attachments that tie the entry probe to the flyby probe are
broken thus permitting six preloaded springs to push the probes apart.
After the entry probe clears the sterilization canister, a set of
spin rockets impart an angular velocity of 30 rpm. Following spin up,
the entry probe systems are turned on so that the deflection rocket
firing can be monitored. After the probes have separated to prevent
the deflection rocket plume from disturbing the flyby probe, the
rocket motor is ignited. Following burnout of the rocket motor,
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the propulsion module is jettisoned and the probe systems are shut
down except for the timer_
The entry probe coasts for twelve days before Venus is encountered.
Figure 3.10 shows the entry probe sequence during entry. The mid-
course correction controls both the interplanetary transit time and
the periapsis passing distance and it is estimated that the time to
reach the top of the atmosphere is known a priori to within five
minutes (see Section 2.8.3). Therefore, all entry probe systems
are turned on either at or five minutes prior to achievement of a
range 6500KM from the center of Venus. Immediately following the
turn on, the entry probe is despun to help enhance the angle of
attack convergence. Yo-yo's are used to reduce the spin rate from
30 rpm to l0 rpm. Despin to zero is not feasible since some gyro-
dynamic stability is required to prevent the entry probe from
tumbling. At probe system turn on, data transmission begins. The
triad of accelerometers are sampled once a second and the analog
outputs after conversion to a digital format are stored in a solid
_ate core memory unit. Also, all of the instruments including the
triad of accelerometers are sampled once every seven seconds, and
following analog to digital conversion, are transmitted. Interleaved
with this real time data is acceleration data being played out from
the core memoryunit. After the accelerometers sense O.1 g rising,
the core memory unit is recycled to zero. Data transmission continues
until blackout. Entrance into communications blackout is difficult
to predict, and a g level of O.1 is used as the initiation of data
storage. Data can still be transmitted following attainment of the
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0.i g condition, i.e., up to blackout. The solid state core memory
is sized to store data for a hundred seconds. For entry at a flight
path angle of -60 degrees, the time from 0.1 g to Mach 0.5 is about
50 seconds. At the end of 50 seconds, the solid state core memoryis
filled, and it will no longer accept data. The data that has been
stored is interleaved with the real time data, and can be played out
at least once before impact. Emergencefrom blackout occurs at about
10,O00ft/sec. During the flight from O.1 g to lO, O00ft/sec, the
entry probe experiences peak heating, followed by peak deceleration
in that order. After the entry probe descends to Mach1.O, the sub-
sonic instrumentation, i.e., all of the science payload other than
the triad of accelerometers, are deployed. Following deceleration to
Mach0.5, the entry probe flight path angle is close to -90 degrees,
and the antenna axis is oriented towards the DSIF dish at Goldstone.
At Mach0.5, transmission of the stored data is initiated. This data
is interleaved with the real time data, and the data rate is sized
to permit at least one playout of stored data prior to impact.
The entry sequencefor the MinimumFlyby/Entry Probe Mission and
Best Entry Probe Mission are as described above for the Best RF
Occultation Probe Mission. However, since these missions have a near
side planet flyby, a tail mounted rocket on the entry probe and a
lower approach velocity, the separation takes place eight days prior
to entry and the spent rocket casing is not jettisoned.
3.4.2 Flyby/Entr_ Probe Flight Sequence-Best RF Occultation Probe Mission
In Table 3.36 there is presented a complete flight sequence that in-
cludes the flyby probe sequence, and incorporates" the entry probe
sequence that is presented in Section 3.4.1.
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FLIGHT SEQUENCE
LiSt OF _BREVIAT_ONS
Equipment and Si6nals
A/C
CC
CC&S
DAS
DC
DSS
EP
FP
_TS
LCE
PANS
PRMS
PAS
FYRO
Qc
RFS
SIT
Attitude Control Subsystem
Coded Command
Central Computer and Sequencer
Data Automation Subsystem
Direct Command
Data Storage _Subsystem
Entry Probe
Flyby Probe
Flight Telemetry Subsystem
Launch Complex Equipment
Payload Module Sequencer (Entry Probe)
Propulsion Module Sequencer (Entry Probe)
Pyro Arming Switch
Pyrotechnic System
Quantitative Command
Radio Frequence Subsystem
Separation Initiated Timer
Times
E = 0 = Flyby Probe Venus Encounter
EA = 0 = Time Entry Probe Enters the Atmosphere of Venus
ES = 0 = Entry Probe Separation from Flyby Probe
M
P
S
T
= 0 = Initial Trajectory Correction Maneuver
= 0 = Initiation of Flyby Tape Recorder Playback
= 0 = Flyby/Entry Probe Separation from Launch Vehicle
= 0 = Liftoff
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3.5 Aerodynamics
3.5.1 Aerodynamic Coefficients
3.5.1.1 Introduction
The configurations for which coefficients were defined include sharp
and 25% blunt (ratio of nose to base radius) cones with semi-apex
angles of 30, 45, and 60 degrees and flat bases. The coefficients
are cited for a sharp edge at the maximum radius; the effects of
rounding this edge are discussed.
Real gas (and atmospheric composition) effects were estimated by
using the expression for the stagnation pressure coefficient,
where
Cps = (2- J'a/ <)
f
ambienta = aens_y
J_s = normal shock density
Most of the test data are for air, and _ = 1.4 which has a maximum
density ratio 4/J°a = 6.0. Typical vlaues of the density ratio are
given in Table 3.37 for the three atmosphere models studied. The
ratio (K) is also given in Table 3.37. The variation in stagnation
pressure coefficient between the three model atmospheres is seen to be
one percent or less, and the maximum scale up is 7%. A nominal set
of K (M) was used to scale up zero angle of attack air data to higher
Mach numbers, presuming of course that the pressure distributions are
invariant as air data were available at least to Mach 5; the latter
assumption is discussed in the following sections.
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Table 3.37
Normal Shock Density Ratios for Three Atmospheric Models
VE = 38,250 fps
_E = -60°
M/CDA = 0.475 slugs/ft 2
o
4_
-4
40
m4
<
hO
.r4
©
_4
Mach No.
8
lO
15
2O
3o
¢
4o
Density
AV- (K)
lO.6 1.o4
12.2 1.05
14.1 1.05
18.4 1.o6
17.6 1.06
19.1 I.07
Ratios
AV-IO
9.0
10.5
12.6
14.3
18.4
17.4
1.o3
1.o4
1.o5
i.o5
1.o6
1.o6
AV-50
8.1
9.0
10.5
13.6
17.6
17.5
I. 02
l.O3
1.o4
1.05
1.06
1.06
6( )
* K = Cps/Ops(Test) - ll Cps
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3.5.1.2 30-De_ree Cone Coefficients
Zero angle of attack axial force (Cx) , normal force (CN) , normal
force slope (CN_) and center of pressure were obtained from refer-
ences 12 to 16. Bluntness effects on CN, CN_ Xcp/D were found to
be significant; Cx was unchanged. The angle of attack variations of
the coefficients were assigned to follow a computed Newtonian theoret-
ical prediction. The resUlts for Cx (_, M) and CN (4 M) are vgiven
in Tables 3.38 to 3.40. The center of pressure is referred to the
base of the vehicle, a positive value indicating it is aft of the
base. The results for the center of pressure shown in Table 3.41
indicate a negligible variation until a large angle occurs when the
forebody is shadowed by the base, at which time the normal force
coefficient was taken as zero. Although tests have shown a small
amount of stability on a flat face (i.e., flat base at 180 degrees
angle of attack), the angle of attack range of interest was restricted
to less than 90 degrees by the mission studies and no detailed effort
was spent on defining the very high angle of attack coefficients.
The damping coefficients Cmq + Cm_ (based on--_-d ) shown in Table
2V
3.42 are Newtonian values as limited experimental data indicated
this to be a reasonable estimate.
3.5.1.3 45-De_ree Cone Coefficients
The methods used in assembling coefficients as a function of Mach
number and angle of attack parallel those for the 30 degree cone.
The results are shown in Tables 3.43 through 3.47.
3-io7
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10
20
3O
40
50
60
.6
.64
.649
.677
.719
.762
.776
.751
T_LE 3.9
AXIAL FORCE C0EFFICIE_fS - 30 DEGREE CONES
160 -1.060 -1.298
170 -1.164 -1.426
180 -1.2 -1.47
140 -.699 -.856 -.967
150 -.900 -1.103 -1.245
ii0
120
130
I00 .278
-.050
-.239 -.293 -.331
-.471 -.577 -.652
70 .690 1.132
80 .596 .974
90 .480 .784
1.05
1.065
I.iii
1. 180
1.249
1.272
1.233
.454 .260 .239
-.052 -.052 -.051
3.2
.6O
,608
.635
.674
.714
.727
.704
.647 .593 .627
.559 .513 .542
.436
.450
-1.466
-1.610
-1.66
3-108
.55
.558
.582
.618
.654 .678
.667 .691
.646 .683
.412
-.341
-.671
-.996
-1.283 -1.313
-1.510 -1.545
-1.660 -1.697
-1.71
.57
.578
.603
.641
-.349
-.687
-1.019
-1.75
Newt.
.500
.507
.529
.562
.595
.606
.587
.539
.466
.375
.217
-.052
-i.165
-1.500
-i .766
-1.94
-2.00
9.0 19.01.3
1-1394
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TABLE 3.39
NOI_4AL FORCE COEFFICIENTS - 30 DEGREE SHARP CONES
0
i0
2O
3O
4O
5O
6o
7o
8o
9o
i00
ii0
120
130
140
150
16o
170
.6
0.0
o.o16
0.3
O.4
0.46
.49
.49
.46
1.3 3.2 9.0
0.0 0.0 0.0
•0145 0.254 0.256
.27
.36
.42
.45
.45
.477
.643
.744
.796
.798
.752.42
.480
.647
.749
.802
.804
.757
.41 .37 .665 .669
•34 .30 .546 .55
.26 .23 .41o .413
.15.17
.i
.o4
.01
.275
O,IO
0.0
.155
0.0
0.0
0.0
.o8
0.0
.o3
.01
0.0
0.0
0.0
.277
.156
.o66
.o14
o.o
o.o
o.o
19.o
o.o
o.257
.482
.65
.752
.805
.8o7
•760
.672
.552
•415
.278
.157
.o66
•014
0.0 0.0
0.0
0.0
NEWT.
0.0
.257
.482
.6_o
•752
.8o5
.8o7
.76o
•672
.552
.415
.278
.157
•o66
•014
0.0
0.0
3.109
RAD 6-|394
I 0-64
FORCE
TABLE 3.40
COEFFICIEIITS - 30 DEGREE BLUNT CONES
0
i0
20
30
4O
5O
60
70
80
9o
i00
ii0
120
.6
0.0
0.160
.301
.405
.469
.501
.502
.472
.416
.341
1.3
0.0
0. 143
.269
.362
.419
•448
•449
.422
.372
.305
3.2
0.0
0.236
.445
•599
.693
,740
•741
.697
.615
.504
9.0
0.0
0.250
.471
.6341
19 •0
0.0
0.250
.471
.634
.734 .734
,784 .784
.785 .785
.738 .738
.651
.533
.256 .229 .378 .400
•153
,086
.036
.172 ,253
.143
.06
.097
130 .040
140 .008 .007 .012
0.0
J
0.0
f
.268
.151
.063
.013
0.0
3-110
150
160
170
180
.0.0
%/
.651
.533
.400
.268
.151
.063
•013
0•0
Newt.
0.0
.471
.634
.734
•784
,785
.738
,651
_533
.400
.268
•063
.013
0,0
TSharp
0 - 140 °
Blunt
0 - 140 °
Table 3.41
Center of Pressure Variation - 30 Degree Cones
4.o 9.o 19.o
-.lO -.095 -.095 -.o95
-.ll
-.lO -.o6 -.o8 -.o8
Newt.
-.o95
-.08
c_
0.0
i0.0
20.
30.
40.
50.
60.
70.
8o
9o
i00
ii0
120
130
140
150
160
170
180
Table 3.42
Damping Coefficient - 30 Degree Cones
Sharp*
bd=0.6 - 19.0
-.290
-.285
-.272
-.25o
-.251
-.256
-.256
-.249
-.234
-.213
-.28
-.32
-.35
-.38
-.41
-.43
-.47
-.49
-.50
Blunt**
-.262
-.192
-. 186
- .172
-.170
-.172
-.170
-.164
-.154
-.14o
-.200
-.26o
-.33
-.38
-.41
-.43
-.47
-.49
-.50
*
Xcg/D
Xcg/D
= o.61
= o.5o
(measured from nose)
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AXIAL FORCE 45 DEGREE CONES
0
i0
20
30
40
50
.55
0.78
.768
.735
.682
.619
.550
1.7
J
1.37
1.349
1.290
1.199
1.086
.966
60 .471 .827
70 .381 .668
,286
.195
80
90
.5O3
.342
i00 .069 .121
Ii0 -.098 -.130 -
120
130
140
150
-.287 -.378
- .495 - .652
-.704 -.928
-.900 -1.185
-1.395
'1.533
-1.2 -1.58
-1.060160
170 -i. 164
180
-i
-i
-i
4.0
-i.
9.0
.13 1.09
.113 1.074
.064 1.027
.989 .954
.896 .864
.797 .768
.682 .658
.551 .532
.415 .400
.282 .272
.099 .096
.136 -.140
.398 -.410
.685 -.705
.974 -1.004
.245 -1.283
.466 -1.510
.610 -1.659
66 -1.71
19.0
i. 12
Newt.
1.000
1.103 .985
-1
1.055 .942
.980 .875
.888
.790
.676
.546
.411
.280
.099
-. 144
-.419
-.722
-1.027
-1.313
-1.545
-1.697
-1.75
.793
.705
.604
.488
.367
.250
.088
-. 164
-.479
-.825
-1.174
-1.500
-1.766
3-112
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TABLE 3.44
NORMAL FORCE COEFFICIENTS - 45 DEGREE SHARP CONE
0
l0
2O
_0
4o
5o
6o
7o
8O
.55
0.0
o.125
•235
.317
•36o
.361
.22
1.7
!
0.0
o.o87
• .i-v_
.22
.25
.251
.152
4.0
0.0
o.169
.317
.428
.486
.488
.447
.38
•297
9.0
0.0
0.170
.JJ-_
.43o
.489
.491
,450
•382
90 .155 .107 .2o9
ioo •o95 .o66 •L28 .129
llO •464
120
.322
.01•015
130 o.0 o.0 o.0
140 0.0 o.0 o.0
15o o.0 o.o o.o
.299
•211
.630
•020
19.0
0.0
0.171
•.I_±
•492
.494
•13o
.6_5
.020
0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0
160 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
170 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
180 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
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NEWT
0.0
•171
.q21
.4_
•492
.494
.453
•385
.3oi
.212
.130
.635
•020
b,O
o.o
o.o
0.0
0.0
0.0
I*IS94
R?°68
_A]3_ 3.45
_TO_MAL FORCE CO_TCZ_S - 45 DEm_E BLUNT CONE
.55 1.7
0 0.0 0.0
lO
2O
0.107
.210
.271
.3o9
3o
4o
o.o79
.149
.201
.229
4.0
0.0
o.166
.312
.421
.479
.480
9.0
0.0
o.168
•485
.48650 .310 .229
6O .284 .210 .440 •446
70 •241 .178 .373 ._78
80 .188 .139 .291 .295
9o
i00
.098
.o6o
.20_
.z2_
llO .040 .029 .061
120 .012 .009 .019
130 0.0 0.0 0•0
0.0
0.0
0.014o
15o
160
170
0.0
0,0
0.0
.208
i8o
.127
.062
.019
19.0
0.0
0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0
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0.0 0.00.0
0.0
O. 168
.316
.426
.485
•486
.446
.378
•295
.208
.127
.O62
0.0
NEWT
0.0
o.168
.485
.486
.446
.378
.295
.2O8
,127
.062
.019
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
O.O
Table 3.46
Center Of Pressure - 45 Degree Cones
"_ O.5___5 i. 7 4.0 9.o 19 •0 Newt.
Sharp
0 - 130 ° 0.265 0.150 0.135 0.167 0.167 0.167
0 - 130 ° 0.29 0.175 0.150 0.176 0.176 0.176
...._/M
Table 3.47
Damping Coefficients - 45 Degree Cones
(C_ + c,,_ &)
Sharp* Blunt**
•55 - 19 .55 - 19
0.0 -.226 -.216
i0. -.223 -.213
20. -.213 -.204
30. -.196 -.188
40. -.175 -.166
50. -.153 -.146
60. -.142 -.135
70. -.13 -.123
80. -.115 -.ll
90. -.io -.09
lO0 -.19 -.19
ii0 -.22 -.22
120 -.28 -.28
130 -.34 -.34
140 -.38 -.38
150 -.43 -.43
160 -.47 -.47
170 -.49 -.49
18o -.5o -.5o
* Xcg/D
** Xcg/D
= 0.43
= 0.38
(cg measured from nose)
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3.5.1.4 60-Degree Cone Coefficients
The interest shown in the 60 degree cone for a Mars probe or lander
has led to significant wind tunnel and ballistics range testing,
although much of this data is unpublished. The data of Refs. 12 to
17 was used to obtain a best estimate of the coefficients, and
additional unpublished data was provided by JPL (Ref. 18). The
resultant axial, normal force coefficients, center of pressure and
damping coefficients are shown in Figures 3.11 to 3.14. The damping
coefficient is of particular interest, as it shows a steady decrease
in damping subsonically as terminal velocity is approached. These
data estimates are crucial for evaluating the adequacy of the 60
degree cone.
3.5.1.5 Dra6 Coefficient Stnmnary
The zero angle of attack axial force coefficient data given above
show,
Cone Cx (M = 19)
30° O.57
45° I.12
60° 1.60
The sharp and blunt cone pressure distributions predicted in Section
4.2 yield the following hypersonic drag coefficients (density ratio
of 18) at zero angle of attack,
Cone Angle CD (Blunt Cone) CD (Sharp Cone)
3o o.55 o. 50
45 1.o4 1.oo
60 i.52 i.51
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The experimental range data of Ref. 17 indicates drag coefficients
on the 60 degree cone of up to 1.66, but the bulk of the high speed
low angle of attack data is in a CD range of 1.56 to 1.59. The
reference hypersonic drag coefficient for the 60 degree cone was
taken at 1.56 based on a conservative evaluation of the experimental
data; this is 2.5% higher than predicted by the pressure distribution,
which, however, is sensitive to the upstream influence of the expansion
about the maximum radius.
Comparative zero angle of attack drag coefficients are given in
Figure 3.15 as a function of flight Mach number.
3.4.1.6 Shoulder Radius Effects
The effect of shoulder radius on drag coefficients, predicted by
Newtonian theory was parametrically studied. Rounding the shoulder
at the maximum radius has negligibleeffect on the 30 and 45 degree
cones, but a 4% loss in the 60 degree cone drag coefficient is pre-
dicted for a shoulder radius 10% of the base radius. Experimental
data, Ref. 17, indicates a slightly larger loss in drag, about 6%.
The center of pressure for the 30 and 45 degree cones is not signif-
icantly changed as the shoulder radius is increased, but the 60 degree
cone center of pressure location moves 0.05 diameter towards the nose
as the shoulder radius is increased to 10% of the base radius.
The effect of shoulder radius on damping is not clear cut. Hyper-
sonically, the effect of increased shoulder radius on the damping
coefficient was found to be negligible based on Newtonian theory.
3-121
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Transonically, the results of Ref. 17 indicate that adding a radius
10%of the base radius roughly doubled the instability. At low
speeds, available data indicates that the increased shoulder radius
reduces the amountof favorable damping.
3.5.2 Heat Transfer Methods
3.5.2.1 Introduction
In order to provide the variation of the heating environment with
various vehicle shape parameters (i.e., diameter_ cone angle, nose
radius, etc.) as well as entry conditions, it was necessary to use
procedures which would rapidly and adequately define the heating
rates. Test data, wherever possible, were correlated and, where
necessary, corrections were evolved to account for deficiencies in
the data.
In the sections that follow, the methods and assumptions are pre-
sented followed by the resulting heat pulses summary data and
conclusions.
3.5.2.2 Convective Heating Methods
f
The stagnation point heating was determined by means of correlations
of C02-N 2 mixtures as presently used in the 1880 program computer
code.(19) The heating distributions were obtained by means of laminar
similarity methods. (20) The turbulent distributions were obtained
by means of the methods discussed in Ref. 21. The sharp cone heating
was obtained by means of Eckert's reference enthalpy method, Ref. 22,
modified to accaunt for the particular gas chemistry.
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Figure 3.16 Radiation Intensity Data Correlation
The transition criteria was based on the correlation of flight
test data which include the effects of ablation. The correlation
parameter is the local Mach n_mber. The lower envelope of the data
was selected for conservatism. The transition criteria for all blunt
cones and the sharp 60 degree cone was Re t = 300,000 (Reynolds number
based on local flow conditions and wetted length). The transition
Reynolds number for the 45 and 30 degree sharp cones were 40%000
and 30,000,000 respectively.
3.5.2.3 Radiative Heating Methods
The radiative heating in the wave length range_ 0.2/uwas determined
from correlations of available test data for C02-N 2 mixtures (Refs.
23 to 25). The data correlation is shown in Figure 3.16. Although
Ref. 23 indicates a more sensitive dependence on the density (the
correlation utilizes an exponent of 1.4 on the density) the lower
sensitivity was selected on the basis of: i) the scatter in the data,
2) the lack of data for the higher velocity range, and 3) since the
predominant amount of data is at a density of 2 x 10 -5 slugs/ft 3,
conservatism exists in the correlation sinc_ most of the radiative
heat pulse occurs at densities less than this.
The correlation with density and velocity was further reduced in
terms of local pressure and enthalpy thereby providing a means for
determining the radiative intensity around the blunt bodies as well
as the sharp cones. On the blunt bodies, the flow around the body
was divided into two zones_ the entropy layer and the conical
flow region. Both regions were consdiered to be uniform in properties.
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The entropy layer was considered to comprise all the mass flow in the
spherical shock portion of the flow with the remainder considered
to be conical, a continuity balance was made to determine the entropy
layer thickness variation downstream. The enthalpy was determined
by means of an isentropic expansion from the stagnation point to the
particular point in question on the body with the isentropic exponent
evaluated at the stagnation point. This analysis provided both the
radiative intensities (from the enthalpy-pressure correlation) and
the thicknesses for the entropy layer and the conical shock layer.
Recent data has indicated (Ref. 25) that an appreciable amount of the
radiative intensity is blocked by the windows utilized in the test
apparatus, in fact, the radiative intensity is increased by a factor
of two times the intensity above a wavelength of ._. The tempera-
ture for the data were determined and the corresponding blackbody
intensities determined for radiation below .2p. This intensity was
added to the "window" data. As illustrated in Figure 3.17, this bound
on the UVheating is conservative but does indicate that the UV
radiation is nearly blackbody assuming the data is reliable. To avoid
an overly conservative correction for the UV radiation, the spectral
characteristics of the atoms C, N and 0 were investigated (at the
temperatures considered, these are principal species). For atomic
carbon the energy levels associated with abosrption edges in the UV
range are the 1st, 2nd, and 3rd. At a typical temperature (10, O00_K)
the absorption coefficient for the 3rd energy level is small_ resulting
in negligible radiation whereas the second edge, which at a wavelength
of .144_, has a high absorptivity. The absorption edges for N and 0
f
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IFigure 3.17 UV Contribution to the Radiation Heating 3-127
occur at lower wavelengths, hence, the radiative heating in the UV
range was considered to be blackbody for wavelengths between 0 and
.144 It. The blackbody radiation was calculated at the inviscid flow
/
field temperature at the body for all shapes (the maximum temperature
normal to body station) and the portion in the range 0 < /-_ _ .144
added to the radiation as determined above.
The detailed study of Section 4.2 on the line and continuum radiation
from the UVregion indicated that the above approximate technique is
conservative. Lower speed entries (35,000 fps) are not effected
significantly as the UV contribution is small for this case. However,
the high speed entry (38,250 fps) is overstated by 409 . In addition,
the detailed calculation of the CO (4+) band yielded a small con-
tribution which would not have changed the conclusions reached
utilizing the approach above.
3.5.3 Entry Trajectory Results
3.5.3.1 Scope of Parametric Studies
Parametric trajectory studies covered the following ranges of parameters,
Entry Velocity
Entry Angle
M/CDA
Atmo sphe res
Diameter
Configurations
Spin Rate
Entry Angle of Attack
34,000 to 42,000 fps
-20 to -90 degrees
0.6 to 2.5 slugs/ft 2
(lO9 co2, 9o9 (259 co2, 759 2)
(759 co2, 259 N2)
28-72 inches
30, 45, 60 degree sharp and blunt cones
0 - 60 rpm
0 - 90 degrees
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The results of the parametric study including the convective and
radiative heating at the stagnation, mid- and end-cone points are
given in the Entry Probes Systems Supplement. The key results of
the parametric hesting study are summarized in the following section.
3.5.3.2 Summary of Parametric Heating Study
The effect of entry velocity on the peak and integrated radiative
and convective heating at the stagnation point of a 30 inch diameter
(3.75 inch nose radius) entry probe is given in Figure 3.18. Decreas-
ing the entry velocity to values less than 36,000 fps is seen to
result in peak radiative rates that are modest and tests have already
been performed on the Apollo material in this range oi' radiative rates.
The convective rate is seen to remain quite high, even at the lower
speeds. The effect of decreasing entry probe M/CDA will cause both
the convective and radiative rates to decrease as shown in Figure
3.19. (The results shown are for the AV-4 atmosphere, which has 75%
C02 as this atmosphere exhibited the peak rates, and of the three
this atmosphere model is closest in composl_lon ana scale height
to the recent Mariner V and Venera 4 probe results.)
The effect of M/CDA and entry angle on the convective stagnation
point rate is well known, scaling as the square root. Scaling the
radiative rates is complicated as the peak rate is composed of the
experimental data correlations, (indicating a power of 1.4 on M/CDA),
the UV predictio_ and the non-equilibrit_n contribution. The peak
rates shown in Figure 3.19 result from composite radiative pulses
to obtain the maximum combinati_e total rate.
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Figure 3.18 Effect of Entry Velocity on Radiative Heating 3-13o
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The effect of entry angle, Figure 3.19, shows a marked reduction
in peak rates as the entry angle is reduced.
These parametric results point out the usual trend, that decreasing
the entry angle, entry velocity, and M/CDA all tend to decrease the
peak rates; however, the systems tradeoff dilemma is that l) the
shallow entry angle requires a relay communications link, and
2) low entry velocities can only be achieved with a loss in avail-
able launch weight and a degraded flyby mission, and 3) a low M/CDA
vehicle results in either a small payload or large structure. Hence,
alternatlve configuration and entry combinations were soug_ which
did not severely aggravate either the heating or systems problems.
The configuration studies were done for sharp and 25% blunt 30, 45,
and 60 degree cones, having the following base diameters and M/CDA'S
that were evolved from initial packaging studies:
Cone Angle Base Diameter M/CDA _ slugs/ft 2
30 28.0 inches 2.52
45 29.6 i.i
60 33.0 0.627
The small diameters reflect the initial packaging concept whereby the
whole aeroshell is internally sealed and serves as the science payload
module. Summary results of the peak radiative and convective rates
are given in Table 3.48.
The results of Table 3.48 point out that the sharp cones have very
high turbulent heating rates. Blunting the configurations reduces
the convective rates on the cone by a factor of at least two, but
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Table 3.48
Heatin_ Rate Summary for Parametric Configuration Study*
Stagnation Point
Configuration _ q_
30 degree sharp cone - -
30 degree blunt cone 11,500 iO,000
45 degree sharp cone - -
45 degree blunt cone 5,000 6,200
60 degree sharp cone - -
60 degree blunt cone 4,200 4,300
End Cone Point
i00
42oo
lO00
4700
6ooo
12000
Clc._
12,o0o(T)
4,800 (T)
9,500 (T)
3,200 (T)
4,500 (_),
2,15o(T)
* VE = 38,250 fps, _ E = -50 o, AV-4 ATM, units are BTU/ft2-sec
(T) : turbulent flow, R = radiative, c = convective
Heat rates given in Btu/ft2-sec
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leads to markedly increased radiation heating. Comparingthe con-
figuration alternatives, the 45 degree blunt cone and 60 degree
sharp cone have the lowest peak rates. In all cases the peak rates
are undesirably hlgn, leading to a difficult ground test and heat
shield development program. The avenues open by which the heating
can be reducea have been shownabove, namely, reauce _ne entry
veloclty, M/CDAand entry angle.
Other factors equally as impartant as the heating rates are the
stability and system requirements; these are discussed in the
following sections.
3.5.3.3 Summary of Parametric Stability Study
The vehicle characteristics, based on packaging estimates are shown
in Table 3.49. Although all the configurations have roll to trans-
verse moment of inertia ratios larger than unity, the 30 degree cone
values are uncomfortably close to unity. Summary trajectory data on
loads and angle of attack are given in Table 3.50 for different spin
rates, entry angle of attack, atmosphere, and configuration. The
results show that all the configurations have good angle of attack
convergence, so by the time peak heating occurs, the angle of attack
is small. The angle of attack has decreasea I_r_ner at the time
peak dynamic pressure occurs. Subsequent to peak dynamic pressure,
the configurations all show further angle of attack convergence;
the 60 degree cone low speed results are not shown as improved co-
efficients, those given in this report were not available at the
time of the parametric study.
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The low speed performance of the 60 degree cone was studied with the
aerodynamic coefficients given in Figures 3.11 to 3.14 and the results
are shown in Figure 3.20. The spin rate of 6 rad/sec causes a divergent
precession at low speed; the cases of zero and 3 radians per second
sh_wed no Persistent low speed divergence. The entry conditions and
vehlcle parameters for this study are, VE = 35,600 fps, _ E = -60o,
AV-4 atm.,_ E = 30 °, and M/CDA = 0.3 slugs/ft 2. The effects of spin
rate on the angle of attack at peak heating are summarized below:
Spin Rate,
rad/sec
Maximum Angle of Attack
at Peak Heating
0 1.4 °
3 11.3°
6 12.6°
Study results, using the most recent data available (18) show that
the 60 degree cone should be despun to a low rate, preferably less
than 3 rad/sec; similarly the angles of attack at peak heating are
eased for lower spin rates on the 30 and 45 degree cone shapes.
3.5.3.4 Effects of Mass Asymmetries on Entry Performance
Comparative parametric studies on the effects of spin and mass
asymmetry were performed with a six degree of freedom simulation.
Results for 30 45, and 60 degree configurations with a 0.5 inch c.g.
offset and products of inertia equal to 2% of the spin moment of
inertia are given in Figures 3.21 to 3.23. Starting with an initial
spin rate of 6 rad/sec, the mass asymmetrles induced a rate of
i00 rad/sec for the 30 degree cone, 18 rad/sec for the 45 degree cone
and a reduced rate of 4-5 rad/sec for the 60 degree cone. The angle
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of attack at low speed is substantially increased, 12-15 degrees
at Mach i, for all vehicles.
A simpli1°led analysis of the roll resonance problem for entry
vehicles with roll to pitch moments of inertia ratios larger than
unit and based on the approach of Nelson(26) and Pettus (27), dis-
closed that, (see Entry Probe Systems Supplement)
i) For vehicles with roll to pitch moment of inertia ratios
larger than unity, the trim angle of attack amplification
factor is less than unity, and
2) Steady roll resonance is not possible (within the confines
of the calculation model).
The asymmetry study yielded objectionable dynamic performance for
the 30 degree cone and indicated a preference for maximizing the
ratio of roll to pitch moments of inertia. _
3.5.4 Selected Mission Configurations and Entry Conditions
The reference entry conditions for the selected alternative missions
are given in Table 3.51, based on the targeting requirements for a
sub-earth impact. (See Sections 2.9 and 2.10 for details).
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Table 3.51
Entry Conditions for Selected Missions
Launch Arrival _E, C_E,
Mission Date Date VE, fps _E' deg de__
Minimum Flyby/Entry 4/24 8/3 35,400 -64.8 i. i 44
Probe and
Best Entry Probe 4/12 8/3 35,800 -56.0 i. 2 26
Best RF Occultation 4/12 7/23 37,000 -58.0 2.4 32
Probe 3/23 7/16 38,670 -55.0 2.5 34
The entry velocity variation over the launch period is relatively small
and nominal values of 38,250 fps and 35,600 fps were adopted for the
Best RF Occultation Probe Mission and alternate missions. The entry
angle variation is also relatively small, and as the parametric heat
shield studies disclosed a negligible influence of entry angle on
weight in this range of angles, a nominal entry angle of -60 degrees
was used for all misslons.
The vehicle configuratlons, evolved from the packaging and design
studies are given below:
Mission Diameter RN/RB Cone Angle M/CDA
Best RF Occultation 54 in. 0.25 45 deg. 0.475 slugs/ft 2
Probe
Minimum Flyby/Entry 43 in. 1.0 60 0.20
Probe
Best Entry Probe 48 in. 0.25 45 0.55
The reason for blunting up the 60 degree configuration is associated
with the use of a low density charring ablator for this mission,
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requiring that the pressure gradients about the vehicle be eased
commensurate with other competing objectives, e.g., low radiation
heating. The best available data on pressure gradient effects
(see Section 4.5) indicates that the gradient should be less than
3 psi/inch if possible.
Considering the low M/CDA of this configuration ( a goal of 0.2
slugs/ft2), the maximum stagnation pressure is 2 atmospheres, in
which case a nose radius equal to the base radius yields a maximum
pressure gradient at the juncture of the nose cap and cone of 1.5
psi/inch. The 25% bluntness of the initial 60 degree cone configura-
tion studied would give a gradient of 6 psi/inch--uncomfortably high
for a low density ablator. The choice of 43 and 48 inch diameters
was made to achieve an M/CDA consistent with minimizing the flyby
interface adapter requirements. The 54 inch diameter was selected
to reduce the heat rate problem at the higher entry velocities.
Optimization of the nose radii on the two 45 degree cone configura-
tions was not done as the early predictions of heating and shear
indicated that 25% bluntness was satisfactory. The detailed boundary
layer results given in Section 4.2 indicate the desirablility of
increasing the nose radius to reduce the boundary layer interaction
effects near the end of the cone. Furthermore, the radiative heating
studies show a strong contribution from the UV region so that in-
creasing the nose radius would not increase the radiative heating
proportionally; for example, for the Best RF Occultation Probe
Mission, the UV radiation rate is 70% of the total pes.k rate. True
optimization of the nose radius involves simulation testing and
material ablation rate considerations.
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3.5.5 Heat Transfer Predictions for the Three Alternate Missions
3.5.5.1 Minimum Flyby/Entry Probe
Stagnation point convective heating, pressure and enthalpy are given
in Figure 3.24. The radiation pulses at the stagnation point are
given in Figure 3.25. The convective heating at the end of the cone
is given in Figure 3.26.
Transition: A local transition Reynolds number of 300,000 was used as
a criterion for the 60 degree cone. Using thermochemistry (equi-
librium) calculations from Avco programs 1880 and 188_,9the ratio
of local to free stream Reynolds number is
Re _e Ue S/_a
: : o.14 (2)
Ra /a V DWe
The stagnatlon density ratio is 20, the local pressure ratio is
0.75, the local temperature is 7300 K. The free stream Reynolds
number at transition is then
Ra = 300, 000/0.144 = 2 x i06
and this value is reached at 51.5 seconds from entry, close to
peak laminar heating.
It was found that all laminar flow existed for an M/CDA of 0.15
slugs/ft 2, but for an M/CDA of 0.2 slugs/ft 2, the present case,
considerable turbulent flow occurred.
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Laminar Heating: The stagnation point laminar heating assumes
that the velocity gradient is identical to that for a sphere of
the same nose radius. This assumption is confirmed by Schlieren
photographs (Ref. 28) which show the shock very close to the body.
The assumption is a conservative one (higher heating). The laminar
heating distribution is based on local similarity. The laminar
heating calculation is described in reference 19, _uder program
descriptions 1880 and 1885. The local heating rate is 75% of the
stagnation point value, the small dropoff due to the increased
bluntness of the configuration (nose radius equals bore radius).
Shock Standoff Distance: The experimental shock shape (Ref. 28)
has a shock distance at the stagnation point 5% of the nose radius.
At the end of the cone, the shock layer thickness is 10% of the
nose radius.
Visual Radiation: The visual radiation calculations at the
stagnation point were based on correlations of experimental data,
and the calculation model for the AV-4 atmosphere is,
where
where
qR = Ias Btu/ft2-sec (3_
2
I : (_a x 105)1.4 (V /35,000) 7.529 x 26.85 x i04
_a is the ambient density and V = flight velocity
On the side of the cone, the intensity distribution predicted by
program 1885 (Ref. 19) was used, modified to account for a two
layer flow field model--the entropy and the oblique shock layer.
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The flow field analysis on the 60 degree cone indicates that the
entropy layer thickness is .024 R , so that the visual radiation
scaling (side to stagnation point) is,
qRC = 0.8 (0"024 0.076
qRS 0.05 ) + 0.45(_ = 1.07 (4)
UV Radiation: The UV radiation is based on a blackbody estimate
for wavelengths less than 0.144/_ and hence is dependent only on
the flow temperature. The ratio of UV on the side to the stagnation
point is 0.62.
CO (4+) Radiation: The CO (4+) radiation was computed using the
method in Section 4. The total CO (4+) contribution is about 10%
at the stagnation point. On the side of the cone, the flow expands
to lower temperatures and pressures in the entropy layer. Comparison
of available thermochemistry results (1880 program) show that the CO
concentration would increase due to the decreased temperature by 15%
(neglecting the effect of pressure). In the oblique shock layer,
the CO (4+) intensity drops by more than an order of magnitude as
the gas temperature is lower so that the CO (4+) radiation is
Eco(4+)4_-o.72
q [CO(4+)s]
Total Radiation to Cone: In view of the above radiative component
estimates, the radiation levels on the side of the cone appear
to be very close to the stagnation point levels, and the use of the
stagnation values is recommended.
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3.5.5.2 Best Entry Probe Mission
The entry conditions for the Best Entry Probe Mission are a velocity
of 35,600 fps and angle of -60 °, the same as for the Minimum Flyby/
Entry Probe Mission. The configuration is a 45 ° cone, with nose
radius equal to 25% of the base radius, a base diameter of 48 inches
and a hypersonic "'/.... O. _.... /_2,Vll_D _ u± 55 s-u_/- _ .... atmosphere -_^_ ....
here is based on recent information from Venera 4 and Mariner V;
a composition of 90% C02, lO_o C02 and scale height of 5.4 KM.
The stagnation pressure, enthalpy and convective heat rate are given
in Figure 3.27. The stagnation point radiative heating, computed as
described above for the Minimum Flyby/Entry Probe Mission is shown
in Figure 3.28. The heating on the side of the cone was found in a
similar manner as described above, the results are shown in Figure
3.29.
The transition Reynolds n_mber criterionfor the 45 degree cone is
400,000 based on locsl conditions.
3.5.5.3 Best RF Occultation Probe Mission
The entry conditions for the best earth occultation mission are
VE = 38,250 fps, and [E = -60o' A 45 ° cone configuration is used
with the nose radius 25% of the base radius, a base diameter of 54
inches and a hypersonic M/CDA of 0.475 slugs/ft 2 results. The re-
sults presented are for the AV-4 atmosphere.
The stagnation pressur% enthalpy and convective heat rate are shown
in Figure 3.30. The components and total radiative stagnation point
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heat transfer is shown in Figure 3.31 and the heating at the end of
the cone is summarized in Figure 3.32.
3.5.5.3 Aerodynamic Shear
The maximum cold wall heating body shear based on Reynolds analogy
can be used as indicator of the severity of the mechanical forces
causing erosion of the heat shield.
The shear is given by
w = 2J C ue ) qcv --V- (5)
where u = local velocity at edge of the boundary layere
V = flight velocity
J = 778 ft-lbs/Btu
qc = local convective cold wall heating
The flow is turbulent on the conical section at peak convective
heating and as the local Mach number is low, the simple approximation
above is adequate for preliminary design. The values of maximum
shear at the end of the cone are:
Mission
Minimum Flyby/Entry Probe
Best Entry Probe
Best RF Occultation Probe
_max, psf
8.4
20.0
27.0
The summary data for the peak pressure and peak stagnation point
heating ratos is as follows:
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Mission
Minimum Flyby/Entry Probe 2.3 900
Best Entry Probe 6.1 2800
Best RF Occultation Probe 6.2 3200
qs_ max
Pmax, atm Btu/ft2-sec
qr, max
Btu/ft2-sec
Max shear
ibs/ft 2
1360 8.4
2200 20.0
3600 27.0
3.5.6 Steady Wind and Gust Effects During Terminal Descent
3.5.6.1 Wind and Gust Models
The rotation rate for Venus used in the present study is 243.16 days,
retrograde. This rate was recently confirmed using the Arecibo i000
foot diameter reflector.(29) Ultraviolet photographs of Venus have led
to the observation of a periodic variation in the photographs about
every four days.(3 O) If the periodic variation is attributed to
winds_ they would be easterly at about I00 meters/second.
Data on the earth's wind variation indicate that at peak wind speeds,
the following maximum shear rates exist,(31) (U.S.A. Jet Stream)(31).
Vma x (dV/dZ)ma x
fps sec- I
300 -.045
240 -,033
150 2.015
77 -.003
Small scale wind structure (gustiness) for short time gusts on earth
show a trend of decreasing gust factor (ratio of peak to mean wind)
toward unity as the wind speed increases. Gust factors for hurricane
winds (31) are:
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Vmax Gust FactOrmax Gust VelocitYmax
fps Gmax fps
5o 2.2 6o
85 1.75 72
lO0 1.45 45
3.5.6.2 Steady Wind Effects
For the maximum wind speed of i00 m/sec, drift during terminal descent
would cause a maximum change in planetocentric impact point (for a
2000 second descent time, 45 ° cone) of 2.0 degrees.
A lower M/CDA of 0.2 would increase the maximum drift to 5 degrees.
These drift rates affect the direct telecommunications link performance
as the communication angle, @FC' increases in direct proportion to the
wind drift angle.
If the steady wind shear gradients do not exceed 45 fps per i000 feet,
then the effects of steady winds on vehicle dynamics is negligible.
This can be seen from the high natural frequencies on the entry probes,
0.67 and 1.04 cps for the 60 and 45 degree cones respectively, Which
will cause the probes to respond directly to the wind with negligible
angle of attack. Computer calculations verify the small angle of
attack behavior described above, as shown by the results below, com-
puted using the Avco 6 DOF program.
A shear rate of 50 knots (85 fps) in i00 feet was used, or dV/dZ =
-.85 sec -I (nearly 20 times the observed maximum shear). Initial
terminal descent velocities of 35 and 20 fps were used for the 45
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and 60 degree corresponding to near terminal conditions in the 50
bar atmosphere. An initial vertical flight path angle was assumed
and all initial body rates zeroed out. Results are given below:
45 ° Cone Cases:
P = 0 P = 6 rad/sec
Seconds Total Angle of Attack Total Angle of Attack (deg.)
0.0 0 0
0.i 2.0 • 2.0
0.2 5.44 5.55
O. 3 6.32 7.46
o.4 5.o5 8.86
O. 5 2.88 9.92
0.6 i. 04 i0.14
0.7 o.17 9.66
0.8 0.22 8.87
0.9 0.74 7.84
2.0 0.30 2.01
etc. etc.
In three seconds, the vehicle has fallen approximately lO0 feet.
60 ° Cone Cases:
P = 0 P = 6 rad/sec
Time Total An_le of Attack, deg. Total Angle of Attack 2 deg.
O. 0 O. O0 O. O0
O. 1 4.56 4.57
0.2 8.15 8.35
O. 3 i0. i0 ii. 26
0.4 I0.17 13.67
O. 5 8.53 15.75
0.6 5.69 17.38
0.7 2.33 19.08
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60 ° Cone Cases (Continued)
P = 0 P = 6 rad/sec
Time Total Angle of Attack_ deg. Total Angle of Attack/ de._.
0.8 0.86 19.47
O. 9 3.29 19.68
2.o 1.05 20.91
3.0 O.99 24.56
4.o 0.24 28.04
5.0 o.2o 38.o4
8.0 -- 38.69
15.0 -- 38.43
In five seconds, the 60 ° degree cone has fallen i00 feet.
An important consideration is the antenna pointing direction,
affecting the telecommunications link performance. As the angles
of attack will be small, the communications angle (OFC) defined in
the sketch below) is given by
Vw - VyTan =
V z
@FC
*s
. Vz
Local vertical
Vw-Vy "
V_
The maximum value of the communication angle and the persistence of
this value is of concern. Consider the case of an entry probe enter-
ing a semi-finite shear layer, and we wish to know the equilibrium
value of the communication angle.
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As the vehicle penetrates the shear l_yer (Vw - Vy) the difference
between wind and lateral velocity will increase and reach a maximum
at which time the equilibrium value of (Vw -Vy) occurs.
A conservative estimate on the lag (Vw - Vy) can be obtained by
assuming (_ - VyJ • V z.
By basicforce relationships, it can be shown (Entry Probe Synthesis
Supplement) that the equilibrium (extremum) value of (Vw - Vy) occurs
when
2M dVw
Vw-Vy-- c#_f dZ (6)
Comparisons of the above predictions and six degree of freedom computer
results are given below.
In the case of the 60 ° cone, the following conditions were considered:
dVw _ -0.85 sec -IM - 0.32 slugs/ft 2,
CDA dZ
P= 0.41 slugs/ft 3
By the approximate method_
(vw - Vy)max= 12 f_s.
After five seconds_ the six degree of freedom computer results
approach a constant value of (Vw - _) = 10.5 fps. The agreement of
the approximate and computer results are fortuitously good.
For the 45 ° cone, the following conditions were concluded:
dVw 0 85 _ 0.O36 slugs/ft3M-Z-= 0.68 slugs/ft2, _{-= - . sec-1, --
c_
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The approximate method yielded a value for (Vw - Vy)max of 32 fps,
whereas the maximum value determined by the six degree of freedom
computer program is 24 fps.
A plot of the time variation of @FC is shown in Figure 3.33 for zero
spin. The 45 degree cone is seen to have similar wind shear per-
formance to the 60 degree cone. Both entry probes respond very
rapidly and have small angles of attack. Theeffects of spin on
the 45 degree cone performance were found to be negligible; the spin
rate on the 60 degree cone must be restricted (due to its dynamic
stability problem cited earlier) to spin rates of about 1 rad/sec
for which the performance was found to be the same as shown in
Figure 3.33.
The entry probe penetrating a steady wind shear with a maximum rate
of (dV/dZ) of -0.045 sec -1, would cause a very small value of @FC,
less than 2 degrees. For the extreme case examined on the six degree
of freedom computer program, the maximum values of @FC are 40 ° for the
45° cone and 33° for the 60 ° cone.
A further consideration is the effect of a steady wind shear on the
descent velocity, for as the vehicle weathercocks into the relative
wind, the relative dynamic pressure increases and although only a
component, D Cos @FC, of the drag retards the probe in the vertical
direction, the descent velocity is reduced, and the descent time
increased. Results from the 6 DOF on descent velocity variation
are given below:
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Zero Spin, dVw/dZ = -0.85 sec -I
Time, 60 ° Cone 45 ° Cone
Sec. Vz_ fps Vz, fps
0 2o 35
i 18.7 31.2
2 18.5 29.6
3 18.4 28.4
The effect on descent time is seen to be significant for the six
degree of freedom cases, but for the more liklely maximum value of
shear, the effect on descent time will be negligible as (Vw - V)max
_ Vv for a value of dVw/dZ = -0.045.
Summarizing, the effect of steady winds is to:
i) cause the entry probe to drift
2) cause small @FC perturbations, about 2° maximum, due to
steady shear
3) cause a small perturbation in the descent time
4) cause small, less than i0°, variation in the angle of
attack near inception of the wind shear
5) despin is desirable for the 60 degree cone.
The above study was limited in scope, and further study is certainly
needea, but no criticalproblems have been uncovered which are
attributable to steady wind shears.
3.5.6.3 Gust Effects
Gusts are very short period wind perturbations, and as such the
critical entry probe requlrement is adequate stabmllty, 1"or even
though the teleconlmunications link m_v be lost d_ring the _st
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period, the amount of data loss is small (by definition).
The six degree of freedom study described above indicates that for
wind ramps of 85 fps in lO0 feet, the effect on vehicle dynamics is
small.
The additional gust study was limited to examining sharp edge gusts
of up to 85 fps, slightly higher than the maximum observed in the
U. So (Jet Stream). Under these conditions, the initial angle of
attack is extremely high, 77 ° for the 60 ° cone and 66 ° for the 45 °
cone and a much more dangerous dynamic situation exists. The computer
results for the 60 degree cone are given below.
The effect of gusts for a non-spinning 60 degree cone probe are shown
in Figure 3.34, where the angle of attack envelope variation with
time is shown for a range of sharp edge gust velocities. The angle
of attack drops to a negligible value in 6 seconds, at which time the
@FC is close to zero.
The effects of spin are given in the following Table.
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Time
60 ° Cone_ Spin Rate of 3.0 rad/sec.
Angle of Attack, deg. Horizontal Velocity, Vy
0.0 77 0.00
0.1 73.07 21
0.2 35.11 13
0.3 41.50 34
O.4 39.68 45
O.5 18.55 53
0.6 33.25 59
0.7 35.96 62
O.8 25.O6 65
0.9 15.63 68
i.0 18.62 69
2.0 23.79 83
3.0 18.90 82
4.0 18.07 83
5.0 16.93 83
lO. 0 14.O9 83
@FC, deg.
0.0
79
66
66
3O
28
23
2o
19
The above results show that the probe picks Up the wind in about
one second, is stable, but the con_munication angle is very large and
there would be a loss in communicatiQns for at least one second and
possibly for the duration of the gust depending on the RF and antenna
subsystem design. Increasing the spin rate of 6 rad/sec, the angle
of attack stabilized at 38 degrees and the @FC at 48 degrees.
The sensitivity of the results to the value of the damping coefficient
was investigated for a spin rate of 3 rad/sec. For zero damping, the
probe tumbled; and for Cmq = -0.3, the probe damped to negligible angles
of attack in 4 seconds whereupon @FC became nearly zero. The powerful
effect of the damp_g coefficient leads to concern of the reliability
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and adequacyof existing data on the 60 degree cone and suggests an
investigation of artificial dampers.
3.5.6.4 Spin Stabilization
A linearized analysis detailed in the Entry Probe Synthesis Supplement
was performed to evaluate the potentials of using gyroscopic forces to
restrain the entry probe attitude against the weathercocking stability
moments due to winds and gusts. The results show that the spin rate
must be
P Wnly/Ix (T)
(Wn = natural circular frequency),
or on the order of 50 rad/sec (500 rpm). A spin rate of this
magnitude would have to be imparted after the probe trajectory is
nearly vertical, but there is no guarantee that winds and gusts
could not cause a large attitude error prior to the high spin up.
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3.6 Heat Shield Subsystem
3.6.1 Functional Requirements
The heat shield subsystem must maintain its integrity throughout
all the operational phases and withstand the following environments
prior to Venus entry.
(I) Dryheat sterilization (293°F, 36 hours, 3 cycles)
(2) Ground _--6_1_ and storage for uo. to 9 months
(3) Launch vibration and accelerations (See Section 3.7 for levels)
(4) Transit (about lOOdays) in vacuum
(5) Cold soak of -30°F
During Venus entry, the heat shield must protect the aeroshell composite
structure from exceeding its allowable design temperature, nominally
selected as 600°F. The heat shield must have sufficient strength to
withstand the effects of mechanical loads, thermal gradients, shear
stresses, pressure loads, and pressure gradients during entry.
Following the heat pulse, the heat shield must have sufficient
strength at elevated temperature to withstand the thermal soak out,
at 600OF, assuring adhesion of the shield until impact on Venus.
3.6.2 Heat Shield Definition
3.6.2.1 Definition of Mathematical Model
3.6.2.1.1 General
The basis for all heat shield thickness calculations
and analytical studies of ablator thermal performance is Avco
computer program 1600, a transient charring ablation/conduction
mathematical model developed and improved during the design and
flight test analyses phases of various entry vehicle programs.
The program utilizes the technology as described in
Reference 32. The program was written using very generalized
expressions in order to satisfy the requirements for solution
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of manyspecific but widely varying heat transfer
problems. Input variables can be madeeither continuous
or step functions of temperature, time and/or distance;
the inclusion of several explicit functions allow for
variations of properties such as thermal conductivity with
the density of a charring ablator. Program 1600 is capable
of analyzing a composite of up to ten materials. The
particular features which are pertinent to the analyses
for the Venus probe studies are discussed in the following
paragraphs.
3.6.2.1.2 Surface Fnenomena
During the period of aerodynamic heating, the front
surface energy balance option which is used is given by
equation (8):
L'- 21+I¢
heating blockage factor, _, is anThe convective
expression of the form:
-- exp- (9)
where
(i0)
It is seen from equation (9) that for high mass injection
rates which are associated with entry into the Venus
atmosphere that the blockage factor approaches zero
and the model predicts that no convective heating reaches
the ablator surface. The possibility that this condition
may be physically unrealistic is recognized and is being
investigated along with the associated effects on the
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heat shield.
In this study, a conventional wall enthalpy
correction is madeon the "cold wall" heat flux. In
addition, a combustion enthalpy, HREF,is included as
defined by equation (ii):
f ' I (ii)
where the term within the brackets defines the rate at
which the diffusion limit is being approaches, and hence
the rate at which surface carbon is being oxidized.
It is noted that the enthalpy correction can be
computed in a more rigorous fashion including special
corrections at the stagnation region or on other regions
of the body and may be of interest for more refined heat
shield analyses.
The remaining terms of the surface energy balance
are self-explanatory. It is seen that gas cap radiation
is included as a separate heating mode and is modified
only by surface absorptivity. An option is also available
to account for sub-surface attenuation of the external
radiant heating.
Surface recession rate for a carbonaceous material
(i.e., X6300) is obtained at low surface temperatures
by the reaction rate expression of equation (12):
, f
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As surface temperatures and reaction rates increase, the
surface recession rate becomescontrolled by the diffusion
of oxygen to the surface as given by equation (13):
At even higher temperatures, the solid surface sublimes
and the recession rate is given by the sublimation
expression of equation (14):
. E_ _ {,@
The recession model for OTWR is controlled by the
sublimation rate of the silica surface and is described
only by equation (14):
Following the period of high entry heating and during
subsonic descent, a convective heating (or cooling) term
replaces the previously used convective and radiant heating.
The surface energy balance then assumes the form of
equation (15) :
4 (15)
- _-_-I.. = - _-
clx
The boundary condition of equation (15) is also used
to analyze the entry and descent thermal control problem.
3.6.2.1.3 Internal Energy and Mass Balances
The internal energy balance is given by equation (16):
_ (16)
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In this internal energy balance, the relationship
between thermal conductivity and density and
temperature is handled by an explicit function
given in equation (17):
The mass loss rate due to decomposition is governed
by the continuity equation (18) :
x_-L
X=5
and the rate of density change is an Arrhenius
expression as given by equation (19):
These are the principal expressions which con-
stitute the mathematical model used for heat shield
analysis. Further specific details of the program
1600 are given in reference 32.
The nomenclature used in the above expressions
is defined as follows:
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Hw
Hs
_tr
5
T w
Pf
i%
K
HC
st
E7
A3
P
UO
U1
E8
HEAT SHIELD CALCULATION MODEL
NOMENCLATURE
(listed in order of appearance in text)
Descri_tio n
cold wall convective heat flux
wall enthalpy
gas enthalpy
surface absorptivity
gas cap radiant heat flux
Stefan-Boltzmann constant
surface emissivity
wall temperature
density at ablating surface
heat of vaporization
thermal conductivity
equation shape parameter = 0.618
transpiration factor of solid surface
transpiration factor of decomposition products
mass concentration of oxygen in boundary layer
heat of combustion per pound of oxygen
transition surface recession rate
order of reaction
reaction rate coefficient
pres sure
molecular weight of atmosphere
molecular weight of oxygen
order of reaction
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S__mbol
B3
TW
U3
U2
E9
&
/37
hf
%
C
P
EUH./_
CG
CPC
DELH
BttOK
ACHAB
NC_R
BCIt/_
Description
activation temperature
reciprocal of weight fraction of free carbon
atomic weight of carbon
atomic weight of oxygen
exponent for pressure -- sublimation
sublimation rate coefficient
order of reaction
activation temperature
convective heat transfer coefficient
ambient atmospheric temperature
density
specific heat
Hegel number
specific heat of decomposition products
specific heat of char
heat of decomposition
fraction of char
reaction rate coefficient
char density
order of reaction
activation temperature
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3.6.2.2 Thermal Properties of Candidate Heat Shield Materials
3.6.2.2.1 General
The need for thermal properties from many ground and
flight test data sources is evident in order to provide
confidence in the design of any ablative heat shield. The
problem is even more specific, however, since an assessment
must be made of the applicability of the test environments
to the anticipated design environment. It is thus recognized
immediately that significant gaps exist between the type of
data which are available for almost all ablators and the data
required for analysis of ablator performance during entry into
the atmosphere of Venus. The importance of the radiation
heating requires optical data on materials which have not been
needed for previous applications. The foreign atmosphere
which itself is not well defined requires similarly derived
materials performance data. The objective here is not to
discuss at length the problems such as these or even the
justification for the properties selected for heat shield
thickness studies, it is only intended to present the
properties, as used, and to describe the sources and techniques
from which they were derived. Inadequacies, possible conservatisms,
and possible unconservatisms are recognized and can only be
assessed after further materials testing.
3.6.2.2.2 Summary of Properties
Two high density ablators, oblique tape wound refrasil
(0TWR) and a carbon phenolic (X6300), and a low density ablator
Avcoat 5026-39/HC-G were chosen as representative of the two
classes of ablators for the purpose of initial capsule heat
shield thickness studies. A low density ablator was included
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because of the range of entry and configuration
parameters.
The properties of these ablators are summarized
in Tables 3.52 and 3.53 , which list, respectively,
internal properties and surface ablation properties.
It is noted that the properties of OTWRrepresent the
results of approximately six years of work included
both ground tests, as well as correlations with flight
data from Mark llA and Mark 5 operational vehicles,
and LORVand REXresearch vehicles. Properties for
X63OOhave been accumulated from approximately 1 1/2 yrs.
of work using ground tests. The summaryof the work for
OTWRmaybe formed in Reference 33 while that for X6300
is contained in Reference 34.
Available thermal properties information, arc data,
and flight data from a wide variety of sources were used
to generate the inputs necessary for calculation of
Avcoat 5026-39/HC-Gthicknesses. The values of thermal
conductivity, specific heat of the virgin and charred
material, the specific heat of the pyrolysis gases, char
density, and the heat of decomposition were all derived
from flight test correlations as discussed in Reference 35.
Internal decomposition coefficients were derived from
thermogravimetric analysis information. Surface
recession characteristics were deduced from arc test
data obtained in several ground facilities, including both
0
laminar and turbulent flow. Table 3.54 summarizes
internal thermal properties while Table 3.55 summarizes
surface characteristics. The subsequent paragraphs
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TABLE 3.52
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TABLE3.53
SURFACEABIATIONPROPERTIES
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TABLE 3.54
INTERNAL TKERMAL PROPERTIES
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T_ 3.55
AVCOAT 5026-39/HC-G
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discuss briefly the sources of data.
3.6.2.2.3 Internal Properties
3.6.2.2.3.1 Thermal Conductivity
The conductivity of virgin and charred material
was derived for both ablators from ASTMstandard
guarded hot plate tests over a range of temperatures.
Char conductivity is obtained by decomposing the
specimen in an oven at a prescribed temperature
before conductivity tests are performed. It is seen
from Tables 3.52 and 3.54 that the conductivity of
X6300and 5026-39 is a function of not only temperature
but also density. Therefore, an explicit function is
used to correlate the conductivity test data with the
analytical model.
3.6.2.2.3.2 Specific Heat
As in the case of thermal conductivity, measure-
ments of specific heat are determined on virgin and
pre-charred specimens for several ranges of temperature.
The technique used for 5026-39, OTWR,and X6300 is
the Method of Mixtures. Sampleenthalpy is compared
to the reference enthalpy at several temperatures. The
first derivative of the resulting enthalpy-temperature
plot is the specific heat of the ablator. Table 3.52
again indicates the use of an explicit function to
describe the dependenceof X6300 specific heat on
char density, as well as temperature.
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3.6.2.2.53 Decomposition Rate Constants
The rate at which density is reduced from virgin to
a fully charred value was derived from conventional
thermogravimetric analysis. Utilizing the massloss
test data and a computer program, the "best" values of
ACHAR,NCHAR,and BCHARare derived for the Arrhenius
expression. For OTWR,however, an inherent difficulty
of thermogravimetric analysis was recognized from Mark 5
flight data, namely that the temperature rise rates for
the ground tests are far lower than those attained during
actual reentry. Therefore, the OTWRreaction rate constants
for internal decomposition were derived by initially assuming
a first-order decomposition and an activation energy of 20
cal/mole and then analytically matching Mark 5 flight-test
char depth data.
3.6.2.2.3.4 Verification of Internal Properties
The adequacyof the internal thermal properties as utilized in
Program 1600 has been verified by comparisons of predicted
temperatures to temperatures measuredduring ROVERSarc
tests. These comparisons are madeby using a thermocouple
near the heated surface as the driving force for predictions.
This technique uncouples surface from subsurface phenomena
and provides a direct evaluation of internal properties.
Assessmentof internal properties for OTWRincludes
not only ground test correlations similar to those for
X6300, but also flight test correlations. Char depth
measurementsfrom flight vehicles agree very well with
predictions and comparisons of ablator backface temperatures
indicate a very slight over-prediction.
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3.6.2.2.4 Surface Ablation Properties
3.6.2.2.4.1 X6300Ablation
The oxidation recession model for X6300requires
the acquisition of recession parameters in the reaction
rate (low surface temperature) regime, the diffusion
(moderate to high surface temperature) regime, and the
sublimation (very high surface temperature) regime.
Reaction rate constants are derived from bench tests
where precharred specimensare heated with electrical
heaters and measurementsare madeof surface temperature
and mass loss. Plots of oxidation rate as a function of
the reciprocal of surface temperature are used with the
reaction rate expression to determine A3 and B3 reaction
constants. These values were subsequently verified from
Model 500 arc tests where surface temperature is recorded
after arc shut-down (in order to obtain surface temperatures
in the reaction rate regime). Recorded temperatures were
comparedto Program 1600 predictions and showedexcellent
agreement.
Diffusion parameters (i.e. fraction of carbon 1/TW
and combustion enthalpy HC) were derived from Model 500
arc tests. It is assumedthat these tests produce a fully
charred surface and steady-state ablation in the diffusion
regime. An initial value of the carbon fraction 1/TWis
obtained from data plots; subsequent calculations using
Program 1600 to match experimental recession rates determine
the final value. The combustion enthalpy HCis obtained
from the measured reradiated flux and then using Program 1600
with various combustion enthalpies to match closely the
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3.6.2.3
predicted and measuredreradiated fluxes.
There are no test data available to define the
sublimation constants for X6300. Avco utilizes a vapor
presSure-temperature relationship which is consistent
with a measuredtriple point of carbon to predict
sublimation coefficients. Comparisonof predicted to
measuredrecession from two IOMWarc tests do indicate
reasonable agreementusing these sublimation constants.
3.6.2.2.4.2 OTWRAblation
It is assumedfor this high silica material that
surface recession is governed by the direct vaporization
of the SiO2 molecule. Therefore, coefficients ( ___6 _7)
are obtained from JANAFdata on the Gibbs free energy of
the Si02 system. Using Model 500 tests and again assuming
steady-state ablation with a fully charred surface, the heat
of vaporization Hvand the stagnation point transpiration
coefficient _ are determined. Transpiration coefficients
for non-stagnation flow were derived from expressions
involving molecular weight ratios for laminar and
turbulent flow.
Parametric Study of Heat Shield Thicknesses
3.6.2.3.1 Scopeof Study
Parametric heat shield studies were performed over the
samerange of conditions covered in the parametric heat transfer
study (Section 3.5). Twohigh density materials were compared,
carbon phenolic (X6300) and oblique tape woundrefrasil (OTWR).
These two materials are typical high carbon and silica content
materials which have received research and development for high
performance (high heating rate) earth entry vehicles. Only
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high density materials were studied parametrically, as
it did not becomeapparent until late in the study that
suitably restricted missions and configurations could be
defined that would reduce the heating rates and pressure
levels compatible with the performance of low density
ablators such as the Apollo material, Avcoat 5026-39/HC-G.
The design conditions assumedan 80°F temperature
at entry, a 0.090 inch titanium structure, and an allowable
600°F prior to impact (unstaged) and the bondline does not
exceed 600°F prior to Mach0.5 (staged).
3.6.2.3.2 Stagnation Point: Blunt Cone
Review of the data of Table 3.56 showsthat the AV-IO
and the AV-50atmospheres will control the design of the
heat shield for protection to impact. In all cases, X6300
is clearly the superior ablator. At Mach0.5, all atmospheres
yield similar thicknesses; therefore, it is seen that the long
descent times associated with the denser atmospheres impose
a thickness penalty on the heat shield. The maximumpenalty
increases according to the following_
Maximum Thickness Difference Between Impact and Mach 0.5
X6300 OTWR
AV-4 0.i0" 0.02"
AV-10 0.14 0.12
AV-50 0.23 0.13
Since the descent penalty on thickness can become so
large, it is strongly recommended that thermal protection be
provided to Mach 0.5. If protection is provided only until
Mach 0.5, a bondline temperature overshoot relative to the 600°F
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value can be expected. Figure 3.35 illustrates a typical
bondline temperature history for the AV-4 atmosphere (the
model of greatest current interest). It is seen that the
bondline exceeds the design limit by only about 55°F and based
on bond test experience, it is not expected that this overshoot
will cause the heat shield to be removed as a result of bond
failure. Figure 3.35 also showsthat the heat shield does
not approach the atmospheretemperature of 620°F at impact
for the AV-4 atmosphere. Recent Venera 4 data indicates
that the surface temperature is lower than the AV-4 model,
520°F (subearth point), and although the descent time would be
markedly longer than in the AV-4 model atmosphere, the lower
atmospheric temperature eases the problem of retaining (with
certainty) the heat shield to impact if retention is desired.
The effects of entry angle on ablator thickness are given
on Figures 3.36 through 3.39. It is seen that for both ablators
the predicted variation of thickness between 20° and 90° entry
angles is a factor of approximately 2 for all three atmosphere
models. Figure 3.40 illustrates a further break-out of heat
shield thicknesses at the stagnation point of a staged entry
probe, showing the ablated depths as well as the total thicknesses
for AV-10 atmosphere. It is seen that for X6300, the major
reason for variation of total thickness with entry angle up
to -50° is the insulation (i.e., that part of the total thickness
which is not removedby ablation). At steeper entry angles,
both componentsof the total thickness remain relatively constant.
For OTWR,the change of insulation thickness is comparable to
the change of ablated depth between -20° and -35° . From
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-35° to -50°, the change of total thickness is controlled
more by ablated depth than by insulation. As for X6300
there is little change to either component for entry
angles steeper than "50° •
The effects of entry velocity on stagnation point
thicknesses are shown on Figures 3.41 and 3.42. It is seen
that the effects between 34,246 ft/sec and 42,009 ft/sec
are even larger than the effects of entry angle, especially
for 0TWR. As expected, it is highly desirable to minimize
entry velocity.
The influences ofm/CDA are indicated on Figures 3.43
and 3.44. Although the thickness penalty is not extreme
between M/CDA = 0.627 slugs/ft 2 and M/CDA = 1.1 slugs/ft 2,
the penalty does become much more significant at M/CD A
= 2.52 slugs/ft 2.
3.6.2.3.3 Mid-Cone Point: Blunt Cone
Table 3.57 indicates that the decisive advantages of
X6300 relative to total thickness and local weight as seen
at the stagnation point are no longer apparent. This result
is due to lower ablation for both materials and smaller
insulation thicknesses for 0TWR than for X6300.
Once again, it appears that either the AV-10 or the
AV-50 atmosphere will dictate final ablator thicknesses
rather than the short descent time AV-4 atmosphere.
The penalty associated with protection to impact rather
than to Mach 0.5 is again significant depending upon entry
angle. Maximum thickness differences are shown below:
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MaximumThickness Difference BetweenImpact and Mach0.5
X6300 OTWR
AV-4 0.i0" 0.02"
AV-IO 0.14 0.12
AV-50 0.19 0.13
Variations of heat shield thicknesses with entry angle are
indicated on Figures 3.45 through 3.48. The largest influence
is on the Mach0.5 thickness for X6300where the change is a
factor of 2.5. Figure 3.49shows the contribution of the
ablated depth to total_thickness for the range of entry angles
and for the AV-IO atmosphere. It is evident for both ablators
that the ablated depth remains relatively constant over the
entire range of entry angles. Therefore, the primary reason
for changes to total thickness is the variation of the insulation
component.
Figures3.50 and 3.51 showthat on the mid-cone the
effects of entry velocity are not as great as at the stagnation
point for either material. However, the penalities associated
with higher entry velocities still makeit desirable to maintain
entry velocity at a minimal value.
The influences of M/CDA(note that these M/CDA's correspond
to different cone angles) at the mid-cone point indicate that
heat shield thicknesses are lowest near the value of 1.1 slugs/ft 2
as seen onFigures 5.52 and 3.53. This result is a consequence
of th_heat load variation with M/CDAand cone angle.
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3.6.2.3.4 Mid-Cone Point: Sharp Cone
Parametric results given in Table 3.58 show, as for
the sharp cone cases, the AV-IO or the AV-50 control heat
shield thicknesses when protection to impact is the design
criteria, and that atmosphere model is not important for
protection to Mach 0.5.
The penalty associated with protecting to impact is
again a significant one; maximum thickness differences
are the same as those for the blunt cone.
Figures 3.54 through 3.57 indicate large effects of
entry angle on thicknesses, especially for X6300.
Velocity effects, as shown on Figures 3.58 and 3.59
are not as large as for the blunt cone and the need for
low entry velmcity is no longer as great.
Figures 3.60 and 3.61, which show M/CDA influences,
indicate trends which are reversed from those on the blunt
cone. Because of heat load variations, theM/CDA = 1.1 slugs/ft 2
requires maximum thicknesses.
3.6.2.3.5 Reservations on Analysis
It must be recognized that at this point in time the
prediction of ablator thicknesses can, at best, indicate
trends only. There are several analytical and experimental
considerations which are not evaluated for the Venus probe
entry. It is not intended to discuss these problem areas
here (see Section 4.0), but only to list them and to recognize
that their resolution can alter significantly the results
presented above. These areas include:
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Table 3.56
Ven_s Entry Probe
Heat Shield Thickness at Stagnation Point, Blunt Cone
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Table 3.57
Venus Probe
Heat Shield Thickness at Mid-Cone Point, Blunt Cone
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Table 3.58
Venus Probe
Heat Shield Thickness at Mid-Cone Point, Sharp Cone
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a. Effects of surface absorptivity and angular reflectance.
b. Experimental evaluation of atmosphere effects on ablator
performance.
c. Lower limit on convective heating blockage factor.
d. Evaluation of radiant heating.
e. Determination from experiment of sublimation constants.
3.6.2.3.6 Ablation P_rformance
The ablative weight loss is roughly three times larger
for the OTWR than for the carbon phenolic, and at the steep
entry angles necessary for sub-earth point targeting, half
the heat shield weight is ablated for the carbon phenolic
case, and 85% is ablated for the OTWR case. The smaller
ablation percentage for the carbon phenolic is favorable in
reducing the shape change and mass uncertainties important to
the acce!erometer experiment and more generally to the over-all
prediction of the entry probe performance, especially the
effects of as2unmetries.
Because of the mass ablated, the boundary layer thickens
displacing the shock further from the body. Using the results
of Katzen and Kaatari 36, an estimate was made of the comparative
effects of OTWR and carbon phenolic.
The correlation of shock standoff distance with injection
given by Katzen and Kaatari was used, namely:
_ f m5 ]
o _. v L e_ t4_l"1-J (20)
where
(5, ,/)--
shock stand off distance with and with-
out injection
unit area mass flow of injected and up-
stream gases
molecular weight of shock layer and
injected gas mixture
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TS} T- = temperature of injected gas and shock layer
_s/_a = normal shock density ratio
The following assumptions were made:
(1) The temperature of the injected gas is equal to
the wall surface temperature.
(2) The molecular weights of the injected gas equivalent
to carbon phenolic or 0TWRablation are 28 and 44 respectively.
The following data was obtained from the ablation and thermo-
chemical analysis for the carbon phenolic case (45 degree cone,
VE = 38,254 fps, _E = -70 ° , M/CDA = i.i AV-4 atm.).
0.156 12.6 9650 4767 19.5 1.43
0.160 12.6 z0200 5330 20.0 1.43
43 o.no 13.0 11550 5732 18.0 1.3o
44 0.050 14.0 12215 6073 17.0 1.14
45 0.014 17.0 0024 6113 18.0 1.05
46 0.005 28.0 a92 596O 18.0 1.04
For the case of 0TWR,
Tim____e _g/Ao
41 4.5
42 3.0
43 2.37
44 1.36
45 1.13
46 1.06
The results show a small effect on the shock stand off
distance in the vicinity of peak radiative heating, being about
10% for carbon phenolic and 25% for OTWR. As this affects only
the non-absorbed part of the radiation prediction (the UV in this
prediction is assumed black body limited) then the effect on
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integrated radiation is approximately 5%for carbon
phenolic and 10%for OTWR.
Although it is not knownwhether either ablator presents
any problem of internal radiant heat transfer, it is likely that
this problem will be less significant for X6300 than for OTWR.
3.6.2.3.7 Shear Requirements
A summaryof the aerodynamic shear levels (cold wall, no
ablation effects) predicted over the range of parameters studied
is given in Table 3.59. The sharp cones are seen to have an
extremely wide range of shear levels, whereas the blunt cones
in general have shear levels within the shear resistance
capabilities of high density ablator materials. The possibility
of use of low density ablator materials, which could potentially
decrease the insulative weight requirements markedly, appears
possible for the low entry angles for all blunt configurations,
and for the Iow M/CDAvehicles at the steeper entry angles. More
detailed discussions of limiting shear requirements on low density
materials are given in Section 4.5.
3.6.2.3.8 Summaryof Parametric Study Results
Subject to the reservations noted above, the parametric
study yielded the following conclusions:
(a) Carbonphenolic is a preferred materials candidate
because of its superior ablative performance and lower
total weight.
(b) Thermal protection design to Mach0.5 is adequate
as the subsequent overshoot in bondline temperature is
small and vanishes quickly.
(c) The blunt configurations have modest shear levels
over the whole range of entry angles and are preferrable
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from this viewpoint.
(d) Low density ablators appear possible for low
M/CDA(0.6 slug/ft 2 or less) over a wide range of
entry angles.
(e) The heat shield weight, based on a backface temperature design
criteria at Mach0.5 is relatively insensitive to atmospheremodel.
(f) The effects of entry angle on heat shield weight are predominantly
due to the insulative requirements, but for entry angles steeper than
-50 degrees, the weight variation is small.
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3.6.2.7 Heat Shield Thicknesses for Low M/CDA Entry Probe
Digital computer program 1600 was used to calculate the thickness of
Avcoat 5026-39/HC-G required to protect a stainless steel structure to a
600OF maximum temperature for that portion of the entry down to Mach 0.5.
The structure was considered to be a honeycomb sandwich on the conical part
of the 60 ° cone and a 0.06 inch shell in the stagnation region. The heating
histories at the stagnation point and at the maximum diameter point were
supplied for the following conditions:
M/c = o.15slugs/ft2
VE = 35,600 ft/sec
--_5oo
Details of analysis are given in Section 4.5, the results are given below.
It was established that the AV-50 atmosphere dictates the maximum total
thickness of ablator. Based upon these criteria, minimum thermal require-
ments (i.e., not including any safety factors) are as follows:
stagnation point : O. 15"
max. diameter point: 0.17"
The fact that the ablator thickness on the cone is larger than the thickness
at the stagnation region is a consequence of the more efficient dissipation
of incident energy at the stagnation point through the ablation mechanism.
On the cone a large portion of the energy is conducted into the ablative
materia i.
On the basis of possible uncertainties in the thermal calculations and, more
important, on the basis of the ability to fabricate the honeycomb ablator,
it is recommended that the preliminary ablator thickness for this capsule
be defined as 0.30 inches. Further studies (thermal, manufacturing, and
structural) must be performed to establish that the ablator can indeed be
utilized in this thickness range and to determine the possibilities for
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further reduction. It is noted that 0.30 inches will maintain the steel structure
at a maximumtemperature of approximately 300°F, again neglecting any factors
of safety.
The bondline temperature response is shownparametrically in Figure 3.62 as
a function of heat shield thickness. Note that at impact, the bondline tempera-
ture is high, but lagging the atmosphere of 890°F by at least 200 degrees. The
more recent lower temperature estimates of the surface temperature of 520°Fwill
ease this problem area.
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3.6.3 Functional Description
Carbon phenolic heat shields are utilized for the Best RF Occultation
Probe Mission and Best Entry Probe Mission missions, whereas the low
density Avcoat 5026-39/HC-G material is utilized for the Minimum
Flyby/Entry Probe Mission. The heat shield thicknesses and weights are
summarized in Table 3.60.
Table 3.60
Heatshield Summary
Mission
Best RF Occultation Probe
Best Entry Probe
Minimum Flyby/Entry Probe
48"
43"
Material Nominal Thickness I Total Wt. lb.
Carbon
Phenolic
Carbon
Phenolic
Avcoat
5026-39/
HC-G
.31
.29
.3O
51
12
The heat shields are designed to prevent the substructure bondline from
exceeding 6OO°F prior to Mach 0.5. An initial temperature of 80°F at entry
is assumed. No contingency factor has been allowed in the heating and
materials properties, although flight tests have shown the methods of
analysis to be conservative (earth entry). In the case of the 5026-39/HC-G,
a manufacturing limit of 0.3 inch (estimated) provides roughly a factor
of two on the thickness thermally required.
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3.7 Aeroshell Structure
3.7.1 Functional Requirements
The primary shell and internal structure are required to maintain
their integrity throughout the operating sequence. This sequence begins
at the factory and includes (1) sterilization cycle temperature and loads,
(2) handling and transportation loads, (3) ascent loads, (4) space flight
temperatures, (5)Av maneuvering and separation forces, (6) entry temperatures
and loads, and (7) descent atmospheric temperature and pressure loads.
The most important constraint on the structural design is the need for
minimum weight compatible with development cost and schedule objectives.
Minimum entry weight was found important for Mars missions due to the low
M/CDA requirements; for the Venus mission, light structural weight is
highly _°_o_i _ not orgy to reduce i....._ --^_"_ _-_ also to lower the
M/CDA as this markedly influences the severity of the radiative and convective
heating rates.
A summary of the mission independent design requirements is given in
Table 3.61. The sterilization canister is pressurized to 16 psi and regulated
to this value until just prior to injection, when it is vented, in which
case the maximum canister differential pressure_ is 16 psi.
The mission dependent requirements related to the entry aerodynamic
pressures and inertial reaction loads were considered parametrically,
and the results given in the subsequent sections.
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TABLE 3._I
SUMMARY OF MISSION INDEPENDENT DESIGN CONDITIONS
FOR ENTRY PROBE STRUCTURE
Mission Sequence Design Condition
Ground Handling
Sterilization
Launch
T raj ec to ry Maneuver
Cruise
Entry
Vibration *
+ 3.5 ge (rms)
+ 1.5 ge
Packaged *
+ 1.3g e
Oo363 in D.A.
+ 5.0 ge
2 to 50 cps
50 tp 300 cps
2 to 26 cps
26 to 52 cps
52 to 300 cps
293°F, Sterile Canister Pressure
Max. Differential
Sustained Acceleration
6.0 ge axial
0.4 ge lateral
_V Force = 1OO pounds
Spaceflight temperature distribution
-16°F to l_2OF
16 psi
Bondline temperature _ 6OO°F at Mach 0.5
* From reference 37
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The design criteria are static stability of the structural shell,
yield stress allowables, minimum gage allowables, and composite thermal
and mechanical compatibility of the heat shield and the supporting structure.
The structural analysis was concentrated on the entry thermal and mechanical
loads. Detailed supporting analyses in the areas of cold soak, combined
thermal and mechanical heat shield stresses during entry and complete
structure, heat shield and payload elastic interactions are presented
in Section 4.4 Failure Mode Survey. The buckling design criteria for
the aeroshell and base ring are given in Reference 37.
As previous studies showed that the effects of asymmetrical pressure
loads on structural weight of conical entry vehicles is small and as the
angles of attack of peak loads are small (less than 5 deg) the analyses
were restricted to axisymmetric solutions. For both yielding and buckling
failure evaluations _-_ (_^_ _^_ --.i__ by _ o_ _..-._ _ were __ .~
computed stresses compared to the yield strength of the material and loads
compared to the critical buckling loads.
The aerodynamic forces are periodic and related to the rigid body
motions of the entry probe, which is both spinning and pitching. The rigid
body frequencies are in the range of 15-20 cps. As previous studies (Reference
37) showed the fundamental shell harmonic to b% more than an order of magnitude
larger than the rigid body frequency, dynamic shell response calculations
were not performed for this mission study.
Substantiating the rationale for this approach is the fact that the
Venus probes are relatively small and stiff structurally in order to resist
the high entry loads environment. The possibility of unsteady flow effects
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is discussed in Section /+.2, but at the present time we must resort to testing
Several construction options werestudied, monocoque, stiffened shell,
and honeycomb. The alternative of combining the internal pressurized payload
canister with the aeroshell was also examined. The parametric study results,
limited by the need for expediency in the mission study, are presented
in the following sections.
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3.7.2 Aeroshell Structure Definition
3.7.2.1 Maximum Deceleration Loads Experienced by the Entr V Probe
To arrive at the maximum g loads, parametrically, a straight line
trajectory approximation was utilized. This approximation was found
satisfactory since there was little trajectory bending in the vicinity
of the maximum loads over the range of entry flight path angles and entry
velocities considered. Also maximum deceleration occured in the stratosphere
which is assumed to be isothermal in the Venus model atmospheres considered.
The maximum g load can be determined from
V_ (-sin _ E)
gmax = (21)
2e C x 32.2
where
VE is the entry velocity
_E is the entry flight path angle
C is the atmospheric scale height
e is the Napierian base
The scale height is calculated from
C = RTsT
MgSL
where
(22)
R is the universal gas constant
TST is the stratosphere temperature
M is the atmospheric molecular weight
gSL is the acceleration of gravity at sea level
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In Table 3.62 is presented the scale height and associated physical
properties for the atmospheric models considered.
TABLE 3.62
SCALE HEIGHT OF VENUS MODEL ATMOSPHERES
Atmosphere, Bar
gSL, Ft/Sec2
TST DEG K
Mole Fraction of CO 2
Mole Fraction of N2
M
C, Ft
50
27.3
194.2
.i0
.90
29.6
21,600
lO
29.06
225.2
.25
.75
32
21,700
4
30
234
.75
.25
39
17,900
From Table 3.62 it can be seen that the AV-4 atmosphere with the
lowest value of scale height will result in the greatest deceleration
load. Whereas, the lowest loads will be experienced for entry into the
AV-IO. Figure 3.63 shows the maximum g load variation as a function of
entry flight path angle and entry velocity.
The range of aerodynamic pressures is readily found by force relation-
ships and the stagnation pressure is given by,
Ps = O.42gma x __M psi (23
where __M is in slug/ft 2
CoA
Referring to Figure 3.63, the peak value of g is 403 for the Best RF
Occultation Probe Mission (_E = -60o' VE = 38250 fps) and for an M/C_
of 1 slug/ft 2, the peak stagnation pressure is 170 psi. Since the M/CDA
ranges from O. 5 $o 2.5 slug/ft2, the maximum stagnation pressure will range
from 85 to 420 psi.
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On the forecone, the expansion of the flow drops the pressure (See Section
4.2 for pressure distributions) so that the range of interest is 50 to 300 psi.
The pressure _=v=l_ are _=_=_=dto the c_.._6_=_,^_".... $ .... =_ the _a_1....6_ cone
angles like 60 degrees, have the lower M/CDA'Sand hence lower pressures.
For very low M/CDAconcepts, on the order of 0.2 slugs/ft 2, and low entry
velocities, 36000 fps, the pressure range of interest is l0 to 50 psi.
3.7.2.2 Parametric Aeroshell Structural Weight Study. 50 to 300 psi
3.7.2.2.1 Scope of Parametric Study _0 to _00 psi
A parametric structural weight study was performed to evaluate the
aeroshell structure weight as a function of pressure, aerodynamic shape,
base diameter, structure material, and shell construction. A range from
28 to 72 was considered for the aeroshell base diameter and half-cone
angles of 30°, 45°, and 60 ° were considered for the aerodynamic shapes.
Honeycomb and monocoque shell constructions of aluminum, titanium, and
steel were evaluated.
It was assumed in the study that the aeroshell has only to support
entry aerodynamic loads and not the Venus atmospheric pressure load. Hence,
the results apply only for a vented aeroshell. The structure temperature at
peak aerodynamic pressure was assumed to be 200°F. The results for both
titanium and steel would not be significantly affected for increased struc-
ture temperature to approximately 600o; however, the results for aluminum
would be affected by increased temperature.
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The shell structural componentswere sized based on either membrane
stress or buckling stability, whichever was found to be critical. The
results include the weight of a base ring which is required to stabilize
the shell against pressure loads. The results, however, do not reflect
the existance of the internal pressure vessel which is required to house
the probe instrumentation or mounting structure of the pressure vessel
to the aeroshell.
A factor of 1.7 was applied to the honeycombshell weights to account
for closeouts, splice plates, inserts, and local beef-up of facesheets to
support bending loads induced by the reactions of the payload module.
3._.2.2.2 Parametric Study Results, 50 to _00 psi
The aeroshell weights for aluminum as a function of both stagnation
pressure, Zs, and base diameter, _ ......... +_ in _= 3 A4, _ Ag, an_
3.66 for cone half angles of 30°, 45°, and 60°, respectively. In addition,
the titanium aeroshell weights are presented in Figures _ _ to 3 r.....3.Ol .O_ _liu
stainless steel weights in Figures 3.70 to 3.72. The study revealed that aluminum,
titanium, and stainless steel can be rated in that order on the basis of
minimumweight. It should be noted, however, that aluminum would only be
feasible if the aeroshell were jettisoned (staged). An unstaged aluminum
aeroshell is not considered feasible in view of the 890°F surface temperature
(AV-50 atm model) of Venus. The results of this study also indicate that
honeycomb construction is more efficient than monocoque construction
although the large weight advantage would have been reduced if a stiffened
monocoque construction were considered. In general, the computed weight
differential between steel and titaniumwas small, the major factor being
that a minimumgage limitation of l0 mils was used for steel whereas 20
mils was used for titanium.
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Figure 3.68 TITANIUMAEROSHELLSTRUCTURALWEIGHTS- 45 DEGREE CONE
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Figure 3.69 TITANIUMAEROSHELLSTRUCTURALWEIGHTS- 60 DEGREECONE
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Figure 3.72 STEEL AEROSKELL STRUCTURAL WEIGHTS - 60 DEGREE CONE
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3.7.2.3 Parametric Aeroshell Weight Study, i0 to 50 psi
3.7.2.3.1 Scope of Parametric Study, i0 to 50 psi
This study was performed to evaluate the structural weight of a
beryllium monocoque and a steel honeycomb aeroshell for an entry probe
for the Minimum Flyby/Entry Probe Mission. The aerodynamic shape considered
was the blunt cone with a half angle of 60 degrees and a relatively small
nose radius; the range of base diameters considered was 28 to 72 inches.
The range of aerodynamic stagnation pressure evaluated in the study was
I0 to 50 psi. The study was based on buckling stability as the structural
criterion and assumed the structure temperature at peak aerodynamic pressure
to be 200°F although temperature levels up to 600°F would not appreciably
affect the results for the material considered. A minimum gage of .020-inch
was assumed for the beryllium.
The steel honeycomb aeroshell was evaluated for the same range of
aerodynamic loads. A minimum face sheet thickness of .OlO-inch was used
although, in practice, slightly thinner face sheets have been used, e.g.,
portions of the Apollo Command Module structure utilize .O08-inch face
sheets. A minimum core thickness of .lO-inch was also used. As is customary
in making preliminary weight estimates for honeycomb construction, a
factor of 1.7 was applied to the aeroshell weights to account for rings,
splices, closeouts, fittings, and the effects of bending stresses.
3.7.2.3.2 Parametric Stud_¥ Results, i0 to 50 psi
The results for the beryllium monocoque and ring stiffened monocoque are
presented in Figure 3.73. The results for the steel honeycomb are presented
in Figure 3.74. The aeroshell weights in Figures 3.73 and 3.7% include
the base ring which is required to ensure stability of the conical shell,
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Figure 3.73 BERYLLIUM AEROSHELL STRUCTURAL WEIGHTS, 10-50 psi - 60 DEGREE CONE
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Figure 3.74 STEEL AEROSHELL STRUCTUP_L WEIGHTS,
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10-50 psi - 60 DEGREE CONE
but does not include payload support structure, attachment rings, or local
i
shell tapering required at points of concentrated loads. For comparable
purposes, the weights for the ring stiffened beryllium shell was superposed
on the steel honeycomb weights in Figure 3.74. It will be noted that the
steel honeycomb shell weights presented are somewhat lower than shown in
Figure 3.72 for a pressure of 50 psi. This is the result of further
optimization of the base ring in view of the lower pressure levels under
consideration in this study.
The weight of a ring stiffened monocoque aeroshell structure of steel
was also studied for a low M/CDA probe with a base diameter of 43-inches.
A ring-stiffened monocoque construction is preferred for the current
reference design from the standpoint of assembly andbonding. The results
of Figure 3.74 show the weights for steel honeycomb and ring-stiffened
monocoque are comparable for the low M/CDA probe. This can be attributed to
factors such as low pressure loads, minimum gage limitations in the honeycomb,
and the weight factor which was applied to the honeycomb structure.
The results of the study indicate the obvious weight advantage
of beryllium over steel although the requirement of having to beef-up the
beryllium shell in local areas due to load concentrations and connections
along with the possible use of thinner steel face sheets in the case of
honeycomb could appreciably reduce the weight advantage of be_ylllum.
Moreover, the preference of beryllium over steel would diminish greatly its cost _
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and manufacturing considerations are also primary factors. Whereweight
limitations permit, the use of steel or another more commonlyused material
would be the most practical choice of material.
3.7.3 Functional Descrip$ion
3.7.3.1 Best R. F. Occultation Probe Mission
The aeroshell structure configuration is a 45 degree cone with a base
f
_iameter of 54 inches and a nose radius of 6.75 inches. The peak aerodynamic
unit loads are
Stagnation Pressure:
Cone Pressure:
Deceleration:
81 psi
41 psi
403 Earth g's
The payload module weight is iii ibs, resulting in a reaction force of
47,200 lbs at the payload support ring. The aeroshell structure was
designed for the entry aerodynamic loads since entry represented the critical
load environment for the aeroshell.
The aeroshell for the Best RF Occultation Probe Mission is essentially
composed in two conical sections, a forward section constructed as a ring-
stiffened steel monocoque which is carried down to the payload attachment
ring and an aft section constructed as a steel honeycomb shell which extends
from the payload ring to the base diameter. A steel base ring is provided
in order to stabilize the aft cone against buckling under external pressure
loads. The ring is designed to ensure that the cone will support pressure
loads up to at least the shell's maximum design buckling load.
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Both cone sections of the aeroshell are sized for membranestress
and stability. The stiffened monocoquecone was sized at .04 inches with
.04 x .25 inch stiffness spaced at approximately 2.5 inch intervals. For
the aft honeycombcone, minimumface sheet thickness of .01 inches With a cone
depth of .35 inches was found to be adequate for both stress and buckling.
The base ring, which is designed as an enclosed box section for weight-
saving purposes, is approximately 2.5 x 2.5 x .02 inches.
A built-up hat sectionor ring which is located at the junction of the
forward and aft cone sections provides the support attachment of the payload
module. In addition, launch and separation forces will be applied to the
probe at this sameattachment ring which will distribute the load uniformly
to the aeroshell structure. The ringwas sized to support the launch,
separation, and entry aerodynamic loads. The aeroshell weight for this
probe is computedto be 70 lbs.
3.7.3.2 Minimum Flyby/EntryProbe Mission
The aeroshell structure configuration is a 60 degree cone with a base
diameter of 43 inches and nose radius of 21.5 inches. The peak aerodynamic
limit loads are,
Stagnation pressure:
Cone pressure:
Deceleration:
34 psi
26 psi
352 earth g's
The payload module weight is 45 ibs., resulting in a total _eactlon force
of approximately 17,200 lbs. at the payload support ring.
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The aeroshell structure is constructed entirely of steel and is
composedof a spherical monocoqueshell for the nose section and a ring
stiffened monoCoqueshell for the cone section. The spherical nose is
.05-inch thick and the cone is .O3-inch thick with .0%x .25 ring
stiffeners spaced 1.5 inches on center. These gages, however, were based
on slightly lowerpressure loads (10%lower) than those mentioned above
and hence minor thickness increases would be warrented for the given loads.
The shell gages and ring stiffener requirements were based on buckling
failure; membranestresses in the shells for these gages were found to be
low relative to the yield strength.
A detailed shell analysis of the configuration was performed and the
results discussed in Section %.%., Failure ModeSummary.The detailed
analysis established that local shell tapering at the payload attachment
ring was required to reduce local bending stresses to below the allowable
yield stress. For a deceleration limit load of 320 g's, a taper from
.25 inch at the attachment ring to .05 inch over a 2-inch length is required
in both directions. For the above deceleration load of 384 g's, slightly
more taper maybe required and would have to be evaluated by more detailed
analysis.
The base ring required at the end of the cone to ensure that the cone
will develop its ultimate resistance to buckling under exterhalpressure
is an enclosed triangular section. Approximate dimensions of the ring
section established for the given loads and vehicle diameter are 2.5 inches
on the base by 1.5 inches high with a nominal thickness of .02 inches.
The computed aeroshell structure weight including the base ring is 29
pounds. Launch and separation loads are transmitted to the probe through
this base ring as well. Since the probe orientation during launch is nose-down,
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launch accelerations will introduce concentrative tensile forces at the
three points of the base ring where the attachment devices are located.
The base ring design established for the entry condition was evaluated
for the out-of-plane bending caused by this three point loading during
launch and was found to be adequate.
A cold soak compatibility study as well as reentry heating studies
were madefor this aeroshell configuration and the results are discussed
in Section 4._., Failure ModeSurvey.
3.7.3.3 Best Entry Probe Mission
The aeroshell structure configuration is a _5 degree cone with a
base diameter of 48 inches and nose radius of 6 inches. The peak aero-
dynamic limit loads are,
Stagnation Pressure:
Cone Pressure:
Deceleration:
The payload modulus weight is 95 lbs.,
lbs. at the payload support ring.
85 psi
43 psi
367 earth g's
resulting in a reaction force of 34,400
The aeroshell structure for this mission is essentially the same as
described in 3.73.3. in that the aeroshell is composed primarily of two
cone sections, a forward cone of ring-stiffened steel monocoque construction
and an aft cone of steel honeycomb construction. Since entry loads are
similar to and probe diameters are relatively close to the entry probe
for the Best RF Occultation Probe Mission, approximately the same structural
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requirements would also hold. The aeroshell structure weight of 59 ibs.
is, however, naturally lower becauseof the smaller diameter.
The launch loads are transmitted to the probe through the base ring
which is sufficiently rigid to support the loads. Thrust loads from the
V rocket are transmitted to the payload module which in turn transmits
the load through the payload module support structure to the aeroshell.
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3.8 Payload Module
3.8.1 Functional Requirements
The payload module provides the entry probe scientific instruments,
telemetry, radio frequency, and sequencing subsystems with l) a controlled
environment during descent through the Venus atmosphere, and 2) a structure
to which the components can be attached, and which provides a load path to
the entry probe aeroshell structure. At entry the temperature of the entry
probe in equilibrium with the Sun and space will be about 60 ° F_ 20°F, and
the ambient pressure is that of a hard vacuum. Following entry into the
AV-4 model atmosphere, the ambient temperature will rise to 600°K (620°F)
near the surface of Venus, and the ambient pressure will rise to 4 bar;
following entry into the AV-50 model atmosphere, the temperature will rise
to 750°K (890°F) and the pressure to 50 bar. During entry the probe and
components will experience deceleration loads that range from 335 g to 403g
(the AV-4 atmosphere providing the upper boundary). The heat pulse associated
with atmospheric deceleration is absorbed by the heat shield on the forward
section of the aeroshell and by a rear cover and thermal protection system
over the rear section of the aeroshell. Therefore the payload module thermal
protection system does not have to protect against the heating that arises
due to deceleration.
3.8.2 Payload Module Definition
3.8.2.1 Pressure Vessel Structure
Initially the two pressure vessel concepts shown in
Figure 3.75 were considered, based on the following approaches:
1. an integral approach, where the entry probe aeroshell is strengthened
to function also as the payload pressure vessel
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Figure 3.75 Entry Probe Structural Comparison
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2. a modular approach, where the entry probe aeroshell contains a single
separate pressure vessel payload module.
Comparative studies were madefor a 30° cone entry probe. The baseline pay-
load was alternately packaged in a 30° cone, and in a spherical pressure
vessel, dimensioned to be of equal volume. The resultant configurations
and dimensions are shownin Figure 3.75.
In the first concept, the aeroshell must be designed considering both the
deceleration and atmospheric induced static pressure (50 bars) loads. The
spherical vessel design is governed only by the static pressure.
Aerodynamic studies indicated that the maximumpressure at the maximumdecel-
eration point for the 30° cone is 141 psi. The pressure is based on the 4-bar
atmosphere and entry trajectory conditions of 5E = -90 deg. and VE = 38, 250 fps.
The structure temperature at peak aerodynamic pressure was assumedto be 200°F.
Somewhathigher structure temperature would not affect the results since the
high temperature materials (titanium and steel considered do not exhibit
significant reduction in strength until approximately 600°F.
Beryllium, titanium, and steel were selected as the logical structure materials
for the pressure vessel because of the 890°F temperature criterion. Both
monocoqueand waffle-stiffened shell constructions were investigated. The
shell gage requirements for titanium and steel vessels were governed by a
buckling stability criterion, but beryllium was found to be stress limited
L
and, therefore, no advantage could be realized in considering a stiffened
shell of beryllium. The results of the pressure vessel weight study are
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given in Table 3.63. As indicated_ the waffled titanium and steel structures
result in a lighter weight vessel than the beryllium for both pressure vessel
configurations.
The results also indicate that a spherical pressure vessel with the equivalent
volume of the conical pressure vessel considered is a muchmore efficient
structure and significant weight savings can be realized. Honeycombcon-
struction for the conical pressure vessel was also considered and resulting
weights were almost identical to weights calculated for the waffle construc-
tion. The weights shownin Table 3.63 do not reflect the existence of support
rings and, in particular, for the conical shape, the required edge ring for
the spherical cap. Consideration of the latter would have resulted in an
even greater difference in weight between the two configurations.
Since an aeroshell would be required in the case of the spherical pressure
vessel configuration, the structurai weight of this aeroshell was calculated
and added to the pressure vessel weight to determine a total structure weight
for that probe concept. For the aeroshell_ honeycombstructure of both tita-
nium and steei was considered. The titanium andsteel aeroshell weights were
computedat 29.0 and 24.8 pounds respectively. The steel honeycombis lighter
mainly because the minimumgage limitation for steel was taken as i0 mils
whereas for titanium it was assumedto be 20 mils. The comparison of probe
structure weight is shownin Table 3.64 for the two concepts.
Table 3.64 indicates that a weight penalty will result if the aeroshell is
l
designed to support the static pressure loads. It is also expected that the
integrated concept will be heavier than the module concept. For aeroshell
shapes with 45 and 60 degree half cone angles the weight divergence should
increase as the half cone angle increases.
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TABLE 3.63
DESIGN
CONCEPT
Monocoque
Shell
Waffle-
Stiffened
Shell
SINGLE PRESSURE VESSEL STRUCTLrRAL WEIGHT COMPARISON
STRUCTURAL PRESSURE VESSEL CONFIGURATION
MATERIAL SPHERE
22.7_" D_ER
Beryllium
Titanium
(TI-IBY-HCR-BAL)
Steel (PHI7-7)
Titanium
Steel
30°7 CONE
28" BASE RADIUS
69.9 lbs.
lO6.6
124.2
55.0
66.0
24.2
26.o
29.2
16.2
20.0
* CAPPED WITH A SPHERICAL COVER (R = 24.0")
TABLE 3.64
COMPARISON OF TOTAL ENTRY PROBE STRUCTURAL WEIGHT
PROBE DESIGN
CONCEPT
Waff].e-stiffened cone
(Pressure vessel is the
Entry body)
Spherical (waffle)
pressure vessel
with conical honey-
comb entry shell
PROBE STRUCTUR
TITANIUM
55.0
45.2
IL WEIGHT
STEEL
66.0
_I,.8
T,_S.
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The integrated structural concept would only appear attractive if there is
a significant weight saving, as separation of the payload environmental
control and primary structural functions into a pressure vessel payload
module and an aeroshell offers a distinct assembly advantage; hence the
module concept was selected for the baseline configuration. Although waffle-
stiffened steel, beryllium monocoque and titanium monocoque weights were
found to be comparable, it is questionable whether a waffle-stiffened design
is practical due to the required penetrations, flanges and load paths through
the module.
3.8.2.2 Temperature Control of Payload Module During Atmospheric
Descent
The basic concept that was used to isolate the payload
from the atmospheric temperature was to package the payload within a Dewar
type of insulation system. The payload module consists of two concentric
spherical shells isolated from each other by use of low conductivity struc-
tural attachments. The space between them is evacuated and filled with
multilayer insulation to reduce the radiation, conduction, and convection
between the outer and inner shell. The inner pressure vessel is pressurized
to distribute local heating by convection and also to inhibit voltage break-
down. The major sources of heat leakage from the outer pressure vessel into
the payload consist of the load paths that must be provided to supportthe
payload, the electrical feed throughs for transmission of sequencing signals,
checkout data, and telemetry data, and the feedthroughs required to support
the instrumentation requirements.
Two different heat transfer boundary conditions at the outer pressure vessel
were considered. In the early phase of the study, consideration was given
to an entry probe staging concept where the payload module is ejected from
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the aeroshell, resulting in forced convection heat transfer. If the payload
module is not ejected from the aeroshell and if the module stands off from
the ..... _^__ _ .... _"" _'" -_ .... _ _...... _ _ .... _--_"_
_.L-u_-±, _z_ a ____ve__,y .I_C_.uV _-- _.J.J.__ _u_u_=. J__ gases envc _
lope the payload module, and a free convection heat transfer condition results.
The thermal analysis that was conducted on the payload module considered the
entire payload as a single node, yielding a single payload temperature. The
gross temperature approximation is meaningful because the internal component
assemblies are coupled by conduction and convection to insure that hot spots
are minimized. The components are mounted to a common internal structure
which provides both a heat sink for the absorption of the dissipated power,
and also serves as a conduction path for the distribution of heat among the
boxes.
3.8.2.s.i Entry Probe Terminal Descent Profiles
Inspection of particle trajectories indicated
that it was reasonable to assume that the time from entry (6500 Km from the
center of Venus) to impact could be approximated by the terminal descent regime
as the period of high speed flight is short, taking about a minute for the
trajectory to bend to the local vertical. Terminal descent occurs in the
troposphere, wherein the subsonic drag coefficient is essentially constant.
In order to perform parametric thermal control studies, an analytical formu-
lation of the variation in atmosphere temperature and Reynolds numbers with
time during descent was derived. The result, based on the terminal descent
condition where drag equals weight*, and the ideal gas, hydrostatic and
kinematic equations, and assuming a linear temperature variation with altitude
in the troposphere, is,
*This approximation was deemed adequate, although the density is changing.
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where
L1 fsL2g
N+I
2
TSL
N - M@ -1
L1 --cL R
Cp
g
g/Cp
h
L 1
M
M/eDA
R
t
TSB
OPST,
is the acceleration of gravity
adiabatic lapse rate
altitude
fraction of adiabatic lapse rate
molecular weight
ballistic parameter
universal gas constant
descent time
sea level temperature
seal level density
Equation 24 was evaluated for the initial condition (time zero) occuring at
an altitude of 184,000 ft. in the AV-50 atmosphere and 95,700 ft. in the
AV-4 atmosphere (where the local temperature is lO0°F). Table 3.4 shows that
the troposphere ends at 232,940 ft. in AV-50 and 121,391 ft. in the AV-4.
Therefore, the temperature of lO0°F occurs within the troposphere. Tables
3.65 and 3.66 show the local environment and time variation with attitude.
The total descent time through the various model atmospheres considered is
presented in Table 3.67.
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hFT
Oxl03
_5
3o
45
6o
75
9o
io5
12o
135
15o
165
18o
184
Table 3.65
Profiles for Descent Into the AV-50 Atmosphere
v
oK swale3 -½
3350 750 4.61xlO -2 34.4 2.37xi06
2950 714 4.02 36.8 2.22
2560 680 3.51 39.4 2.16
2200 645 3.03 42.4 2. ii
187o 61o 2.59 45.9 2.oi
152o 571 2.16 50.2 1.9o
1270 539 i. 84 54.4 i. 82
io3o 5o4 1.52 59.7 1.72
780 468 1.24 66. I i.65
567 433 i. 73.7 1.53
384 399 .79 82.6 1.43
217 364 .61 88.9 1.27
34 319 .43 113.0 1.24
0 311 .39 118.2 1.21
where h is the altitude
t descent time
T local ambient temperature"
local ambient density
V descent velocity
M/CDA subsonic ballistic parameter
Re Reynolds number
D entry probe diameter
M Mach number
M
.o19
.021
.023
.026
.o29
.032
.036
.041
.047
.o55
.064
.072
.097
.io4
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Table 3.66
Profiles For Descent Into The AV-4 Atmosphere
h
FT
0xlO 3
i0
2O
30
40
5O
60
0
Oh
_.)%)
9O
95.7
,SLUG_ ½
SEC _F--_2;
623
525
436
353
281
214
156
104
59
19
0
o K
600
569
539
5O8
478
448
418
388
327
311
SLUG/FT 3
6.22xi0-3
5.23
4.35
3.59
2.92
2.34
1.85
1.44
1.09
.81
.68
V
JM/¢DA
FT/SEC 'S LUG _ -½
_F--_-_/,
98
107
118
129
144
160
181
2O5
234
272
296
Re M
D
c_
fSLUG _ -½ fSLUG _ -½
FT-I_I 'F-_;
i0.3X105 .063
9.8 .071
9.3 .08
8.6 .09
8.3 .i0
7.6 .12
7.1 .14
6.7 .16
6.1 .19
5.5 .24
5.3 .27
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Initial
Range
Table 3.67
Total Descent Time Through Atmosphere
Model
AV-50
Descent Time_ tD _'M__qDA *_ sec
3350
AV-4 623
Revised
Range_-_
AV-25 1910
AV-15 1390
2
* M/CA in slug/ft (subsonic)
** following Venera 4 and Mariner V
3.8.2.2.2 Forced Convective Heat Transfer Coefficient
The concept of jettisoning the aeroshell at
subsonic speed was considered to reduce the subsonic descent time (desirable
for a relay link) and to ease the deployment of the science instruments.
This approach results in forced convective heating over the payload module.
Due to the relatively high atmospheric temperatures experienced at low alti-
tudes, thermal protection must be provided to insure that allowable payload
temperatures are not exceeded. In order to assess the thermal requirements it
is necessary to evaluate the convective heat transfer coefficient. The
Reynolds number parameter shown in Tables 3.65 and 3.66 indicate that turbulent
flow will be encountered during descent. A detailed discussion of test results
on the heat transfer to spheres was found in reference 38. These tests were
conducted at WADC on various diameter spheres (6, 9, 12 inch) over the Reynolds
number range of .87 x lO 5 to 13.3 x lO 5. This reference also contains various
Nu-Re relationships for the forward and rear hemispheres as well as a spherical
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average and these relationships are indicated below,
Total Sphere Average
Front Hemisphere Average
Rear Hemisphere Average
.577
= .413 (Re) (25)
.498
Nu =  .05 (Re) (26)
.667
Nu = .14 (Re) (27)
Since equation 25 represents an average condition for the sphere, this relation
was used to _-*_e**,_,_e_4_+_**__t**_ transfer coefficient for terminal conditions
of the AV-50 Venus atmosphere using the trajectory data computed from equation
24. The diameter of the sphere was assumed to be 22 incheswith an associated
M/CDA range between 5 and 15 slugs/ft 2. In addition, the thermal conductivity
of the AV-50 atmosphere was obtained by interpolating the data of reference 39
and is shown in Figure 3.76.
Predicted heat transfer coefficients are shown in Figure 3-77- The range of
....._ ..... _=_ _n_ the AV-50 atmosohere lies between 4.8 x 106 and 16.8 x 106
and required extrapolation of the data presented in reference 38. The AV-4
-_.... _ ....... _+_ _ 7_.,_ Re__o!ds _l_m_ers and atmospheric temoeratures
and shorter flight times which decrease the heat transfer load; hence the
AV-50 model atmosphere is the critical design atmosphere.
3.8.2.2.3 Payload Insulation Requirements-forced Con-
vection
The Avco transient heat transfer digital
computer program, 1600.0, was utilized for calculation of insulation requirements.
The insulation sizing analysis lumped all internal ccmponents into one mass
and considered the overall heat flow to the payload, and hence, the results
are not intended to be applicable to specific components.
Program 1600.1 was used to obtain the transient solution of a three material
composite with outer surface convective heating, outer surface reradiation,
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internal conduction, and internal heating. The three material composite
included a titanium outer spherical shell 3 the insulation material, and the
payload mass of an equivalent thickness to simulate the spherical shape in
the one-dimensional program. The payload includes all internal components,
structure, and the inner aluminum spherical shell. Components making up the
payload mass are listed in Table 3.68.
The program utilized insulation conductivity variations with temperature, a
convective heating boundary condition on the outer spherical surface with
variable ambient temperature, variable convective heat transfer coefficient,
and a back surface heat flux simulating the internal payload power dissipation.
Also, reradiation of emitted energy from the outer titanium surface was
included in the program.
The total internal power dissipation is listed in Table 3.69 for two cases
covering a wide range of transmitter power dissipation. Two entry probe
M/CDA values were selected as parameters for this study. These represent the
two extreme trajectories for the staged configuration. The M/CDA value of
1 slug/ft 2 corresponds to a probe descent time of 0.93 hour, the M/CDAvalue
of 5 corresponds to descent time of 0.42 hour, and the M/CDA value of 15
corresponds to an entry time of 0.24 hour.
Negligible internal resistance for the payload was assumed by utilizing a
high payload thermal conductivity. The payload specific heat value of 0.20
Btu/lb-°F is based on an estimate of the system materials and is consistent
with values chosen for previous similar studies.
Two insulation materials were chosen for this parametric study, Johns-Manville
molded insulation, Min-K 1301, and Linde Superinsulation. The thermal con-
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Table 3.68
Entry Probe Payload Mass
(Typical Thermal Analysis Study)
Communications
Transmitter
Data Handling
Programmer
Junction Box
Batteries
Power Regulation & Distribution
Cabling - 15_
Total Communications Mass
Mass
ib
3.0
6.7
4.7
5.0
3o.o
!0.0
59 ,"g
68.3
Structures
Inner Aluminum Spherical Shell
Internal Aluminum Structure
Total Structures Mass
5.0
5.0
lO .0 i0.0
Science
Mass Spectrometer
Visual Photometer
Impactometer
Amcelerometer (4)
Aerometeorometers
Cabling
Total Payload Mass
Total Science Mass
9.0
2.0
3.0
6.0
8.0
31.0 31.0
109.3
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Table 3.69
Mass Spectrometer
Visual Photometer
Impactometer
Accelerometer (4)
Aerometeorometers
TOTALINTERNALPOWERDISSIPATION
(Typical Thermal Analysis Study)
Case I
yY_ v v_
i0
1
1
i0
7.5
Case II
i0
i
I
i0
7.5
Communications
Transmitter
Data Handling
Programmer
Total
Power Reg. & Dist. - 20_o
Batteries - 80% Thermal Eff.
Total Power Dissipation
l0
5
2
46.5
9.3
55.-g
12.95
68.75
200
5
2
236.5
47.3
283.8
69.95
353.75
234.6 BTU/HR 1207.3 BTU/HR
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Supports
Table 3.70
INSULATION SYST_ DESIGN CHARACTERISTICS
(Typical Thermal Analysis)
Area IN2
Support Ring
Avcoat 5026-39/M 25.0
Bolt (4)
Steel 1/4" Dia. .196
Other Support (3)
Avcoat l" Dia. 2.356
K, BTU/HR-FT-°F
.065
25.0
.o65
Feed-Throughs
Mass. Spec. (1)
Avcoat 1/2" Dia.
Temperature Probe (2)
Aluminum 1/32" Dia.
Pressure Probe (2)
Avcoat 1/2" Dia.
_bilioal (1)
Copper I/4" Dia.
RTV .275" Thickness
Mass• Spec. Exit (i)
Avcoat 1/2" Dia.
Antenna (2)
Aluminum 1/8" Dia.
.196
•002
.392
•049
.453
.196
.O25
•065
i00.0
.o65
220.0
.2
.065
i00.0
Insulation
Min-K or Linde 1491.664 Kins
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ductivity and density values used are:
Min-K 1301
Linde Superinsulation (S-I)
_- LBM/_T 3 K- BTU/HR-_-°F
20 .0066 to .Oll6
i0 .OO04
The actual thermal conductivity of the probe insulation system is a function
of all the heat flow paths through the spherical structure. Therefore, an
effective conductivity value was determined considering heat flow through the
insulation, supports, and feedthroughs. Table 3.70 lists all penetrations,
approximate cross-sectional areas, assumed penetration materials, and respec-
tive thermal conductivity values.
This information was combined in a parallel circuit analysis to detemine the
effective conductivity value, KEF F.
For a parallel circuit:
1 1 + A 1 ... (28)
_FF : RA R2 +R3 +
where
RI, R2, R3 .... thermal resistance of each penetration
REF F = effective thermal resistance of circuit = L/KEFFAtotal
L = thickness of material
Atota I = total area of heat flow
Solving for KEFF:
KIA 1 + K2A 2 + K3A 3 + ...
K = (29)
EFF Atotal
Utilizing the information in Table 3.70 this equation reduces to:
_FF-BTU/HR-_T-°F = 20.3 + 1491.6 Kins
152o.5
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where
Kins = insulation conductivity
Therefore_ the effective thermal conductivities of the two insulation systems
are:
Min-K 1301 .0066 to .0116 .0198 to .0247
Linde '_ _), _n_
Equation (29) indicates that a very high performance superinsulation (superior)
to the one considered here) will not significantly improve the performance
since the limiting effective conductivity is .0133 BTU/HR-Fr-°F and corresponds
to heat flow through only the supports and feedthroughs (Kin s = o).
Figure 3.78 presents the results of this study for the i0 watt transmitter
power dissipation case. Insulation thicknesses for the two materials are
plotted as a function of payload temperature rise for both M/CDAvalues.
The analyses assumed an initial temperature of lO0°F throughout the probe_
and a design temperature limit of the payload of 160°F; hence the temperature
rise allowed is 60°F, in which case about one-half an inch of insulation is
required for an M/CDA of 1.0 slug/ft 2.
Similar results are plotted in Figure 3.79 for the high power transmitter
case. For this case, the insulation requirements are greatly increased due
to the higher internal heat generation. For a ballistic parameter of i slug/ft 2,
about 1.2 inches of insulation is required to prevent the payload temperature
from exceeding 160°F. Note that an insulation thickness of 1.2 inches means
that the diameter of the inner structure must be 2.4 inches less than the
diameter of the external pressure vessel. Figure 3.80 is a plot of insulation
thickness as a function of insulation weight for the two material densities
utilizing the 22-inch diameter sphere.
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Figure 3.78
I
Insulation Thickness as a Function of Payload Temperature Rise for
Min-K and a Linde Superinsulation for Probe M/CDA Values of l, 5,
and 15 Slugs/Ft 2
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Figure 3.79 Insulation Thickness as a Funetion of Payload
Temperature Rise for Min-K 1301 and a Linde Super-
Slugs/Ft 2insulation for Probe _/CDA Values of l, 5, & 15
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Figure 3.80 Insulation Thickness as a Function
of Insulation Weight
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For large insulation thicknesses, the Linde Superinsulation appears to be
less efficient than the Min-K. This is due to the relative conductivities
and capacitances of the two materials. The effective thermal conductivity
difference for the two materials is relatively small while the Min-K density
is twice that of the Linde material. Hence, for large thicknesses the thermal
capacitance of the Min-K is double that of the Linde, causing more heat to be
absorbed in the Min-K, thereby depressing the payload temperatures. This
phenomenon, of course, also occurs at smaller insulation thicknesses, but
here the capacitance effect is over-shadowed by the thermal resistance
difference.
3.8.2.2.4 Payload Insulation Requirements-Free Convection
The alternate concept of retaining the heat
shield (and aeroshell) to impact, and deploying the science instruments through
_ ......_ ..... _ __ +h_l _n_t_nl p_ohl_m for the _avload module
Since the payload module remains attached to the aeroshell, and is designed
to stand off from the aerosheii, a nearly ....... _ _...... _ _+.... _ ......
will surround the payload module. It was assumed that the free convection
coefficient is 1 Btu/ft2-hr-Deg F and is constant throughout entry.
Insulation requirements were determined for an entry probe with a ballistic
parameter of 0.2 slug/ft 2, with a payload mass of 46 lb., and an internal
power dissipation of 68W. Figure 3.81 shows the temperature as a function
of thickness for three different conditions. The solid line labeled 0.0137
Btu/ft2-hr-Deg F shows the insulation thickness requirements for a typical
low ballistic entry probe with 68W of dissipated internal power. The thermal
conductivity value of 0.0137 is based on the effective conductivity of the
super insulation system which accounts for the thermal short circuiting
effects of the load paths, electrical and sensor feedthroughs. The dashed
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Figure 3.81 Insulation Thickness as a Function of Payload
Temperature Rise for a Linde Superinsulation
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line also marked 0.0137, shows the insulation thickness requirement based on
no internal power dissipation; this is a limiting insulation requirement for
the payload module concept considered. At the extreme left of Figure 3.81
is the limiting insulation requirement and in the absence of load paths and
feedthroughs to thermally short circuit the payload module. The relatively
large insulation requirement is due to i) the long descent time, about two
hours for the low M/CDA probe, and 2) the small payload mass of 46 lb.
There are two engineering design approaches that could lead to a reduction
in the insulation requirements: i) substitution of beryllium structure and
containers wherever possible, for example the specific heat of beryllium is
0.45 Btu/ib deg F whereas the specific heat for aluminum is only about 0.23
and 2) reduction of the thermal conductivity of the load paths and feedthroughs
so that the effective thermal conductivity is closer to the thermal conduc-
tivity of the multilayer insulation system.
3.8.2.2.5 Pressurization of Entry Probe Payload Module
surization of the payload module. As the thermal efficiency for the multilayer
insulation favors a low pressure, it is possible to consider that the entire
payload module is evacuated to say 10 -3 torr. Another approach is to provide
an inner pressure vessel_ that could be pressurized that would allow the space
between the outer and inner pressure vessel to be evacuated. If the entire
payload module is evacuated, there exists the problem of outgassing of the
boxes during sterilization, interplanetary cruise, and atmospheric descent.
This creation of an atmosphere could cause voltage breakdown. Breakdown
studies have shown that high voltage systems are most resistant to arcing when
they are in a high pressure environment or a very low pressure environment.
There can exist for a given packaged configuration and operating voltage
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level a pressure where breakdownwill occur. Since it is difficult to predict
the breakdownproblem40, it is best to build and test the system to determine
its susceptability to breakdown. Another more basic problem is the prediction
of the rate of outgassing and the gaseous characteristics.
Pressurization of the internal structure could (1) eliminate the problem of
voltage breakdown, and (2) assist the thermal control of the payload by pro-
viding for a convective heat transfer path between the componentsso as to
reduce the problem of local hot spots. Without an internal atmosphere, the
internal structure must provide sufficient conductive paths to distribute the
dissipated energy. Drawbacksto a pressurized internal container are (1) the
complexity of valving for filling_ and (2) the possibility of pressurant
leakage from the internal pressure vessel with the attendant reduction of
insulat ive properties.
A gas that has the properties of (1) a good electrical insulator 41, (2) a
good conductor of heat, and (3) yields low leak rates is sulfur hexafluoride,
SF6, (molecular weight 146.06) produced by Allied Chemical Corporation 42.
Sulfur hexafluoride has been used in high voltage generators and transformers.
It has excellent characteristics for a transmission line dielectric: high
dielectric strength, stable properties, extremely low reactive characteristics,
chemical inertness, ability to extinguish arcs, no carbon deposition after
breakdown, and is non toxic under normal operating conditions. Studies of
the power breakdownof SF6 in waveguides has indicated that this gas has about
seven times the power carrying capacity than air under similar conditions.
Although the thermal conductivity of this gas is low about one-half that of
air, tests have indicated that heat transfer by free convection is greater
than that observed for air.
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During descent whenthe power dissipation is at steady state and the entry
probe is experiencing gravitational forces the mechanismof free convection
will be able to reduce local hot spots and average out the temperature of the
entry probe payload container. The weight of SF6 to pressurize the payload
module for the baseline payload is about .96 lb. (i atmosphere at 60°F) and
for the minimumpayload_ .24 lb. due to different volumetric packaging require-
ments.
3.8.3 Functional Description
The payload module concept is shownin Figure 3.82. A beryllium
monocoquestructure was selected for the external pressure vessel. Design
studies had indicated that both waffled steel and waffled titanium structures
would be lighter. Since the pressure vessel has manypenetrations and flanges
it would be necessary to locally strengthen the waffled structure and this would
offset the structural weight advantage of waffling. Fromthe viewpoint of
cost of material and ease of fabrication a steel monocoquepressure vessel has
the advantage. Its major disadvantage is weight (see Table 3.63). The internal
pressure vessel is madeof beryllium and the thickness is governed by thermal
requirements rather than structural ones_ as the beryllium also serves as a heat
sink. A one atmosphere pressure differential exists across this structure.
This internal structure is about 0.2 inch gauge and should not present fabri-
cation problems. An effective thermal barrier between the pressure vessel and
l
payload is provided by reducing the pressure in the volume between the pressure
vessel and payload to 10 -3 torr. The payload volume is pressurized to one
atmosphere with a dielectric gas. Sulfur hexafluoride was chosen as it inhibits
voltage breakdown and has good convective properties. An internal spherical
structure provides a stand off from the high temperature pressure vessel for
the subsystems.
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The separation dimension betweenthe external and internal structure is a
function of the descent time (which is related to the ballistic parameter
during terminal descent) and the internal power dissipation. For the base-
line configuration one inch of insulation must be provided. It has been
found that the addition of multilayers of metallic film is valuable in the
reduction of the radiation across the standoff. To prevent conduction the
metallic film is sprayed on a non-conducting material. The multilayer
insulation that has been considered is aluminum deposited on a quartz cloth.
The conductivity of this barrier is about .0004 Btu/ft-hr-deg F. The thermal
design problem that exists results from the size and numberof penetrations
that are carried across the insulation layer.
The principle penetrations of the thermal barrier result from:
a) structural supports to transmit the inertia loads from
the inner pressure vessel and to the aeroshell,
b) sensor feedthroughs to transmit samples and signals to the
instrument detectors, and an
c) eletrical entrance to provide power and checkout capabil-
ity during pre-launch and interplanetary cruise, an elec-
trical interface for initiation of probe sequence and for
the antenna coaxial feed.
During entry, the load path between the payload which is mountedto the internal
structure and the external pressure vessel is compressive_ and a non-metallic
structural ring with a low thermal conductivity can serve as the load path.
The payload module is held in position by six bearing pads which transmit
transverse loads. Positioning of the module is accomplished by a central tie
down.
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The tie downbolt assembly is designed to conduct: i) atmospheric samples
for the mass spectrometer (and samples for the beta densitometer and acoustic
densitometer whenthey are part of the payload complement) and 2) vents for
the pressure transducers.
The light path for the visual photometer requires quartz windows through the
external and internal shell for an unobstructed path through the insulation
barrier.
The electrical entrance across the insulation barrier provides electrical
paths for the following: checkout of entry probe systems during prelaunch
and interplanetary cruise checkout, power for thermal control and maintenance
of battery charge, signals for initiation of entry probe operational sequence,
transmitter output, and outputs of the instrument sensors. A compilation of
these electrical paths is presented in Table 3.71.
A coaxial cable will be used for both the antenna feed and the impact indicator
feed and detector. A high temperature application coaxial cable is manufactured
by Uniform Tubes_ Inc., Microdelay Division (catalogue number of this cable
is UT-141-SS). This cable is comprised of a silver plated copper wire (#19)
that is wrapped in an insulator. About the insulator is a sheath of braided
stainless steel, 0.022 in. thick. The overall dimension of this coaxial
cable is O.141 in. If the conductivity of the insulation of the cable is
negligible in comparison with the metallic components, it can be shownthat
the conductivity is equivalent to a .052 inch diameter copper wire. The
other wires listed in Table 3.71 use a military hook up shielded wire. The
gauge of this wire is determined by handling requirelaents rather than elec-
trical capacity. A shielded wire manufactured by Alpha Wire Corporation and
designated Alpha No. 2811 was selected. This wire has a copper core and the
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TABLE 3.71
ELECTRICAL PATHS ACROSS THE INSULATION BARRIER
Function Number of Leads
1. Hard Line Video 1
2. Data Sync 1
3. Battery Charge Contro[ I
4. Battery Temperature I
5. Start Sequencer 1
6. Start Checkout i
7. Transmitter Power Monitor I
8. Nose Cap Separation I
9. Erect Atmospheric Sampling Port 1
10. Uncover Photometer Window 1
11. Initiate Spin 1
12. Initiate Rocket Motor 1
13. Initiate Despin 1
14. Structural Temperature 2
15. Bond Line Temperature 2
1 6. Ablation Sensors 2
17. R.F. Output 1
18. Impact Indicator Feed and Detector 1
19. Temperature Probe Detector 2
gO. Separation Switch - Safe Pyros 1
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gauge is No. 24s the sheath is also copper and the gauge is the equivalent
of No. 19 gauge. This shielded wire is equivalent to a .041 in copper wire.
The diameter of a copper wire that has the equivalent area and conductivity
of the 24 electrical leads shownin Table 9, is 0.204". A copper wire with a
diameter of one-quarter inch is assumedfor the electrical penetration for
thermal control purposes (Table 3.70).
The sterilization requirement introduces another electrical penetration.
It has been found that the time to achieve sterilization temperature can be
appreciably reduced if internal heaters are provided. For each pound of pay-
load about 10Wof electrical dissipation is required to reduce the heat up
• 43time appreciably . If the payload is i00 lb., then i KWof power must be
supplied. Assuminga i% thermal loss in a i0 ft. cable s and 220V potential
(ground facility) a cable with a diameter of .013 in. must be provided. This
increases the diameter of an equivalent copper cable from 0.204 in. to 0.205 in.
In Table 3.72 the entry probe payload module configurations are summarized.
For all configurations beryllium monocoqueconstruction is used for the
external pressure vessel and the internal structure s and the insulator is
multilayer aluminized quartz cloth.
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3.9 Sterilization Canister
3.9.1 Functional Requirements
The sterilization canister provides a sterile barrier against contamination
of the entry probe during the entire operational sequence. The canister
must provide a positive overpressure with respect to all ambient environ-
ments for up to 9 months.
An internal storage pressure, at 60°F, of at least 15.2 psi is required for
assurance of a positive outward pressure gradient with respect to the ambient
(sea level) atmosphere. The internal canister pressure shall be automatically
regulated and leakage continually resupplied via an internal tank and regulator
device, with provision for external monitoring of the pressure level.
The canisterst_ucture must include internal supports for the entry probe,
and external attachments for mating to the flyby and for ground handling.
The structure must be impermeable, resistan_ to distortion due to sterilization
and compatible with the in-flight thermal control requirements.
The canister must be separable for maintenance and entry probe separation,
with adequate sealing to inhibit excessive leakage. A canister lid separation
mode is required that i) does not impart a disturbance torque that causes flyby
probe to lose Sun-Canopus attitude lock and 2) does not create a contamination
hazard to the entry probe or the target planet.
The sterilization canister must provide an electrical interface that connects
the flyby probe to the entry probe. The sterilization canister also contains
the entry probe separation system, consisting of separation spring devices and
explosive separation bolts.
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The internal and external thermal control coatings must satisfy the entry
and flyby probe thermal requirements during cruise and subsequent to entry
probe deployment,whena portion of the sterile canister remains with the
flyby probe.
3.9.2 Sterile Canister Definition
3.9.2.1 Pressurization System
Previous studies _,45 have proposed the use of a fixed internal canister
gas weight, resupplied automatically by an internal tank and regulator.
This approach is desirable in easing the operational interfaces as no
external pressure connections are needed; however, the difficulty with this
approach is achievement of a good seal as the probe is heat sterilized at
high temperature (293°F) resulting in a large pressure differential, at
elevated temperatures. In order to allow for a pressure _op of 0.5 psi for
regulation, an internal pressure of 16 psi at 60°F would provide the initial
gas charge mass _o_11_..... +_ _ • _ _ .... _ ^_ ....... _--
_. ,_ _a = =_=_, vuu_-_-±_ just
prior to blow downfollowing boost onto trajectory is then 16 ps_ whereas
the maximumdifferential during sterilization is 8 psi (1%5° or 293°F).
Comparative studies of nitrogen and helium as candidate inert gases%5
showedlittle advantage to internal forced convection, using fans, to
reduce the heat-up time, and cool-down time; hence, a free convection system
was selected. The choice of gas, nitrogen and helium, was evaluated from
the standpoint of leakage, heat-up and cool-down time. Helium has slightly
superior performance in heat-up and cool-down time, but nitrogen was
selected to minimize the tank size of the replenishment gas supply.
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Experimental leakage rate data reported in Ref. 45 comparedfavorably
with the following conservative estimates for a metal canister filled
with nitrogen and having a silicone hatch seal,
Molecular leakage: lO-7 ib/day/in2/psl
Seal leakage: 2.4 x 10-6 Ib/in/day/psi
Other contributing sources are the electrical interface connector and
mechanical gapping about the seal joint. Comparisonof the predicted
and experimental leakage rates for a model canister with four electrical
connectors and a disconnect pressure connection at i psi differential
indicated the predictions to be conservative, roughly by a factor of 1.4.
The leak tests were performed only prior to and after each of the three 36 hour
sterilization cycles. During the sterilization cycle, excessive leakage
was found and gas was bled from the canister. The high leakage rate
observed during the heat sterilization cycle is primarily felt to stem
from the basic design criteria of i psi differential for the experimental
canister, anda more rugged joint, seal and clamp system is necessary for
a 16 psi differential pressure.
3.9.2.2 Canister Seal Material and Configuration
As the result of a survey of seal materials and practices reported in
Ref. 45, considering their resistance to aging, temperature and vacuum
effects, a mechanical hatch "V"-band joint deslgnusing a Vibon A "0"
ring was selected.
3.9.2.3 Canister Structure
Aluminum6061-T6 was selected a8 the canister material throughout as
it has low permeability, it is lightweight and can be readily spun into
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shape from sheets, welded and machirmd. The structure weight was
estimated based on a monocoqueshell membraneStress analysis, with
an allowable yield limit of 28,000 psi at 300°F and aminimum gage of
0.020 inches. Generous allowance was made for the pressure seal
flanges, welded areas and flanges required for attachment to the
entry and flyby probes.
The "V"-band clamp weight was est4_t_d..... based _ _ml_o .lanclamp
data, (reference 46).
3.9.3 Functional Description
The sterilization canister dimensions are summarized in Table 3.73.
The canister is filled with nitrogen gas at 16 psi at 60°_ requiring
a gas weight shown in Table 3.73.
Leakage calculations and tank requirements are summarized in Table 3.74
and include a factor of 3 margin. The tank requirements _ry slightly
and a 5-inch diameter spherical tank at lOO0 psi, with 1.5 lbs. nitrogen
is assumed for all missions. The steel tank and regulator weight is 2 lbs.
The structure and total weight breakdown is given in Table 3.9.3 for all
three missions.
The sterilization canister is vented by an on axis blowdown squib actuated by
burstingadiaphragm valve either during ascent, or prior to Sun-Canopus
acquisition by the flyby/entryprobe. This approach avoids the problem
of gas leakage from the sterilization canister either causing loss of lock or
rapid depletion of reaction control gas.
The canister configurations for three alternative missions are shown in
Figures 3.5, 3.6, and 3.7.
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Table 3.73
Sterilization Canister Summary Dat a
Best RF Occultation
Probe
Minimum Flyby/Entry
Probe
Best Entry Probe
Dia. __ Ar_
2
58.4 in. 6,940 in.
2
45.0 in. 3,870 in.
50.0 in. 5,128 in. 2
Volume
45,750 in. 3
21,000 in. 3
28,000 in. 3
Gas Wt.
(16 osi @ 60°Fl
2.1 ibs.
1.0 ibs.
i. 3 Ibs.
Table 3.74
Leakage Gas Requirements
Mission
Best RF Occultation Probe
Minimum Flyby/Entry Probe
Best Entry Probe
Leakage
1.5 ibs.
1.0 ibs.
1.2 Ibs.
Table 3.75
Sterilization Canister Weight Schedule
Best RF Occultation Probe
Minimum Flyby/Entry Probe
Best Entry Probe
Pressurization
Structure System
36 lbs. 6 lbs.
16 5
23 6
V-Band
Clamp
i0 ibs.
5
7
Misc.
4 Ibs.
4
4
Total
56 ibs.
30 ibs.
4O
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3.10 Radio Frequency Subsystem
3.i0. i Functional Requirements
The radio frequency subsystem consists of the transmitter and antenna
assemblies. The subsystem functional requirements are:
a)
b)
Modulate the transmitted signal with a composite telemetry signal
Ill-_ninate with RF energy a receiving station located on
l) a flyby (relay link), or 2) the 210 FT DSIF antenna at
Goldstone (direct link) such that a down link can be maintained
throughout the entry probe mission following separation from
the flyby probe with the following exceptions:
1. communications blackout during the high speed phase of
atmospheric entry
2. temporary loss due to severe gusts during descent to the
surface
3.10.2 RF Subsystem Definition
3.10.2.1 Scope of Study
Parametric relay and direct link studies were performed to comparatively
evaluate the weight and performance of the alternative approaches. In
order to perform the link analysis, detailed time-wise flyby and entry
probe trajectory studies were performed to define the effect of the
following trajectory parameters:
a) flyby periapsis altitude
b) flyby approach velocity
c) atmospheric model - descent time variations
d) entry probe M/CDA
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e) entry probe angle of attack during final descent
f) entry angle dispersion
_ • _-- "1_--1. __'1___
e j _err=_.. li_ting _ew angle t _"
_app±ies to relay ±_L_ 9_j
h) drift and angle of attack due to winds during final descent
i) thrust vector orientation at entry probe separation
J) sub-earth point entry conditions
Parametric subsystem mechanization studies, necessary to select the
frequency and modulation approach, antenna and transmitter design
concept were performed, considering the following parameters:
a) propagation loss
b) system noise figure
c) antenna efficiency
d) doppler variations
e) transmitter efficiency
f) atmospheric and ionospheric attenuation
g) antenna configuration, size and weight
h) multipath signal fading
i) DSNperformance/predetection
j) word error probability 10-2 maximum
k) transmitter parameters
I) data rate
m) communication range
n) frequency stability
o) modulation parameters
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A summaryof the subsystemdefinition study is presented in the
following paragraphs; additional detailed results are given in
The _try Probe Synthesis Supplement.
3.10.2.2 CommunicationMedium
3.10.2.2.1 Atmospheric Attenuation
It is assumedthat on Venus, as on Earth, attenuation at the higher
frequencies will be due primarily to phenomenaoccurring in the lower
atmosphere; that is, to molecular absorption and to scattering and
absorption by solid or liquid matter in the atmosphere. Also at the
lower frequencies absorption will be due primarily to upper atmospheric
affects; that is, to collisions of electrons which are oscillating
under the influence of the incident radio wave.
The recommendedatmospheric and ionospheric attenuation model, as
computedby JPL47 and modified by somerecent developments of Evans48
is given below. The atmospheric loss in db is estimated as:
LA = 14.8 +4"8]X 10-8
-2.4J
where f is frequency in MHz.
Ionospheric attenuation is given by
f2 db (3O)
_l +i.18_ 10+5 iLI = .18 -l.06J X f2 db (31)
For example at 400 MHz the atmospheric attenuation is nominally computed
to be .0077 db and the ionospheric attenuation is nominally .74 db, at
2295 MH z the atmospheric and ionospheric attenuation are nominally
0.262 and 0.022 db respectively. Therefore total attenuation due to
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atmospheric anomalies at 400 and 2295 MHz are nominally .75 and .28 db
respectively. Figure 3.83 is a plot of the total attenuation due to
atmospheric and ionospheric attenuation.
3.10.2.2.2 Galactic Noise
The noise sources which makeup the background temperature external
to Venus aresolar radiation and galactic noise. It is assumedthat
the orientation of the receiver antenna eliminates the sun as a factor
in the system noise figure. If the antenna does not include Venus
in its beamwidth, then the maximumexternal noise that it could
possibly see is the galactic center, which at 400 MHz has a brightness
temperature of 260°K as shownin 3.10.2, Figure 3.84.
3.10.2.2.3 Venus Sky Temperature
Referring to Figure 3.85 the effective antenna temperature at the
receiver is given as
(32)
where: TS
TION
TATM
TV
T
= sky temperature
= temperature of ionosphere
= temperature of the lower atmosphere
= temperature of the surface of Venus
= background temperature due to galactic noise and
solar raaiation
EL_3= fractional absorption coefficients
= antenna beamwidth
The height of the ionosphere being very small compared to the radius of
the planet, _O_I __CA_ : ._'L S ,
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Calculations of the sky temperature for a worse case relay link,
with only the planet in view, and upper estimates of the surface,
atmosphere and ionosphere tempera_1_es yields a sky tem_p_t1_A o_
580°K at %00MHz, primarily due to the hlgh surface temperature but
with a significant ionospheric contribution. At 2295 MHz, a similar
calculation shows a slightly lower sky temperature predominantly
due to the surface temperature. These results are in reasonably
good agreement with available measurements (references %9 and 50).
3.10.2.2.% Effect of Communication Medium on Relay Link Receiver
The system noise model embodying the communications medium is shown
in Figure 3.86. Sunm_ng all the noise sources from the front end of
the receiver gives rise to the following expression for system noise
figure,
NF = i0 loglo (290 + TFE + TNT L + TNAN
TL_ _-rA
+ TNAT +-TS /290) (33)
LTLLA _AT
For example, a 0.2 db receiver circuit loss, a 50% receiving antenna
efficiency and a preamp noise figure of 5 db, yields the total system
noise figure referred to the pre-amp front end of 6.5 db. The resultant
receiver noise spectral density is -197.5 db/Hz.
3.10.2.2.5 Communications Medium Summary
The communications medium of Venus yields atmospheric attenuations at
400 MHz (for the relay link) and 2300 MHz (for the direct link) af
0.8 db ± 1.5 db and 0.3 ± .2 db respectively. Assuming a pre-amp noise
figure of 5 db and a transmission line loss of 1.5 db the relay link
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system noise figure is computed to be 6.5 db, (including the effects
of the communications medium about Venus).
3.10.2.3 Direct Link Approach
3.10.2.3.1 Direct Link Modulation Selection
3.10.2.3.1.1 Assumptions and Contraints
The assumptions and contraints are listed in Table 3.76.
modulation schemes are shown in Figure 3.87.
The candidate
3.10.2.3.1.2 Coded Vs. Uncoded
Figure 3.88 compares the theoretical ENo required as a function of n
for the modulation candidates shown in Figure 3.87; assuming PW (n) = 10 -2
and boW= I. The analysis supporting this data is given in reference 51.
It can be seen from Figure 3.88 that the E/N o required for coded modulation
schemes decreases monotonically for n =3, whereas E/N o increases monotonically
with uncoded modulation schemes for n =i. Noncoherent coded schemes are
most efficient (lower E/N o) than noncoherent uncoded schemes for n = I and
coherent coded schemes are most efficient that coherent uncoded schBmes
for n =2. Hence, regardless of the outcome of the question of whether
the link can operate in a chherent or noncoherent mode, it can be concluded
that the modulation scheme should be coded if n =2. Typically n = 4 and
selection of a coded scheme is Justified from an efficiency viewpoint.
Since a coherent, biorthogonally coded modulation scheme with n = 6 is
being developed for Mariner 69, the comparison of coherent and noncoherent
coded systems which follows will assume n = 6.
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TABLE 3.76
ASSUMPTIONS AND CONSTRAINTS
DIRECT LINK MODULATION SELECTION
ITEM
Data Rate
Data Recording at DSN
Modulation Candidate s
Frequency Stability
VALUE
60 bps
Predetection
1 in 105
Descent Time i0 min.
Word Error Probability, PW (n)
60 min.
I0"2
COMMENT
Typical
See Reference 55
See Figure 3.87
Maximum due to
entry environment
Typical minimum,
AV-4 atmosphere,
Mach 0.5 to impact,
M/CDA = 0.9.
Typical maximum,
AV-50 atmosphere
Maximum
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3.10.2.3.1.3 Coherent Vs. Noncoherent
Figure 3.89 shows the E/N o required vs. bo_fOr a noncoherent coded
scheme and PW (6) = 10-2 (see reference 51 for supporting analysis).
E/Nodegradation due to sync timing is estimated to be approximately
i db; the basis for this estimate is given reference 52. The
required E/N o for a noncoherent coded modulation scheme can be
determined from Figure 3.89 by first computing bo_ since the data
rate assumed is 60 bps. The required IF bandwidth (bo) for the non-
coherent case is expressable as
bo = fi + fD + _ (34)
where fi is the transmitter instability, fD is the doppler frequency
uncertainty and B is the data rate. The value of fi is 46 KHz for
i in 105 at 2300 MHz, fD is approximately I KHz assuming the descent
time is measured from Mach 0.5 to impact and B = 60 bps. For these
conditions the largest bo was conservatively estimated as 50 KHz,
resulting in a boTof 830 and an E/No of 14.5 db based on the results
given in Figure 3.89. Since the direct link data can be predetection
recorded, the tape could be processed to remove a large fraction of the
total frequency uncertainty thus reducing bo _and the required E/No*.
Theoretically it would be possible to scan the tape at arbitrarily small
steps in local oscillator frequency; i.e., letting bo_= i. Assuming only
*It is assumed here that the largest uncertainty results from a shift
in the carrier frequency after exposure to the entry environment. The
local oscillator could be adjusted in fixed frequency steps until the
signal was discovered.
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a small portion of the tape is scanned at each_step (e.g. i minute),
then in 50 minutes bo could be reduced to i000 Hz if the local
oscillator was adjusted in I000 Hz steps. If 500 minutes were
allowed to process the tape then bo =i00 Hz, and so on. This approach
is complicated by the changing frequency (approximately I000 Hz),
hence, a conservative approach would be to limit the frequency steps
to i000 Hz, i.e. bo = i000 Hz. For b° = I000 Hz, boriS approximately
17 and from Figure 3.89, E/No= 7.5 db. _
The approach followed to determine the E/No for the noncoherent coded
scheme cannot be applied to the coherent scheme since E/N o for the
data channel in a coherent scheme is a constant. It is the fraction
of the total transmitter power that must be allocated to the carrier
channel that degrades the relative efficiency of the coherent scheme
and this fraction is determine by the required phase-locked-loop
bandwidth (2BLo).
The threshold power (Pth) required to operate the coherent, coded
system may be expressed _s
Pth = (No)(SNRc)(2BLo) + (No) (E/No)(5) (35)
where NO is the noise spectral density SNR c is the carrier channel
threshold SNR.
The threshold power may also be expressed as
Pth = No (E/No)eff" _ (36)
where (E/No)eff. is the effective E/No, i.e., the apparent E/N o considering
both the carrier and data channels.
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Combining the above equations
(E/No)elf. = (SNR c) (2BL0) + E/N o (37)
It can be seen that (E/No)eff. approaches the theoretical E/N o when
2BLdB = O. For a constant data rate, such as the 60 bps data rate
assumed for the direct link, (E/No)eff_E/N ° when 2 _0 = O.
Lindsey (reference 53) shows that the E/N o required to achieve a
_iven Pw(n) is a function of SNR c.
For PW(6) = 10 -2 and SNR c = 6, the required E/N o is 4, or a factor
of 2 higher than the theoretical E/N o. For SNR = I, E/N o required
approaches 2, the theoretical value. However, as seen from equation 37
(E/No)eff. is not minimized when SNR= I unless 2BLdB = 0 then (E/No)eff.
approaches the theoretical E/N o. If 2BLJB = I then (E/No)eff. is minimized
by lowering SNR c and taking the degradation in E/N o described by Lindsey.
It is shown in reference 54 that 2BLo is expressable as
2BLO = K (b /TA )I/2 (38)
o
where K is a constant dependent on SNRc, T A is the loop acquisition
time and b o is the carrier frequency uncertainty.*
_Note that bo in Figure 3.89 is the IF bandwidth whereas b o in equation
(38) is the carrier frequency uncertainty. For bo = i0 the two can be
considered equal.
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Since the minimum descent time (TD) is approximately i0 minutes, TA
could also be I0 minutes because the data could be predetection recorded
at the DSN and the tape reprocessed after loop lock is achieved. A
conservative value of TA would be 0.I TD, or i minute. Assuming
this conservative value of TA and B = 60 bps,
(E/N0)eff. = (SNRg) (K) (bQ/60) I/2 + (E/No)j (39)
6O
where (E/No)' is taken from reference 53 as a function of SNR c plus
and additional 0.5 db degradation to account for sync timing error,
(see reference 52 for supporting analysis).
Figure 3.90 shows (E/No)eff. as a function of bo assuming SNR c = 9 db.
Also shown in Figure 3.90 is the E/No requiredfor the noncoherent
coded case, taken from Figure 3.89 by solving for bo assuming B =
60 bps.*
It is seen from Figure 3.90 that the performance of noncoherent and
coherent systems (with SNR c = 9 db) are nearly the same for all values
of bo. No attemp% has been made here to optimize,the selected value
of SNR to minimize (E/No)eff. at each bo. The performance of the
c
coherent system would improve at low values of bo if SNR c = 9 db and
improve at high values of bo if SNR c =9 db. Since the _ta in 3.90
is based on a loop acquisition time, Ta, of 1 minute, a longer loop
acquisition time (e.g. 5 minutes) would improve the performance
for a coherent system as shown in Figure 3.91. For this case the
*Example: bo = I0, therefore, bo = 600 since _ = 60 bps. Note that
bo in Figure 3.89 is IF bandwidth, hence bo in Figure 3.90 = 540 Hz.
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coherent link is clearly superior even though SNR c has not been optimized.
Loop acquisition time is not a particularly important parameter in the
case where the data is received from a predetection tape since none of
the record will be lost during the lockup time. Once the signal on the
tape has been discovered and its exact frequency known, the acquisition
time can be made arbitrarily small.
3.10.2.3.1.% Effects of Pre-Detection Recording
The performance of the recorder used for pre-detection recording at the
DSN is described in reference 55. The characteristics of the signal from
a Venus entry probe recorded on tape would be as follows:
Frequency uncertainty of received signal
Frequency change during record
Max. rate of doppler during record
Frequency response of recorder
(in data bandwidth)
Frequency stability of recorder
(fo = i MHz)
Effect of hard limiting
50 KHz
i KHz
20 Hz/sec.
.02 db
.2 Hz
i db max.
It is therefore apparent that the only degradation to the raw signal
caused by predetection recording is that due to hard limiting or i db.
Assuming bo = i000 Hz as in the noncoherent case, E/N o = 8.1 db for
SNR c = 9 db plus i db for hard limiting.
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3.10.2.3.1.5 Selectsd Modulation Scheme
The foregoing analyses show that to get near optimum efficiency a
coded system should be used. There appears to be little difference
in the performance of coherent and noncoherent systems for this
application, especially if TA = i minute, therefore, it is recommended
that a coherent, biorthogonally coded modulated scheme with n= 6 similar
to that being developed as a Mariner 69 experiment be used here. It
is further recommended that the received signal be predetection recorded
at the DSN and the tape processed to reduce bo to approximately i000 Hz.
3.10.2.3.2 Direct Link Performance
3.10.2.3.2.1 Assumptions and Constraints
The assumptions and constraints used in the performance analysis are
summarized in Table 3.77.
3.10.2.3.2.2 Direct Link Geometry
The geometry of the direct link assumes the receiving terminal DSIF
is effectively stationary during the entry portion of the mission. The
link performance variation with geometry is due to the angle between the
entry probe antenna axis and the probe-Earth line of sight. This com-
munications angle (eC) is the sum of the angles @E (the angle between the
probe impact site and the sub-Earth point), @D (the dispersion in target
angle),_(the probe angle of attack) and @W (wind effects). The study
has shown that there is no reason to target for any other site than the
sub-Earth point since the areas of interest (e.g., radar features or the
terminator) are not close enough to the sub-Earth point to permit satisfactory
communications. If the impact target is the sub-Earth point, the probe
antenna performance can be determined from estimates of @D' @W and _.
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Table 3.77
ASSUMPTIONS AND CONSTRAINTS
DIRECT LINK PERFORMANCE
ITS4 VALU_.__EE COMMENT
i. Communication Range
2. DSN Receiver
Characteristics
65 x I06KM
a. Antenna Gain 61 + i dB
b. System Noise Temperature 29 + lO K
c. Circuit Loss O.l-dB
d. Carrier Frequency 2300 MHz
Best RF Occultation
Probe Mission
See reference 8
3. Recording at DSN Predetection See reference 9
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@Dis determined by: I) the flyby approach trajectory along which the
entry probe is released, 2) the separation range, and 3) the deflection
velocity magnitude and direction. The flyby probe trajectories have been
examined, i.e., a near side flyby and a far side flyby (see section 2.7).
The near side trajectory considered has a lower approach velocity and
requires a lower deflection velocity increment to achieve an impact
trajectory. The far side flyby requires a larger separation range and
this results in higher dispersions at entry. Note that the samevelocity
increment, i.e. 1OOft./sec, is enough for both the near and far side flyby.
The 3_ estimates for the entry angle (and hence target angle) dispersion are
lO° for the far side flyby and 5.5 ° for the near side flyby.
During terminal descent from Mach 0.5 to impact, the angle of attack
envelopes for the probe configurations studied are essentially negligible
in the absence of atmospheric turbulence. A value of 2 degrees is used
in these calculations. The wind models indicate that a drift of about
lO-3 degrees/second is possible. Thus a drift angle can be estimated
from the descent time of each configuration. The resultant total
communications angles for the three missions are presented in Table 3.78.
The effect of steady winds (shear) was found to cause a negligible increase
in the angle of attack (see Section 3.5) however, strong sharp edge
gusts cause large angular excursions in the probe attitude and while
the probe will right itself quickly (a few seconds) a temporary loss of
data will result if the antenna pattern is not sufficiently broad. The
performance analysis is done neglecting gust effects. The gust effect
can be minimized by making the antenna pattern as broad as possible which
in turn requires the use of the maxlmumacceptable transmitter power.
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TABLE 3.78
ENTRY PROBE DIRECT LINK COMMUNICATIONS ANGLES
Mission
Best RF Occultation Probe
Flyby @D,
Trajectory Atmosphere _
Far Side 50 bar i0 2
@
W,
4
@
C,
16
Minimum Flyby/Entry Probe Near Side 50 bar 5.5 2 6 13.5
Best Entry Probe Near Side 25 bar 5.5 2 2.5 lO
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3.10.2.3.2.3 Multipath Loss
The surface of Venus (Reference 55) is assumedto be madeup of
dielectric constant 6/%= 5 anddry rocky soil with corresponding
conductivity _" = 10-3. The Fresnel reflection coefficients
(as a function of grazing angle _) for such low value of con-
ductivlty are discussed in reference 56.
The maximumamount of power loss (LM)MAX due to the destructive
interference of the specularly reflected signal can be found using
reference 57, for a circularly polarized electric field incident
on a plane reflecting surface. A plot of (LM)MAX vs. _, the grazing
angle for various antenna front to back ratios is shownin Figure 3.92.
It can be seen from Figure 3.92 that for _- 90° , LM _4 db for
F/B = 0 db. Since this is typical for a direct link operating near
the sub-Earch point, it can be concluded that LM (MAX) _ 4 db for a
direct link. The front to back ratio (F/B) is a function of the entry
probe antenna pattern and the size of the ground plane. High gain
antennas which could be used for probe targets near the sub-Earth point
could have F/B in the range of 5 to lO db. Due to the relatively large
probe size in terms of S-Bandwavelengths, the probe appears as a relativ_y
large ground plane, hence, even relatively low gain direct link antennas,
which would be required for probe targets 30 degrees from the sub-Earth
point, will have typical F/B = 5 db.
The selected antenna (see following section) has a F/B ratio greater
than i0 db, so the maximummultipath loss is 1.0 db. The major uncertainty
in this estimate is the characterization of the Venus terrain (0-= 10-3,
g/ = 5) Even if the estimate of the reflecting properties of Venus
_o
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were low, the excess front to back ratio over i0 db makes the multipath
loss estimate conservative and for this reason, no adverse tolerance
is assumed.
3.10.2.3.2.4 Transmitting Antenna Performance
From available data on practical antenna systems (reference 58), it is
possible to determine the maximum off axis gain achievable at a given
off axis angle. The curves of Figure 3.93 have been plotted using
the equation given below which has been derived from measured antennas
having circularly polarized circular apertures.
G = I0 loglo 5.9_) cos4 db (40)
where
e = angle off antenna axis
_= operating wavelength
D = aperture diameter
By bounding the curves of various d/_ shown in Figure 3.93 one can
determine quite readily for a given look angle what gain level is possible
at that angle. From Figure 3.93 the following general observations can
be made concerning circularly polarized circular apertures:
I. The maximum achievable gain will depend on the entry probe
Earth angle geometry e, including allowances for entry probe
oscillations during entry into the atmosphere, uncertainty
in landing location, and angular tolerances attributable to
guidance control.
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. As the gain requirements become higher, the corresponding
angle @ at which that gain is achievable is decreased. This
in turn _ tighter constraints on landing ............. _-_-_^_
allowable atmospheric oscillations, and guidance control errors
and hence reduces overall mission reliability.
. For a particular selection of maximum gain and a resulting
angle @, the corresponding antenna size must be compatible
with entry probe design and other subsystem constraints, e.g.,
rocket motors, etc.
3.10.2.3.2.5 Transmitter--Antenna Tradeoffs
There are several important considerations affecting the transmitter-
antenna tradeoff; one is the power dissipated in the payload container.
In most cases the transmitter inefficiency accounts for the bulk of the
dissipated power. The power dissipated in the transmitter will be a
strong function of the radiated power and consequently thermal control
considerations would favor maximum antenna gain with resultant minimum
power required. On the other hand, atmospheric turbulence (wind gusts)
considerations would favor minimizing the antenna directivity and hence
gain. This is because large gusts can cause large angular excursions in
the probe attitude and while the probe will right itself quickly
(a few seconds) frequent gusts could cause loss of communications
for a substantial percentage of the time. This effect is minimized by
making the antenna pattern as broad as possible which in turn requires
the use of the maximum acceptable transmitter power.
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The antenna/transmitter selection for the three direct link missions, i.e.
l) Best RF Occultation Probe Mission--far side flyby, 2) Minimum Flyby
Entry Probe Mission--near side flyby, and 3) Best Entry Probe Mission--
near side flyby, are based on the following considerations:
i. The far side flyby has the deflection rocket mounted on the
nose of the entry probe (and jettisoned before entry) and so
the integration of higher gain antennas (AflO db) is reasonable.
. The near side flyby configurations have the deflection rocket
mounted on the tail of the probe. This rocket must be along
the probe centerline and so the antenna must be either integral
with the rocket or offset. Configurations with the antenna
integral with the rocket (e.g., circular-annular slot) are
preferred since they result in simpler configurations due to
*--_ to havepackaging limitations but ....._n±_ anterma t_e _=_
low gain (_6 db).
An optimization technique was developed amenable to all three missions, to
minimize weight by trading off antenna gain for transmitter power.
In Figure 3.94 the effective gain of the probe antenna for a particular
@E is plotted as a function of the peak antenna gain. Thus, for a given
size antenna (i.e., peak gain), the effective gain can be determined.
In Figure 3.95 the results of Figure 3.94 are used to determine the
transmitter power required to obtain a performance margin equal to the
sum of the adverse tolerances in the design control table. The calculations
are based on a lO BPS data rate and a low approach velocity launch period.
The entry probe launch period has an arrival date of August third and
a communications range of 77.6 x I06KM.
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The antennas considered for the Venus probe direct link include:
i. Conical horn
2. Helix - Axial Mode
3. Cupped turnstile
4. Cavity backed cirannslot
These antennas represent gains from 6-20 db above isotropic.
Antennas with gains below six db have not been considered because
such antennas would have to be mounted a significant distance from the
entry probe in order to minimize pattern degradation due to secondary
radiation from the substructure. Such mounting implies problems
in thermal and dynamic control and results in increased antenna weight
due to additional mounting substruQture.
The data presented in Figure 3.96 has been derived by giving con-
sideration to antenna location on the entry probe and protection from
heating environment. The basic weight of each antenna includes 0.3 lbs.,
for mounting bracketry, 0.15 lbs., for R.F. cabling, and connectors
(miniature coaxial cabling, semi_rigid stainless steel UT 141-ss or
equivalent, has been assumed). The thermal problem is passively
controlled by Teflon insulation, which for all antennas except the cavity
backed cirannslot, weighs approximately 5 percent of the basic antenna
weight. In the case of the cavity backed cirannslot, the weight
allotted for thermal control is 50 percent of thebasic antenna weight
since this antenna is mounted on the motor nozzle.
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0
The conical horn basic structure is assumed fabricated from .020"
wall titanium, with a .020" wall of Teflon thermal insulation over
the entire metal surface. The feed system is assumed to be a cupped
turnstile or an equivalent circularly polarized mode launcher.
The helix antenna is constructed of 0 gage aluminum which is wrapped
around a fiberglass support structure of .125" thickness. The ground
plane is assumed to be .060" thick beryllium. The antenna is coated
with .020" Teflon layer for thermal protection.
The turnsti_and cavity backed cirannslot antennas are fabricated from
.030" thickness titanium. The radiating aperture in both cases is
co;ered with a .030" fiberglass cover to prevent the entrance of stray
matter in the radiating aperture region.
Antennas in the 10-20 db gain regions which are constructed as arrays
of element type antennas (e.g., arrays of antennas discussed in paragraph C
above), have not been included for analysis. Although such arrays are
possible, their performance characteristics, as calculated from measured
data of the array elements themselves, cannot be guaranteed. Theoretical
and/or experimental verification of gain, beam width and roll symmetry
would be necessary before realistic system performance prediction could be
made. Although the weights of arrays have not been analyzed, the results
given in Figure 3.96 should be representative of properly designed arrays.
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In order to determine the effect on system weight of antenna selection,
it is necessary to determine transmitter weight and power consumption as
a function of transmitted power. Several transmitters in the power range
of interest were investigated and the results are shownin Table 3.79.
TABLE3.79
S-BAND TRANSMITTER CHARACTERISTICS
TYPE POWER OUTPUT WEIGHT POWER REQUIRED
Solid State 0.5 watts 2.2 ibs. 7 watts
Solid State 3.0 3.0 32
Ceramic Tube i0 6.2 37
Amplitron 20 9.2 59
TWT 20 12 65
_.T-Fi_ares 3.97 and 3.98, the transmitter weight and power trends are
estimated as a function of transmitter power output. These curves can
now be used to estimate the system weight as a function of peak antenna
gain.
Along with antenna and transmitter wsight, the entry probe battery weight
will also vary as a function of the antenna gain. The relationship is
complicated by the fact that the descent time and data rate vary with
system weight due to changes in M/CDA. The dashed lines in Figure 3.99
show the battery weight variation with transmitter output power for
a M/CDA of 0.15 slugs/ft. This value of M/CDA is probably the minimum
that could be realized under the design constraints. The solid curve is
an estimate of the curve resulting from allowing the M/CDA and data rate to vary.
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The battery weight is based on use of silver-zinc batteries with
30 watt-hrs./lb, specific capacity. The system power estimate used
is 21 watts plus the transmitter power, and a 50 percent battery
capacity margin.
Based upon the foregoing approach, it is possible to determine the
variation in probe weight with antenna gain. This is shown in
Figure 3.100 for various values of @E" As can be seen in each case,
there is a unique value of gain which results in minimum weight for
the RF system (antenna and transmitter) and battery.
Selection of the design antenna gain must also consider targeting
flexibility desired, thermal protection problems, as well as the sub-
system parameters discussed above.
3.10.2.3.2.6 Direct Link Performance Summary
The calculations for the three alternative missions are summarized in
the design control charts of Table 3.80. The entries in this table
are determined as follows:
i. Transmitter Power -- The transmitter power is determined by
Summing all of the gains and losses in the design control
chart. The power is selected so that a nominal margin
equal to the linear sum of the adverse tolerances is obtained.
2. Probe Circuit Loss -- Value determined from typical cable
runs and connector values.
3. Probe Antenna Gain -- Naximum gain for probe antenna type and
look angle, tolerance based on standard measurement practice.
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Parameter
Table 3.80
Direct Link Design Control Chart
Best RF Occultation Minimum Flyby/Entry
Probe Mission Probe Mission
Best Entry
Probe Mission
I. Transmitter Power
2. Probe Circuit Loss
3. Probe Antenna Gain
4. Space Loss
(f - 2295
5. Atmospheric
Attenuation
6. Mnltipath Loss
7. Receiving Antenna Gain
8. Polarization Loss
9. Receiving Circuit Loss
_ Received Power
ll. Receiver NO
13. E/No
14. Threshold Power
15. Margin
3 dbw + .5 6dbw + 1.0 6dbw + 1.0
i db ± .3 Same Same
+i0.5dB ± 2.25
G peak = 13.5 db
@c = 16°
Helix
-257.5db Max z
R : 65 x i0 ° Km.
C
.3db + .2
1.Odb max.
61db +
Negligible
0.i db max.
+4.25
-183.9 dbw -3.25
+.2
-214dbw/Hz -. 5
IO. 9GD
45pbs
8.4db _+ 1
-189.1db_1.2
-1.5
+5.2db+5.45
-4.75
+6db + 2.0
G peak = 7db
_ = 13°
rran Slot
-257.5dbmax.
R = 77 x 106Km.
C
Same
Same
Same
Same
Same
+4.2
-186.9 dbw-3.2
Same
12.3db
17bps
9.6db_+ 1
192. idbw +1.2
-1.5
+5.2db+5.4
-4.7
+6db +2
G peak = 7 db
@ = 13 °
¢
C1rran Slot
-257.5db max_
R = 77 x i0 _ Km.
c
Same
_me
Same
Same
Same
+4.2
-i86._ aow-3.2
Same
12.gdb
19.5bps
9.4db± 1
-191.7dbw +l. 2
-1.5
+4.8db*5.4
-4.7
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..
Space loss taken at 2295 MHz and at appropriate ranges
(65 x l06 Km for far side flyby window, 77 x lO 6 Km for
minimum approach velocity.
Atmospheric Attenuation -- In Section 3.10.2.2.1, the
calculation for atmospheric and ionospheric attenuation
are summarized. Using that data the attenuation at 2295 MHz
is .3 ± .2 db. This is based on transmission along a radial
path out of the atmosphere. For transmission at angles to
the radial the attenuation is increased by 1/cos 9. However,
since for the trajectories considered the maximum angle is
14o, this factor is negligible.
Multipath Loss -- In Section 3.10.2.3.2.3, the calculations
for determining the maximum signal degradation due to multipath
are discussed. The results are summarized as Figure 3.92.
The grasing angle for the direct link is near 90 °. The front
to back ratio of the cirannslot type of antenna will be greater
than lO db (see Figure 12 in Reference 50) as will the front
to back ratio for higher gain helices. The major uncertainty
in these estimates is the characterization of the Venus terrain
(_= 10-3 , E/E O = 5). Even if the estimate of the reflecting
properties of Venus were low, the excess front to back ratio
over the assumed lO db makes estimates conservative. No adverse
tolerance is assumed for that reason.
7. Receiving Antenna Gain -- Based on published data for 210 foot
dish at Goldstone.
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. Polarization Loss -- Polarization losses occur even with two
circularly polarized antennas when one or both antennas is
being viewed off axis. Since the worst case probe antenna
angle is 16 deg. and the receiving antenna will be boresighted,
the polarization loss will be completely negligible.
9. Receiving Circuit Loss -- Based on published data for a DSN
210 foot dish.
i0. Received Power -- Summation of above.
ii. Receivez No -- Based on published data for the DSN.
12. Data Rate -- Specified for each entry probe configuration.
13. (E/N)eff. -- The required E/N o is determined by the modulation
scheme and demodulation techniques used. This subject is dis-
cussed in Section 3.10.2.3.1. There it was concluded that since
a coherent-coded (n = 6) system was to be demonstrated on the
Mariner Mars 69 flyby that this system would be appropriate for
the Venus probe. The effective E/N ° estimates were based on an
assumed signal frequency uncertainty of IOOO H z. This is con-
servative since the data will be predetection recorded and by
iterative data processing the frequency uncertainty would be
further reduced. The maximum improvement would, however, be
less than 2 db. These considerations were based upon data rates
on the order of 60 bits/sec, for lower data rates the difference
between a coherent and non-coherent link with the same coding
becomes even less (by tenths of db) and the importance of reduced
frequency uncertainty more significant. The value of iOOO H
Z
will be retained for these calculations, however, to assure
conservatism and allow for any degradation due to the predetection
recording process.
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14. Threshold Power. -- The threshold power is computed from the
system noise (No) , the data bandwidth and required (E/No)eff.
15. Performance Margin. -- The performance margin is the difference
between the nominal received signal power and the nominal threshold
required power. The transmitter power is selected so that the
margin exceeds the linear sum of the adverse tolerances of all
the parameters.
As can be seen from Table 3.80, the range is from 2 to 4W based on the
assumptions made. Since JPL has under development a 3-watt, solid state,
S-band transmitter, a design like the far side flyby configuration would
probably use this hardware. Where slightly higher power is required, a
derated TWT or a tube type transmitter would be used. Table 3.81 sum-
marizes representative transmitter types and properties for these three
configurations. As can be seen both tube and TWT type transmitters are
shown for the near side flyby cases to illustrate their impact on probe
design.
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Mission
Best RF Occultation Probe
(Baseline Payload)
Minimum Flyby/Entry Probe
(Minimum Payload)
Best Entry Probe
(Modified Baseline)
TABLE 3.81
SELECTED TRANS41TTER CHARACTERISTICS
(DIRECT LINK)
Transmitter
,T?pe Power Out
Solid State 3 watts
Tube (Ceramic) 5
TWT (SS driver) 7
Power In
32 watts
22
29
5,5
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3.10.2.4 Relay Link Approach
3.10.2.4.1 Relay Link Frequency Selection
Selection of a suitable relay link carrier frequency can be made by
investigating the variation of the frequency dependent parameters in the
radar range equation. Propagation loss, system noise figure, antenna
efficiency, doppler variations, transmitter efficiency, and atmospheric
and ionospheric attenuation are all quantities whichwill affect frequency
selection. To facilitate analysis and select an operating frequency the
variations of the quantitiesare normalized to a transmitter power of
1-watt at 400 MHz.
3.10.2.4.1.1 Propagation Loss
At a distance R from an isotropic antenna the power density (assuming an
ideal transmission link) is given by
Pt
So - (41)
41TR 2
where 4_rR 2 is the surface area of a sphere of radius R. A receiving
antenna having an effective area AR will receive at its terminals a power
GRC2
So AR. Since GR = 4_ARf2 then AR = and the received power at
C2 ' 4_f 2
SoGR C2
the terminals becomes 47_f 2 .
Also because of the relative geometrical variations that occur between
the entry and flyby probes, wide beamwidth antennas are required. Equating
the requirements of wide beamwidths with the result that the gain must re-
main constant it is seen that the received power must be inversely propor-
tional to the square of the frequency. Thus as the operating frequency
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increases, the propagation loss increases at the rate of 20 db/decade
as shownby the normalized variation in Figure 3.101.
3.10.2.4.1.2 SystemNoise Figure
A key factor which will degrade the relay link system noise figure is the
presence of an appreciable amountof galactic noise at low frequencies (see
Figure 3.84). Assuming that the most predominant factors affecting the
system noise figure (at low frequencies) are galactic noise and receiver
noise, the system noise figure referenced to the receiver front end is
given by
NF _ 10 log ( 290 + TFE + TG ) (42)
290
where TFE = receiver effective noise temperature
= (F-I) 290°K = 630°K for a 5 db receiver noise figure
Galactic noise as a function of frequency varies approximately as the
inverse of the square of frequency as shown in Figure 3.84. The curve
for average brightness temperature is used to compute noise figure variation
with frequency because the use of broadbeam antennas will tend to average
out the galactic noise produced in any one direction. This one advantage
of a broadbeam antenna results from the fact that the "bright" areas of
the sky are fairly concentrated causing a broadbeam antenna to view large
percentages of "quiet" sky compared to the restricted view of a narrow
beam antenna. By combining the variations of propagation loss and system
noise figure a composite curve is established as shown in Figure 3.101.
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3.10.2.4.1.3 Antenna Efficiency
If one were to base the choice of operating frequency solely on the
previous two parameters, then it is obvious that a wide range of lower
frequencies would suffice as operating point. However, the lowest
useable frequencies are limited by the vehicle dimensions and the amount
of ionospheric attenuation (discussed in the next section) that can be
tolerated at the lower frequencies.
Since an undersized antenna (one whose physical size is less than one-half
a wavelength) must be complemented by a tuning element, the overall antenna
efficiency drops sharply when the physical antenna size is much smaller than
half a wavelength. At wavelengths less than those approximating the vehicle
size, therefore, the inefficiency in terms of loss will have a frequency
dependence approximating an inverse square law.
This loss in antenna efficiency sets a lower bound on the range of possible
operating frequencies and when combined with propagation loss and system
noise produce a composite curve as shown in Figure 3.102.
3.10.2.4.1.4 Ionospheric and Atmospheric Attenuation
Atmospheric attenuation, that is absorption due to molecular transitions,
will be predominant at the higher frequencies. Similarly ionospheric
attenuation, that is, absorption due to electron collisions in the upper
atmosphere Will be predominant at the lower frequencies.
Figure 3.103 includes the absorption variations with frequency in the
composite curve (see Figure 3.83) and shows that the two most optimum
frequencies are 272 MH z and 400 MH z.
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3•IO.2.4. I. 5 Doppler Variations
The relative velocity between the flyby probe and entry probe cause the
received signal to differ from the frequency of the transmitted signal
(ft) by the doppler frequency shift (fd), given by
fd =vft (43)
c
where v is the relative velocity of the transmitter and receiver and c
is the velocity of light. To accommodate the doppler frequency shift, it
is necessary to increase the bandwidth of the receiver (this requirement
defines the minimum predetection noise bandwidth, which is proportional
to the first power of the carrier frequency). Thus the doppler variations
will cause the composite curve of Figure 3.103 to increase at higher
frequencies.
3.10.2.4.1.6 Transmitter Efficiency
In general the efficiency of the transmitter decreases with increasing
frequency. As a consequence, the composite curve in Figure 3.103 will
increase even more due to transmitter inefficiency at high frequencies.
3.10.2.4.1.7 Antenna Size and Weight
A consideration of antenna size and weight at this point will be a Useful
factor in finally choosing an operating frequency. As shown in the section
on propagation loss, the capture area for a fixed beamwidth antenna increases
as the frequency decreases. Although 400 MH z is not the most optimum fre-
quency as far as its effect on the communication link efficiency is concerned
the advantage of smaller antenna size and weight make it a more attractive
choice from an overall systems viewpoint.
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3•10.2.4.1.8 Summaryand Conclusions
With the analysis of the frequency dependent parameters kept in mind, the
choice of the entry probe transmitter operating frequency can be madefrom
the five frequencies allocated for space research by the FCCas shownin
Figure 3.103. The composite curve of Figure 3.103 is determined primarily
by the propagation loss, system noise figure, atmospheric and ionospheric
attenuation and antenna efficiency. Doppler degradations and transmitter
inefficiencies at higher frequencies will only add to the choice of elimi-
nating frequencies above 100 MHz as possible choices for operating frequencies.
Disregarding 137 MHz, this leaves the FCCallocations at 272 MHz and 400 MHz
as the most logical choices. From an overall systems viewpoint, when con-
sidering the savings in antenna size and weight (as frequency increases),
one has to conclude that 400 MHz is the logical choice to make. The I db
loss as opposed to _^ " _ _u ..... _ne
_ ,_ z is a small price to _a_ for in-
creased savings in volume and weight.
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3.10.2.4.2 Relay Link Modulation Selection
3.10.2.4.2.1 Assumptions and Constraints
The modulation candidates are shownin Figure 3.87.
constraints used are listed in Table 3.82.
The assumptions and
3.10.2.4.2.2 Codedvs. Uncoded
Following the samearguments presented in Section 3.10.2.3.1, it can be
concluded that from an efficiency viewpoint the relay link modulation
schemeshould be coded if n >2. Twoother considerations that could in-
fluence the final decision of selecting a coded vs. uncodedmodulation
schemeare the relative complexity of uncoded and coded receivers on the
flyby probe and the time required to achieve synchronization.
Receiver Complexity
A simplified measure of relative complexity of the coded and uncoded
receivers is to assume the receiver complexity follows a 2n law.*
For the uncoded case n = 1, hence, the complexity ratio of coded-to-
uncoded receivers will follow a 2n-1 law. From this simplified
approach, it can be concluded that for n> 4 the coded receiver will
be more than an order of magnitude more complex than an uncoded re-
ceiver, hence, n_4 if a coded scheme is to be selected.
Synchronization Acquisitign Time
Since, from an efficiency viewpoint a coded scheme is desirable, it
is _acitly assumed here that the uncoded systems can acquire synchroni-
zation faster than coded systems and the question is whether the
*Assumes 2_ filters, one for each _ode word.
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TABLE3.82
ASSUMPTIONSANDCONSTRAINTS
RELAYLINKMODULATIONSELECTION
Ite____m
I. Data Rate
2. Modulation Candidates
3. Frequency Stability
4. Descent Time
e Word Error Probability,
Pw (n)
Value
60 bps
1 in 105
10 rain.
10-2
Comment
Typical
See Figure 3.90
Maximum due to
entry environment
Typical minimum,
AV-4 atmo sphere,
Mach 0.5 to impact,
M/CoA= o.9
Maximum
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acquisition time (TA) of the coded systems is acceptable for relay
application. The minimumdescent time is approximately 500 seconds,
_, _ a worst ...... _ +h_ In p_¢ of this time or 50
seconds should be allowed to acquire synchronization. Furthermore,
it would be desirable if TA -_ 5 seconds if only about one scientific
data sample is to be lost during TA. In calculating TA it is assumed
that for all practical purposes TA of coherent and noncoherent coded
systems are the sameonce phase lock loop synchronization has been
achieved in the coherent systems. On this assumption the following
four coded systems have been considered.
a. Tone, synchronization information in the serial data stream
b. Tone, synchronization information on the separate subcarrier
channel
c. Digitized code, synchronization information in the serial
data stream
d. Digitized code, synchronization information on the separate
subcarrier channel.
Considering schemesin which the synchronization information is trans-
mitted in series with the data, Figure 3.104 shows that if synchronization
acquisition could occur within the period (TI) of a synchroniza%ion word
and if the period of the synchronization word equals the period of data
words, then TA (MAX)= kT where K-1 is the numberof data words between
synchronization words.* Reference 51 shows that this is approximately
the case whether the code is tone or digitized, hence, assuming a 60
bps data rate, TA = 5 seconds for the values of k versus n shownin
*It is assumedhere that in the worst case K-1 words must be received
before a synchronization work is received and that synchronization is
achieved during the period that the first synchronization work is received.
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Table 3.83. It can be concluded, then, that for TA = 5 seconds a coded
system in which synchronization is included in the serial data stream
n _6). If a tone code system is used, a separate tone can be used for
synchronization; if a digitized code system is used, one of the 2n words
can be used for synchronization.
For schemes in which synchronization is obtained from a separate sub-
carrier channel, it can be seen from Figure 3.105 that a synchronization
word having the same period as the data words could be transmitted
synchronously in parallel with the data words. For this case TA_T.
This approach, although attractive from the point of view of reducing
TA ( as compared to the serial synchronization case), is inefficient
since bo _ for the data and synchronization channels would be equal and
(E/No) synchronization _ (E/No)DATA. Hence, (E/No)EF F. for this case
__3 db higher than a case where the synchronization channel requires
negligible power.
If the synchronization word were increased to kT, as shown in Figure
3.105, then (E/No)EFF.-_ (E/No)DATA for TA_ T. Since the synchroni-
Zation word rate is 1/k times the data word rate, the synchronization
channel power requirements would be small if k >71 .* Since k2 50 for
TA = 5 seconds and the values of n being considered, use of a parallel
synchronization channel would be acceptable from an efficiency viewpoint.
From the viewpoint of acceptable acquisition time (TA _- 5 seconds) it
can be concluded that any of the four coded schemes considered would
be acceptable.
*Although bo_(Synchronization)_bo_(DATA), the resultant increase in
E/N o (synchronization) to achieve a given Pw(n) would be more than offset
by the low data rate in the synchronization channel.
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TABLE3.83
VALUESOFk VERSUSn
1-1
2 149
3 99
4 74
5 59
6 49
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Figure 3.106 compares the autocorrelation functions of the digitized
and tone coded systems used for the serial synchronization case.
The digitized system must use 2n correlators in order to achieve
word synchronization and in addition, digit synchronization must be
achieved within the interval T/2 n-1 seconds if the system is to
operate near the peak of the autocorrelation function. Word
synchronization can be achieved with a tone system with less
than 2n correlators since, depending on the timing accuracy (_t)
desired, nc = I/_t where nc is the number of correlators required.
As nc increases, the degradation in E/No of the data channel will
decrease since, for _t -_0, (E/No)EF F_ E/N o (theoretical). Since
the E/N o of the data and synchronization words must be equal for
a serial synchronization case (constant transmitter power), the
value of nc selected must be based on a tradeoff between the com-
plexity resulting from large n and the degradation in E/N o of the
data channel. Although this tradeoff study is incomplete, it has
tentatively been assumed that the complexity of the serial tone
system will be less than the complexity of the serial digitized
system for acceptable data channel performance. Hence, for the
serial coded case a tone scheme would be recommended.
Figure 3.107 compares the autocorrelation functions of the
digitized and tone coded systems used for the separate synch-
ronization subcarrier case. Since k is assumed Z 50, k _ 2n-1
for the range of n considered (3 to 6) and kT/2 n-l_ T for the
digitized code case will be more sensitive to timing error than
the serial synchronization digitized case.
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The tone coded case autocorrelation function is k times wider
than the equivalent serial tone coded case, hence, for equi-
valent performance, k times as many correlators will be required.
Table 3.84 compares the four schemes considered on the basis
of complexity (number of correlators). It can be seen from
Table 3.84 that the tone coded system employing serial synch-
ronization is potentially the least complex and would be recom-
mended for the relay link.
3.10.2.4.2.3 Coherent versus Noncoherent
Following the approach taken in Section 3.10.4.1, Figure 3.108 shows
E/N o versus hot for a noncoherent coded scheme and Pw(4) = 10-2.
Again, a 1 db degradation in E/N o is estimated for synchronization
The IF bandwidth required for a relay link receiver must include
the largest doppler frequency shift expected from separation through
probe impact if the flyby probe receiver is to operate in a single
mode. The value of fD is approximately 15 KH z for typical probe
entry velocity (VE) of 11 KM/sec. The value of fi is 8 KH z for 1
in 105 at 400 MH z. Therefore, assuming B of approximately 60 bps,
bo can be conservatively estimated as 25 KHz. This results in a
boO# of about 415 and an E/N o of about 14.6 db. A reduction in bo
could be achieved by having the flyby probe receiver local oscil-
•lator shift frequency at a time after probe separation consistent
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TABLE3.84
COMPARISONF CODEDSYSTEMS
System
Tone, Serial
Tone, Separate
Synchronization Channel
Digitized, Serial
Synchronization
Digitized, Separate
Synchronization Channel
No. Correlators
For Synchronization
nc_ 2n
knc _ 2n
N 2n
2n
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with the estimated time for probe entry. During the pre-entry
phase fD would be approximately 8 KHz, hence bo_16 KHz, bo_ ._. 265,
and E/N o _ 13.8 db. During descent fD _2OO Hz, hence bo ._8 KHz,
bott- ._.135 , and E/Noel2.5 db. Due to the moderately small (2 db)
increase in link efficiency resulting from the addition of a flyby
probe receiver mode change, it seems more prudent to design this
receiver to operate in a single mode with bo : 25 KH z and assume
E/N o = 14.6 db if a noncoherent modulation scheme is selected.
Following the approach in Section 3.10.4.1, (E/No)EF F for a coherent
coded scheme may be determined as a function of TA since bo is fixed at
25 KH z. Figure 3.109 is a plot of (E/No)EFF. versus TA for
this value of bo.* It can be seen from this figure that for TA_ 13
seconds (E/No)EF F_E/N ° required for noncoherent coded schemes. In
keeping with the design to maintain TA _ 5 seconds, the coherent
schemes phase lock loop acquisition time _ l second. Clearly the
noncoherent scheme would be a better choice if this criterion were
used. Another means of comparing coherent and noncoherent approaches
would be to examine the total mission data (B) transmitted assuming
= 60 bps and TD : 500 seconds. For the noncoherent system B - TDB
or 30,000 bits.
If B (coherent system) is changed as a function of TA to just offset
the difference between E/N (noncoherent) and E/N (coherent), B for
O O
the coherent systems can be expressed as
B = (500 - TA) B E/N o (Noncoherent) (44)
E/N o (CBherent)
*Since the IF bandwidth is B, IF bandwidth = frequency uncertainty.
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Figure 3.110 is a plot of the above equation versus TA normalized
to the B = 30,000 attainable with the noncoherent scheme. It can
be seen from this figure as TA is increased B (coherent) -_ 2B (non-
coherent). To achieve this increased B would increase the size of
the probe data storage unit since data collected during TA would
have to be stored and then retransmitted. Assuming TA_IO0 seconds,
the storage capacity would be on the order of 6000 bits in addition
to the storage capacity already required for storage of entry data.
Although this approach is feasible, the potential increase in B, or
potential decrease in E/No, is $3 db. Considering the increased
complexity resulting in the probe data handling subsystem, the in-
creased complexity of the flyby probe receiver to include an auto-
matically acquiring phase lock loop and the fact that the coherent
systems will be more sensitive to propagation anomalies such as
multipath signal fading, the noncoherent scheme is favored over a
coherent scheme and would be recommended for the relay link.
3.10.2.4.2.4 Selected Modulation Scheme
Since coded systems are more efficient than uncoded systems for
n_2, and since acceptable synchronization acquisition times (TA=
5 seconds) are achievable with coded systems for reasonable values
of n (3 to 6), it is concluded that a coded system be selected for
the relay link modulation scheme. For implementation it is recom-
mended that a tone coded system having a synchronization tone trans-
mitted periodically in series with the data tones be selected. To
minimize flyby probe receiver complexity, but achieve reasonable
efficiency it is recommended that n = 4. In order to reduce both
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entry and flyby probe complexity and minimize the effects of propa-
gation anomalies, it is recommended that a noncoherent scheme be
selected. Summarizing, a noncoherent, orthogonally coded tone sys-
tem with n = % is recommended for the relay link modulation scheme.
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3•I 0.2.4.3 Relay Link Performance
3.10.2.4.3.1 Assumptions and Constraints
The assumptions and constraints are listed in Table 3.85
3.10.2.4.3.2 Relay Link Geometry
Figure 3.111 illustrates the relay link communications geometry and
aids in understanding the terminology. The important parameters in
determining relay link performance are:
a. Communications range: the distance between the entry
probe and flyby probe at any instant of time, the communications
range is a variable (decreasing) during the probe descent.
b. Elevation angle constraint _i): the elevation angle
below which communications is considered to be impossible.
c. Entry probe antenna look angle (@p): the angle between
the entry probe axis and the flyby, probe line of sight.
d. Flyby probe antenna look angle (efs): the angle between
the flyby probe antenna boresight and the flyby probe line of
sight.
A fundamental limitation on allowable entry probe and flyby probe
trajectories is the elevation angle constraint. There is some angle
below which it is not desirable to attempt to communicate when the
probe is near impact. The reason for this is the possibility of
occultation by planet features and deep fading which can occur at
low elevation angles. Figure 3.112 illustrates the limits the
3-371
TABLE 3.85
ASS_JMPTIONS AND CONSTRAINTS
i, A worst case flyby trajectory of V_
hp = 765 was considered.
= 6.7Km/Sec,
2. Data rate requirement of 60 bits/sec.
3. Modulation technique Noncoherent, Coded (N = 4)
4. Maximum probe on axis antenna gain = 6 db
5. Maximum spacecraft antenna gain of 6 db (non-erectable)
or 12 db (erectable)
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elevation angle constraint imposesupon trajectory selection. In
this figure, impact sights for AV-4 and AV-50 atmospheres are shown.
As can be seen, due to differences in atmospheric structure and esti-
mates of the planet radius, a probe encountering the AV-4 atmosphere
flies further around the planet than it would if encountering an
AV-50 atmosphere. The elevation angle constraint requires that the
flyby probe be no further along its flyby path than the intersection
of line A for an AV-50 atmosphere (see Figure 3.112). If an AV-4
atmosphere is encountered, the flyby probe must be at least past
the intersection of line B with its flyby path at entry probe impact.
The elevation angle constraint thus requires that the difference in
descent times between encountering AV-4 and the AV-50 atmosphere be
less than the time it takes the flyby probe to movebetween lines A
and B. In Figure 7.113, this allowable difference time is shownas
a function of entry angle for different flyby trajectories and
elevation angle constraints. Also plotted in Figure 7.117 are the
actual difference times as a function of entry probe ballistic coef-
ficient and entry angle. The intersections of these two sets of curves
form constraints on entry minimumangle for given ballistic coefficient
or vice versa. This is illustrated in Figure3.114 which showsthe
minimumentry angle which can be flown for a given ballistic coef-
ficient, flyby trajectory and elevation angle constraint. If the
minimumangle is selected, the lead time is fixed. If higher entry
angles are selected, longer lead times will provide acceptable geometry.
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3.10.2._.3.3 Performance Optimization
An approach for determining the optimum relay link parameters for
a given trajectory will be described. The parameters and trajec-
tories selected for this example are: Vo@ = 6.7 Km/sec, Hp = 765 Km,
M/CDA= 1.5 slug/ft 2, WE = -60° and _i minimum= 20°. It is desired
to select the mutually optimum set of flyby probe and entry probe
antennas and lead time.
It will be shownthat for all reasonable lead times and antenna
selections, the performance margins at Mach 0.5 (designated as the
start of the communications period) and impact must be madeequal
since the performance margin between these times will then always
be higher. This finding is attributed to the following phenomena.
At the beginning of the communications period, communications range
decreases muchmore rapidly than antenna gains decrease due to
pointing errors whereas near impact, on the other hand, the gain
loss due to pointing errors occur muchmore rapidly than gain changes
due to range reduction. As a consequence, the worst case net gain
throughout the communications period is highest when the net gains
at the start and end of communications are equal. Figure 3.115 shows
the improvement in the range-loss factor which occurs between the
start and end of communications as a function of lead time. This
improvement will be exactly counterbalanced by antenna pointing
errors for the optimum case. Figure 3.116 shows the variation in
probe antenna look angles at the beglru_ng of cammunications (Mach0.5)
and a_. the end of communications (impact) as a function of lead time.
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A 10° angle of attack is included. As can be seen, the look angles
at Mach O. 5 do not change very much over the range of lead times
examined; however, the look angles for impact change dramatically.
The resultant transmitting antenna gain at impact is shown in
Figure 3.117 as a function of assumed peak transmitting antenna
gain.
The antenna patterns utilized to determine off-axis gains are actual
measured patterns representative of the type of antenna which is
likely to be used. The selection of 6 db as the peak antenna gain
is based upon the diameter constraint (aperture realizable) imposed
by the probe. A maximum allowable beamwidth of no greater than the
10 db beamwidth of the antenna was assumed.
As can be seen, for shorter lead times, higher peak gain antennas
actually result in lower gains at impact. Figure 3.118 shows the
transmitting smtenna gain at Mach O. 5 _nd, as indicated in Figure
3.116, shows that this is a very weak function of lead time. Figure
3.119 shows the net transmitting antenna gain change from Mach 0.5
to impact as a function of peak transmitting antenna gain and lead
time. It should be noted that Figure 3.119 shows only the gain
change and does not indicate actual gain levels. As a result of
the gain changes from Mach 0.5 to impact in the transmitting antenna
gain (Figure 3.115), the receiving antenna on the flyby probe can
suffer gain degradation during this period. Figure 3.120 shows the
maximum flyby probe antenna gain degradation as a function of trans-
mitting antenna gain and lead time. This gain degradation is accrued
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due to pointing errors. By balancing the flyby probe antenna look
angles at Mach0.5 at impact the designed degradation for any flyby
probe antenna size (or peak gain) can be achieved. Figure 3.121 shows
the total flyby probe antenna look angle excursion as a function of
lead time. In order to select the optimum lead time transmitting
antenna and receiving antenna, it is necessary to evaluate the link
performance capability with all three features considered simul-
taneously. This is done in Figures 3.112 through 3.126 where the
worst case received power (assuming OdBtransmitter power) is shown
as a function of the peak receiver antenna gain with peak trans-
mitting antenna gain and lead time varied. Figure 3.120 shows that
for a 56 minute lead time optimumperformance is achieved with re-
ceiving antenna gain near 4 db and transmitting antenna gain also
near 4 db. If the lead time increases, the optimum receiving antenna
gain also increases and the net perfomance capability improves until
the largest possible flyby probe antenna (assumed here to be 12 db)
becomes the optimum antenna size. If the lead time is increased
beyond that value, the maximum received power diminishes. As can
be seen in Figures 3.122 through 3.126, it is always desirable to
select the largest practical transmitting antenna gain, although the
advantages of doing so decrease with decreasing lead time. Thus,
with the particular case selected, optimum performance is achieved
with a lead time of 6% minutes. A peak transmitting antenna gain of
6 db and a peak receiving antenna gain of 12 db. This fact is illus-
trated in another form in Figure 3.127 where the maximum received
power is plotted against lead time for fixed receiving antenna gain.
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A curve for a 6 db maximum antenna gain is also plotted in Figure
3.127 to illustrate the effect of limitations on the flyby probe
..... _ _-_- -"-"_^--,-_,,_o in
antenna carrying capaol±1_y. As can u_ seen, _,= ,,_**=*_.....
performance diminish with decreasing lead time. This is so because
as the lead time decreases, the optimum antenna has lower gain.
The preceding analysis was performed over the M/CD A, _E map defined
in Figure 3.113. The results are shown in Figure 3.128 where the
transmitter power required to achieve the design data rate of approxi-
mately 75 bits per second is plotted as a function of entry angle for
the high and low M/CD A limits and assuming 6 db and 12 db maximum
receiving antenna gains. As can be seen in Figure 3.128 for the traj-
ectories considered the transmitter power required ranges from 20 watts
for the highest entry angle and M/CDA combination to on the order of
1,000 watts for the lowest entry angle cases.
These transmitter powers are computed by varying the appropriate
parameters in the design control chart shown as Table 3.86. Most
of the parameters in this design are easily calculated and verified.
The sources of the more interesting values are mentioned briefly below:
Item 5. Atmospheric attenuation of O.8to 1.5 db ('see Section
3.10. 2.2. I) O.8 db = nominal vertical attenuation
1.5 db = low elevation angle attenuation
Item 6. Multipath loss of 3 ! 1.0 db (see Section 3.10.2.3.2.3)
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VENUS-72 RELAY LINK DESIGN CONTROL TABLE
V : 6.7 KM/SEC ' _E = "60°' GR=IZ db (MAX),
PARAMETER
tLEAD = 68 Minutes
NOMINAL TOLERANCE
Transmitter Power PT +0.5
Probe Circuit Loss 1.0 +i. 0
Probe Antenna Gain (G T = 6 d b)
{}FC = Z5.7 ° _+i0o 3.6 j2,O
Space Loss, Range @ Entry = Z9,780KM
Frequency = 400 Mc 173.9
Atmospheric Attenuation 0.8 +iS
Multipath Los s 3.0 +i.0
Receiving Antenna Gain, QFS = 0° IZ. 0 +1.0
Polarization Loss D.0 +i.0
Receiver Circuit Loss Z.0 +I.0
Total Received Power
-165.1 + PT +_. 0
Receiver N O (NF = 5 dB)
Data Rate (B = 75 bps)
-197.5 +i. 0
18.8 - - -
Required E/N o
PW (4) = 10-Z; bo Z" = 300 14.8 +I. 0
Threshold Power Required -163.9 +Z. 0
Performance Margin
-165.1 + PT- (-]63.9)+__]I.0
Required PT I.6 +Ii.0
Worse Case PT iZ. 6 db W
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Item 11. Receiver noise spectral density of - 197.5 db/H z
results from a system noise figure of 6.5 db and
a preamp N.F. of 5 db (see Section 3.10.2.2.5).
Item 12. Data rate of 75 bps taken to be consistent with
M/CDA of 1.5 slug/ft 2
Item 13. Required E/N o for noncoherent coded modulation
(N = 4) (See Section 3.10.2.4.2).
It was stated previously that the performance margin during the
flight from Mach 0.5 to impact was always lowest at both ends. This
is shown in the performance margin timehistory shown in Figure 3.129.
As can be seen, the margin increases slowly due to decreasing range
until when the probe is near impact (the flyby probe being near
__±_/ _e antenna _^^_.... _-
margin drops sharply. These curves are based on descent into the AV-50
atmosphere. If an AV-4 atmosphere were encountered the same curves
would be followed; however, impact would occur earlier and hence the
gain at impact would be higher. The curves shown in Figure 3.129 are
based on lead times optimized for the 6 and 12 db maximumreceiving
antenna gain. The receiving antenna is pointed so as to equalize
the margins at Mach 0.5 and at impact. If the smaller antenna were
used with the same lead time, the curves would be lower and flattened.
Another constraint on the relay link geometry is that communications
be possible during the period from separation to entry. Assuming that
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the communications range and receiving antenna pointing are essen-
tially the same at entry and Mach 0.5 only the probe antenna look
angles must be considered to determine if pre-entry communications
are possible. Figure 3.130 shows the pre-entryprobelook angles
as a function of entry angle assuming the minimum lead. time possible
in each case. As can be seen, these look angles never exceed 5 deg.
_ longer lead time +_ _ _^_"
..... ajecv_zes the probe look angles _ll decrease.
However, the range of lead times considered above, the look angles
never exceed -10°. Thus pre-entry communications are assured.
3.10.2._.3.4 Performance Summary and Discussion
The characteristics of a relay link entry probe has been described
in Section 3.3.5. The configuration has been constrained by the
requirement to limit the entry heat rates to those which can be
simulated on the ground. This imposes a limitation on the hyper-
sonic ballistic parameter (of little concern for communications)
which in turn limits the magnitude of practical subsonic ballistic
parameter.
Figure 3.128 shows the relay link transmitter power required as a
function of entry angle and ballistic parameter. Basically the relay
link communications analysis is a geometry problem constrained by
having to consider atmospheric extremes of _ and 50 bars. In AV-_
atmosphere the subsonic flight time of the probe is relatively short
M
for moderate values of CDA and it is required that the flyby probe
be above the effective radio horizon as the entry probe nears the
surface (at higher altitudes the radio horizon is lowered). This
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places an upper limit on the flyby probe lead time, for if the
flyby probe is too far away at entry, it will not come around the
planet soon enough to be in sight at impact. In an AV-50 atmos-
phere, the descent time is very long and the problem is to prevent
the flyby probe from moving below the radio horizon as_it goes past
the entry probe target area. This fixes a lower limit for the flyby
probe lead time at entry. This geometry is controlled by the approach
velocity, periapsis radius, allowable minimum elevation angle _),
flight path angle at entry and ballistic parameter. Of all of these
parameters, the subsonic ballistic parameter is critical. For larger
M
values of _ , the descent time in both limiting atmospheres is
CDA
smaller and the difference in descent times is also reduced, thereby
expanding the zone of allowable flyby probe position at probe entry.
As the ballistic parameter is made smaller, however, the difference
in descent times grows larger and the allowable flyby probe position
at entry narrows until at some minimum value of M/CDA it vanishes,
meaning that the full range of atmospheres can no longer be covered.
This limitation is shown in Figure 3.11_ which shows minimum values
of the ballistic parameter for values of the other parameters.
The relay link performanceis determined by the geometry associated
with the AV-50 atmosphere (the foregoing considerations only placing
limits on the approaches taken to improve the geometry). The basic
problem may be stated simply as follows: The combined factors of
very long descent time, high approach velocity and limited maximum
lead time (because the AV-% atmosphere must be considered) result in
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a need for very wide receiving antenna beamwidth (over 90 deg. for
an M/CDAof 1.5). This limits the gain which can be available at
the long ranges (near probe entry) and results in the poor link per-
formance shownin Figure 3.128 where it is seen for 20 watts maximum
transmitter power (+13 dbw) a probe with M/CDA= 1.5 has a marginal
link performance even at the steep entry angle of 60 deg.
Under the ground rules assumedin Table 3.85, the utility of a relay
link is marginal at best. There are, however, several directions
which can be explored to improve the relay link capability. The
basic objective is to minimize the angular coverage required of the
flyby probe antenna. This can be achieved by selecting more optimum
flyby probe trajectories (i.e., lower approach velocity higher peri-
apsis), by increasing probe M/CDAand hence decreasing descent time
or, by utilizing a steerable antenna on the flyby probe.
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3.10.2._._ Impact of Venera _ and Mariner V AtmosphereData
on Relay Link Performance
It is of interest to examine briefly the performance obtained if
the range of atmospheresconsidered is the more realistic 15-25 bars
(References 2 and 3).
For a 25 bar atmosphere, the descent time for an M/CDAof I slug/ft 2
is about 32 minutes. Figure 3.131 shows the effect of this reduced
descent time on the relay link performance. Three curves are shown.
Curve A is reproduced from Figure 3.129 and showsthe power required
during the mission from entry to impact for a probe having an M/CDA
of 1.5 slugs/ft 2 entering the AV-50atmosphere. (The transmitter
must have the highest power required during the mission.) Curve B
shows the changes in performance which result from reducing the range
in atmospheres from 15 to 25 bars. The reduced descent time accounts
for approximately 3 db improvement (consider Curve A from Tp-55 to
Tp-23 minutes). Also the required data rate (which was previously
determined by the AV-_ atmosphere is now determined by the 15 bar
lower limit and so is reduced from75 to 25 bits/sec. Finally the
descent time is based upon anM/CDAof 1.0 slugs/ft 2, the lower M/CDA
being preferrable as it results in lower heating. Curve B showsthat
the relay link requirementscan be satisfied with less than 5 watts _
transmitter power and a 12 db receiving antenna. With a 6 db re-
ceiving antenna, the required transmitter power is about 16 watts
as shown in Curve C.
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The design control chart, Table 3.86, for the relay link was modi-
fied to shows the conditions for the 25 bar atmosphere and is given
in Table 3.87. No attempt has been made to refine the entries in
the original table because the emphasis placed on direct link probes
precluded reoptimization of the relay link trajectories.
Y
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Table 3.87
VENUS-TZ RELAY LINK DESIGN CONTROL TABLE
25 BAR ATMOSPHERE
PARAMETER
I. TRANSMITTER POWER
Z. PROBE CIRCUIT LOSS
3. PROBE ANTENNA GAIN (G T = 6db)
4_FC = 25.7 ° +10 °
4. SPACE LOSS, RANGE@ ENTRY = 2Z, 000 KM
FREQUENCY = 400 Mc
5. ATMOSPHERIC ATTENUATION
6. MULTIPATH LOSS
• = 0°7 RECEIVING ANTENNA GAIN, _FS
8. POLARIZATION LOSS
9. RECEIVER CIRCUIT LOSS
I0. TOTAL RECEIVED POWER
1 i. RECEIVER N o (NF = 5db)
12. DATA RATE (B = Z5bps)
13. REQUIRED E/N o
PW (4) = 3. 3xi0-3", bo = 1000
14. THRESHOLD POWER REQUIRED
15. PERFORMANCE MARGIN
16. REQUIRED PT
17. WORSE CASE PT
'l_Tt'_% ,TTlkT A T
P
T
1.0
3.6
171. 3
0.8
3.0
1Z.0
0.0
2.0
- 16Z. 5 +PT
-197.5
14.0
16.7
-166.8
-16Z. 5 PT-(166.8)
-4.3
6.7dbW
TOL.ERANCE
+0.5
+_1.o
+_z.o
+_i.5
+_1.o
tl.o
+1.o
_+I.0
_+7.0
+1.o
+.I.O
+.Z.O
+11.o
+11.0
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3.10."3 RF-SubsystemFunctional Description
Based on the study ground rules, prior to the Venera 4 and Mariner V
missions, the comparative communications studies, described above_
showno distinct advantage for the relay link. The added system and
operational complexities of the relay link due to the receiver and
antenna required on the flyby reduced its attractiveness. The com-
munications studies also showedthat steep entry angles are required
for the relay link if added complexities (as entry probe staging,
antenna storage, movable antennas, etc.) are to be avoided; hence,
the ability of achieving shallow entry angles to reduce the heating
levels would require further relay link complexity. Simultaneous
mission and configuration studies showedthat the heating rates
resulting from the steep entry angles needed for a direct link could
be offset by reducing the entry velocity and M/CDA. As the direct
link performance calculations indicate a high degree of confidence
in fulfilling the mission and system requirements, utilizing tech-
nology within the state of the art, it was selected as the reference
approach for the three alternative missions.
The characteristics of the RF Subsystemare summarizedin Table 3.88
for each of the three candidate missions. The use of the helix an-
tenna on the B_st RFOccultation Probe Mission is allowed since the
deflection rocket is on the nose of the entry probe. Use of a high
antenna gain results in reduced transmitter power requirements and
permits the use of a lightweight solid state transmitter. Tha'ceramic
tube transmitter and cirran slot antenna for the MinimumFlyby/Entry
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Probe Mission provides a low cost system with relatively lightweight
and low power. The larger radiation power requirements for the Best
Entry Probe Mission favor a TWT transmitter; a cirran slot antenna
is retained for ease of integration. The performance of the direct
link for the three alternative missions is given in the design con-
trol table, Table 3.80.
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3.11 Power Subsystem
3.11.1 Functional Requirements
The power subsystem is comprised of the power supply,
charger for the power supply, and the power conditioning system which
alters the characteristics of the raw power from the power supply to
meet the requirements of the users. The battery power supply must be
sized based on total energy requirements and rate of discharge to
supply power for (I) the 10ng duration timer which is initiated at
entry probe separation from the flyby probe and is used to turn on
the entry probe subsystems immediately prior to entry, (2) the
operation of the radio frequency, data handling_ instrumentation, and
sequencer subsystems which once turned on at entry maintain an
invariant power requirement throughout descent to the surface, and
(3) the actuation of pyrotechnic systems for release and de_i0yment
of required events. During interplanetary'cruise the entry probe is
stowed on board the flyby probe in a quasi-dormant state. The
temperature of the entry probe is monitored by the flyby probe house-
keeping commutator. Probe subsystems do not require power during
Interplanetary cruise, but maintenance of the entry probe regulation
of the battery trickle charge will be provided by a battery charger
located on the flyby probe. The entry probe system checkout while
attached to the flyby probe is accomplished by hard line output from
the entry probe data handling subsystem into the flyby probe data
storage unit; following checkout the charger restores the entry probe
battery to full charge. The power conditioning system provides
sufficient power regulation to meet the conditioned input power
requirements for the various usera. Rather than attempt to design a
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distribution system that conditions the power to meet the individual
demandsof every component, a low level of regulation is provided and
the users tailor this power to meet their own requirements.
3.11.2 Power SubsystemDefinition
3.11.2.1 Power Supply Selection
A battery power supply can readily provide
the total energy and requirements at the power levels to satisfy the
Venus entry probe subsystem requirements.
Twobattery types were considered for the Venus
entry probe system. Xhese are sealed nickel-cadium and sealed silver-
zinc cells which have both demonstrated some degree of compatibility
With the Venus probe requirements including dry heat sterilization.
The nickel-cadium cells investigated are built by the Sonotone Corpora-
tion and have been evaluated by Avco and by TRW for JPL. The Silver
Zinc cells are currently under development by the Electric Storage
Battery Company for JPL. The factors considered in this comparative
evaluation were:
I. Performance Capability
2. Operational Suitability
3. State of Development
The following general conclusions were reached
as a result of this investigation.
I. The available power source technology leaves much to be
desired for a sterilizable planetary probe.
2. The current application of available R & D resources to the
silver-zinc approach is the dominant factor in the selection
processes.
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In the following sections the information
leading to these conclusions will be summarized.
3.11.2.1.1 Nickel CadmiumCells
3.11.2.1.1.1 Performance Capability
Nickel-cadmium
batteries are the predominant power source for space applications.
This is primarily because of the very large numberof charge discharge
cycles possible, the relative ease of application of these devices to
space systems and the very large numberof successful programs which
have used them. Investigations by Avco and others have indicated that
there are no reasons inherent to conventional sealed nickel-cadmiuN
cells to preclude the development of sterilizable batteries. Conse-
quently_ the SonotoneCorporation manufactured cells which they believed
could be sterilized according to NASAspecifications. These cells were
tested by Avco and TRW(under JPL contract).
In the Avco test program
a limited numberof cells of two types (3.5 and 5 amperehour capacities)
were subjected to multiple sterilization cycles and were then tested
under various profiles and environments for periods exceeding sixteen
months. These test programs are reported on in references 59 and 60.
The conclusions reached during this investigation are as follows:
(I) Sealed nickel-cadmium cells have survived repeated heat
sterilization cycles without large storage capacity loss or
physical damage.
(2) Sterilized cells survived high shock (2,000 g) and vibration
levels.
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(3) Sterilized cells have provided in excess of 80 deep discharge
cycles and over sixteen months operating time.
(4) Repeated heat cycles do not appear to add to degradation
caused by first heat cycle.
(5) A specific capacity of about 8 watt_hrs/Ib can be achieved
by these cells after sterilization.
3.11.2.1.1.2 Operational S,,_=h_!ity
The sterilization
requirement for the Venus entry probe imposes significant operational
procedures to the power source. The entry probe must be built -- checked
out ir_;ofar as possible -- sealed in its sterilization canister -5
sterilized -- and have all subsequent checkouts made with only minimal
electrical accessibility through the sterilization canister. The
ability of the nickel cadmium batteries to survive multiple steriliza-
tion heat cycles, before and after charge discharge cycles, greatly
enhances their suitability for the Venus probe. With that capabi!ity,
the batteries may be built, electrically tested, sterilized (for weeding
out and biological burden reduction) and then assembled into the probe
which can be completely electrically tested. The probe can then be
installed in its canister and sterilized. The only known restriction
on the use of nickel cadmium cells is that they must be completely
discharged before and during the sterilization process. It is also
possible that when assembled as a battery, each cell would have to be
shorted out during the heat cycle. (The data necessary to demonstrate
this requirement has not been assembled.) This would require additional
electrical connections via the main probe umbilical and would be
unattractive but-not prohibitive.
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The sterilized nickel-
cadmiumbatteries have demonstrated the ability to withstand extended
float or stand storage periods and will not impose severe operating
temperature limitations.
3.11.2.1.1.3 State of Development
Since completion of
the test programsdescribed above, development of nickel-cadmium
sterilizable betteries has not been pursued, presumably because of the
limited ultimate specific capacity of these batteries. The test
program conducted at Avco did, however, demonstrate that it is possible
to build sterilizable nickel-cadmium batteries and that with a moderate
amount of development these could be suitable for small planetary
probes. The Avco test experience pointed to the following recommenda-
tions for design modifications:
(i) Cell current leads should be heavier
(2) External insulators should be bigger
(3) Cells should contain more electrolyte
(4) Casecrimping should be eliminated or crimp depth be
carefully controlled and minimized.
3.11.2.1.2 Silver-Zinc Cells
3.11.2.1.2.1 Performance Capability
Sterilizable-sealed,
silver-zinc batteries are currently under development by the Electric
Storage Battery Company 61 The program has been underway for over
eighteen months and as of August, 1967, (the date of the most recent
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available progress report) several cells had been built, sterilized and
tested. In addition, fundamentalinvestigations into the materials used,
the electro-mechanical processesand the fabrication techniques have
been madeas part of this contract. Becausethese batteries are in an
early phaseof development, it is difficult to makean accurate
assessmentof their performancecapability.
The design information
utilized here is based on the aforementionedprogress report of August,
1967. In that report, two cell types were described and design
objectives and/or performanceachieved was specified. The first type
was the Model 334 cell which was to be capable of delivering 50 AH
above 1.3 volts from a cell weighing about 800 gms. (1.77 Ibs). Thus
the design objective is about 37watt-hours/lb. Thirteen cells were
manufacturedof which six were heat sterilized and cycled. Thesecells
delivered an averageof 33 watt-hrs/ib after sterilization. This model
cell did not perform adequately after the design shock environment (of
little or no consequencefor the Venusentry probe mission); and as a
result, the "E" Design Model343cells were designed and fabricated.
Thesecells were designed to correct the deficiencies discovered in the
Model 334 cells but have not yet (as of August, 1967) been tested. The
design objectives for this cell was to achieve 27 watt-hrs/ib (25 AH
to 1.39 volts in 1:26 ibs). As a result of these disclosures, it was
concluded that in all likelihood cells could be producedfor the Venus
probe application (i.e., without a high shock requirement) which would
deliver i_J t_le order of 30 watt hrs/ib.
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3.11.2.1.2.2 Operational Suitability
The ESBsilver-zinc
cells can only be sterilized while t!le cell is in the unformedstate
(i.e. before it has ever beenelectrically cycled). This meansthat
batteries must be assembledfromunformed cells, installed in the probe,
sealed in the sterilization canister and sterilized before the battery
can be electrically tested. If the battery proves faulty, the sterilized
assembly would have to be opened, the battery replaced and the assembly
re-sterilized.
To alleviate this
limitation, it is expected that very stringent configuration and process
control procedures can be developed which could insure a very high
yield per batch of cells with a minimum variability between cells. If
this can be achieved, the cells could be considered quite suitable for
the Venus mission. If not however, the silver zinc battery system would
present a very severe operational problem. For example, if the yield
cannot be made to be at least 99%, the likelihood of making an acceptable
battery (over 20 cells) from untested cells would be unacceptably small.
Furthermore, if the variability in performance cannot be controlled to
very small values, the effective capacity of the battery will be far
below the combined capacity of the cells.
3.11.2.1.2.3 State of Development
Sterilizable-sealed,
silver-zinc cells are in a relatively early stage of development.
Working cells have been built in small numbers which, on the basis of
limited test experience, appear to have acceptable performance
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characteristics. The major problemsat this time would appear to be
the configuration and process control requirements discussed above.
The most significant
factor in the entire matter of battery selection, however, is that
sterilizable batteries are indeed being developedat the present time
and that the developmentprogramis proceeding on a time scale compa-
tible with Venus72 mission. Unless a parallel effort to develop an
acceptable nickel-cadmiumbattery were initiated in the very near
future, it is clear that the silver-zinc systemwill be used on the
Venusprobe.
3.11.2.1.2.4 Conclusions
Nickel-cadmiumbatteries
appear to have advantagesfor the Venusprobe application by virtue of
their ability to be sterilized after electrical test and to undergo
repeated heat cycles (thereby allowing selection of cells on the basis
of electrical performancebefore and/or after preliminary sterilization
cycles). However, the nickel cadmiumbatteries exhibit definite
limitations in the specific capacity achievable; and consequently, the
bulk of the developmenteffort has been expendedon sterilizable silver-
zinc cells. For this reason primarily, a silver-zinc battery system is
selected as the entry probe powersupply.
3.11.2.2 PowerSupply Sizing
Figure 3.132 showsthe powerprofile for a typical
entry probe mission from separation to impact. This profile does not
include the powerrequired by the separation or spin thrust systems
which are supplied by separate batteries. The sequenceis essentially
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the samefor any of the configurations considered; however, the power
required ..._+k _.... • _== .......... all .... +....... _I, lte ;===..... for _-
o_ _ L_|LL_ _L| W_L_ U_ _U U_L_IIL LLI_ U_Li_L_LIL
configurations. The time from separation to entry is assumed to be
12 days (288 hours) which is a worst case value. During this time the
probe will be turned on periodically by a programmer for checkout. The
checkout duration must be at least on the order of 25 seconds since
it takes about that length of time to completely play out all of the low-
rate housekeeping data. The number of checkouts must also be assigned
arbitrarily since they serve no operational p,lr@os_ In )r]:_," _)
e_tablish a battery size for each configuration, it was assumed that
the total energy (watt-hours) used for checkout will not exceed 20%
of the energy required during the entry to impact phase of the mission
(this is allowing for roughly two, 30-second checkouts each day). The
systems will be turned on at separation and left on until the probe has
been propelled onto its impact trajectory (or until despin if that is
required at that time). This period is likely to be about IOO seconds
as shown. The entry to impact phase of the mission depends upon the
atmosphere and the subsonic ballistic parameter for the probe.
At Mach 0.5, in all missions, the nose cap of
the entry probe will be jettisoned (or in the case of the reduced
payload, the temperature probes will be deployed). This function is
pyrotechnically actuated and results in the spike shown in figure 3.132
at E - i00 seconds. The total energy required for this function is
completely negligible in sizing the battery. The ability of the silver
zinc cells to deliver high-current pulses has been examined as part
of the impact resistance tests at ESB. The cells could deliver 40 amp.
pulses with a terminal voltage drop of only 0.5 volts (-_35%). The
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recovery times in these tests were not specified, but experience with
nickel cadmiumcells indicates that it is less than iO0 milliseconds in
the worst case. The firing currents actually required are likely to
be 3 to 5 amperes, in which case the expected voltage drop will be
less than .I volts/cell; and so the battery terminal voltage may never
go below the specified limits and the transient should cause no
difficulties in other circuits.
During the separation to entry phase of the
mission, a timer is required to initiated the periodic checkouts and
to initiate the entry sequence at about 5 minutes before entry. As
shown in Figure 3.132, a power consumption of .02 watts was assumed
for the timer. This is based on a low-frequency, R-C oscillator driving
logic implemented with incrementally saturable, magnetic cores.
Electromechanical timers have been built with even lower power
consumption, and so the .02 watt figure is conservative.
The total energy which must be delivered to
the loads in the entry probe will, on the basis of the profile, be:
Full load power = 0.02 x 12 x 24 + IOO + 1.2 x Descent Time W-hr.
3600
The physical characteristics of a battery
able to supply the required energies can now be ascertained. Since
the loads presented to the battery in each case are constant, except
for the period when only the timer is on and the instant of the pyro-
technic initiation, it is only necessary to determine the capacity
obtainable from the appropriate cells at the rate associated with
that load. The discharge rate in all cases will be somewhat lower
than the one-hour rate for the correct battery size (i.e. the discharge
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rate such that the battery is discharged in one hour). Since sterili-
zable silver-zinc batteries have not been built in a number of sizes,
it will be assumed that a battery of the correct size will be developed
for the mission. As discussed in reference I, a specific capacity of
30 _att hrs/Ib will be assumed for the cells. Each cell will be
assumed to have a minimum terminal voltage of 1.3 volts.
sizing the batteries:
The following de-rating factors will be used in
i° Excess Capacity - an excess capacity of 50% will be assumed.
This excess capacity will allow for battery degradation,
matching problems and temperature effects.
2. Power Conditioning Losses Power conditioning equipment,
whether supplied in a central regulator or by each user, will
dissipate a percentage of the power it regulates. Since many
of the probe components (e._., accelerometers) have their
rated power dissipation based in unregulated i_Ioilt power, an
assumption of 85% efficiency will be conservative.
3° Battery Case - An allowance of 25% for battery case, potting
and wiring is allowed for each battery. It is felt that this
is conservative since the cells are hermetically sealed and
since there are no severe shock requirements.
The required cell watt hours can thus be obtained from:
W. H. Cell : 1.5 x W. H. Load
.85
(46)
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The battery weight would then be:
W-hr. Cell
Weight : 1.25 x 30 Lb. (47)
The battery volume based on a specific value of 2.2 WH/in 3 would be:
Volume " W. H. Cell in 3 (48)
2.2
Taking as a typical case the battery for the
entry probe for the best RF occultation mission, it will be shown that
183 watt hours are required. If 25 volts minimum were required, a
minimum cell terminal voltage of 1.3 volts would require 20 cells. Each
cell would have to deliver about .9 watt hours or about 6.9 ampere
hours/cell will be required. It should be noted that these cells would
be significantly smaller than those currently being developed. If
this should represent a development problem, it would be possible to use
larger cells in a lower voltage battery (many transistor circuits
operate most efficiently at 6 or 12 volts) with a line regulator
boosting voltage to those users requiring it.
3.11.2.3 Power Supply Charger
The charger for the entry probe battery is
located on the flyby probe, avoiding the requirement for heat sterilization,
and the charger is designed to convert the d. c. input from the flyby
probe power supply to 28 v dc for charging of the entry probe battery.
The charger is capable of sensing both the entry probe battery tempera-
ture and capacity, and maintains (I) the capacity of the battery during
the interplanetary cruise by providing charging currents in the milli-
watt range, and (2) provides charging of the battery to restore capacity
following an entry probe system operational checkout; a charging rate
of about one-tenth the discharge rate, i.e. IO w will be required.
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3.11.2.4 PowerConditioning System
Preliminary testing wasconductedusing nickel
cadmiumbattery to determine the battery voltage history under load.
The results obtained from the testing of silver zinc batteries of
similar capacity should be very similar.
Figure 3.133 showsthe results of discharging
five 20 ampere-hournickel cadmiumcells at 155°Funder both a constant
current load and constant impedanceload. Note that the terminal
voltage remainsnearly constant indicating that regulation of the
battery terminal voltage maynot be required. Battery testing was
also conducted in a temperature environment that simulates both the
temperature excursions within the payload moduleand a powerprofile.
Figure 3.134 showsthe temperature profile that wasassumed. Prior
to entry, the probe is in thermal equilibrium, and the payload
temperature range is +40 to +80°F. (+40°F is indicated in Figure
3.1345 Thermal responsestudies indicated that the battery tempera-
ture profile should follow the line markedBattery Temperature.
Figure 3.134 also showsthe OvenTemperaturetime history that was
used to obt61n the Battery Temperature time history. At the bottom
of Figure 3.135 is shown the entry probe power profile that was used
with the temperature profile of Figure 3.134 to determine the battery
terminal voltage profile. From Figure 3.136 it can be seen that the
cell output voltage change from a point three minutes after the start of
the main discharge to ninety minutes after the start is only 116 mv.
This represents a voltage regulation of 2 percent. Thus with the
addition of a zener diode for the first three minutes until the cells
drop to their plateau voltage, a tight output voltage regulation can
be obtained.
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For the pmrpose of power conditioning and
regulation the entry probes have been divided into two categories:
simple payloads, as exemplified by the Minimum Flyby/Entry Probe
Mission, and complex payloads, for example the Best R.F. Occultation
Probe Mission both relay and direct link, and the Best Entry Probe
Mission. For the simple systems, a systems integrator will probably
develop most of the electrical systems in house, in which case a
low voltage (i.e. 12 to 28 volts) dc system results in the simplest
configuration. Since the subsystems are all on or all off, the
battery voltage during operation will remain quite constant and, in
fact, for many subsystems no additional conditioning will be required.
Figure 3.137 shows the distribution system to the Minimum Flyby/Entry
Probe Mission. All users would receive power directly from the
battery and would supply their own regulation when required. In
the case of the complex payloads (i.e. the baseline or a slight
modification thereof) several experiments will be developed outside
of the |ystem contractors facilities. For the more complicated
experiments, several high voltages will be needed. Under these
circumstances, a combination, unregulated dc/low regulation ac,
distribution system would be most effective. Users requiring several
different voltages would receive ac power and would provide their own
transformer and regulators. Figure 3.138 shows the power conditioning
system required for the complex payload. Again in this case the load
profile would be eventually constant and so the battery voltage would
be well regulated. Therefore additional regulation would he provided
when necessary by the users.
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3.1113 Functional Description
For all the entry probe configurations, the silver-zinc
battery is used as the power supply. Table 3.89 summarizes, the entry
probe full load power requirements.
TABLE 3.89 ENTRY PROBE FULL LOAD POWER REQUIREMENTS
Subsystem
Instrumentation
Transmitter
Data Handling
Total
Best RF
Occultation-
Direct Link
31 w
32
7
70 w
Minimum
Flyby/
Entry Probe
14
22
7
"43
Best
Entry
Probe
47
29
7
83
Best RF
Occultation-
Relay Link
81
67
7
128
From the power requirements, entry probe battery volume and weight
estimates were determined. These values are presented in Table 3.90.
Entry probe power conditioning characteristics are also
shown in Table 3.90 together with the weight of the power conditioning
subsystem. The inverter shown in Figure 3.138 incorporates the power
conditioning subsystem weight. Note that for the Minimum Flyby/Entry
Probe mission that no weight allowance is given for the power conditioning
subsystem. It has been assumed that if conditioning is necessary that
the resulting weight will be charged against the experiment.
The entry probe battery charger has been identified as
a component but its operational characteristics have not been specified.
A preliminary weight and volume estimate for the charger is three pounds
and 75 in3.
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3.12 Data H_______andlingSubsystem
3.12.1 Functional Requirements
The data handling subsystem provides the means for
collecting and storing the outputs of the entry probe scientific
instruments and engineering sensors, and converting these outputs into
a form compatible with the RF link or storing it for subsequent
transmission. This subsystem will consist of I) all of the equipment
required to sample the entry probe instruments, to encode the samples
and to format the data for presentation to the transmitter, and 2) the
data storage which buffers the real time data and stores the sampled
blackout data during radio communications blackout for subsequent
transmission via the RF link.
3.12.2 Data Handling Definition
Entry probe data can be categorized into two types:
i) data that results from the commutation of the outputs of the science
instruments and the engineering sensors, and 2) data output that results
from monitoring of entry probe events. The monitoring of entry probe
events includes recording of spin up, thrust, propulsion, module
separation, despin, photometer uncovering, nose cap separation, and
mass spectrometer port opening. Descent in the atmosphere can be
considered to consist of three phases. The first phase is the period
from entry (O. Ig ascending) to the end of communication blackout (when
the entry probe decelerates to about IO,000 ft/sec). During most of
this period, communications are not possible. During this phase only
the accelerometers and visual photometer provide atmospheric data, and
this data must be stored for subsequent playback. The second phase of
entry is considered to be the period from end of blackout (about iO,OOO ft/sec)
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to the time when Mach 0.5 is achieved. During this period, most of the
entry probe trajectory bending will occur and thus for a direct link
communication system optimized for terminal _,,_,A..... _ _h_... ..........perfnrman_
during this phase will be degraded. During the third and final phase,
the terminal descent phase (from Mach 0.5 to impact) the communications
link will achieve maximum gain, and the full complement of data will be
transmitted in real time along with the stored data.
3.12.2.1 Mode Changes
There exists the problem of integrating the data
from the scientific instruments and supporting engineering sensors with
the event data. The events of spin, thrust, propulsion module separa-
tion, and despin all occur during exoatm0spheric flight whereas the
events of photometer uncovering, nose cap separation, and mass spectro-
meter port opening occur during entry. It is possible to consider two
data modes, i.e., one for the exoatmospheric flight for handling of event
data and one for atmospheric flight that must combine entry events and
sensor output data. It is desirable to maintain a single mode for the
entire mission if possible in order to have a simple and reliable data
handling system. The penalty for a single mode is inefficiency. For
example, if the events were provided channels like the instruments and
sensors and no mode change occurred, then during descent the information
in the event channel would be played out over and over again. This
would consume useful bit capacity without providing additional useful
data.
If the philosophy for event monitoring is to
transmit only go/no-go information, then all of the events listed above
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(applicable for the Best RF Occultation Mission - Direct Link) would
require a total of nine detectors or a minimumof 18 bits. It will
be shownin Table 3.91 that during subsonic descent of the entry
probe for the Best RF Occultation Probe Mission - Direct Link that
there are a total of 158 bits/sample with the addition of 18 bits/sample,
the bit rate will be increased from 47 bits/sec to 50 bits/sec. The
bit rate for the MinimumFlyby/Entry Probe Mission is changed from
16 bits/sec to 18 bits/sec by incorporation of the event information.
A modechange does not appear desirable for this approach. If the
philosophy is one of event monitoring, then a separate data modehad
best be considered. For example, if a three axis g time history of the
deflection rocket motor is required, then it is quite obvious tha_ two
data modesmust be considered. The major value of accurate determination
of the deflection velocity increment is that it is possible to determine
entry angle, a posteriori, with a greater degree of precision than the
a priori estimate. The approach followed in this study has been to
use the former philosophy, a single operational modeand a fixed play-
out data rate. The entry probe checkout is also conducted with the same
mode.
3.12.2.2 Event Sensing
The events which identify the transition between
the mission phases described above are: (i) initial atmospheric contact,
(2) end-of-plasma blackout, and (3) Mach0.5 (end of trajectory bending,
and beginning of terminal descent). In this section, the techniques which
have been considered for sensing these events are discussed.
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The first event occuring is the initial atmos-
pheric contact by the probe. It is important as a reference data point
and possibly as a point at which to begin taking data. The event can
be sensed quite accurately with a simple mechanical or electromechanical
acceleration switch. It appears desirable to turn systems on prior
to atmospherecontact to assure pre-blackout communications and to warm
up equipment if required. There being no available pre-sensors, it
would benecessary to execute turn on from a timer started at probe
separation from the spacecraft. The g-switch atmospheric contact
sensor might then serve as a backup to the timer.
The next event of importance is the cessation
of plasma blackout (the onset of blackout will occur at very nearly
the time of atmospheric contact). At that time, communications will
becomepossible again although the link maybe degraded since the
probe would not yet be descending vertically. It is, therefore, more
important to determine the time when communications are possible.
Several techniques have been considered to sense the onset of
communications. Since radio blackout can only approximately be
correlated with any trajectory parameters, the most accurate approach
is to utilize an Earth-to-probe radio link operating at nearly the
samefrequency and samemargin as the data link. Whena signal is
received at the probe, it is then certain that the data link can be
completed. The problems with this approach are the complexity and
addedweight of the probe receiver and the fact that it would be
very difficult to insure that the two link margins were within 5 to _ db
of each other.
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Another approach is to predict the extent of
plasma attenuation as a function of the velocity/altitude map and to
provide on-board instrumentation (e._., integrators on the accelero-
meter and a radar altimeter) to determine the trajectory on board the
probe. Obviously such an approach would be very complicated and quite
inaccurate due to the inability to calculate the plasma distributions
for the wide variety of possible geometries and atmospheres. It is possible
to predict the velocity/altitude profile of the probe in an assumed
atmosphere and this profile Could be correlated with time from entry
or with acceleration levels. However, for a variety of atmospheres,
this approach would be grossly inaccurate.
If one of the above approaches is used, the
data playout could begin as soon as it was determined that the data
link was operative. At that time, data storage would cease. As will
be seen in the following section, there is very little advantage in
doing this since the play-out ratio of stored-to-real time data would
be set for the worst case. Only if the system were made somewhat
adaptive (e._., adjust ratio of stored-to-real time data during play
back based on quantity of data stored before onset of communications)
would it be advantageous to key the operation of the data handling
system to the sensed trajectory.
3.12.2.3 Recommended Data Program
A simple and efficient data acquisition and
transmission program for the entry probe (either minimum or nominal
mission) would be to store the hypersonic data (accelerometers,
photometer and housekeeping) for a period of time corresponding to the
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longest period from atmospheric contact to Mach 0.5 in any atmosphere
and for any possible entry condition. This would correspond to a time
u_-=about I00 seconds maximum for any of the cases likely to be considered
The stored data would be played out in the
period from Mach 0.5 to impact at a rate such that all of the data
will be played out at least once in the shortest possible descent
time for any atmosphere. The minimum descent time would be at least
500 seconds, even for a 4-bar atmosphere and moderately high M/CDA.
Thus, the stored data is played out at no more than 1/5 the rate at
which it is acquired.
This stored data would be interleaved with'the
real time (subsonic) data complement for playout. This data could be
interleaved in a number of ways (i.e., by bit, word or frame). The
simplest configuration results from treating the storage output as
another input to the real time data handling system. The stored data
would thus be interleaved in groups of bits corresponding to the real
time data system word length. The concept is described diagramatically
in the block diagram of Figure 3.139.
There are still several options left as to how
to play out the data. It would be practical, for example, to commence
playout of stored and real time data at the time the data storage was
filled. However, in this case the data which could probably be played
out between cessation of plasma blackout and Mach 0.5 would not be
played out. It also appears possible to continue playout of data from
system turn-on (prior to entry) right through to impact. No data would
be received during much of the time from entry to Mach 0.5; however, data
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would be stored for retransmission in any event. If this approach is
utilized, then it must be assured that the transmitter is not damaged
by operation into the plasma. Solid-state and tube-type transmitters
can be designed which are not damaged even when operating into a near
short circuit. It is not certain whether a TWT can be so operated;
however, this can easily be determined.
If the data playout is continuous, it is then
dellrable to besin playout of stored data as soon as the data storage
begins (at initial atmospheric contact). Since the storage (acquisition)
rate is at least five times higher than the playout rate, there is no
problem in doing this. However, since there is not way of knowing, on
board the entry probe, how much of the first playout of stored dat_ was
received, it would be necessary to hold the data in storage for repeated
playback. If the playback of stored data were delayed until the
storage was filled, there would be high assurance that the first play-
out was received. The recommended data program for the worst case
trajectory ks described in Figure 3,140.
3.12.2.4 Data Rate Determination
Entry probe data rate is determined by i) the
scientific instrument and engineering sensor sampling rates and bit
accuracy requirements during the terminal descent phase, 2) the total
number of bits stored during the hypersonic phase, and 3) the time from
Mach 0.5 to impact. The data rate can be determined from the following
equation:
= N (bill ;HI + bHH _HH ) tH + (bsl _Sl + bSH _SH ) + (b_)MS (49)
_SS ts
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where: B is the required entry probe bit rate
N no. of times that stored data is played out
b bits/sample
sampling rate
t S subsonic descent time
tH hypersonic descent time
subscripts:
HI refers to hypersonic scientific instrumentation
HH refers to hypersonic housekeeping (or engineering)
SI refers to subsonic scientific instrumentation
SH refers to subsonic housekeeping (or engineering)
MS refers to mass spectrometer measurements during subsonic descent
Table 3.91 presents the data rates for the missions considered. The
input values that were used to generate the data rates are also
presented. These input values were obtained from section 3.2.9 and are
based on the probe scientific instrumentation complement and selection
of 5OOM (1640 ft.) sampling altitude increment at the top of the
troposphere. It can be seen from Table 3.91 that the data rate for the
Best RF Occultation Probe Mission Descent Link i.e., 47 bits/sec.
is more than twice that for the Best RF Occultation Probe Mission - Relay
Link i.e., 22 bits/sec. Although the sampling altitude interval and
instrumentation complement is similar, the large reduction is due to the
increased subsonic descent time in the AV-15 as compared with the AV-4.
Note that the data rate for the Minimum Flyby/Entry Probe Mission with
a greatly reduced instrumentation complement is nearly the same as the
data rates for both the Best Entry Probe Mission and Best RF Occultation-
Relay Link with a much greater instrumentation complement. This effect too,
is due to the differences in atmospheric descent time.
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3.12.3 Functional Description
The data handling subsystem is designed to operate in
nn= data _11=_, and +_-smlsslon mu_= _,_,,, entry t..u^- _u-
accelerometer first senses O. Ig) to impact with the surface of Venus.
Selection of a single data mode isolates the data frame format from
all acceleration, altitude, or time events, to minimize the loss of
data.
Soon after initial atmospheric contact, the ionization of
the atmosphere due to entry heating will cause radio communication
blackout. The data recorded taken during this time is critical and
will be stored and played out after emergence from the blackout.
As can be seen from the block diagram of Figure 3.13.9,
the data handling system is made up of conventional modules which are
similar (except for sterilizeability) to those used in other space
programs. The block diagram would be identical for all entry probe
missions considered. However, the size of the modules would be
somewhat different. This is illustrated in Table 3.92 which shows
the weight estimates for each system. It is expected that the power
dissipated for either system will be 3 to 5 watts.
/
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MODULE
HYPERSONIC MUX
HYPiRSOHIC A/D
DATA "STORAGE
StY2SOHIC MUX
S=_S r'__Tn A/D
Ti]4ING/S__.,Tc.
_. TOTALS
TABLE 3"92
DATA ]_ANDi,IT,G MODULES -
aLa_wmm, a_z,_a__
Best RF Occultation Probe Mission - Minimum Flyby/Entry
.
Direct Link Probe Mission
NOHI_AL HISSION | MINIH_4 HiSSi0N
• .. - .,z.._,_...._,,._._f{_¢_._{_.._,.,_,._.¢W',_:{_-_j__t._4,,_fI_I_.__ :**,',_._,_,_k,_,_,,'..._,...a..._,_z._:;
DESCRiI_2ION _'_IGHT (LB)_ DESCRIP210N _._iG}_T (LD)
15 CHA_%TELS
i0 BIT COI'[VERSION
-_" 5500 BITS
30 CHA?_,,_ELS
iO BIT CO_D/ERSIOH
SUBCO,'4]4.FOR HOUSEKEEPING
AND K_.SS SPEC.
i I i
..... I I
•17-×-.
0.3
1.0
•31_
0.3
0.5
2.6 LBS.
!, [ __ J_ i
15 CHA}_ELS
i0 BIT CONVERSION
--_ 5500 BITS
20 CHAL_$EI,S
i0 Bii? COi{VERSION
SD-B.CO?.H. FOR
HOUSEKEE PING
.17
0.3
i.O
.23
0.3
0.3
2.3 L}_3.
* APPLICABLE TO BEST ENTRY PROBE _ISSION AND BEST RF OCCULTATION PROBE MISSION -
RELAY LINK
.-x- D._,_,.0ON 560 PARTS/LB IN FINAL PAC_L&GE
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L
3.13 Sequencing_ Safing an d Initiation Subsystem
3.13.1 Functional Requirements
Successful conduct of the entry probe mission requires
that certain events occur at a prescribed time. The events include
I) separation of the entry probe from the Blyby probe, 2) alteration
of the entry probe trajectory from flyby to impact with Venus, 3) turn
on of entry probe instrumentation, data handling, and RF subsystem
for system checkout, for monitoring deflection maneuver, and for turn
on of probe system at entry, and 4) deployment of atmospheric instru-
mentation. The sequence provide the commands that initiate the required
events. Most of the events which must be initiated, involve pyrotechnics.
In each case these events must be safed to prevent premature firing
which could jeopardize personnel during ground handling on the flyby
probe mission. In addition to the sequencing functions, pyrotechnic
safing is required to prevent premature initiation of the events.
3.13.2 Sequencing, Safing and Initiation Subsystem Definition
3.13.2.1 Sequencing
The required sequence of events for the Best
RF Occultation Probe Mission-Direct Link is presented in Table 3.93.
It is to be noted that two s_quencersare required for this entry probe
mission. One sequencer termed the payload module sequencer is located
within the payload module and the other sequencer termed the propulsion
module sequencer is located on the propulsion module. Requirements for
flyby probe periapsis passage on the farside of Venus (relative to
Earth) to conduct an RF orientation mission, and entry probe approach
on the near side of Venus to satisfy a direct communication link, lead
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to a configuration for which the rocket motor must be mounted on the
forebody and therefore jettisoned (see Section 3.17 for a complete
discussion). These sequencers are not connected electrically, but
their times are initiated simultaneously, and their commands are
interwoven.
A footnote to Table 3.93 describes the alteration
that must be made in the sequence so that the sequencer of Table 3.93
is applicable to the other missions under consideration.
3.13.2.2 Safing
The pyrotechnic safing scheme that has been
selected is to provide a baro switch located external to the steriliza-
tion canister to be used for arming the entry probe separation events
of: i) pressure relief, 2) canister cover removal, 3) umbilical
releases, and, 4) structural tie down releases. Once the flyby entry
probe is in a reduced pressure environment i.e., during ascent, the
baro switch is closed and the pyros located in the sterilization center
are armed. The pyros located on the aeroshell are armed by a
separation switch which is actuated by entry probe separation.
Figure 3.141 shows a block diagram of this safing scheme. It can be
seen that with the separation switch located between the pyrotechnic
initiator and the pyrotechni_ that the instrumentation, data handling,
and RF subsystems can be checked out while all of the pyrotechnics are
in a safed condition. With the add_£iQn_of a separation switch the
mission reliability of the flyby probe is enhanced since the spin
rockets and deflection rocket motor will be safed until entry probe
separation. Therefore once the sequence for separation and trajectory
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deflection has begun, ignition of spin rockets and rocket motor is
prevented unless separation occurs. Without this separation switch
it could be possible for the rocket motors to be initiated while
attached to the flyby probe unless some mechanism for system shutdown
was provided. The draw back to this approach is that three lock out
switches must operate successfully and close the circuits between
the initiators and the pyrotechnics.
Another approach (of many possible alternatives)
is to have a single baro switch on the flyby probe and use this switch
to lock out not only the canister pyrotechnics, but also the entry
probe pyrotechnics and the payload module pyrotechnics. The
reliability of system operation is enhanced since a single switch
arms the entire system, but the danger of accidental pyrotechnic
initiation during checkout is enhanced since the pyrotechnic will be
armed.
Note that the switches lock out the pyrotechnic
squib bridgewire. The bridgewire is coated with a sensitive explosive
bead. Electrical energy dissipated in the wire ignites the bead which
in turn ignites the squib. Circuit continuity is checked by running
another wire through the squib that is not coated. Thus a continuity
check and the determination Tof squib condition can be made with
comparative safety since a very large current would be required to
ignite a squib without the presence of sensitive explosive bead.
This continuity circuit is not locked out by the baro or separation
switches.
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3.13.2.3 Initiation
Initiation directly from the probe battery has
been selected as the technique for the entry probe, rather than use of
a separate battery or a capacitor discharge system. The basis of this
selection is based on the fact that the total energy required to
actuate all pyrotechnic functions is a very small portion of the
battery capacity, and the power (or current) required for each event
should cause less than a IO% transient in the battery output voltage.
This type of transient can very easily be precluded from interrupting
operation of any probe circuits. One other o_ection to battery
operated pyrotechnics is the possibility of a failure resulting in
a short circuit across the battery. The probability of this occurring
can be made vanishingly small compared to the probability of any other
circuit shorting the battery. Initiation directly from the battery
will provide the simplest possible initiation system which itself
augments reliability greatly.
3.13.3 Functional Description
The sequencing, safing and initiation (SS & I) subsystem
for the entry probe configurations studied are presented in Figure 3.141
and Figure 3.142. Figure 3.141 shows a block diagram of the SS & 1
subsystem for the entry prob_ designed for the Best RF OceulaatiOn _
Mission - Direct Link and Figure 3.142 shows a block diagram of the
SS & I subsystem for the Best Entry Probe Mission,and with minor
modification (see notes at bottom of figure) is also applicable to
Best RF Occultation Mission - Relay Link and Minimum Flyby/Entry Probe
Mission. The SS & I subsystem is comprised of:
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Timer - This device will be an incrementally saturated magnetic
counting device driven from a tuning fork oscillator. The outputs
will originate from transistorized power amplifiers. Driving such a
timing chain with a low frequence (e.g. IOO cps. or lower) oscillation
would result in a power consumption of less than 2 milliwatts. An RC
oscillator would be required, however, limiting the accuracy obtain_
able. It is assumed that this class of timer is used in both the
entry probe sequences and the propulsion module sequences. Low
power consumption is important for the entry probe sequences since the
time from separation to entry can be as great as twelve days whereas
since the duration of the operation of the propulsion module timer is
less than twenty minutes, low power consumption is not as important.
Pyrotechnic initiator - This device is required to distribute power
to initiate pyrotechnics. It serves to distinguish between discrete
command signals and random transients. A typical configuration is
shown in Figure 3.143. After filtering, the signal is passed through
the two level detectors to assure that its amplitude is within limits.
If so it is integrated and the total energy compared with its reference
to assure the proper signal duration. If all requirements are
satisfied a power transistor at the output is triggered passing the
required firing current to t_e pyrotechnic.
Barometric lockout switch The contacts are operated by a balanced
armature by a differential pressure acting upon a temperature compen-
sated bellows, which is hermetically sealed at sea level pressure. As
altitude increases following lift-off, the bellows expand to act upon
the balanced armature to close normally open contacts. The switch arms
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Figure 3.143
/
Pyrotechnic Initiator Functional Block Diagram
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the canister pyrotechnics at a pressure altitude in excess of 50,000 ft.
Once having been actuated, the switch permanently locks in place.
Separation sensing switch - This switch is actuated by a spring
loaded plunger, that is permitted to move when no longer loaded by
the presence of the entry probe attachment to the flyby probe.
Weight and power consumption estimates for the SS & I subsystem are
presented in Table 3.94.
TABLE 3.94
Weight and Power Consumption of SS & I Subsystem
Mission
Best RF Occultation Probe - Direct Link
Minimum Flyby/Entry Probe
Best Entry Probe
Best RF Occultation Probe - Relay Link
We igh t
5 lb.
2
5
Avg. Power
2w
2
2
2
Note that the SS & I subsystem serves as a junction
box for the entry probe subsystems.
11
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3.14 Propulsion Subsystem
3.14.1 Functional Requirements
The propulsion subsystem is used to provide the impulse
to deflect the trajectory of the entry probe from a Venus flyby
trajectory to Venus impact trajectory. The rocket motor that results
must i_ have the capacility of delivering total impulse with a 1%
(i_) accuracy, 2) result in a configuration that is small, particularly
the length, so that the resulting entry probe dimension does not result
in a long adapter section, which would move the flyby probe further up
into the Centaur shroud and create flyby probe packaging problems, and,
3) have a relatively long burn time so that spin stabilization can be
used to maintain entry probe attitude control during rocket motor
thrusting without requiring excessively high spin rate; an excessively
high spin rate is defined as that spin rate which would cause entry
probe mission failure if despin did not occur.
3.14.2 Propulsion SubsystemDefinition
A velocity increment of iOOft/sec was selected as the
magnitude of the velocity to cause the entry probe to He deflected
from a flyby trajectory to a Venus impact trajectory. For a Best RF
Occultation Probe Mission - Direct Link this corresponds to separation
7
12 days prior to the flyby probe periapsis passage; for a Minimum
Flyby/Entry Probe Mission and Best Entry Probe Mission, 6 days, and
for a Best RF Occultation Probe Mission Relay Link, 5 days.
This velocity increment and separation range although
not optimized is reasonable since i) the velocity increment is large
in comparison to uncertainties in entry probe separation velocity from
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the flyby prob_ thereby obviating the necessity for a precision
separation subsystem, and, 2) the post separation flight time is
small comparedwith the interplanetary flight time so that maximum
advantage is madeof flyby probe subsystemsby the entry probe.
The solid propellant rocket has been the major
contender for the deflection propulsion system. Other propulsion
systems such as a mono-propellant, cold gas, and heated cold gas
have been considered. Design studies indicated that the solid
propellant rocket offers a compact, lightweight system, with a
sufficiently long burn time (_15 sec.) such that the errors in the
dispersion of the thrust application angle resulting from the thrust
misalignment can be kept small. The very long burn times that could
be obtained using a liquid system were not required. Both the cold
gas and the heated cold gas propulsion systems resulted in propulsion
system weights about 2 to 3 times greater than the solid propellant
6ystem. The heated cold gas system is comprised of gaseous nitrogen
mixed with a stoichiometric mixture of oxygen and hydrogen. When
the propellant is flowed past a catalyst bed, the oxygen and hydrogen
react and heat the nitrogen with subsequent increase in the specific
impulse. However, in the very low total impulse range of the entry
probe (_ I000 Ib-sec), the fixed weights of this system are large for
7
the total impulse delivered.
Table 3.95 presents the characteristics of a typical
solid propellant rocket motor. Atlantic Research Corporation has
successfully fired an end burning grain rocket motor containing
Arcite 377A propellant after exposure to a qualification heat sterili-
zation cycle of three cyles at 145°C (293°F) for thirty-six hours per
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TABLE 3.95
DEFLECTION ROCKET MOTOR DESIGN DATA
Atlantic Research Corporation
i.
e
e
GRAIN
Propellant
Grain Type
Grain Length
Grain Diameter*
Grain Weight*
Propellant Density
Burning Surface
Ratio of Specific Heats
Flame Temperature
Delivered Specific
Impulse (IsP)
(Vacuum, _ = 23)
NOZZLE
Type
Half Angle
Throat Area
Throat Diameter
Exit Area
Exit Ratio
IGNITER
Type
Bridgewires
Conductor
Ignition Material
Film Support Material
4. MOTOR DESIGN
Length
Diameter*
Weight
Loaded*
Fired*
Mass Fraction
Temperature Limits
Operational & Storage
Sterilization
Operating Altitude
Exterior Finish
/
Arcite 377A
End Burner
4.00 in.
2.542 in.
1.235 lb.
0.059 Ib_in 3
5.06 in._
1.237
2316 deg. K
226 ib-sec/ib
Conical
15 deg
0.019 in2
0.149 in.
0.436 in2
23
Film
Pyrofuze
Laminated Copper
B-KCL04
Polycarbonate
6.5 in
3.00 in
2.67 Ib
1.23 ib
0.54
-65 to +165 deg.F
i00 hr at 300 deg. F.
Vacuum
Cadmium Plate
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TABLE 3.95 (Cont'd)
5. PERFORMANCE
Burn Time
Average Thrust
Average Pressure
Total Impulse*
Specific Impulse
Burn Rate
15.0 sec
18.7 Ib
600 lb/in 2
281 lb-sec
226 lb-sec/lb
0.267 in/sec
* Design data changes as total impulse changes (See Table 3.96).
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cycle. The motor contained 3.7 lb. of propellants and delivered 802.
Ib-sec of impulse. A control motor that was unsterilized delivered
805.3 Ib-sec. It was concluded by Atlantic Research that the heat
sterilization cycle had negligible effect on rocket motor performance.62
From a design point of view it has been easy to integrate
the solid rocket motor since the envelope dimensions are small due
to the low total impulse requirements. The major difficulty with
the integration of the rocket motor has been the competition with
the antenna for a center line position. This competition is however
not a problem for the Best RF Occultation Probe Mission - Direct Link
since the rocket motor is positioned along the center line but located
on a propulsion module about the forebody. Link analysis indicated
that since the axis of the antenna would be about 20 degrees off the
Venus-Earth line due to targeting restrictions, the optimum antenna
peak gain is about 12 db. At S band frequencies this results in a
IO in. long helical antenna (see Section 3.10).
There is a packaging conflict for both the Minimum Flyby/
Entry Probe Mission and the Best Entry P_obe Mission. For these
missions the rocket motor must be packaged on the afterbody i.e., thrust
directed from afterbody to forebody. It is not possible to package
both a 12 db gain antenna and a single rocket motor. Three alterna-
tives were considered. In the first case the rocket motor would be
placed on axis and the high gain antenna off axis. This would result
in a small degradation in communication performance margin due to
doppler effects; but would also create mass balancing problems which
could presumably be corrected in the extreme by providing another
3-461
antenna for mass balance which would not be fed. If this approach is
follQwed, it is estimated that a two poundweight penalty would
result. A secondapproach would be to package the high gain antenna
• _A _i_+ _ _^_i ise re irement L__..... two or more
rocket motors whoseaxes would not lie along the center line, but whose
thrust axis would pass through the entry probe c.g. This second
configuration would have a lower realiability since both motors would
have to operate, also the alignment of additional motors must be
considered. The third approach was selected for the design concept.
A single rocket motor would be mounted on the afterbody along the
center line, and a lower gain antenna integrated into the nozzle
section of the motor. The penalty that results from this schemeis
the greater transmitter power requirements resulting from installation
of a lower gain antenna.
3.14.3 Functional Description
A single solid propellant rocket motor with an end
burner grain configuration was selected as the propulsion system to
deflect the entry probe from a flyby trajectory to an impact trajectory.
Table 3.96 showsthe characteristics of the rocket motors selected to
satisfy the different mission requirements.
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3.15 Attitude Control Subsystem
3.15.1 Functional Requirements
The attitude control subsystem provides the attitude stabilization during
the propulsive deflection maneuver, and the post separation flight regime.
This control subsystem must: I) maintain the alignment of the rocket
motor in a prescribed direction so that the entry probe will be deflected
from the flyby trajectory and enter at the required flight path angle,
2) maintain the entry probe axis fixed in space so that the antenna lies
along the Venus-Earth llne for direct llnk re-entry communications (or towards
the flyby made for relay link re-entry communications); and simultaneously
maintain the proper run orientation consistent with the thermal control
coating relatlon_ 3) maintain the entry probe attitude in inertial space
so that at entry, the angle of attack will be such as to allow rapid convergence
during planetary deceleration.
3.15.2 Attitude Control Definition
3o15.2.1 Separation Maneuver
The separation range of the entry probe from the flyby probe is a critical
parameter in the selection of a deflection velocity magnitude. For example
consider extreme cases of: I) the entry probe is separated and deflected
at mid course maneuver, then the velocity increment requirement can be
less than ten ft/sec.% and 2) the deflection maneuver is delayed until near
the vicinity of periapsis passage, then thousands of ft/sec of velocity
increment is required for deflection. The main advantage of carrying the
entry probe on the flyby probe is the utilization of flyby probe systems such
as the command llnk for initiation of the deflection sequence, the primary
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power supply for maintenance of entry probe battery charge, and the telemetry
link for engineering and housekeeping status information. Therefore to take
advantage of the flyby probe system it is desirable to delay separation
for as long as possible. However, the result of too great a delay will be
a large deflection rocket. Oneof the goals of this mission study has been
the consideration of simple, reliable systems; a solid rocket motor offers
such an approach. A deflection velocity of I00 ft/sec wasutilized.
Spin stabilization was chosen as the technique for attitude control during
the deflection maneuverand the post separation cruise. Investigation of
the performance requirements led to the conclusion that this simple technique
for stabilization was satisfactory. A rocket system for entry probe spin up
was selected. Another candidate considered for spin up was a reaction system.
In this system after the probe tie downs are released, and the spring allowed
to react, the spring pushed against the entry probe which was constrained to
turn in a rifled tube. Thus both a linear separation velocity, and an
angular velocity wouldbe provided by the spring system. During this addition
of momentumany external disturbance would be restrained by the tube. If the
angular momentumwas absorbed by the flyby probe, it would cause the flyby
to spin up. Spin up of the flyby probe is prevented by causing the entry
probe to react against an inertia wheel. This wheel is subsequently separated.
This mechanical spin up concept was not considered for the Venus entry probe
because of the greater interface requirements. It was determined that
satisfactory performance could be obtained by utilization of a simpler system,
i.e., solid rocket motor spin up following separation.
63
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In the selected design concept, the entry probe is separated by a set of
springs. Immediately following exit from the sterilization cansister, the
entry probe is spun up. Spin up is assumed to occur instantaneously, i.e.,
the angular motion during spin up is small. The spln rate is dependent
upon the anticipated thrust mlsalignments, and the rocket motor burn
time. To reduce the error in the direction of the deflection velocity vector,
both long burn times and high spin rates are desirable. For a solid rocket
motor, long burn times are achieved by resorting to an end burner configuration.
Long burn times are achieved by design of a long rocket motor. To keep
the package length within reasonable bounds, the burn time selected is 15
seconds. Since the entry probe will be despun, very high spln rates can be
considered providing they do not impare design restrictions or problems.
However, in the event of failure to despln, this high rate will tend to delay
angle of attack convergence, and so aggravate the heating. The object is to
find a spin rate that will also be compatible with a despln failure mode.
After the entry probe is spun up, it is necessary to allow the probe to
separate so that the deflection rocket motor plume does not disturb the flyby
probe. The disturbances that must be considered are, I) erosion of the thermal
control surfaces or deposition of particles from the plume, 2) introduction
of primary particles that are in the plume or secondary particles that are
"knocked off" the flyby probe that could be illuminated by the sun and cause
Canopus tracker confusion, or 3) transfer of momentum from the plume to the flyby
probe that will upset the gyro reference attitude. Erosion is caused by
impingement of a high velocity gas and aggravated if the gas is also at an
elevated temperature. Study of nozzle plumes have shown that about 50 nozzle
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diameters downstream the gastemperature is quite low. Alsothe plume has
spread so that although the gas velocity is high, the flow rate (mass per
unit area is low). Therefore, the erosion problem is not considered to be
serious. In addition, the particular propellant chosen Atlantic Research Corp.,
Arcite 377A_forms gaseous products of combustion. Also, since the flyby probe
is using a gyro reference during entry probe separation attitude hold, the
problem of Canopus tracker confusion does not exist.
The unsymmetrical transfer of linear momentum does not appear to be important,
since the probe longitudinal axis should be along the flyby probe longitudinal
axis. The absorption of the angular momentum in the exhaust plume by the
flyby probe may be_n important mechanism to effect the loss of gyro reference.
Design studies have shown that for the Venus entry probe considered, the
moment of inertia about the spin axis is greater than the moment of inertia
about the transverse axes. Therefore, in the presence of internal damping,
the transverse body rates should decrease. Deflection motor rocket ignition
could be delayed if the angular momentum problem proves to be serious,
until a significant separation is achieved. In this analysis, a separation
velocity of i ft/sec is assumed and a delay time from spin up to rocket motor
ignition of two minutes.
The deviation in the thrust application angle was calculated and the
magnitude of the deviation determined. This thrust application angle is a
measure of the angle between the approach velocity vector and the deflection
velocity vector. The error in the thrust application angle, plus the error
in the magnitude of the velocity vector, plus the uncertainty in the position
of the probe relative to Venus, contribute to the error in the flight path angle
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at entry. For a direct link, where lead time (the difference in time between
entry probe arrival at the top of the atmosphere and flyby probe arrival
at periapsis) is not a consideration, a thrust application angle of nearly
ninety degress can be selected to reduce the entry angle dispersion. The
requirement of maintenance of pre-entry direct link communication between the
entry probe and DSIF require that the nominal thrust application angle be set
at 135 deg.
The errors that contribute to the dispersion in thrust application angle
are, I) the initial alignment to the reference frame, 2)the separation error,
3) the spin up error, and 4) the thrust mlsalignment error. An analysis
reported in reference 63 was used to determine the error. This analysis
is valid for, I) small angular errors, 2) independent error sources so that
the variance in the system performance is equal to the sumof the square
sources, and 3) bivariate error sources, with equal variance, which allow
for equal probability of an error in pitch as in yaw.
The standard deviatlbn (one sigma) error in the thrust application angle
can be calculated from
where the influence ¢oefflclents are
(50)
I
.= 'W'_ _,V
I,n:
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The contribution from the initial alignment error ( _o_O ) is comprised
of the limit cycle amplitude, a gyro drift rate of 1.61 x 10.6 rad/sec
for a period of one hour, and an entry probe to flyby probe structural
alignment error, so that,
VDB + _" J A (51)
The separation error can be written as
__ rn5
The spin up error can be calculated from
(52)
(53)
and finally, the contribution due to thrust misalignment can be calculated
from
(54)
In Section 3.15.3 there is presented the influence of the contributory
error sources, and the resulting standard deviation in thrust application
angle for the entry probes considered. Table 3.97 contains a list of symbols
and values.
3.15.2.2 Post Separation Maneuver
After rocket motor burn out, the entry probe is subject to internal damping
and external torques. Due to a coning motion, the structure should be loading
and unloading at a frequency that is some fraction of the spin rate. This
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TA]3T,_3.97
LIST OF SYMBOLS
FOR
PROPULSION SUBSYSTI_ ERROR ANALYSIS
_A
5
I-r
N
_Al:s
//%
X
standard deviation in thrust application angle
standard deviation in initia[ alignment
standard, deviation in spin rocket moment arm
standard deviation in rocket motor moment arm
limit cycle dead based width, 0.458 deg.
standard deviation in gyro drift 1. 161 x I0 -6 tad/see
for one hour
structural alignment tolerance, 3 minutes of arc
mass of entry probe
depth of sterilization canister
deflection velocity magnitude, I00 ft/sec
transverse moment of inertia
tolerance in distance from entry probe c.g. to line of
action of spring forces, .03 in.
number of spin rockets
radius of spin rocket circle, 15.2 in.
tolerance in location of any spin rocket, . 01 in.
standard deviation in variance of a single spin
rocket impulse, _1%
tolerance in the angular alignment of a single spin
rocket thrust vector, 20 minutes of arc
distance from plane of spin rockets from entry probe
e.g.
entry probe spin rate, 30 rpm
spin moment of inertia ._
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TABLE 3.97 (Continued)
7b
L
rocket motor burn time, 15 sec.
tolerance in the location of the thrust rocket from
the entry probe center line, .01 in.
to|erance in the entry probe c.g. from the entry
probe centerIine, .03 in.
tolerance in the entry probe c.g. location from the
entry probe center line, 10 minutes of arc
distance from point of application of thrust force
to entry probe c.g. :
where the _ is the factor for altering a uniform
_--- _ distribution to a bivariate Gaussian distribution
** Unlisted numerical values are presented in Table 3.99.
r •
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should result in a hysteresis loss, that would null the transverse body
rates. Therefore since the momentof inertia of the entry probe about the
spin axis is greater than the momentof inertia about the transverse axes,
the coning angle should tend to decrease. The external torques resulting
from solar radiation pressure and gravitational gradients should have a
negligible precessing effect on the angular momentumvector.
3.15.2.3 Despin Prior to Entry
The disturbances that cause an error in the thrust application angle also
contribute to the magnitude of the transverse body rates and the resultant
precession cone half angle. Based on the sameset of error sources that were
used to compute the performance of the spin attitude control subsystem, it was
determined that the standard deviation in the precession cone half angle would
be 0.44 deg (one sigma). If this angle did not decrease over the post
separation cruise, then following despin from 30 rpm to IO rpm, the angle
would increase to 1.3 deg. (one sigma).
The introduction of a nutatlon damper to assure that the transverse rates were
nulled was considered. It was determined that the damper would be in the shape
of a torus, filled with a viscous fluid, and could be located at any
convenient station wlthlnthe aeroshell. The analysis assumed that the plane
of the damper was parallel to the longltudlnal axis of the entry probe. If
the precession cone angle was to be reduced to O.I deg in two days, the
resulting damper would weigh about four ounces, and be about two inches in
dimension.
Despln can be accomplished by yo-yo's or rockets. If two despln bobs or two
despin rockets are used, then two pyrotechnic events must occur. The major
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difference between yo-yo's and rockets are that the yo-yo removesa
fixed percentage of the spin rate whereas the despln rockets remove a
fixed magnitude of angular velocity.
3.15.2.4 Spin Rockets
Control of entry probe attitude has been based on use of spin stabilization.
It is desirous to have a simple probe and it has been determined that the
entry probe mission objectives could be satisfied by the use of a spin
stabilized probe. Since the entry probe uses the flyby probe for the
inertial reference of its deflection rocket motor, it is necessary to have
the probe spin stabilized as soon as possible. In the reference configuration,
springs are used to separate the entry probe from the flyby probe. Once
the probe has translatedout of the cahister, it is spun up. Rapid spin
up is important so that the perturbing body rates that result from separation
do not build up to sizable angular misalignments. For this reason solid
rocket propellants are desirable, i.e., they deliver their impulse in a short
period of time.
Someconsideration was given to a spin system that would use the energy
of a spring to provide both linear and angular momentumto an entry
probe that was constrained to rotate in a rifled piston. The spring was
allowed to react against the flyby probe and so impart a linear momentum.
However, this was not considered serious since the magnitude of the disturbance
would be well knownand the periapsis altitude of the flyby probe could be biased
to account for the velocity perturbation. To prevent flyby probe spin up
the rifled tube reacts against an inertia wheel which spins up. This
wheel is isolated from the flyby probe by a bearing. Immediately following
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entry probe separation, the Wheel is separated. Another system that was
considered was based on the use of spin rockets to provide the angular
momentum while the entry probe was still attached to the flyby probe.
Bearing friction would be the mechanism for the transfer of angular momentum.
These alternate schemes although feasible were not used because the solid
rocket motor spin up following separation yielded satlsfactory performance.
That i_ the one sigma dispersion in the thrust application angle is held to less
than one degree.
The design characteristics of a typical solid propellant spin rocket are
presented in Table 3.98. This particular rocket motor has a total impulse of
18 Ib-sec, a thrust level of 41 lb, and a burn time of O.41 sec. The impulse
requirements to spin up the entry probes ranges from 5 to 25 Ib-sec. If a
minimum of two motors are used then each motor must deliver from 2.5 to 12.5
Ib-sec. It is possible to take an existing spin rocket and shorten the
length of the grain to reduce the impulse. Another approach is to cant the axis
the spin rocket, to reduce the angular momentum that is delivered. This would
permit the use of existing hardware, and also direct the plume away from the
entry probe, so that absorption of some of the momentum in the plume by the
entry probe is greatly reduced.
Entry probe spin up will be monitored by the addition of an off axis
accelerometer or rate gyro. Provision must be made in the data handling
system for the telemetry of this information.
3.15.2.5 Despln System
Study has shown a decrease in the spin rate of the entry vehiele causes a
decrease in the angle of attack in the vicinity of maximum dynamic pressure.
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TABLE _.98
MARC 18AI SPIN ROCKET MOTOR CHARACTERISTICS
Atlantic Research Corporation
i. GRAIN
Propellant
Grain Type
Propellant Density
Ratio of Specific Heats
Arcite 377A
Internal-External Burning Tube
0.059 lb/in3
1.25
. NOZZLE
Type
Exit Ratio
Conical
13.
3. IGNITER
Type Dual Bridge Integral Squib
e
MOTOR DESIGN
Length
Diameter
Weight
Loaded
Unloaded
Operating Temperature
Limits
Operating Altitude
4.38 in
1.25 in
0.49 lbs
0.%0 los
-65 to + 160 Deg. F
Vacu_
5. PERFORMANCE
Burn Time
Average Thrust
Total Impulse
Burn Rate
O._l sec
%0.9 lbs
17.6 Ib-sec
0.267 in/sec
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Y
Therefore, to reduce the heating rates and decrease the problem of ground test
simulation, low spin rates are desirable. Preliminary wind shear and gust
analysis reported in Section 3.5 shows that in the presence of a wind shear,
an entry probe with a 45 ° conical forebody and a spin rate of 60 rpm pitches
up to a greater angle of attack than a despun entry probe with a 45 ° conical
forebody. Analysis of an entry probe with a 60 ° conical forebody has shown
that it is more sensitive to gusts and assumes a greater angle of attack
envelope than an entry probe with a 45 ° conical forebody. For these reasons
it is desirable to despin the entry probe. Despln to zero is not practical
however because in the absence of spin stabilization the entry probe may
tumble and assume a high angle of attack at entry which would tend to delay
angle of attack convergence. It has been assumed that the entry probe would
be despun from 30 rpm to I0 rpm. This despin is accomplished after the entry
probe system is turned on, i.e., five minutes before reaching the top of the
atmosphere. That is despln is delayed for as long as possible. With a spin
rate of IO rpm the entry probe should have sufficient gyroscopic stability to
resist precession of the angular momentum vector from despin system perturbations.
Solar and gravitational torques are negligible.
The selection of despin rockets or yo-yo's is not clear cut. It depends upon
factors such as; I) reliability, 2) failure mode comparison, 3) weight,
4) development and test, and 5) design integration. In terms of reliability
both the initiation of the rocket motor propellant and the retractable piston
actuator that release the yo-yo weights depnd upon the successful operation of
two squibs each. In terms of reliability of operation both systems should
have about equal performance. The yo-yo's could offer a slight advantage in
terms of recovery from a spin rocket failure. A yo-yo will remove a fixed
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percentage of the angular rate regardless of the value of that rate. Whereas
spin rocket motors will provide a fixed impulse, and alter the spin rate by
a fixed value of angular rate. For example, if upon spin up only one spin
rocket works, then based on the geometry and mass properties of the entry
probe designed for the Best Entry Probe Mission the angular rate about the
longitudinal axis, i.e., spin rate will be 15 rpm and the angular rate about
the transverse axis will be about 10.4 rpm. (If the spin rockets had been
mounted in the plane of the center of gravity of the entry probe, then the
transverse body rate would have been zero). With the assumption of internal
damping or addition of a small damper, the transverse body rate will be
nulled prior to atmospheric entry. Since the yo-yo's are designed to reduce
the angular rate from 30 rpm to I0 rpm, the yo-yo's will diminish the angular
rate to one-third of the initial value. Therefore for a spin rate of 15 rpm,
the final spin rate will be 5 rpm after yo-yo despin. If despin rockets are
used which have been designed to reduce the spin rate from 30 rpm to IO rpm
or subtract 20 rpm, then if the initial spin rate is 15 rpm, the final spin
rate will be -5 rpm, i.e., the probe will be despun to zero and spun up in
the opposite direction to 5 rpm. With the proper set of conditions it can
be shown that despin to zero is possible. It is possible for the entry probe
to be despun to zero witha rocket despin system with the attendant loss of
attitude stabilization. It is not possible for the yo-yo's to despin to zero.
In terms of weight comparison, the despin rockets weigh a total of about 0.9
Ib whereas the yo-yo system weighs about 1.8 lb. The development and test
program for despin rockets would be based on using an off-loaded version of
the spin rockets and therefore should not require an extensive reliability
test demonstration. If an off-the-shelf spin motor is canted than a test
program can be avoided altogether. Testing of the performance of despin
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rocke_ is relatively easy to implement. The test of yo-yo's in a one g
environment and at low rpm should not be a problem since the cable lengths
selected are only one-half of the circumference. A cable that is wrapped
around several times would present a test problem because the weights would
fall to the ground before the cables are completely unwrapped. A development
problem for the spin and despin rocket would be the recovery of momentumdue
to plume impingement. To surmount this problem, the rockets can be canted.
Design integration of spin rockets should be simpler than integration of yo-yo's
since provision for location of cables does not have to be made. Yo-yo's were
selected to indicate that they too can be integrated into the design if
further analyses indicates that they are prefered for despun.
3.15.3 Functional Description
During interplanetary cruise the entry probe utilizes the flyby probe attitude
control system. At entry probe separation, the flyby probe orients the entry
probe longitudinal axis in the proper direction, and angular momentumadded
to the entry probe maintains this orientation. It has been assumedfor the
approach trajectory analyses that the thrust application angle can be controlled
to within 1 degree (one sigma). Using the results analysis described in
Section 3.15.2.1, the entry probe spin-thrust system performance i.e. the
dispersion in the thrust application angle was determined for the entry probe
configurations. Table 3.99 complementsTable 3.97 in that entry probe mass
and dimension characteristics not presented in Table 3.9V are found in Table
3.99. The one sigma standard deviation in thrust application angle for the
separation-spin-thrust system is presented in Table 3.100. It is important
to note that the contribution due to initial alignment to the inertial frame
dominates the problem. Therefore, reduction in errors arising from separation,
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spin-up, and thrust will not significantly reduce the error in thrust
application angle. The contributing errors that constitute the initial
alignment are, I) the gyro drift rate, 2) the limitcycle dead band width
of the flyby probe, and 3) the structural alignment accuracy. Of the
errors the gyro drift rate error is the most important; the limit cycle dead
band width is of slightly smaller importance, and the structural alignment
contribution is negligibly small'
The spin rocket weights would be very nearly equal to the weights presented
in Table 3.97 (i.e. the spin rockets would weigh about 0.5 Ib per motor) for
all the entry probes considered. In very low impulse range required for spin
lp, the weight is largely combined of the empty case weight. The propellant
mass is a small fraction of the total rocket mass.
Yo-yo weights have been estimated for the four entry probe configurations.
These weight figures are based on a length of wire that is one-half the
circumference at the wrap around diameter. By selection of this length of
wire, there is no overlap, and the problem of entanglement is removed. The
penalty that results is that a larger mass is required. The weight of a yo-yo
despin includes the weight of the despin masses, the wire, brackets, and
pyrotechnics. Table 3.101 summarizes the yo-yo despin subsystem characteristics.
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3.16 Thermal Control
3.16.1 Functional Requirements
3.16.1.1 General Requirements and Objectives
The function of the thermal control system is to maintain entry probe
I
subsystem components, structural members, and the heat shield within
temperature limits (operative and non-operative) in the various phases of
flight. Specific requirements imposed on the thermal control system include
provision to, I) minimize the disturbance to the flyby probe after entry
probe separation, i.e. maintain an adiabotic thermal interface, 2) maintain
temperature control during the post-separation phase without using stored
energy, and 3) be compatible with communications requirements in regard to
the applicability of metallic coatings.
The study objective was to define thermal control requirements and to recommend
a design approach which can operate reliably over the entire mission profile.
In order to achieve these objectives it is necessary to consider thermal
control coatings, power requirements, insulation requirements, and the effect
of various perturbations like sun or space orientation and the effect of a
midcourse maneuver, on the overall entry probe thermal balance.
3.16.1.2 Design Criteria and Limitations
General design conditions and requirements are summarized in Table 3.102.
The specific criteria used in the design, and the limitations imposed on the
system are outlined below.
3.16.1.3 Thermal Environments
Decontamlnation/Sterilization
The probe system is exposed to ET0 decontamination and heat sterilization
cycles (293OF). Internal heat is provided through heating elements to reduce
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TABLE 3.102
GENERAL DESIGN CONDITIONS AND REQUIREMENTS
ENTRY PROBE THERMAL CONTROL SUBSYSTEM
Phase
I. Decontamination/
sterilization
2. Prelaunch and
launch
3. Cruise near
earth
4. Midcourse
maneuver
5. Cruise near
Venus
6. Post-separation
7. Venus entry
Environment
ETO decontamination and
temperature cycle (293°F)
Entry probe protected
by ascent fairing
Space environment; Probe
System in sun (earth
intensity) or in shade
of spacecraft depending
on the configuration
selected.
Space environment; Probe
System in sun (earth
intensity)
Space environment; Probe
System in sun (Venus
intensity) or in shade of
spacecraft, depending on
the configuration
selected
Space environment; Probe
in sun (Venus intensity);
Probe orientation relative
to the sun depends on the
trajectory
Entry thermal environment
and internal heat
generation
Condition or Requirement
Conductive, convective and
radiative heat interchange.
Internal power to reduce
temperature gradients as well
as heatup times.
Generally the same requirements
as for the flyby probe.
Adiabatic flyby probe - entry
probe interface assumed. Limited
power from spacecraft available
if required to heat critical
components.
No fixed Probe System orientation
relative to the sun.
Same comments as under 3,
cruise near earth, apply
Post-separation time between 3 and
9 days. Thermal control by purely
passive means
Entry time: O.2 to I_6 hours
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temperature gradients and shorten component heat-up times.
Prelaunch and Launch
During launch the temperature limits of critical flyby probe components
F
will generally be at the same level and at least as restrictive as those
for critical entry probe and canister components. Therefore, if the thermal
control requirements for the flyby probe from prelaunch through launch
to ejection of the ascent fairingare satisfied, then the entry probe
thermal control requirements will also be satisfied.
Cruise Injection
After fairing ejection, there will be a relatively short period when
the flyby probe is directed on its interplanetary trajectory and acquires
its cruise attitude. During these maneuvers, the canister surface will be
exposed to the sun with the exposure decreasing to zero when cruise attitude
is acquired.
Cruise Near Earth
During cruise, the entry probe is either permanently oriented towards the
sun or away from the sun, depending on the selected configuration. The
entry probe is vented to space and will exchange only negligible amounts of
thermal energy with the flyby probe. Power may be supplied to components
to maintain a minimum entry probe temperature level.
i
Midcourse Maneuver
The interplanetary cruise will be interrupted for a period of midcourse
maneuver when the canister surface will again be exposed to the sun. Since
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the injection error of the booster is random, the attitude required for
the velocity correction for the flyby/entry probe is equally probable in
all directions.
Cruise Near Venus
The sun-orlented entry probe and flyby probe experience maximum temperatures
due to an increase in solar energy. The effect on a space-orlented entry
probe, however, is negligibl e under the assumption of an adiabatic flyby
probe-entry probe interface.
Post-separatlon
At the termination of cruise, the probe will be ejected from the canister
and accelerated by a rocket along a Venus intercept trajectory and enter the
atmosphere after a coast period of between 5 and 12 days. Solar exposure
depends upon the ZAP and thrust application angles selected. Minimum
payload operational temperatures must be achieved by purely passive means
of thermal control.
Entry
The entry probe is exposedto the atmospheric thermal environment for up to
1.6 hour. All equipment is "on" until the mission is completed at impact.
3.16.1.4 Temperature Limitations
Temperature limitations are summarized in Table 3.103. The batteries are
the most critical components and require thermal control attention during all
phases of the mission. A typical probe system temperature profile is shown
in Figure 3.144. Temperature limitations under consideration of environments
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TABLE 3. 103
TEMPERATURE LIMITATIONS FOR STRUCTURAL MEMBERS AND COMPONENTS
Subsystem or Component
Heat Shield
Propulsion unit
Pyrotechnics
Avionics
Transmitter crystal
Battery
Engineering experiments
Temperature Limits, OF
Non-Operating (I)
-IOO, +275
- 65, +165
-1OO, +300 (3)
60, +175
60, +160
60, +175
Operating
-1OO, +150 (2)
- 65, +165 (3)
-IOO, +250 (4)
O, +175
T + I0 (5)
+ 40, + 80 (6)
O, +175
(I)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
The maximum values represent long-tlme exposure limits and
are established for design purposes only. The ultimate
non-operatlng limit is dictated by sterilization requirements.
Limits applicable at beginning of entry.
Lower limit not verified.
The minimum for this class of components is quite conservative:
-180°F may be used if necessary.
T = 70 to 125°F desired.
Operating minimum of 40°F desired.
applicable at beginning of entry.
is acceptable.
Operating maximum of 80°F
A terminal value of 175°F
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and probe function in preparation for entry leads to the formulation of
thermal control subsystem concepts.
3.16.2 Thermal Control Definition
3.16.2.1 Thermal Control Coating Selection
The general coating specification is as follows:
k
Component
Sterilization Canister
Entry probe sun oriented
Entry probe space oriente¢
Heat Shield (I)
Afterbody (I) (2)
Interior
Operational
Phase
Cruise
Post
separation
Post
separation
Post
separation
Low
Low
High
Low
High
Low
High
Remarks
White or silver/silica
Base metal,polished
White or silver/silica
Metallic coating
Black
(I) Considering heat shield solar exposure as discussed in paragraph
3o16.2.4.1
(2) Antennas cannot be coated with a metallic coating and will be at a
_ow temperature (applicable to relay link only wherein for operation
at 400 MHz, the antenna is an integral part of the afterbody).
The "stable" white coating, zinc oxide/potassium silicate (References 65 and
66) appears to he the only suitable coating available at the present time.
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This coating has been extensively tested in space and on the ground. The
coating selection may have to be revised as initial research is continuing
with "second generation" thermal control coatings. These coatings consist
of a silver deposit overcoated with silica in a vapor deposition process
(Reference 67). The very low _ value of the latter class of coatings
would make them preferable to other coatings known to date.
Typical coating properties are summarized in the following table.
Coating O_ _ _/_ Remarks
Zinc oxlde/potassium silicate
Silver/silica
Metal, polished
Black
Uncoated ablator
0.19
0.05
0.25
0.9
0.6
0.92
0.8
O.O5
0.9
0.9
0.21
O. 06
5.0
1.O
O. 67
Non-degraded
Aluminum or gold
Low-density
ablator
The zinc oxide/p0tassium silicate coating has been selected for further analysis.
Experience has indicated that the value of O< increases with degradation
of the coating while the 6 value remains essentially constant. The
following analyses consider a coating degraded from O( /6 = O,21 to o_/
= 0.30 during long-tlme space exposure (cruise) and to o( /6 = 0.25 during
short-time space exposure (post-separatlon). More testing is recommended to
verify these assumptions and,to obtain tradeoff data for silver/silica
coatings.
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The selected coating can be applied directly to a sealed ablator surface
or bonded to it in form of a pre-coated foil. An alternate method would
be a prefabricated, Contoured cover mounted with spacers to the ablator
such that mechanical and thermal compatibility between the coating and
ablator is insured. This would circumvent the problem of heat shield
outgasslng, altering the coating s applied directly to the surface. Th_s
latter concept can meet performance requirements during the variety of
pre-entry environments and is recommended for further investigation.
3.16.2.2 Superinsulation Specification
Entry probe insulation is required internally to satisfy entry conditions,
and externally to satisfy cruise, midcourse maneuver and post-separation
requirements*. The application of superinsulation is recommended wherever
feasible. Typical materials have a low effective thermal emittance and low
density to conserve power and weight. Space or sun exposed materials must
be insensitive to space radiation and temperature extremes and most of the
large variety of commercially available materials (aluminized Mylar or Kapton)
may be equally suited. For use within the prone system, the effects of moist
ethylene oxide decontamination and dry heat sterilization have to be considered
in addition to high temperature requirements during entry. Tests have shown
vapor-deposited gold on Mylar or Kapton to be superior for sterilization
requirements, that metallized Kapton is not measurably degraded by space
radiation, and that deep, mechanically achieved crinkling improves multi-
layer insulation thermal effectiveness (Reference 68). Based on these tests,
insulation blankets with one or more 2-mil Kapton ( > 3OO°F) cover sheets
and underlayers of I/4-mil Mylar ( < 300°F) coated on one side with
* Maintenance of an essentially adiabatic flyby probe-entry probe thermal
interface.
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vapor-deposited gold are recommended. To the higher temperature range
(7 300°F), a tradeoff between gold and Kapton and a system consisting of
alternate layers of either metallized Kapton or metallic foil separated
by insulating fiber mats (i.e.,quartz) is indicated (Reference 69).
3.16.2.3 Cruise and Midcourse Maneuver Thermal Analysis
3.16.2.3.1 Effect of Canister Cone Angle on Capsule Temperature
The temperature of the sun oriented probe system during crulse is largely
dependent on the cone angle selected for the sterilization canister.
A heat balance can be written as follows:
where:
Qin = Qout
O(qsA p = E _ AT T4
qs --
6 --
Ap --
6 -
(55)
(56)
incident solar radiation (Btu/hr-ft 2)
solar absorptance
infrared emlttance
projected area relative to the sun (ft 2)
total radiating area (ft 2)
Stefan-Boltzmann constant (O.1714 x 10 -8 Btu/ft2-hr-°R 4)
T = absolute temperature (OR)
For a cone, the following expressions apply:
Ap = 7[- r2 (57)
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where:
= _ r2
sin
Ap
= sin
half cone angle
(58)
(59)
The heat balance is then:
T = qs __d sin[
6
Figure 3.145 has been generated by use of the following values:
qs = 442 Btu/hr-ft 2 near earth
846 Btu/hr-ft 2 near Venus
(60)
= 0.25 as discussed in paragraph 3.16.2.1
6
The effective half cone angle of the sterilization canister cover for the
Best RF Occultation Probe Mission -Direct Link is 70 deg.
Minimum Flyby/Entry Probe Mission
Best Entry Probe Mission
Best RF Occultation Probe Mission - Relay Link
60 deg.
45 deg.
45 deg.
It is shown in Figure 3.145 that the entry probe temperature for a
sterilization canister with a 45 deg. half cone angle varies from +5°F
near earth to +88°F near Venus. For the 60 to 70 deg. sterilization canister
configurations, the temperature is about +30°F near Earth and about +120°F
near Venus. The temperature can be reduced by the addition of a more conical
sterilization canister cover. This solution may not be practical since it would
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lengthen the entry probe, and require a longer adapter and create flyby
probe shroud packaging problems. Another approach is to reduce the O_ /
from 0.25 to some lower value. It has been pointed out in Section 3.16.2.1
that research on a silver/silica coating has indicated that C< / _ values
as low as 0.06 may be available.
3.16.2.3.2 Effect of Entry Probe Location on Thermal Control
Requirements
An investigation was conducted of critical conditions which may arise
for two extreme entry probe locations during cruise. In one case, the
entry probe is oriented such that the canister lid faces the sun; in the
other case, the canister lid faces space_
During cruise, a steady-state probe temperature level is maintained by the
balance between thermal energy entering and leaving the system. In the case
of the sun crlented entry probe, all energy is supplied by direct sun
impingement and energy reflected from the solar panels (if applicable) and is
radiated away from all space-exposed surfaces. The canister base is assumed
to be insulated. Heat transfer between the flyby probe and entry probe
will be finite in the actual hardware, but it was deemed negligible for the
purpose of this study as pointed out. This assumption meets the requirement
to maintain the flyby probe thermal balance after entry probe ejection.
An energy balance for the sun exposed entry probe during cruise is of the
following form:
qin = Qout
qs Ap + qR ApJ = 6 _ AT T 4 (61)
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Solar + Reflected = Reradiated
from flyby
probe
T [ 'I'1 O< (qs A + qR Ap )AT e P
(62)
For the case of solar exposure only, Equations (55) and (56) apply where,
in addition to the notation given before:
qR = reflected solar energy
Apt = projected area relative to the reflecting surface (ft 2)
In the case of a space oriented entry probe, the dlrects_ar energy flux
is absent and will have to be compensated for by internal power in addition
to some energy which may eventually be reflected from the flyby probe solar
panel backface. The following energy balance is valid for a space oriented
flyby probe:
!
ql + 6 qR Ap = _ _ A T T 4 (63)
Internal + Reflected.= Reradiated
T [ IZT
and for total exposure to space:
AT _
where:
6 (ql + _ qR Ap')l k
(64)
(65)
ql = internal energy (Btu/hr)
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For the purpose of this study, the reflection from the solar panels has
been neglected. Using equation 55, Figure 3.146 has been developed to show
the entry probe average and hot-spot t_mperature for a variety of o_ /_
values of the sun oriented probe configuration. For the lower (X / _ limit
for zinc oxide/potassium silicate ( cK/ _ = O.21), the corresponding entry
probe average temperature near Venus is 62°F. Assuming a maximum degradation
to o(/ _ = 0.30 during cruise, the probe temperature will then increase
by 50°F to li2°F. It can be seen that the temperature level of the sun exposed
entry probe is extremely sensitive to the optical properties and performance
of the selected coating system. The hot-spot temperature near Venus may
reach 160°F for a degraded coating. The coating selected in its non-degraded
state will provide a entry probe average temperature of -16°F near Earth. It
is assumed that this lower temperature level is acceptable. However, if
further development (for example, heat shield/substructure incompatibility)
indicates the necessity to raise the entry probe temperature level near earth,
internal power would be required as shown in Figure 3.14_ Considering an
uninsulated canister lid, the power required to raise the entry probe
temperature may have a significant impact on the flyby probe power profile.
For the assumed design case ( o_/E = O.21), for example, the addition of
50 watts will result in a lO°F temperature rise only. The high power requirement
is a direct result of the high coating emittance. An insulated canister lid
is recommended in the latter case to reduce the required power to an
acceptable level.
Entry probe performance during a midcourse maneuver is largely dependent
on its orientation relative to the sun and maneuver time. By application of
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Equation (65), it has been calculated that 450 watts would be required to
maintain a probe steady-state temperature of -16°F if the canister was
oriented towards space. The o_==_j-stateA..... _v,,_v..A_+_^-will prohohly_,no_.......h_ r_ached
in reality. The high emittance ( _ = 0.92) of the canister lid coating,
however, promotes rapld cool-down of adjacent components, in particular the
critical heat shield, and canister lid insulation will most likely be a
requirement.
Considering the space oriented probe configuration, Figure 3.148 has been
developed using Equation (65). In the absenceof solar energy, all heat
has to be supplied internally by thermostatically controlled electrical heaters.
The selected design case considers a low-emitting aluminum surface ( _ = 0.05).
Considering again an uninsulated canister lld, 25 watts will be required to
maintain -16°F. This power level can substantially be reduced if the canister
lid is insulated. Insulation, furthermore, will provide an additional margin
in the case of a coating degradation. An analysis applying Equation (55), in
addition, has indicated a steady-state temperature of 526°F (hot-spot
temperature 605°F) for prelonged solar exposure during a midcourse maneuver
near earth, again pointing out the necessity for canister lid insulation.
Results of this study are summarizedin Table 3.104. It is assumedthat a probe
average temperature level between -20°F and +80°F is acceptable. A high
canister lid coating is required in the case of permanent sun orientation.
Insulation is recommendedonly if further analysis indicates excessive heat
shield cool-down following space exposure during a prolonged midcourse maneuver.
Insulation will also be needed if an assumed-20°F lower temperature level near
earth is not acceptable, in addition to temperature compensation by internal
heat. In contrast, the space oriented configuration requires a low e canister
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lid coating (polished metal) and a constant supply of internal power.
Canister lid insulation is definitely required to conserve on-board power
and to prevent overheating during midcourse maneuversun exposure. From a
thermal control viewpoint preference is given to the space oriented configuration
because the probe temperature level is less dependent on coating performance
and can further be adjusted by heat addition through thermostatically controlled
heaters.
3.16.2.4 Post-Separation Thermal Control Analysis
3.16.2.4.1 Thermal Control Requirements
Assumptions and constraints, probe orientation parameters, and the thermal
design approach are summarizedin Table 3.105. For the cases considered, the
solar exposure angle is such that all sections of the heat shield receive
an equal amountof solar energy while the probe is spinning. The afterbody
is permanently oriented towards space. The thermal design approach is to
provide a low emitting (metallic) coating for the afterbody with the intent
of minimizing radiation to space and to select a heat shield coating such
that an acceptable average temperature level is maintained throughout the
probe. During the long post-separation time (5 to 12 days), steady-state
thermal conditions will be achieved.
The entry probe thermal environment during the post-separation phase is
clearly defined since no interaction with the flyby probe exists. In the
absence of internal power, thermal control must be achieved by purely passive
means for 5 to 12 days post separation transfer to Venus.
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TABLE 3.105
Summary of Post Separation Parameters and Study Results, 45 ° Cone Configuration
i°
2,
Assumptions and Constraints
General
Temperature requirements
Space exposure time
Probe orientation parameters
Solar exposure angle _ (1)
3. Thermal design approach
Coating requirements (2)
Heat shield
Afterbody
Antennas
Rocket motor
Spin nozzles
Interior structure
Selected coating
Heat shield
Afterbody
Antennas
Rocket motor
Spin nozzles
Interior structure
Passive thermal control system, no internal power available
Low (< lO0°F) heat shield and science module pre-entry temperature required.
Battery minimum temperature before operation: 40OF
5 to 12 days
Relay Link Direct Link
Sun
&V
# = 35 °
AV
@
Stuq
45°
Heat shield and afterbody coating specification, insulation where
required, promotion of probe structure internal heat transfer
Low_, high @ ---_Low _/@
Low g
Low _ (where feasible)
Low @ and insulation
Low e and insulation
High e
Stable white paint (zinc oxide/potassium silicate)
g : o.92
= 0.23 (3)
_= o.25 (3)
Metallic coating (for example gold coated mylar bonded to heat shield
with a thermosetting adhesive)
Base material
e = 0.75 (Teflon)
Polished base metal
Electroplating (gold)
Black paint or chemical treatment
I_l Solar exposure angle 8 measured between the probe roll axis and the incident sunlineF r 0°<6< 90 °
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The long duration of the post-separation phase suggests a steady-state
analysis. An energy balance then takes on the form of Equations (56) and
(57).
Assumingconstant solar flux (qs = 846 Btu/hr-ft 2 near Venus), the steady-state
probe temperature is then a function of _ / 6 and A /AT . Furthermore,
P
for a given solar exposure angle, the entry probe temperature is a function
of O(/C only. Summarized in Table 3.105 are solar exposure angles ( _ )
for relay link and direct link communication probe configurations. Note that
the direct link sun-probe axis geometry shown in Table 3.105 is applicable for
entry probes that satisfy the Best RF Occultation Probe Mission - Direct Link,
Minimum Flyby Entry Probe Mission, and Best Entry Probe Mission. For the relay
link, _ was calculated to be between 32.7 and 36.2 degrees, and has been
estimated to be about 45 degrees for the direct link. In both cases, the sun
is impinging at the heat shield while the afterbody is totally space exposed.
The selected thermal control approach considers a probe spinning around its
roll axis. All sections of the heat shield are then equally exposed to the
sun while the afterbody permanently sees space. The general coating specification
is as follows:
Heat Shield Low 0_ , high
Afterbody Low C
Interior High
(typical for white)
(typical for metal)
(typical for black)
It should be noted that the antennas cannot be coated with a metallic coating
and will therefore be at a low temperature. The minimum temperature has been
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estimated to be around -lO0°F.
Shown in Figure 3.149 is the effect of heat-shield coating _/_ variation
on probe temperature. The thermal design range before entry has been
specified as 60 _ 20°F where the lower temperature (40°F) is the lower limit
for high-performance battery operation. The upper limit is dictated by the
requirement that the pre-entry heat shield and science modulue temperature
should be low (< IOO°F, preferably < 80°F) to prevent the temperature from
going beyond the upper allowable bound.
It is shown that a coating with _ / _ _ 0.25 will meet the requirements
outlined above. The _ / _ required is above the lower limit for zinc
oxide/potassium silicate. By using _ / _ = 0.25, it is thus already
accounted for a slight coating degradation which should be small because the
coating is protected by the sterilization canister lid during cruise.
A coating degradation from O_ / E = 0.2 to G_ /E _ 0.25 appears to be
reasonable as pointed out before.
The effect of solar exposure angle variation on probe average temperature
is shown in Figure 3.150. For the coatings selected, the probe average
temperature over the solar exposure angle design range is essentially in
their limits.
The emittance of the afterbody coating has been specified to be _ 0.05.
A low _ coating should also be applied to all space exposed components like
spin nozzles and the propulsion rocket, in addition to thermal insulation wNerever
possible to achieve isolation from space. The probe structure internal heat
path should not be significantly restricted and a high _ coating (black)
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Figure 3. 150 EFFECT OF SOLAR EXPOSURE ANGLE VARIATION ON PROBE
AVERAGE TEMPERATURE DURING POST-SEPARATION
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is recommended to promote internal heat transfer by radiation.
Considering the sensitivity of the thermal balance to coating degradation,
solar exposure angle tolerances, internal heat paths and heat leaks to
space, it is concluded that post-separation thermal control requirements
can be achieved.
3.16.2.4.2 Probe Thermal Gradients
A thermal network analysis has been performed to determine temperature
gradients across the entry probe during post-separation. The purpose of
this analysis is to determine wheter the average probe temperature presented
in Figures 3.149 and 3.150 are representative of the temperature of the heat
shield and afterbody. External radiation exchange with the environment (sun
and space) and internal radiative interchange as well as conduction through the
aeroshell (ablator and substructure) and through the external shell of the
spherical payload module has been considered.
Results are shown in Figure 3.151. Assuming an initial entry probe temperature
of 40°F, the sun-exposed aeroshell heats up rapidly while the temperature of
the space-exposed afterbody decreases slowly. Equilibrium is reached after
approximately 20 hours. The maximum temperature gradient across the heat
shield if directly exposed to sun and space has been determined to be around
o
5°F. The temperature through the payload module will range from 28 F to 46°F
with an average temperature slightly below 40°F which is the lower (and
desirable) payload pre-entry temperature limit. It is concluded that the
temperature differential is small, and that the average temperature provides a
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representative figure. Careful thermal design, however, is required to
promote heat transfer within the probe, in particular to the payload module
(batteries) and antennas which may be an area of concern if ametallic coating
cannot be tolerated. Excessive heat loss to space should be restricted by
the application of insulation wherever possible to reduce thermal gradients.
3.16.3 Thermal Control Functional Description
The recommended thermal control system is shown in Figure 3.152 together
with the flyby probe-entry probe interface configuration and characteristics
used in the design and performance study.
Assumptions and results are summarized as follows:
I. Cruise Phase
Sun orientation
Adiabatic interface with flyby probe (superinsulation)
Canister lid insulated if required during cruise near earth
and midcourse maneuver
Zinc oxide/potassium silicate coating on canister lid
_/E = 0.21 Before space exposure
0.30 Anticipated degraded value after
long-time space exposure
Probe equilibrium temperature, OF
RELAY LINK
_/_ Near Earth Near Venus
O.21 -16 +62
0.30 +28 +112
DIRECT LINK
Near Earth Near Venus
+16 +IOO
+60 +150
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Figure 3.152 THERMAL CONTROL SYSTEM SUMMARY
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During the interplanetary cruise, the flyby/entry probe is oriented in the
Sun-Can.pus frame with sunlight falling on the sterilization canister lid.
Since the flyby probe and entry probe interface is approximately adiabatic,
the entry probe temperature will be nearly uniform and increasing slowly.
An adiabatic interface is assumed to decouple the thermal control of the
flyby probe from the entry probe. Therefore, flyby probe thermal balance
will not be altered after entry probe separation. The temperature increase
is due to increase in proximity to Sun and degradation of thermal control
coating. During interplanetary cruise, the entry probe temperature could range
from -16°F to +l12°F.
. Post-Separation Phase
35 to 45 degree sun angle
Zinc oxide/potassium silicate coating for heat shield
_/_ = 0.25
Gold coating for afterbody
£ = 0.05
Probe equilibrium temperature 60 ! 20°F
Temperature drop across probe 30°F
No internal energy
For the entry probe missions considered, the sun angle is about 35 to 45
degrees (the sun angle is the angle between the vector along the entry probe
longitudinal axis in the direction of the nominal stagnation point and the
vector from the entry probe to sun line). Since a low and stable O_/ _ coating
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is difficult to obtain, a midrange value of 0.25 (slightly degraded coating)
is selected. This value refers to zinc oxide/potassium silicate. During
the 5 to 12 dey crnise, no change in coating properties is assumed. The
equilibrium temperature of the probe will be about +60°F. The temperature
drop from the heat shield on which the sun impinges to the afterbody which
faces space will be about 30°F. Therefore, it will not be necessary to
provide internal energy.
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3.17 Pyrotechnic Subsystem
3.17.1 Functional Requirements
The flight sequence presented in Section 3.4 indicates the events that
require release, exposure or ignition. Some events require the actuation
of a switch to initiate a subsystem. The events initiated by the pyrotechnic
subsystem require squibs to trigger another form of energy either mechanical
or chemical to provide the necessary energy. The sequencing, safing, and
initiation subsystem that provides the command and energy to initiate the
event is described in section 3.13.
3.17.2 Pyrotechnic Subsystem Definition
The devices are all squib actuated. Much of the hardware that is required
has been developed and can be obtained as is from vendors. In some cases
some modification may have to be made, and in all cases the hardware will
have to be qualified to satisfy the Venus mission type approval specifications.
It has been found feasible to identify existing hardware. This approach
has been taken to make the entry probe design hew closely to realistic hard-
ware, and so attempt to avoid unnecessary development programs.
3.17.3 Functional Description
Table 3.106 presents a summary of the pyrotechnic devices.
are described in the following sections.
These devices
3.17.3.1 Sterilization Canister Pressure Release
The pressure in the sterilization canister should be relieved above the
atmosphere, beyond the danger of contamination by the atmosphere. During
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blowdown the gas flow is split and fed into the opposing ports to eliminate
disturbance torques. The valve is normally closed and is opened by an
explosive actuated piston. It would be best to accomplish the blowdown
while the flyby/entry probe is attached to the Centaur to reduce the
effects of torques generated by an uneven flow, and so utilize the larger
moments of inertia of the flyby/entry probe and spent Centaur stage.
It is important _o reduce the pressure for in the event of a leak caused
by meteoroid impact, the resultant torque can cause the flyby probe to
lose lock or increase the limit cycle rate and expenditure of reaction
control gas.
3.17.3.2 Flyby Probe to Entry Probe Umbilical
This is the electrical connection from the flyby probe to the entry
probe. It carries the hardline coaxial cable for checkout of entry
probe system, commands, and power for heaters and battery charging.
Separation is accomplished by release of a preloaded spring. This device
is actuated by an electrical signal which heats up the trip mechanism
to the point of failure. A backup lanymrd release is attached to the
flyby probe. If the electrical release fails, once the entry probe
has been set in motion, the lanyard will actuate the trip mechanism and
release the umbilical.
3.17.3.3 Entry Probe Separation from Flyby Probe
The entry probe is tied to the flyby probe by three tie down bolts. At the
structural interface there are a total of six preloaded springs that are
constrained by the entry probe and the adapter section. The separation command
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is sent from the flyby probe central computer and sequencer via the
initiation system to a power cartridge threaded into the nut housing.
The power cartridge generates a gas which provides the force to actuate
a sliding piston to disengage the threaded segment. After disengagement
the gas drives the bolt into a catcher, thereby breaking the structural
connection, and allowing the springs to provide a separation velocity of
1 ft./sec, to the entry probe.
3.17.3.4 Spin Rocket
Two solid propellant spin rockets are used to accelerate the entry probe
to 30 rpm. The spin rocket is described in section 3.15.
3.17.3.5 Deflection Rocket Motor
The solid propellant rocket motor with an end burner grain configuration
is described in section 3.14.
3.17.3.6 Propulsion Module Separation
Following burnout of the deflection rocket motor, the propulsion module
that is used with the Best RF Occul_ation Probe-Direct Link must be separated.
This module which is positioned about the forebody, has three legs, all of
which bear against the entry probe heat shield during launch and deflection
maneuver. Since the loads are compressive (except for spin up for which
grooves are provided for transmission of torque), the modulue is only
attached to the entry probe at one point for purposes of positioning. The
pin which connects the module to the entry probe is on the inside of the aero-
shell and is removed by a retractable piston. After this tie down is removed
a central spring pushes the module away.
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3.17.3.7 Yo-Yo Release
Two weights with cords that wrap about one half of a circumference are
used to despin the entry probe immediately prior to entry. These weights
are released by retractable piston actuators. The yo-yo's are discussed
in section 3.15.
3.17.3.8 Exposure of Subsonic Instrumentation
After deceleration to Mach 0.5, the ablator and structure in the vicinity
of the nominal stagnation point is separated. This is done to insure that
the mass spectrometer port will not ingest products of ablation. Separation
is accomplished by building a nose cap structure that is attached to the
aeroshell structure by four shear pins. This joint is made up of a piston-
cylinder arrangement, with the piston integral with the nose cap, and the
cylinder part of the aeroshell. These elements are held together by structural
shear pins. Primaline mild detonating fuze contained within a bellows is used
to provide pressure for shearing pins and developing impulse for separation
of nose cap. The gases generated are completely contained within the bellows.
The temperature sensor is spring loaded and held in position by the nose
cap. Upon ejection of the nose cap, the temperature sensor spring extends
the port one inch beyond the nominal entry probe envelope. It is estimated
that the boundary layer is 0.I inch thick. If the nose cap should collide
with the entry probe, the resulting low velocity impact should not compromise
the heat shield, since the entry heating pulse is terminated.
If the entry probe payload does not include a mass spectrometer as in the
case of the Minimum Flyby/Entry Probe, then it is not necessary to separate
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the nose cap. Two temperature probes are deployed through the heat shield
rather than nose cap removal. These temperature probes are held in place by
a cable. They are deployed after a guillotine cable cutter releases the
cable and allows the loaded spring to push the probes through a precut
hole in the heat shield.
3.17.3.9 Extension and Opening af Atmospheric Sample Port
After the nose cap is separated, a retractable piston actuator is
used to deploy the mass spectrometer beyond the boundary layer. This
additional deployment is added to insure that the mass spectrometer will only
ingest atmospheric gases. The extension is one inch and the boundary layer
thickness is estimated to be O.I inch. During this extension of the inlet
port, the port is also uncovered.
3.17.3.10 Uncovering of Visual Photometer Window
After descent to Mach 0.5, the visual photometer window is uncovered
by means of a retractable piston actuator. The purpose of the cover is to
prevent the possible deposition of material during the sterilization cycle,
_nterplanetary transfer, and entry phase from obscuring the photometer detector.
It may be possible to consider a quartz cover, so that in the event of an
actuation failure, light could pass into the detector providing the window
was not made opaque by deposition.
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3.18 Cabling Subsystem
3.18.1 Functional Requirements
The flyby subsystem provides the electrical connections between the
flyby probe, sterilization canister, aeroshell, payload module and
propulsion module. One Of the major objectives of entry probe cabling
design is to minimize the number and size of wires entering the payload
module and the attendant thermal short circuit of the payload module insulation
system.
3.18.2 Cabling Subsystem Definition
The preliminary design for the entry probe electrical interfaces is based
on a philosophy of keeping the interface as simple as possible. This is
accomplished by utilizing the housekeeping measurements, transmitted as
part of the normal data sequence, for diagnostic surfaces during ground
checkout and while the entry probe is attached to the flyby probe. This
procedure eliminates the need for separate instrumentation wires to be
carried across the payload module interface for each diagnostic measurement.
At this stage of entry probe design, two types of cables have been identified.
A coaxial cable is used to connect I) the output of the transmitter across
the payload module insulation barrier to the RF antenna and 2) the alti-
meter electronics to the radar antenna. All other cabling is assumed to be
millitary hook up shielded wire. These cables are described in Section 3.8.
3.18.3 Functional Description
An entry probe interface wiring diagram is presented in Figure 3.153 for the
Best RF Occultation Probe Mission - Direct Link; an interface wiring diagram
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is presented in Figure 3.154 for the Best Entry Probe Mission and Best
RF Occultation Probe Mission - Relay Link and with slight modification
is also applicable to the Minimum Flyby/Entry Probe Mission. It is to be
noted that the major difference between Figure 3.153 and Figure 3.154 is the
cabling requirement for a propulsion module required nn Figure 3.153; this
module must be separated following the deflection maneuver.
A brief description of each function crossing the interface follows:
I. Payload Module Battery Charge - The battery terminals will be
brought through the payload module and sterilization canister to the flyby
probe where a charger regulator is provided to keep the battery fully charged
until separation.
2. Payload Module Battery Temperature - Also brought through to the
battery charger regulator to provide charge rate control.
3. Propulsion Module Battery Charge - The battery terminals Will be
brought from the propulsion module through the sterilization canister to the
flyby probe where a charger regulator is provided to keep the battery fully
charged until separation.
4. Propulsion Module Battery Temperature - Also brought through to the
battery charger regulator to provide charge rate control.
5. Hard-line Video The video signal used as an input for the
transmitter modulator will be carried out from the data handling subsystem
in the payload module through to the flyby probe. This signal provides most
of the onboard probe diagnostic data and will be used for ground checkout
and for checkout while the entry probe is attached to the flyby probe.
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While attached to the flyby probe, it will be necessary to provide a
means of formating the data for transmission via the flyby probe T/M
to Earth link. There are several options as to how to do this; however, it
is very likely that the data will have to be placed in intermediate storage
on the flyby probe. The easiest approach is to use a solid state type of
memory (about 600 bits would be required). In that case, a sync signal
would be provided by the probe to allow the data to be clocked into storage.
6. Data Sync - Referred to in Function No. 5.
7. Separation Switch Canister - A separation switch fixed to the canister
will provide a T/M signal to the flyby probe that the entry probe separated.
8. Separation Switch Aeroshell Pyrotechnics - A separation switch
fixed to the entry probe will be used to safe the aeroshell pyrotechnics.
9. Transmitter Power Monitor - A signal from the onboard probe
transmitter power monitor is brought out to the flyby probe telemetry for
a quick check on transmitter operation.
I0. Sterilization Canister Pyro Monitor Loop r Leads from the canister
pyrotechnic system which is designed to provide indications of status (fired
or unfired) of all items in the safing and pyrotechnic subsystems.
II. Aeroshell Pyro Monitor Loop - Same as above to monitor probe S&I
subsystem.
12. Sterilization Canister Pressure Sensor - A canister pressure switch
will be used as a saflng device for the canister pyrotechnic and be monitored
via flyby probe telemetry.
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13. Sterilization Canister Vent - Signal from flyby probe to
valve on sterilization canister.
14. Mechanical Disconnect - Signal from flyby probe to break tiedowns
holding entry probe to flyby probe.
15. Electrical Disconnect - Signal from flyby probe CC&S to effect
electrical disconnect to payload module and aeroshell.
16. Start Sequence - Control signal sent to start sequencer in payload
module from flyby probe CC&S just prior to probe electrical and mechanical
disconnect.
17. Initiate Checkout Signal from flyby probe to sequencer in payload
module to initiate checkout sequence. Probe systems automatically turn off
at end of sequence.
18. Remove Canister Cover - Signal from flyby probe CC&S to actuate
canister cover release.
19. Electrical Disconnect Signal from flyby probe CC&S to effect
electrical disconnect to propulsion module.
20. Start Sequence - Control signal sent to start sequencer in
propulsion module from flyby probe CC&S just prior to probe electrical
and mechanical disconnect.
21. Initiate Checkout - Signal from flyby probe to propulsion module
sequencer to initiate checkout sequence. Probe systems automatically
turn off at end of sequence.
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22. Propulsion Module Pyro Monitor Loop - Leads from the propulsion
module pyro technic system which is designed to provide indications of status
of all items in the S&I subsystem.
23. Separation Switch Canister - A separation switch fixed to the
canister will provide a T/M signal to the flyby probe that the propulsion
module separated.
24. Separation Switch Propulsion Module Pyrotechnics - A separation
switch fixed to the propulsion module will be used to safe the propulsion
module pyrotechnics.
2_ and 26. Structure Temperatures - Diagnostic data signals brought
from sensors on structure through payload module to probe data handling
system.
27. and 28. Bond Temperatures Signals as above from sensors embedded
in the heat shield at the bond line.
29. and 30. Ablation Sensors - Signals as above from ablation sensors
in heat shield.
31. and 32. Temperature Probes Signals from the temperature probes
which are deployed through the aeroshell are transmitted to the data handling
subsystem within the payload module.
33. R. F. Output - The transmitter output is brought out of the payload
module via coax to the antennas mounted on the aeroshell.
34. Radar Antenna Feed - R. F. feedthrough the payload module to the
loop antenna located about the circumference of the aeroshell at the maximum
aeroshell.
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35. Remove Probe Nosecap - Signal from the payload module sequencer
to actuate nosecap release.
36. Extend and Open Atmospheric Sampling Port Signal from payload
module sequencer to initiate extension and opening of sample port after
nosecap is released.
37. Uncover Photometer Window - Signal from payload module sequencer
to release photometer window cover after nosecap is released.
38. Despin - Signal from payload module sequencer to release yo-yo's
effecting despin.
39. Propulsion Module Separation - Signal from payload module sequencer
to pin puller pyro to effect separation of the propulsion module.
40. Spin Rocket Ignition - Signal from the propulsion module sequencer
igniting spin rockets. Because they must fire simultaneously a single igniter
will be used which will fire a pyrotechnic line igniting both rockets.
41. Deflection Rocket Ignition - Signal from the propulsion module
sequencer igniting deflection rocket motor.
42. Payload Module Heaters - Power brought from ground supply to
decrease payload module time to achieve the sterilization temperature.
43. Heat Shield Heaters - Power must be brought from the flyby probe
to thermostatically controlled heaters to maintain the heat shield temperature.
44. Spin Rocket Heaters Same as above.
45. Deflection Rocket Motor Heaters Same as above.
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3.19 RADARALTIMETERSUBSYSTEM
3.19.1 Functional Requirements
The radar altimeter is sampledat the samerate as the scientific instrumenta-
tion to provide a continuous record of the altitude time history. With
this altitude information the Venus atmospheric pressure, temperature, and
density altitude profiles can be obtained without the necessity of integra-
tion of the barometric equation. Therefore, the addition of a radar provides
redundant information which is valuable from the viewpoint of correlation of
the outputs of the instrumentation. Incorporation of a radar altimeter will
also provide data that the entry probe impacted the surface and terminated
its mission, and therefor also serves as an impact indicator.
A radar altimeter is a valuable experiment if it only provides a single altitude
mark. For example if the entry probe mission should be terminated due to a
malfunction, then the atmosphere-altitude profile up to the point of failure
could be determined by integration of the barometric equation. If entry
probe impact provided the altitude mark, and if the entry probe failed before
impact, then itwould not be possible to obtain even a part of the atmosphere-
altitude profile since no mark or initial condition would be available.
3.19.2 Radar Altimeter SubsystemDescription
Radar experiments for a planetary entry probe are capable of serving a variety
of scientific objectives. The most useful and important objective is to fix
in altitude, by direct measurement, the location of each atmospheric sample
analyzed by other probe instrumentation. It is this primary objective which
will guide the design to be synthesized herein. Other objectives, which could
be considered in further studies and which would be important for more elaborate
probes are: wind effect measurements, descent rate measurements, terrain
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characteristic determinations and attitude determination using radar. All of these
objectives are primarily of interest for the design of soft landing vehicles.
The basic design requirement for the Venus entry probe radar is the measurement
of the probe altitude (shortest distance to the surface).
3.19.2.1 Frequencp Selection
There are 5 principle frequency-dependent factors in determining the link perfor-
mance. These are: space loss, bandwidth, noisetemperature (galactic), antenna
efficiencyjand power generating efficiency.
The frequency dependence of the space loss term depends on the antenna requirements
for the radar. For example, if gain (or directionality) is not important the de-
sign would be based on a fixed antenna aperture and the space loss would not be
frequency dependent. However, since the entry probe does not have an active atti-
tude control subsystem and since wind effects can apparently cause significant
attitude perturbations, it is wise to consider very broad (e._. hemi-omni) antenna
coverage. In this case, the gain is fixed and the space loss term will be propor-
tional to f2 for all frequency bands.
The system bandwidth will primarily be determined by the doppler shift incurred
by the return signal. This will cause the noise power to increase proportionally
to f for all frequency bands.
The system noise temperature will be a complicated function of frequency. The
main lobe of the antenna will be looking at the surface of Venus which, being
physically at about 750°K, will appear at that noise temperature with little fre-
quency dependence. Cosmic noise will become important at frequencies below VHF
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and will in fact be the predominant factor in determining the system noise tem-
perature for a broad-beam antenna. Thus the noise temperature will be propor-
tional to i/f 2 below VHF and will be relatively flat beyond VHF.
The antenna efficiency is a factor when the physical size of the aperture
becomes smaller than about 1/2 wavelength. When considering both the effi-
ciency of the radiating element and the tuning elements (which will be required
for small radiating aperture), the overall antenna efficiency will be approximately
proportional to f2.
The transmitter efficiency will, in general, be important for frequencies
below VHF. However, for higher frequencies, the efficiency will be roughly
related to i/f.
Taking all of the above factors into account, the frequency dependence of the
radar can be described approximately by the curve of Figure 3.155. As can be
seen, a minimum exists at about 50 MHz for a 50" aperture and that the perform-
ance does not degrade rapidly for higher or lower frequencies.
3.19.2.2 Antenna Selection
Within the constraints of very broad beamwidth, it is most efficient to utilize
the largest possible antenna aperture. Since the aperture size is limited by
the size of the probe, a particularly appealing approach is to utilize the
aeroshell as the antenna aperture. Studies at Avco have shown that this can
be accomplished using a triply folded quarter wave monopole that is bent to
conform to the maximum diameter of the aeroshell to electromagnetically
excite the aeroshell. A pattern very much like that of a dipole antenna is
produced. The design of such an antenna is illustrated in Figures 3.156 and
3.157 and the resultant pattern is illustrated in Figures 3.158 and 3.159. As can
be seen, a peak gain of +i db is achieved with a 3 db beamwidth of about 80 ° •
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3•19.2.3 Modulation Selection
Three basic types of radar altimeters have been considered for the Venus entry
probe application. These are: FM-CW, short pulse and long pulse (interrupted
CW).
A CW system would result in the simplest electronic system for such a probe, if
two electrically isolated antennas could be used. The use of two antennas, how-
ever, would resist in considerable complexity to the entry probe system; and for
that reason consideration is herein restricted to pulsed systems. It is possible
to design an FM-CW system to operate with only one antenna. This is done by si-
nusoidally modulating the transmitter and controling the ground-return signals
and transmitter leakage. This type of system is, however, quite complicated and
has limited dynamic range and accuracy.
A short-pulse altimeter would be essentially a conventional range tracking radar.
By using a leading edge tracker, the system can be designed to discriminate against
terrain return from all scatterers at a range greater than the probe altitude.
The primary difficulty with a short-pulse system would be the high-peak power re-
quired, particularly at long ranges, which would constitute a potential breakdown
problem. Also, in order to optimize the performance of the radar, it would be
desirable to alter the pulse characteristics as the probe descended towards the
surface.
The long-pulse (interrupted CW) system considered would be a simplification of
the approach proposed by Avco for Voyager class lander. The system is character-
ized by the use of coherent detection of the return signal which results in cor-
D
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relation tracking. The major advantage of such a system is the growth
potential for future planetary missions. From this type of system, it would
be possible to obtain entry probe angular rate data, wind velocity, and terrain
roughness estimates• Of course these data would require significantly higher
data bandwidths than could be achieved with a non-surviving, direct-link,
Venus entry probe; however, they could be important in future missions.
The salient characteristics of the three %rpes of system compared with the same
geometry, frequency of operation and probe configuration are shown in Table 3.107.
As can be seen, the most efficient system from the point of view of power and
weight would be the ICWtype of system.
Because of the requirement for two antennas for the CW system and the breakdown
problem for the short-pulse altimeter, the ICW altimeter will be considered as
the primary design for the Venus entry probe•
Type Peak Power
ICW 20W
Short
Pulse 5KW
FM-CW 30W
TABLE 3. 107
RADAR ALTIMETER COMPARISON
Average Power
Duty Cycle Consumed
35-45_ 20 Watts
Weight
5-8 ibs
•3-.4_ 50 16.5
CW 65 lO
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3.19.3 Functional Description
The radar altimeter uses an interrupted CW for modulation; it operates at a fre-
quency of 50 MHz, and us_ a ring antenna around the circumference at the maximum
diameter of the aeroshell. With 20 W of radiated power, altitude determination
can begin at an altitude of 100,000 ft. With 20 W of radiated power assuming a
surface scattering coefficient of -20 db_ the margin at 100,000 ft. is 21 db,
and the sum of the adverse tolerances is 16 db.
The ICW radar system is shown conceptually in the block diagram of Figure 3.160. The
operation of a practical system differs only in detail from that described by the
block diagram. As can be seen, the phase of the return signal is compared with
sampling pulses obtained by differentiating the delayed transmitted pulses. This
is in effect a correlation where the result is:
g' (t) = -_y (t) x' (t -_) dt (66)
where
gl(t) _ the correlation function
y (t) = return signal
x' (t-_) = delayed-differentiated transmitted signal
The correlation will be maximum when g' (t) = 0. The loop is thus designed to
minimize g' (t) by adjusting_. The integration time is selected to increase the
SNR while allowing the loop response to track the altitude as the probe descends.
The calculations to determine the required transmitter power are summarized in
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Table 3.108. As can be seen, operation to iO0,O00 feet is possible with a
peak power of 20 watts. Since the duty cycle will be less than 50_ and the
transmitter efficiency will be near 50_, the total power requirement of the
altimeter will be near 20 watts.
O
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TABLE 3. i08
ICW ALTIMETER DESIGN CONTROL CHART
i. TRANSMITTER POWER
2. ANTENNA GAIN (2 WAY)
3. CIRCUIT LOSS (2 WAY)
4. SPACE LOSS (i00,000 ft, 50 MHz)
5. TERRAIN SCATTERING COEFFICIENT
6. RECEIVED POWER
7. RECEIVER NO (10,000 ° K)
8. IF BANDWIDTH (50 KHz)
9. THRESHOLD SNR
10. ACCURACY (5%)
ii. F0_SE __TION I_ROV_T
m. THRESHOLD POWER REQUIRED
13. MARGIN
14. SUM OF ADVERSE TOLERANCES
13.0 dbW
-6 ab
-4 db
-i01 db
-20 db
-if8 dbW
-188 db W/H
47 db
+i0 db
+7 db
-15 ab
-139 dbW
21 db
+ 2db
+ idb
+ 10db
+ i0 db
+i db
+i db
+3 db
16.o db
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3.20 Impact Detector Subsystem
3.20.1 Functional Requirements
There is a requirement that positive information be transmitted that the
entry probe impacted the surface of Venus. During atmospheric descent there is
a continuous sensing and transmission of temperature, pressure, density and the
time of sampling. To convert the atmospheric property-time profiles to atmos-
pheric property-altitude profiles, a reference point must be established. Once
impact has been established, it is possible to integrate the sensor and timer
outputs to obtain altitude profiles of the atmopsheric properties. It could be
assumed that termination of the telemetry signal would be necessary and suffi-
cient evidence that impact occurred. However, if a failure mode such as im-
plosion of the payload module would occur, there would be an abrupt cessation
of telemetry signal. It would not be possible to distinguish between impact
and failure before impact.
An impact detector could also be used to provide data on the surface proper-
ties of Venus in the neighborhood of entry probe impact. This secondary function
of the impact detector would in general require the transmission of many bits
in comparison to the smaller number of bits that must be transmitted to deter-
mine that impact occurred.
3.20.2 l_n_ct Detector Definition
Two distinct classes of impact sensing systems have been considered.
These are: l) Systems which sense the impact itself and transmit data from
the beginning of impact until the system goes off the air, and 2) Radar type
systems which sense the surface before impact and, hence, provide an indication
of the impending crash.
Clearly, the major problem with the impact sensing systems is the poten-
tially very short time available in which to communicate the data. For a probe
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descending at nearly 80 ft/sec near the surface (Best RF Occultation Probe
Mission - Direct Link with subsonic ballistic parameter at 0.69 slug/ft 2
descenting into the AV-4 atmosphere), it is quite possible that communication
would be cut off within about 20 millisec_ following initial contact with the
Venus surface. Since 20 millisec, is approximately the bit period for this
case, and since it is proposed to use a coded system where information is
transmitted by word rather than bit, the normal modulation/demodulation process
cannot be used to obtain impact data. It is conceivable that other signal
detection techniques can be used to recover the impact data. For example,
the signal received at Earth at impact will have a unique characteristic due
to deceleration effects on the transmitter and the doppler shift. However,
it would be very difficult to predict the magnitude and repeatability of these
deceleration effects without a lengthy test program. Furthermore, it would
require a good signal to noise ratio to recover this data.
It is also possible to detect the impact on board the probe (e.g.,
using a jerk meter or some type of crush-up detector) and to drastically
alter the transmitted signal to insure detection at Earth. The signal alter-
ation could be a large shift in output frequency or power. These signals
could still be rather difficult to detect at Earth, and furthermore, such a
system would make it difficult to receive useful data after impact should the
probe survive.
An approach which appears much more promising than directly sensing
impact is to use a very short range radar to observe the approaching surface
just before impact. The technology required is well developed being very much
the same as is used regularly in proximity fuzes used in various weapons. Such
devices can be small, lightweight and very reliable.
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The basic question to be answered in selecting a low altitude radar for
the Venus probe is how much information should be attempted to be derived from
the _evi_e. T_ +_i ___-_I __
.......... j_-_ =_ u±--a_y fuze is a one-shot triggering device which
emits a pulse to fire the ordinance when the target is close enough. Such a
device would certainly be useful in assuring that the surface was nearby when
the transmission from the probe stopped. It would also be possible to consider
the use of rather sophisticated radars which could give data on descent velocity,
range, surface reflectivity and surface roughness. The analysis of such systems
is beyond the scope at this current study. However, in the following section, a
system will be described which can provide a great deal of useful data while
satisfying the primary objective of determining when impact occurs. This is
essentially a CW radar detecting only the amplitude of a return signal from the
surface of Venus. By monitoring the output of the system at a moderately high
rate, information may be obtained about the closing rate of the probe to the
surface, the amplitude and frequency of probe oscillation and possibly the radio
reflectivity of the Venus surface.
A block diagram of a simple CW radar is shown in Figure 3161.A solid-state
oscillator generates a CW signal which is radiated from the antenna. The doppler-
shifted return signal from the surface of Venus interacts with the oscillator to
produce a spectral component in the collector current at the dopper frequency.
This component is filtered in a band-pass filter matched to the band of possible
doppler frequencies. After amplification to a suitable level the doppler signal
is detected and sampled to permit reconstruction of the terminal phase of the g_
probe trajectory.
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where
The loop-loss Pr/Pt for CW radar over terrain is given by
Pr G2 _ 2
Pt 64 _f_ 2h2
Pt = transmitted power
Pr = received power
G = antenna gain
= wavelength of transmitted power
h = altitude
K = terrain reflectivity
(6z>
The space loss for this radar subsystem is based on specular reflection, ,
rather than on diffuse reflection.. From an altitude of 10%000 ft or less
the surface of Venus looks like an infinite plane rather than a finite reflec-
tion.
The choice of frequency for this system depends upon the antenna concept
selected. Since optimum performance is obtained with the largest possible
aperture, it is desirable to use the full aeroshell as the antenna. Avco
studies have shown that the aeroshell can be excited at a frequency such
that _ is equal to the aeroshell circumference (4:_) resulting in about
2 db gain on axis. For a 54 in. entry probe the resultant wavelength is 170 in.
with a frequency of 68 MHz.
The greatest uncertainty _ in the value of the surface reflectivity.
Evans et a170 report an average value of reflectivity for the planet as a
whole of -8.3 db with a probable error of _ 2 db for a wavelength of 23 centi-
meters, which agrees well with other measurements at meter and decimeter wave-
lengths. This agreement indicates the absence of significant attenuation by the
atmosphere at these frequencies. Atmospheric loss will therefore be neglected
in this investigation, particularly in view of the short ranges involved.
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There are difficulties, of course, in utilizing reflectivity measurements
made at planetary distances for the design of a fuze operating at an altitude of
i0 or 20 feet. Certainly the reflectivity may not be constant over the planetary
surface, and indeed, Evans et a170 have observed returns from portions of the
Venus surface corresponding to values of reflectivity as much as 3 db below
the average value. Since even these low values of reflectivity represent
average values for large area of the surface, it is possible that much larger
local variations could exist. It is encouraging that a radar model of planetary
71
surfaces due to Muhleman has recently been verified for the moon by recent
72
experimental data from the Surveyor program.
Another consideration is the relative magnitudes of the spectral and
diffuse components of the terrain return. This determines the amount of spread
in the received doppler spectrum. Evans et a170 estimate that 89% of the echo
power arises from a specular return which indicates the existance of a smooth
surface and that a model based on specular reflection is valid. However, this
simple model does not take into account sloping surfaces and the effect of
vehicle horizontal velocity which will influence the fuze function height.
On the basis of the above considerations a worst case reflectivity of
-15 db will be utilized for the loop-loss calculation.
The loop-loss can now be calculated from equation 67.
Quantity Loop-Loss (db)
G2 -4
_2 = (14.2 ft) 2 -23
64_"2 +28
h2 : (15 ft) 2 +23.6
K +15
Pr-T_ = +39.-_db
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If the oscillator transmits at a power level of 1 milliwatt, the terrain
return power received at the antenna port will be 39.6 dbm.
The radar receiver is essentially of the homodyne type with the IF band-
width determined by the expected range of doppler frequencies. If the vehicle
vertical velocity at the fuze operating altitude is_ 80 feet/second, the corres-
ponding doppler frequency bandwidth will be about 6 Hz.
The receiver noise power Pn is given by
Pn = KTBF (68)
where K = Boltzmann's constant
T = 290oK
B = IF bandwidth
F = receiver noise figure
The receiver noise will be essentially all flicker or 1/f noise because
of the low IF frequency. Published data]B shows that the corresponding noise
figure in db, Fdb , will be given by
Fdb = 72.5 - 12.5 log f (69)
where f = the IF center frequency.
Substituting the IF center frequency of 3 Hz into equation(69) we calcu-
late the noise figure to be 66.3, and substituing this noise figure and the IF
bandwidth of 6 Hz into equation (68) we find the noise power to be -102.9 dbm.
Since the received power level has previously been calculated as -39.6 dbm the
signal to noise ratio referred to the receiver input will be 63.3 db which is
more than adequate for reasonable false alarm and detection probability statis-
tics. This calculation, of course, is based on an altitude of 15 feet and a
reflectivity of -15 db.
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The response time of the system is controlled by the doppler band-pass
filter. The effective integration time Tf of a band-pass filter is given by 74
Tf : i/B (70)
With the 6 Hz bandwidth previously determined, the integration of
response time is found from equation (70) to be 53 milliseconds. This means
that a vehicle travelling with a vertical velocity of 80 ft/sec will descend
4 feet during the fuze response time.
The principal uncertainty in the design is the surface reflectivity
value assumed for Venus. It would be possible to use signal modulation to
actually determine range to the surface; however, to satisfy the primary objec-
tive of determining that the surface is nearby, this is not necessary. In
the above calculations, a reflectivity of -15 db was assumed. As indicated pre-
viously, the uncertainty in this value over limited areas could be very large.
If we assume a lO db uncertainty (_ 5 db), the resultant altitude error would
be 5 db or a factor of about 3. Thus, if the device were designed to nominally
indicate 15 feet, it could trigger at anywhere from 5 to 45 feet. The 40 foot
uncertainty means only about .5 seconds uncertainty in impact time (for an
impact velocity of 80 fps). If the output of the fuze were monitored no faster
than 2 samples/second (as is certainly the case for the low data rate probe),
the uncertainty in the time of impact will be at least .5 seconds in any event.
The maximum data return from this instrument can be obtained by monitoring
the output signal directly. The instrument should be calibrated and the scale
should be adjusted so that for the lowest possible reflectivity the radar would
detect the surface in time to read out 2 samples of data (about 75 feet for 80
fps probe and 2 samples/second data rate for radar). Operation at this range
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would still provide a 47.3 db SNR assuming a i milliwatt radiated power and
-15 db worst case reflectivity. If the data link were then interrupted, the
interriJptin_ could _ o÷+_'_÷_ to _.... _ with a................... _ high degree of confidence.
Furthermore, an estimate of the local reflectivity of the surface would be
obtained from knowledge of the descent velocity (obtained from ballistic para-
meter and density), the signal level and the number of samples before impact.
In the event that the probe continues to communicate from the surface, a true
impact detector (e.g., an accelerometer) should be provided to determine the
actual time of impact. This could be mechanized by momentary transmission
of a unique data word at the instant of impact.
3.20.3 Functional Description
The electronics portion of the proximity fuze described above can be
realized in an all-solid-state design utilizing integrated circuits, which will
occupy a volume 3" x i" x l" and weigh 3 ounces. The prime power requirement
will be 250 milliwatts at 12 VDC. The size and weight of the antenna and feeder
cable has been estimated to weigh 5 lb. It is assumed that the fuze electronics
will be mounted in the payload module with a controlled ambient temperature
below 160°F. The antenna will be located external to the payload module at
the maximum diameter. Provisions must be made for protection against the
high temperature environment.
It is shown in Section 3.12 that the data rate for the Best RE Occultation
Probe mission - Direct Link is 47 hits/sec. Clearly there could not be many
samples per second of radar data allocated for this probe. One possibility
is to allocate the recorded data channels to the radar after the recorded data
has all been played out once. This would yield a data rate of about 9.6 bits/second,
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or for 6 bits/sample about 1.6 samples per second. It would take 1.25 seconds
to assure that 2 samples of data were returned. It is thus desirable to have
the first return occur 1.25 seconds before impact or at about lO0 feet. As
discussed earlier, this would result in a SN2 in excess of %0 db for I milliwatt
of radiated power.
It is therefore concluded that an acceptable way of handling the impact
radar data is to play the data out on the channels allocated to stored data
after the stored data has been played out. In order to guarantee playout of the
stored data before impact an increase (of perhaps 20%) will be required in the
playout rate of stored data. This will result in an increase of about 5% in
the overall data rate. If the radar data were added to the real time data as an
additional channel, the net increase would be over 20%.
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